1. Abel MK, Kho KA, Walter A, Zaritsky E
   KP Authors: Walter, Andrew J, Zaritsky, Eve F
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s):

2. Abramson S
   "Do You Really Need This Appointment?"
   Perm J. 2018 10 01;22. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/18-102 PMID:30285915
   KP Authors: Abramson, Scott
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s):

3. Abramson S
   **How a "Nothingoma" Can Bring Joy to a Physician**
   Perm J. 2018 Jun 11;22. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/18-039 PMID:29911968
   KP Authors: Abramson, Scott
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s):

   **Dose response effects of postnatal hydrocortisone on growth and growth factors in the neonatal rat**
   KP Authors: Abrantes, Maria A
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research Center(s):

   **How data can deliver for dermatology**
   KP Authors: Wu, Jashin J
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research Center(s):

   **Two patients with FOXF1 mutations with alveolar capillary dysplasia with misalignment of pulmonary veins and other malformations: Two different presentations and outcomes**
   KP Authors: Murali, Priyanka
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s):

Accelerating the Drug Delivery Pipeline for Acute and Chronic Pancreatitis: Summary of the Working Group on Drug Development and Trials in Acute Pancreatitis at the National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases Workshop
KP Authors: Wu, Bechien U
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

Severe Morbidity and Mortality Associated With Respiratory Syncytial Virus Versus Influenza Infection in Hospitalized Older Adults
KP Authors: Ackerson, Bradley K, Tseng, Hung-Fu, Sy, Lina S, Solano, Zendi, Slezak, Jeffrey M, Luo, Yi, Fischetti, Christine
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

Bisphosphonate Drug Holiday and Fracture Risk: A Population-Based Cohort Study
J Bone Miner Res. 2018 Mar 12. DOI: 10.1002/jbmr.3420 PMID:29529334
KP Region(s): Southern California, Colorado, Northwest, Hawaii, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation, Institute for Health Research, Center for Health Research - Northwest, Center for Health Research - Hawaii

Osteoporosis and Hip Fracture Risk From Routine Computed Tomography Scans: The Fracture, Osteoporosis, and CT Utilization Study (FOCUS)
J Bone Miner Res. 2018 Apr 17. DOI: 10.1002/jbmr.3423 PMID:29665068
KP Authors: Adams, Annette L, Karrer, Heidi F, Fatemi, Shireen
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

Automated symptom and treatment side effect monitoring for improved quality of life among adults with diabetic peripheral neuropathy in primary care: a pragmatic, cluster, randomized, controlled trial
KP Authors: Adams, Alyce S, Schmittiel, Julie A, Altschuler, Andrea, Bayliss, Elizabeth, Neugebauer, Romain S, Ma, Lin, Dyer, Wendy, Clark, J, Cook, B, Willyoung, D, Jaffe, Marc, Young, Joseph D, Kim, Eileen, Boggs, Jennifer M, Shainline, Michael R, Hippler, Rosa M
KP Region(s): Northern California, Colorado, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research, Institute for Health Research
   Three-Year Morbidity and Mortality Rates After Nontraumatic Transmetatarsal Amputation
   J Foot Ankle Surg. 2018 Jul 10. DOI: 10.1053/j.jfas.2018.03.047 PMID:30005966
   KP Authors: Adams, Barbara E, Edlinger, Joshua P, Weintraub, Miranda L, Pollard, Jason
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s):

   Meeting the Challenge: Hepatitis C Virus and HIV Care Experiences Among HIV Specialty Providers
   KP Authors: Balderson, Benjamin H
   KP Region(s): Washington
   KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

   Who Starts the Conversation and Who Receives Preexposure Prophylaxis (PrEP)?: A Brief Online
   Survey of Medical Providers’ PrEP Practices
   Health Educ Behav. 2018 Jan 01:1090198117752789. DOI: 10.1177/1090198117752789
   PMID:29353546
   KP Authors: Balderson, Benjamin H, Brown, Katherine
   KP Region(s): Washington
   KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

   Prevalence and Correlates of Low Pain Interference Among Patients With High Pain Intensity Who
   Are Prescribed Long-Term Opioid Therapy
   PMID:29705347
   KP Authors: Smith, Ning, Yarborough, Bobbi Jo H, Deyo, Richard A
   KP Region(s): Northwest
   KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

   Head and Neck Kaposi Sarcoma: Clinicopathological Analysis of 11 Cases
   Head Neck Pathol. 2018 Mar 05. DOI: 10.1007/s12105-018-0902-x PMID:29508130
   KP Authors: Thompson, Lester DR
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research Center(s):

    D'Agostino RB, Dabelea D
    Transfer from paediatric to adult care for young adults with Type 2 diabetes: the SEARCH for
    Diabetes in Youth Study
    Diabet Med. 2018 Jan 27. DOI: 10.1111/dme.13589 PMID:29377258
    KP Authors: Lawrence, Jean M
    KP Region(s): Southern California
    KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation
18. Agimi Y, Albert SM, Youk AO, Documet PI, Steiner CA
Dementia and motor vehicle crash hospitalizations: Role of physician reporting laws
PMID:29386271
KP Authors: Steiner, Claudia
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research Center(s): Institute for Health Research

19. Aguilar SA, Asakawa N, Saffer C, Williams C, Chuh S, Duan L
Addition of Audiovisual Feedback During Standard Compressions Is Associated with Improved Ability
PMID:29560078
KP Authors: Aguilar, Stevie A, Asakawa, Nicholas C, Saffer, Cameron M, Williams, Christine, Chuh, Steven, Duan, Lewei
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

Pre-operative assessment and post-operative outcomes of elderly women with gynecologic cancers, primary analysis of NRG CC-002: An NRG oncology group/gynecologic oncology group study
Gynecol Oncol. 2018 May 25. DOI: 10.1016/j.ygyno.2018.05.022
PMID:29807694
KP Authors: Littell, Ramey
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

21. Ajayi AA, Commins SV, Clarke DE
Metastatic Angiosarcoma of the Scalp Presenting with Cystic Lung Lesions: A Case Report and Review of Cystic Lung Diseases
Perm J. 2018 Jul 05;22. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/17-168
PMID:30005733
KP Authors: Ajayi, Antonette
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

Longer lactation duration is associated with decreased prevalence of non-alcoholic fatty liver disease in women
PMID:30392752
KP Authors: Gunderson, Erica
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

23. Akikwala T, Trivedi D, Kochamba G, Kansagra K, Sridhar S, Rudikoff AG, Hernandez Conte A
Perioperative Evaluation and Surgical Management of a Patient With a Pericardial Hemangioma Abutting the Right Ventricular Outflow Tract and Main Pulmonary Artery
J Cardiothorac Vasc Anesth. 2018 Apr 27. DOI: 10.1053/j.jvca.2018.04.050
PMID:29807714
RESPONSE TO LETTER BY
Spine. 2018 Feb 09. DOI: 10.1097/BRS.0000000000002600 PMID:29432392
KP Authors: Akins, Paul T, Inacio, Maria C, Prentice, Heather, Guppy, Kern H
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

25. Akins PT, Inacio MCS, Prentice HA, Guppy KH
TO THE EDITOR
Spine. 2018 Apr 15;43(8):E493. DOI: 10.1097/BRS.0000000000002600 PMID:29595624
KP Authors: Akins, Paul T, Inacio, Maria C, Prentice, Heather, Guppy, Kern H
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

26. Akins PT, Jian B
The Frozen Brain State of Cryptococcus gattii: A Globe-Trotting, Tropical, Neurotropic Fungus
Neurocrit Care. 2018 Apr 16. DOI: 10.1007/s12028-018-0538-4 PMID:29663282
KP Authors: Akins, Paul T, Jian, Brian J
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

27. Albritton J, Belnap TW, Savitz LA
The Effect Of The Hospital Readmissions Reduction Program On Readmission And Observation Stay Rates For Heart Failure
KP Authors: Savitz, Lucy A
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

28. Aleem AW, Orvets ND, Patterson BC, Chamberlain AM, Keener JD
Risk of Perforation Is High During Corrective Reaming of Retroverted Glenoids: A Computer Simulation Study
Clin Orthop Relat Res. 2018 Apr 06. DOI: 10.1007/s11999.0000000000000302 PMID:29621028
KP Authors: Orvets, Nathan D
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research Center(s):

Left Ventricular Global Longitudinal Strain Can Reliably Be Measured from a Single Apical Four-Chamber View in Patients with Heart Failure
KP Authors: Ambrosy, Andrew P
KP Region(s): Northern California
   Congophilic Fibrillary Glomerulonephritis: A Case Series
   Am J Kidney Dis. 2018 Jun 01. DOI: 10.1053/j.ajkd.2018.03.017 PMID:29866458
   KP Authors: Hever, Aviv
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research Center(s):

   High-resolution mapping of traffic related air pollution with Google street view cars and incidence of cardiovascular events within neighborhoods in Oakland, CA
   KP Authors: Alexeeff, Stacey, Shan, Jun, Liu, Xi, Sidney, Steve, Van Den Eeden, Stephen
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

   Advancing Health Policy and Program Research in Diabetes: Findings from the Natural Experiments for Translation in Diabetes (NEXT-D) Network
   KP Authors: Schmittdiel, Julie A
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

33. Alinaghi F, Calov M, Kristensen LE, Gladman DD, Coates LC, Jullien D, Gottlieb AB, Gisondi P, Wu JJ, Thyssen JP, Egeberg A
   Prevalence of psoriatic arthritis in patients with psoriasis: A systematic review and meta-analysis of observational and clinical studies
   KP Authors: Wu, Jashin J
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research Center(s):

34. Almaghraby A, Chason M, Banigan M
   Case 3: A 17-year-old Boy with 6 Weeks of Left Neck Swelling
   KP Authors: Chason, Mattia E
   KP Region(s): Mid-Atlantic
   KP Research Center(s):

Mosaic RAS/MAPK variants cause sporadic vascular malformations which respond to targeted therapy
J Clin Invest. 2018 Feb 20. DOI: 10.1172/JCI98589 PMID:29461977
KP Authors: Lipson, Mark
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

36. Alpert PF

New Evidence for the Benefit of PSA Screening: Data From 400,887 Kaiser Permanente Patients
KP Authors: Alpert, Paul F
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):


Yield of Colonoscopy After a Positive Result From a Fecal Immunochemical Test OC-Light
KP Authors: Singh, Maneesh H
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

38. Al-Temimi MH, Rangarajan S, Chandrasekaran B, Kim EG, Trujillo CN, Mousa AF, Santos DA, Johna SD

Predictors of Failed Transcystic Laparoscopic Common Bile Duct Exploration: Analysis of Multicenter Integrated Health System Database
KP Authors: Al-Temimi, Mohammed H, Rangarajan, Sriram, Chandrasekaran, Bindupriya, Kim, Edwin G, Trujillo, Charles N, Mousa, Asrai, Johna, Samir D
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

39. Alves VAF, Kakudo K, LiVolsi V, Lloyd RV, Nikiforov YE, Nosé V, Papotti M, Thompson LDR

Noninvasive Follicular Thyroid Neoplasm With Papillary-Like Nuclear Features (NIFTP): Achieving Better Agreement By Refining Diagnostic Criteria
KP Authors: Thompson, Lester DR
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):


Identifying responders to oral iron supplementation in heart failure with a reduced ejection fraction: a post-hoc analysis of the IRONOUT-HF trial
J Cardiovasc Med (Hagerstown). 2018 Dec 03. DOI: 10.2459/JCM.0000000000000736 PMID:30540649
41. Ambrosy AP, Parzynski CS, Friedman DJ, Fudim M, Hernandez AF, Fonarow GC, Masoudi FA, Al-Khatib SM
   Is Time From Last Hospitalization for Heart Failure to Placement of a Primary Prevention
   Implantable Cardioverter-Defibrillator Associated With Patient Outcomes?
   Circulation. 2018 Dec 11;138(24):2787-2797. DOI: 10.1161/CIRCULATIONAHA.118.035627
   PMID:30565983
   KP Authors: Ambrosy, Andrew P
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

42. Amdur RL, Feldman HI, Dominic EA, Anderson AH, Beddhu S, Rahman M, Wolf M, Reilly M, Ojo A,
    Townsend RR, Go AS, He J, Xie D, Thompson S, Budoff M, Kasner S, Kimmel PL, Kusek JW, Raj DS,
    CRIC Study Investigators
   Use of Measures of Inflammation and Kidney Function for Prediction of Atherosclerotic Vascular
   Disease Events and Death in Patients With CKD: Findings From the CRIC Study
   KP Authors: Go, Alan S
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

43. Amendola LM, Berg JS, Horowitz CR, Angelo F, Bensen JT, Biesecker BB, Biesecker LG, Cooper GM,
    Kenny EE, Koenig BA, Knight S, Kwok PY, Lewis KL, McGuire
   The Clinical Sequencing Evidence-Generating Research Consortium: Integrating Genomic
   Sequencing in Diverse and Medically Underserved Populations
   Am J Hum Genet. 2018 Sep 06;103(3):319-327. DOI: 10.1016/j.ajhg.2018.08.007 PMID:30193136
   KP Authors: Goddard, Katrina AB
   KP Region(s): Northwest
   KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

    Lewis KL, Roche M, Scollon S, Wynn J, Blout C
   Why Patients Decline Genomic Sequencing Studies: Experiences from the CSER Consortium
   J Genet Couns. 2018 Mar 01. DOI: 10.1007/s10897-018-0243-7 PMID:29497922
   KP Authors: Gilmore, Marian J, Kauffman, Tia L
   KP Region(s): Northwest
   KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

45. Amin M, Lee EB, Bhutani T, Wu JJ
   Review of European registries for psoriasis
   KP Authors: Amin, Mina, Wu, Jashin J
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research Center(s):
46. Amin M, Lee EB, Bhutani T, Wu JJ
   Do psoriasis patients engage in vigorous physical activity?
   KP Authors: Wu, Jashin J
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research Center(s):

47. Amin M, Lee EB, Wu JJ
   How to choose between IL-17 inhibitors and IL-23 inhibitors for psoriasis
   KP Authors: Amin, Mina, Wu, Jashin J
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research Center(s):

48. Amin M, No DJ, Egeberg A, Wu JJ
   Choosing First-Line Biologic Treatment for Moderate-to-Severe Psoriasis: What Does the Evidence Say?
   KP Authors: Wu, Jashin J
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research Center(s):

49. Amoako AO, Pujalte GG, Kaushik N, Riley T
   Patient Discomfort and Resident Confidence After Knee Intra-articular Injection Simulation Training: A Randomized Control Trial Study
   DOI: 10.1177/1179544118782903 PMID:30013410
   KP Authors: Amoako, Adae O
   KP Region(s): Mid-Atlantic
   KP Research Center(s):

50. Amsden LB, Davidson PT, Fevrier HB, Goldfien R, Herrinton LJ
   Improving the quality of care and patient experience of care during the diagnosis of lupus: a qualitative study of primary care
   Lupus. 2018 Jan 01:961203318763082. DOI: 10.1177/0961203318763082 PMID:29546773
   KP Authors: Amsden, Laura B, Fevrier, Helene B, Goldfien, Robert, Herrinton, Lisa
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

   Two-Year Outcomes of Sacral Neuromodulation Versus OnabotulinumtoxinA for Refractory Urgency Urinary Incontinence: A Randomized Trial
   KP Authors: Nguyen, John N
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research Center(s):
52. An J, Niu F, Turpcu A, Rajput Y, Cheetham TC
   Adherence to the American Diabetes Association retinal screening guidelines for population with diabetes in the United States
   KP Authors: Niu, Fang, Cheetham, T Craig
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

   The HTN3-MSANTD3 Fusion Gene Defines a Subset of Acinic Cell Carcinoma of the Salivary Gland
   KP Authors: Thompson, Lester DR
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research Center(s):

   Case-control meta-analysis of blood DNA methylation and autism spectrum disorder
   KP Authors: Croen, Lisa A
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

   Associations of ICU Capacity Strain with Disposition and Outcomes of Patients with Sepsis Presenting to the Emergency Department
   KP Authors: Liu, Vincent, Escobar, Gabriel
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

56. Annam K, Chen AJ, Lee IM, Paul AA, Rivera JJ, Greenberg PB
   Risk Factors for Early Intraocular Pressure Elevation After Cataract Surgery in a Cohort of United States Veterans
   Mil Med. 2018 Feb 07. DOI: 10.1093/milmed/usx113 PMID:29425312
   KP Authors: Lee, Irene M
   KP Region(s): Washington
   KP Research Center(s):

   Diagnosing Masked Hypertension Using Ambulatory Blood Pressure Monitoring, Home Blood Pressure Monitoring, or Both?
   Hypertension. 2018 Nov;72(5):1200-1207. DOI: 10.1161/HYPERTENSIONAHA.118.11319 PMID:30354812
   KP Authors: Reynolds, Kristi L
58. Anstey MH, Adams JL, McGlynn EA
   Is there a disconnect between what we do and what we should do? A survey of intensive care physicians and nurses in California
   KP Authors: Anstey, Matthew H R, Adams, John L, McGlynn, Elizabeth A
   KP Region(s): Program Offices, Southern California, Inter-Regional
   KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

   Parents' attitudes toward consent and data sharing in biobanks: A multisite experimental survey
   KP Authors: Ludman, Evette J
   KP Region(s): Washington
   KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

   Pharmacy students can improve access to quality medicines information by editing Wikipedia articles
   KP Authors: De Guia, Michael J
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research Center(s):

   Hospitalization following Outpatient Medical Care for Influenza: US Influenza Vaccine Effectiveness Network, 2011-2015-16
   Influenza Other Respir Viruses. 2018 Nov 08. DOI: 10.1111/irv.12616 PMID:30408341
   KP Authors: Jackson, Lisa A, Jackson, Michael L
   KP Region(s): Washington
   KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

62. Ariagno RL, Lee HC, Stevenson DK, Benjamin DK, Smith PB, Escobedo MB, Bhatt DR
   A directory for neonatal intensive care: potential for facilitating network-based research in neonatology
   J Perinatol. 2018 Mar 15. DOI: 10.1038/s41372-018-0097-8 PMID:29545621
   KP Authors: Bhatt, Dilip R
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research Center(s):

   Effects of tributyltin on placental cytokine production
64. Arita Y, Pressman M, Getahun D, Menon R, Peltier MR

**Effect of Tetrabromobisphenol A on expression of biomarkers for inflammation and neurodevelopment by the placenta**

PMID:30055667

KP Authors: Getahun, Darios T
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

65. Armstrong AW, Gordon KB, Menter MA, Wu JJ

**The Evolving Landscape of Psoriasis Treatment**


KP Authors: Wu, Jashin J
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):


**Empowering genomic medicine by establishing critical sequencing result data flows: the eMERGE example**

J Am Med Inform Assoc. 2018 May 31. DOI: 10.1093/jamia/ocy051 PMID:29860405

KP Authors: Hartzler, Andrea L, Ralston, James D
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

67. Arterburn D, Gupta A

**Comparing the Outcomes of Sleeve Gastrectomy and Roux-en-Y Gastric Bypass for Severe Obesity**


KP Authors: Arterburn, David E, Gupta, Anirban
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute


**Comparative Effectiveness and Safety of Bariatric Procedures for Weight Loss: A PCORnet Cohort Study**


KP Authors: Arterburn, David E, Wellman, Robert D, Murali, Sameer B, Coleman, Karen J, Coley, Rebecca Y, Anau, Jane A, Pardee, Roy E, Cook, Andrea
KP Region(s): Washington, Southern California, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute, Department of Research and Evaluation

Quality of Care for Children with Medical Complexity: an Analysis of Continuity of Care as a Potential Quality Indicator
KP Authors: McGlynn, Elizabeth A
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

The combined association of modifiable risk factors with breast cancer risk in the Women's Health Initiative
KP Authors: Caan, Bette
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

Hypothalamic Vasopressin-producing Tumors: Often Inappropriate Diuresis But Occasionally Cushing Disease
KP Authors: Thompson, Lester DR
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

Canadian genome-wide association study and meta-analysis confirm HLA as a risk factor for peanut allergy independent of asthma
KP Authors: Jorgenson, Eric, Melles, Ronald
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

73. Asanad K, Banapour P, Asanad S, Jabaji R, Chang A
Scrotal flap reconstruction for treatment of erectile dysfunction following penile enhancement with liquid silicone
KP Authors: Banapour, Pooya, Jabaji, Ramzi B, Chang, Allen X
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):
74. Asdigian NL, Barón AE, Morelli JG, Mokrohisky ST, Aalborg J, Dellavalle RP, Daley MF, Berwick M, Muller KE, Box NF, Crane LA
   Trajectories of Nevus Development From Age 3 to 16 Years in the Colorado Kids Sun Care Program Cohort
   KP Authors: Mokrohisky, Stefan T, Daley, Matthew F
   KP Region(s): Colorado
   KP Research Center(s):

75. Assadipour Y, Zhou H, Kuo EJ, Haigh PI, Adams AL, Yeh MW
   End-organ effects of primary hyperparathyroidism: A population-based study
   KP Authors: Zhou, Hui, Haigh, Philip I, Adams, Annette K
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

   Posttraumatic Spinal Cord Injury without Radiographic Abnormality
   KP Authors: Pang, Dachling
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s):

   Being Present: A single-arm feasibility study of audio-based mindfulness meditation for colorectal cancer patients and caregivers
   KP Authors: Kubo, Ai, Altschuler, Andrea
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

78. Auyong DB, Hanson NA, Joseph RS, Schmidt BE, Slee AE, Yuan SC
   Comparison of Anterior Suprascapular, Supraclavicular, and Interscalene Nerve Block Approaches for Major Outpatient Arthroscopic Shoulder Surgery: A Randomized, Double-blind, Noninferiority Trial
   Anesthesiology. 2018 Apr 11. DOI: 10.1097/ALN.0000000000002208 PMID:29634491
   KP Authors: Schmidt, Brian E
   KP Region(s): Washington
   KP Research Center(s):

   Recent Intrauterine device use and the risk of precancerous cervical lesions and cervical cancer
   Contraception. 2018 Apr 16. DOI: 10.1016/j.contraception.2018.04.008 PMID:29673740
   KP Authors: Silverberg, Michael J, Leyden, Wendy, Raine-Bennett, Tina
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s): Division of Research
80. Avula HR, Leong TK, Lee KK, Sung SH, Go AS
   Long-Term Outcomes of Adults With Heart Failure by Left Ventricular Systolic Function Status
   Am J Cardiol. 2018 Jun 21. DOI: 10.1016/j.amjcard.2018.05.036 PMID:30057237
   KP Authors: Avula, Harshith R, Leong, Thomas K, Lee, Keane K, Sung, Sue Hee, Go, Alan S
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

81. Avula HR, Rassi AN
   The Current State of Left Main Percutaneous Coronary Intervention
   PMID:29344756
   KP Authors: Avula, Harshith R, Rassi, Andrew N
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s):

   The Incremental Value of Right Ventricular Size and Strain in the Risk Assessment of Right Heart
   Failure Post - Left Ventricular Assist Device Implantation
   PMID:30539717
   KP Authors: Weisshaar, Dana, Ha, Richard V
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s):

   Consistently very poorly controlled asthma is associated with greater activity and school
   impairment in children with severe or difficult-to-treat asthma
   J Allergy Clin Immunol Pract. 2018 Jun 05. DOI: 10.1016/j.jaip.2018.05.026 PMID:29883753
   KP Authors: Zeiger, Robert S
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

    R, Davidson AJ
   Developing a Regional Distributed Data Network for Surveillance of Chronic Health Conditions:
   The Colorado Health Observation Regional Data Service
   KP Authors: Steiner, John F, Tabano, David C
   KP Region(s): Colorado
   KP Research Center(s): Institute for Health Research

   Maternal sedentary behavior during pre-pregnancy and early pregnancy and mean offspring birth
   size: a cohort study
A Pre-Pregnancy Biomarker Risk Score Improves Prediction of Future Gestational Diabetes
PMID:30302420
KP Authors: Badon, Sylvia, Zhu, Yeyi, Sridhar, Sneha, Xu, Fei, Lee, Catherine, Ehrlich, Samantha,
Quesenberry, Charles P, Hedderson, Monique M
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

87. Bae E, Vo TD
Carotid artery angioplasty and stenting for atherosclerotic plaque with mobile intimal flap
KP Authors: Vo, Trung D
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

88. Bahorik AL, Sterling SA, Campbell CI, Weisner C, Ramo D, Satre DD
Medical and non-medical marijuana use in depression: Longitudinal associations with suicidal ideation, everyday functioning, and psychiatry service utilization
PMID:30086434
KP Authors: Bahorik, Amber L, Sterling, Stacy A, Campbell, Cynthia I, Weisner, Constance, Satre, Derek
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

Reducing Health Risk Behaviors and Improving Depression in Adolescents: A Randomized Controlled Trial in Primary Care Clinics
KP Authors: Zeledon, Luis R, Laborde, Anne P
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

Long-Term Outcomes From Repeated Smoking Cessation Assistance in Routine Primary Care
Am J Health Promot. 2018 Jan 01:890117118761886. DOI: 10.1177/0890117118761886
PMID:29534598
KP Authors: Stevens, Victor J, Fortmann, Stephen P, Kurtz, Stephen E, McBurnie, Mary Ann, Hazlehurst, Brian
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest
91. Baker JM, Grant RW, Gopalan A
   A systematic review of care management interventions targeting multimorbidity and high care utilization
   PMID:29382327
   KP Authors: Baker, Jennifer M
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

92. Bakr O, Zhao W, Corley D
   Gastroesophageal Reflux Frequency, Severity, Age of Onset, Family History and Acid Suppressive Therapy Predict Barrett Esophagus in a Large Population
   J Clin Gastroenterol. 2018 Jan 19. DOI: 10.1097/MCG.0000000000000983 PMID:29356784
   KP Authors: Zhao, Wei K, Corley, Douglas
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

93. Bakshi N
   Sensory Inattention
   Perm J. 2018 Aug 27;22. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/18-079 PMID:30201089
   KP Authors: Bakshi, Nandini
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

   Virtual Educational Outreach Intervention in Primary Care Based on the Principles of Academic Detailing
   J Contin Educ Health Prof. 2018 Oct 16. DOI: 10.1097/CEH.0000000000000224 PMID:30346338
   KP Authors: Holden, Erika, Tuzzio, Leah, Parchman, Michael L
   KP Region(s): Washington
   KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

95. Balekian AA, Wisnivesky JP, Gould MK
   Surgical Disparities among Patients with Stage I Lung Cancer in the National Lung Screening Trial
   KP Authors: Gould, Michael K
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

   Implementation of a Clinical Decision Support System for Children With Minor Blunt Head Trauma Who Are at Nonnegligible Risk for Traumatic Brain Injuries
   KP Authors: Ballard, Dustin, Vinson, David R, Mark, Dustin G, Offerman, Steven R, Chettipally, Uli
   KP Region(s): Northern California
 Stratified probabilistic bias analysis for BMI-related exposure misclassification in postmenopausal women
 Epidemiology. 2018 Jun 01. DOI: 10.1097/EDE.0000000000000863 PMID:29864084
 KP Authors: Cespedes, Elizabeth M, LeBlanc, Erin S, Caan, Bette, Kroenke, Candyce H
 KP Region(s): Northern California, Northwest, Inter-Regional
 KP Research Center(s): Division of Research, Center for Health Research - Northwest

98. Banapour P, Abdelsayed GA, Bider-Canfield Z, Elliott PA, Kilday PS, Chien GW
 Nephrometry score matched robotic vs. laparoscopic vs. open partial nephrectomy
 KP Authors: Banapour, Pooya, Abdelsayed, George A, Bider-Canfield, Zoe, Elliott, Peter A, Kilday, Patrick S, Chien, Gary W
 KP Region(s): Southern California
 KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

99. Banapour P, Asanad K, Chan R, Tran VQ
 Recurrent papillary renal cell carcinoma with concomitant ipsilateral upper urinary tract urothelial carcinoma and metachronous urothelial carcinoma of the bladder
 PMID:29379740
 KP Authors: Banapour, Pooya, Chan, Roger, Tran, Viet Q
 KP Region(s): Southern California
 KP Research Center(s):

 Paraneoplastic renal cell carcinoma in the setting of preeclampsia and placental abruption
 PMID:29888194
 KP Authors: Banapour, Pooya, Jabaji, Ramzi B, Artenstein, Daniel, Chien, Gary W, Sehgal, Indu B
 KP Region(s): Southern California
 KP Research Center(s):

 Safety and feasibility of outpatient robot-assisted radical prostatectomy
 KP Authors: Banapour, Pooya, Elliott, Peter A, Jabaji, Ramzi B, Parekh, Ashish R, Pathak, Apurba S, Merchant, Madhur M, Tamaddon, Kirk
 KP Region(s): Southern California
 KP Research Center(s):

Fasting Glucose Variability in Young Adulthood and Cognitive Function in Middle Age: The Coronary Artery Risk Development in Young Adults (CARDIA) Study
Diabetes Care. 2018 Oct 10. DOI: 10.2337/dc18-1287 PMID:30305344
KP Authors: Sidney, Steve
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

Bandarkar AN, Blask AR
Testicular torsion with preserved flow: key sonographic features and value-added approach to diagnosis
KP Authors: Bandarkar, Anjum N
KP Region(s): Mid-Atlantic
KP Research Center(s):

Bandos H, Melnikow J, Rivera DR, Swain SM, Sturtz K, Fehrenbacher L, Wade JL, Brufsky AM, Julian TB, Margolese RG, McCarron EC, Ganz PA
Long-term Peripheral Neuropathy in Breast Cancer Patients Treated With Adjuvant Chemotherapy: NRG Oncology/NSABP B-30
J Natl Cancer Inst. 2018 Feb 01;110(2). DOI: 10.1093/jnci/djx162 PMID:28954297
KP Authors: Fehrenbacher, Lou
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

Banegas MP, Emerson MA, Adams AS, Achacoso NS, Chawla N, Alexeeff S, Habel LA
Patterns of medication adherence in a multi-ethnic cohort of prevalent statin users diagnosed with breast, prostate, or colorectal cancer
KP Region(s): Northwest, Northern California, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest, Division of Research

Medical Care Costs Associated With Cancer in Integrated Delivery Systems
KP Authors: Banegas, Matthew P, O'Keeffe-Rosetti, Maureen, Ritzwoller, Debra, Hornbrook, Mark C
KP Region(s): Northwest, Colorado, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest, Institute for Health Research

Evolution of Echocardiographic Measures of Cardiac Disease From CKD to ESRD and Risk of All-Cause Mortality: Findings From the CRIC Study
KP Authors: Go, Alan S
KP Region(s): Northern California
   **Long-term Outcomes Associated With Implantable Cardioverter Defibrillator in Adults With Chronic Kidney Disease**
   KP Authors: Reynolds, Kristi L, Smith, David H, Magid, David J, Tabada, Grace H
   KP Region(s): Southern California, Northwest, Colorado, Northern California, Inter-Regional
   KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation, Center for Health Research - Northwest, Institute for Health Research, Division of Research

   **Cardiovascular Events after New-Onset Atrial Fibrillation in Adults with CKD: Results from the Chronic Renal Insufficiency Cohort (CRIC) Study**
   KP Authors: Go, Alan S
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

110. Barami K
   **Letter: Intracranial Connections of the Vertebral Venous Plexus: Anatomical Study With Application to Neurosurgical and Endovascular Procedures at the Craniocervical Junction**
   Oper Neurosurg (Hagerstown). 2018 Mar 14. DOI: 10.1093/ons/opy038 PMID:29554359
   KP Authors: Barami, Kaveh
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s):

111. Barami K, Chakrabarti I, Silverthorn J, Ciporen J, Akins PT
   **Diagnosis, classification, and management of fourth ventriculomegaly in adults: report of 9 cases and literature review**
   World Neurosurg. 2018 May 17. DOI: 10.1016/j.wneu.2018.05.073 PMID:29778601
   KP Authors: Barami, Kaveh, Chakrabarti, Indro, Silverthorn, James W, Ciporen, Jeremy N, Akins, Paul T
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s):

112. Barbero EM, Carpenter DM, Maier J, Tseng DS
   **Healthcare Encounters for Pokémon Go: Risks and Benefits of Playing**
   Games Health J. 2018 Apr 30. DOI: 10.1089/g4h.2017.0180 PMID:29708777
   KP Authors: Barbero, Erika M, Carpenter, Diane, Davis-Maier, Joetta, Tseng, Daniel
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s):

   **A Cautionary Response to SMFM Statement: Pharmacological Treatment of Gestational Diabetes**
114. Barnett TA, Kelly AS, Young DR, Perry CK, Pratt CA, Edwards NM, Rao G, Vos MB, American Heart Association Obesity Committee of the Council on Lifestyle and Cardiometabolic Health; Council on Cardiovascular Disease in the Young; and Stroke Council

Sedentary Behaviors in Today's Youth: Approaches to the Prevention and Management of Childhood Obesity: A Scientific Statement From the American Heart Association

Circulation. 2018 Sep 11;138(11):e142-e159. DOI: 10.1161/CIR.0000000000000591 PMID:30354382

115. Bartlett VL, Bliton MJ, Finder SG

Experience and Ethics at the "Cutting Edge": Lessons From Maternal-Fetal Surgery for Uterine Transplantation


The associations of subclinical atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease with hip fracture risk and bone mineral density in elderly adults


Rapid eGFR change as a determinant of cardiovascular and renal disease outcomes and of mortality in hypertensive adults with and without type 2 diabetes


118. Barzilay JI, Davis BR, Pressel SL, Ghosh A, Rahman M, Einhorn PT, Cushman WC, Whelton PK, Wright JT

The Effects of eGFR Change on CVD, Renal, and Mortality Outcomes in a Hypertensive Cohort Treated With 3 Different Antihypertensive Medications

119. Barzilay JI, Lai D, Davis BR, Pressel S, Pervin HE, Arnett D

*The Interaction of a Diabetes Gene Risk Score With Three Different Antihypertensive Medications for Incident Glucose Level Elevation*


KP Authors: Barzilay, Joshua I
KP Region(s): Georgia
KP Research Center(s):


*Feasibility of Implementing the Patient-Reported Outcomes Version of the Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events in a Multicenter Trial: NCCTG N1048*

*J Clin Oncol.* 2018 Sep 11;JCO2018788620. DOI: 10.1200/JCO.2018.78.8620 PMID:30204536

KP Authors: Kolevska, Tatjana
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

121. Bassett HK, Rowinsky P

*The Snowball Effect of Low-Value Care*


KP Authors: Rowinsky, Peter A
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):


*Elevated Medium Chain-Acylcarnitines are Associated with Gestational Diabetes, and Early Progression to Type-2 Diabetes, and Induce Pancreatic β-Cell Dysfunction*

*Diabetes.* 2018 Feb 07. DOI: 10.2337/db17-1150 PMID:29436377

KP Authors: Gunderson, Erica
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

123. Battaglia A

*My Siren*

*Perm J.* 2018 Sep 06;22. Epub 2018-09-06. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/18-072 PMID:30227911

KP Authors: Battaglia, Alex S
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

124. Bauer AH, Bonham J, Gutierrez L, Hsiao EC, Motamedi D

*Fibrodysplasia ossificans progressiva: a current review of imaging findings*


KP Authors: Bauer, Adam H
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):
125. Bauer FL, Donahoo WT, Hollis HW, Tsai AG, Pottorf BJ, Johnson JM, Silveira LJ, Husain FA
   *Marijuana's Influence on Pain Scores, Initial Weight Loss, and Other Bariatric Surgical Outcomes*
   Perm J. 2018 Jul 19;22. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/18-002 PMID:30010532
   KP Authors: Donahoo, William T, Tsai, Adam G, Husain, Farah A
   KP Region(s): Colorado
   KP Research Center(s):

126. Bauer J, Kansagra K, Chao KH, Feng L
   *Transfemoral thrombectomy in the cavernous sinus and superior ophthalmic vein*
   KP Authors: Bauer, Justin L, Kansagra, Kartik, Chao, Kuo H, Feng, Lei T
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research Center(s):

127. Bauer J, Kansagra K, Chao KH, Feng L
   *Transfemoral thrombectomy in the cavernous sinus and superior ophthalmic vein*
   KP Authors: Bauer, Justin L, Kansagra, Kartik, Chao, Kuo H, Feng, Lei T
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research Center(s):

   *Anxiety, Depression, and Adverse Clinical Outcomes in Patients With Atrial Fibrillation Starting Warfarin: Cardiovascular Research Network WAVE Study*
   J Am Heart Assoc. 2018 Apr 14;7(8). Epub 2018-04-14. DOI: 10.1161/JAHA.117.007814 PMID:29656278
   KP Authors: Fan, Dongjie J, Sung, Sue Hee, Go, Alan S
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

   *Long-Term Effectiveness of the Live Zoster Vaccine in Preventing Shingles: A Cohort Study*
   KP Authors: Baxter, Roger, Bartlett, Joan, Fireman, Bruce, Hansen, John, Lewis, Edwin M, Aukes, Laurie A, Klein, Nicola
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

   *Data Management for Applications of Patient Reported Outcomes*
   KP Authors: Bayliss, Elizabeth, Tabano, Heather A, Dublin, Sascha, Adams, Annette L
   KP Region(s): Colorado, Washington, Southern California, Inter-Regional
   KP Research Center(s): Institute for Health Research, Washington Health Research Institute, Department of Research and Evaluation
131. Bazarov I, Kim J, Richey JM, Dickinson JD, Hamilton GA

**Minimally Invasive Plate Osteosynthesis for Treatment of Ankle Fractures in High-Risk Patients**
J Foot Ankle Surg. 2018 Feb 02. DOI: 10.1053/j.jfas.2017.11.004 PMID:29398510
KP Authors: Kim, Jason, Richey, Johanna M, Dickinson, Joseph D
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):


**Associations between ACE-Inhibitors, Angiotensin Receptor Blockers, and Lean Body Mass in Community Dwelling Older Women**
KP Authors: Kroenke, Candyce H
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

133. Beaber EF, Sprague BL, Tosteson ANA, Haas JS, Onega T, Schapira MM, McCarthy AM, Li CI, Herschorn SD, Lehman CD, Wernli KJ, Barlow WE

**Multilevel Predictors of Continued Adherence to Breast Cancer Screening Among Women Ages 50-74 Years in a Screening Population**
KP Authors: Wernli, Karen J
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

134. Becerra-Culqui TA, Getahun D, Chiu V, Sy LS, Tseng HF

**Prenatal Tetanus, Diphtheria, Acellular Pertussis Vaccination and Autism Spectrum Disorder**
KP Authors: Becerra, Tracy Ann, Getahun, Darios T, Chiu, Vicki Y, Sy, Lina S, Tseng, Hung-Fu
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation


**Mental Health of Transgender and Gender Nonconforming Youth Compared With Their Peers**
KP Authors: Becerra, Tracy Ann, Cromwell, Lee, Getahun, Darios T, Hunkeler, Enid, Millman, Andrea K, Quinn, Virginia P, Robinson, Brandi E, Robinl, Douglas W, Silverberg, Michael J
KP Region(s): Southern California, Georgia, Northern California, Mid-Atlantic, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation, Center for Research and Evaluation, Division of Research, Mid-Atlantic Permanente Research Institute


**Parental First Concerns and Timing of Autism Spectrum Disorder Diagnosis**
KP Authors: Becerra, Tracy Ann, Lynch, Frances, Owen-Smith, Ashli A, Spitzer, Joey J, Croen, Lisa A
Large-Scale Implementation of Collaborative Care Management for Depression and Diabetes and/or Cardiovascular Disease
PMID:30201666
KP Authors: Beck, Arne, Boggs, Jennifer M, Alem, Angelika C, Coleman, Karen J
KP Region(s): Colorado, Southern California, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Institute for Health Research, Department of Research and Evaluation

138. Becker BA, Childress MA
Common Foot Problems: Over-the-Counter Treatments and Home Care
Am Fam Physician. 2018 Sep 01;98(5):298-303. DOI: PMID:30216025
KP Authors: Becker, Blair
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s):

A Research Agenda for Advancing Non-pharmacological Management of Chronic Musculoskeletal Pain: Findings from a VHA State-of-the-art Conference
KP Authors: DeBar, Lynn
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

140. Beekley S
Pigments and Medicine
Perm J. 2018 Jul 19;22. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/18-085 PMID:30005724
KP Authors: Beekley, Sarah
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

High Frequency of MYD88 L265P Mutation in Primary Ocular Adnexal Marginal Zone Lymphoma and Its Clinicopathologic Correlation: A Study From a Single Institution
KP Authors: Raparia, Kirtee
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

142. Beiko D, Gonzalez CM, Mourtzinos AP, Rhee EY
Exploring the business of urology: Is it time for a "Business of Healthcare" curriculum in urology residency programs?
KP Authors: Rhee, Eugene Y
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP 2018 Bibliography - Alphabetical

KP Research Center(s):

143. Belchior P, Yam A, Thomas KR, Bavelier D, Ball KK, Mann WC, Marsiske M
Computer and Videogame Interventions for Older Adults’ Cognitive and Everyday Functioning
Games Health J. 2018 Sep 29. DOI: 10.1089/g4h.2017.0092 PMID:30273002
KP Authors: Yam, Anna
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

Evaluation of a Pharmacist-Managed Diabetes Program in a Primary Care Setting Within an Integrated Health Care System
PMID:29384029
KP Authors: Benedict, Amanda W, Spence, Michele M, Sie, John, Chin, Helen A, Ngo, Chi D, Salmingo, Jennifer F, Vidaurreta, Andrew T, Rashid, Nazia
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

Patterns of Alcohol Use Among Patients Living With HIV in Urban, Large Rural, and Small Rural Areas
KP Authors: Satre, Derek
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

146. Berdugo J, Thompson LDR, Purgina B, Sturgis CD, Tuluc M, Seethala R, Chiosea SI
Measuring Depth of Invasion in Early Squamous Cell Carcinoma of the Oral Tongue: Positive Deep Margin, Extratumoral Perineural Invasion, and Other Challenges
Head Neck Pathol. 2018 Apr 26. DOI: 10.1007/s12105-018-0925-3 PMID:29700721
KP Authors: Thompson, Lester DR
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

Pleural nodular mesothelial/histiocytic hyperplasia associated with syphilis
Hum Pathol. 2018 Sep; 13: 18-20. DOI: 10.1016/j.ehpc.2018.03.005 PMID:
KP Authors: Liebling, Peter, Kubik, Melanie J
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

Association of Prenatal Urinary Concentrations of Phthalates and Bisphenol A and Pubertal Timing in Boys and Girls
Environ Health Perspect. 2018 Sep;126(9):97004. DOI: 10.1289/EHP3424 PMID:30203993
149. Bergeron MC, Ferland J, Malay DS, Lewis SE, Burkmar JA, Giovinco NA
Use of Metatarsophalangeal Joint Dorsal Subluxation in the Diagnosis of Plantar Plate Rupture
J Foot Ankle Surg. 2018 Nov 15. DOI: 10.1053/j.jfas.2018.06.007 PMID:30448184

150. Berk-Krauss J, Bieber AK, Criscito MC, Grant-Kels JM, Driscoll MS, Keltz M, Pomeranz MK,
Martires KJ, Liebman TN, Stein JA
Melanoma risk after in vitro fertilization: A review of the literature

DJ
Food Insecurity, Food "Deserts," and Glycemic Control in Patients With Diabetes: A Longitudinal
Analysis

152. Berona K, Joshi R, Woo YJ, Shrager J
Postpartum Diagnosis of Cardiac Paraganglioma: A Case Report

153. Berry D, Seider M, Stinnett S, Mruthyunjaya P, Scheffler AC, Ocular Oncology Study Consortium
RELATIONSHIP OF CLINICAL FEATURES AND BASELINE TUMOR SIZE WITH GENE EXPRESSION
PROFILE STATUS IN UVEAL MELANOMA: A Multi-institutional Study

154. Berry DE, Scheffler AC, Seider MI, Materin M, Stinnett S, Mruthyunjaya P, Ocular Oncology Study
Consortium
CORRELATION OF GENE EXPRESSION PROFILE STATUS AND AMERICAN JOINT COMMISSION ON
CANCER STAGE IN UVEAL MELANOMA
Retina (Philadelphia, Pa). 2018 Nov 08. DOI: 10.1097/IAE.0000000000002385 PMID:30418387

**Evaluating clinical implementation approaches for prostate cancer decision support**

Urol Pract. Epub 2018 May 22; https://doi.org/10.1016/j.urpr.2018.05.003 DOI: 10.1016/j.urpr.2018.05.003 PMID:

KP Authors: Chien, Gary W
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

156. Berry LL, Deming KA, Danaher TS

**Improving Nonclinical and Clinical-Support Services: Lessons From Oncology**


KP Authors: Deming, Katie A
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research Center(s):

157. Bever GI, Seider MI

**Two-Toned Lipofuscin in the Same Choroidal Melanoma: Orange versus Gray**


KP Authors: Seider, Michael I
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

158. Beverly CM, Naughton MJ, Pennell ML, Foraker RE, Young G, Hale L, Feliciano EMC, Pan K, Crane TE, Danhauer SC, Paskett ED

**Change in longitudinal trends in sleep quality and duration following breast cancer diagnosis: results from the Women's Health Initiative**

NPJ Breast Cancer. 2018;4:15. Epub 2018-06-29. DOI: 10.1038/s41523-018-0065-7 PMID:29978034

KP Authors: Cespedes, Elizabeth M
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research


**Transcutaneous bilirubinometer use and practices surrounding jaundice in 150 California newborn intensive care units**

J Perinatol. 2018 Aug 17. DOI: 10.1038/s41372-018-0154-3 PMID:30120424

KP Authors: Bhatt, Dilip R, Weerasinghe, Sunjeeve
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

160. Bhattacharai O, Han J, Thompson LDR, Buchschach CR, Abdalla IA, Iganej S
Induction chemotherapy followed by concurrent chemoradiation versus concurrent chemoradiation alone in the definitive management of p16-positive oropharyngeal squamous cell carcinoma with low-neck or N3 disease
KP Authors: Bhattasali, Onita, Han, Jeannie, Thompson, Lester DR, Buchschacher, Gary L, Abdalla, Iman, Iganej, Shahrokh
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

Radiographic nodal prognostic factors in stage I HPV-related oropharyngeal squamous cell carcinoma
Head Neck. 2018 Dec 15. DOI: 10.1002/hed.25504 PMID:30552839
KP Authors: Bhattasali, Onita, Thompson, Lester DR, Schumacher, Andrew J, Iganej, Shahrokh
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

162. Bilal M, Taleban S, Riegler J, Surawicz C, Feld A
The Do's and Don'ts of Social Media: A Guide For Gastroenterologists
Am J Gastroenterol. 2018 Oct 17. DOI: 10.1038/s41395-018-0369-0 PMID:30333539
KP Authors: Feld, Andrew D
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s):

163. Binswanger IA, Glanz JM
Potential Risk Window for Opioid Overdose Related to Treatment with Extended-Release Injectable Naltrexone
Drug Saf. 2018 Aug 02. DOI: 10.1007/s40264-018-0705-8 PMID:30073490
KP Authors: Binswanger, Ingrid A, Glanz, Jason M
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research Center(s): Institute for Health Research

Novel Opioid Safety Clinic Initiative to Deliver Guideline-Concordant Chronic Opioid Therapy in Primary Care
KP Authors: Binswanger, Ingrid A, Narwaney, Komal J, Mueller, Shane, Glanz, Jason M
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research Center(s): Institute for Health Research

How Do Gender Differences in Quality of Care Vary Across Medicare Advantage Plans?
KP Authors: Adams, John L
Survivorship care plans: are randomized controlled trials assessing outcomes that are relevant to stakeholders?
KP Authors: Munoz-Plaza, Corrine E, Hahn, Erin E
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

Age of Menarche in a Longitudinal US Cohort
KP Authors: Greenspan, Louise C, Kushi, Larry
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

Mortality among Patients with Chronic Hepatitis B (CHB) Infection: the Chronic Hepatitis Cohort Study (CHeCS)
KP Authors: Schmidt, Mark A, Daida, Yihe G
KP Region(s): Northwest, Hawaii, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest, Center for Health Research - Hawaii

Longitudinal Increases in Adiposity Contribute to Worsening Adipokine Profile over Time in Mexican Americans
Obesity (Silver Spring). 2018 Feb 10. DOI: 10.1002/oby.22128 PMID:29427376
KP Authors: Black, MaryHelen, Shu, Yu-Hsian, Wu, Jun, Koebnick, Corinna, Xiang, Anny H
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

Methylnaltrexone-Associated Bowel Perforation in Postoperative Opioid-Induced Constipation and Ogilvie Syndrome: A Case Report
A A Pract. 2018 Jul 16. DOI: 10.1213/XAA.0000000000000840 PMID:30020107
KP Authors: Blackney, Kevin
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

The Laboratory-Based Intermountain Validated Exacerbation (LIVE) Score Identifies Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease Patients at High Mortality Risk
   Stability of Frequency of Severe Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease Exacerbations and Health Care Utilization in Clinical Populations
   KP Authors: Mularski, Richard A
   KP Region(s): Northwest
   KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

173. Blasi PR, Cromp D, McDonald S, Hsu C, Coleman K, Flinter M, Wagner EH
   Approaches to Behavioral Health Integration at High Performing Primary Care Practices
   KP Authors: Blasi, Paula, Cromp, Deann C, McDonald, Sarah J, Hsu, Clarissa W, Wagner, Edward H
   KP Region(s): Washington
   KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

   Factors associated with future dental care utilization among low-income smokers overdue for dental visits
   KP Authors: Blasi, Paula, Anderson, Melissa L
   KP Region(s): Washington
   KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

175. Bliton MJ, Bartlett VL
   Exploring Clinical Ethics' Past to Imagine Its Possible Future(s)
   KP Authors: Bliton, Mark J
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research Center(s):

   Early Antibiotic Exposure and Weight Outcomes in Young Children
   KP Authors: Daley, Matthew F
   KP Region(s): Colorado
   KP Research Center(s): Institute for Health Research
   The Multivector Gracilis Free Functional Muscle Flap for Facial Reanimation
   KP Authors: Owusu, James A
   KP Region(s): Mid-Atlantic
   KP Research Center(s):

178. Bobb JF, Claus Henn B, Valeri L, Coull BA
   Statistical software for analyzing the health effects of multiple concurrent exposures via Bayesian
   kernel machine regression
   PMID:30126431
   KP Authors: Bobb, Jennifer F
   KP Region(s): Washington
   KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

   MA
   Evaluation of the dissemination of SNaX, a middle school-based obesity prevention intervention,
   within a large US school district
   Transl Behav Med. 2018 Feb 12. DOI: 10.1093/tbm/ibx055 PMID:29444325
   KP Authors: Schuster, Mark A
   KP Region(s): Program Offices
   KP Research Center(s):

180. Bokman CL, Lo CC, Eichhorn K, Goldberg RA
   Congenital Accessory Palpebral Fissure and Eyelid in a Newborn: A Case Report
   KP Authors: Eichhorn, Knut
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research Center(s):

181. Bommersbach TJ, Chock MM, Geske JL, Bostwick JM
   Weren't Asked, Didn't Tell: Prevalence of Communication of Suicidal Ideation in Suicide Decedents
   During the Last Year of Life
   KP Authors: Chock, Megan M
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research Center(s):

   Contact Dermatitis in Atopic Dermatitis Children-Past, Present, and Future
   KP Authors: Matiz, Catalina
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research Center(s):
Building Toward a Population-Based Approach to Diabetes Screening and Prevention for US Adults
PMID:30229480
KP Authors: Schmittdiel, Julie A
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

Prometastatic Molecular Profiles in Breast Tumors From Socially Isolated Women
PMID:30057973
KP Authors: Atienza, Robert G
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

Improving Incident ESRD Care Via a Transitional Care Unit
Am J Kidney Dis. 2018 Mar 03. DOI: 10.1053/j.ajkd.2018.01.035 PMID:29510919
KP Authors: Zheng, Sijie
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

Demographic and Operational Factors Predicting Study Completion in a Multisite Case-Control Study of Preschool Children
KP Authors: Collins, Jack
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

Cancer Survivorship and Employment: Intersection of Oral Agents, Changing Workforce Dynamics, and Employers’ Perspectives
KP Authors: Ritzwoller, Debra
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research Center(s):

Viral suppression among persons in HIV care in the United States during 2009-2013: sampling bias in Medical Monitoring Project surveillance estimates
Ann Epidemiol. 2018 Nov 22. DOI: 10.1016/j.annepidem.2018.11.005 PMID:30529086
KP Authors: Horberg, Michael, Silverberg, Michael J
189. Bradley K, Williams EC

Necessary Clarifications Concerning Results of the SUMMIT Trial
PMID:29507976
KP Authors: Bradley, Katharine A
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute


Alcohol-Related Nurse Care Management in Primary Care: A Randomized Clinical Trial
KP Authors: Bradley, Katharine A, Bobb, Jennifer F, Ludman, Evette J, Caldeiro, Ryan M, Lapham, Gwendolyn T, Richards, Julie E, Lee, Amy K
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute


A Cohort Study of Metformin and Colorectal Cancer Risk among Patients with Diabetes Mellitus
Cancer Epidemiol Biomarkers Prev. 2018 May;27(5):525-530. DOI: 10.1158/1055-9965.EPI-17-0424
PMID:29716927
KP Authors: Ferrara, Assiamira, Achacoso, Ninah S, Ehrlich, Samantha, Quesenberry, Charles P, Habel, Laurel
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research


Risk of diabetes complications among those with diabetes receiving androgen deprivation therapy for localized prostate cancer
PMID:29959604
KP Authors: Quesenberry, Charles P, Haque, Reina, Van Den Eeden, Stephen, Aaronson, David S
KP Region(s): Northern California, Southern California, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research, Department of Research and Evaluation


Family History and Breast Cancer Risk Among Older Women in the Breast Cancer Surveillance Consortium Cohort
KP Authors: Miglioretti, Diana, Zhu, Weiwei, Buist, Diana S
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute
   Improving Refill Adherence in Medicare Patients With Tailored and Interactive Mobile Text Messaging: Pilot Study
   PMID:29382623
   KP Authors: Jeong, Erwin W, Noble, Harmony K
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research Center(s):

195. Brar SS
   Protocol-Driven CI-AKI Prevention in the Cath Lab
   KP Authors: Brar, Somjot S
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

196. Brar SS
   The Arc of the Research Universe Is Long, But it Bends Toward the Truth
   JACC Cardiovasc Interv. 2018 Nov 26;11(22):2262-2264. DOI: 10.1016/j.jcin.2018.08.026
   PMID:30466823
   KP Authors: Brar, Somjot S
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

197. Braxton CA
   PRACTITIONER APPLICATION: A Systematic Literature Review of Instruments to Measure Coordination
   KP Authors: Braxton, Charisse A
   KP Region(s): Georgia
   KP Research Center(s):

   The Science of Obesity Management: An Endocrine Society Scientific Statement
   Endocr Rev. 2018 Mar 06. DOI: 10.1210/er.2017-00253 PMID:29518206
   KP Authors: Tsai, Adam G
   KP Region(s): Colorado
   KP Research Center(s):

199. Brentnall AR, Cuzick J, Buist DSM, Bowles EJA
   Long-term Accuracy of Breast Cancer Risk Assessment Combining Classic Risk Factors and Breast Density
   JAMA Oncol. 2018 Apr 05:e180174. DOI: 10.1001/jamaoncol.2018.0174 PMID:29621362
   KP Authors: Buist, Diana S
   KP Region(s): Washington
   KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

*Racial And Ethnic Differences In The Attainment Of Behavioral Health Quality Measures In Medicare Advantage Plans*

KP Authors: Adams, John L
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation


*Clinical and Economic Outcomes of Ranolazine Versus Conventional Antianginals Users Among Veterans With Chronic Stable Angina Pectoris*

Am J Cardiol. 2018 Sep 08. DOI: 10.1016/j.amjcard.2018.08.027 PMID:30292334
KP Authors: King, Jordan B
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research Center(s):


*Endovascular Treatment of Claudication due to Isolated Internal Iliac Artery Occlusive Disease*

KP Authors: Brewer, Michael B, Lau, David L, Lee, James T
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):


*Progress and future challenges in aging and diversity research in the United States*

Alzheimers Dement. 2018 Sep 18. DOI: 10.1016/j.jalz.2018.07.221 PMID:30240574
KP Authors: Whitmer, Rachel
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research


*Trajectories of 12-Month Usage Patterns for Two Smoking Cessation Websites: Exploring How Users Engage Over Time*

KP Authors: McClure, Jennifer
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

205. Briere EC, Pondo T, Schmidt M, Skoff T, Shang N, Naleway A, Martin S, Jackson ML

*Assessment of Tdap Vaccination Effectiveness in Adolescents in Integrated Health-Care Systems*

KP Authors: Schmidt, Mark A, Naleway, Allison, Jackson, Michael L
KP Region(s): Northwest, Washington, Inter-Regional
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KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest, Washington Health Research Institute

206. Brodie FL, Seider MI
Subacute Vision Loss in a Young Pregnant Patient With Proliferative Diabetic Retinopathy
KP Authors: Seider, Michael I
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

Pelvic Congestion Syndrome: Systematic Review of Treatment Success
PMID:29628614
KP Authors: Sharpe III, Emerson E
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research Center(s):

The deterioration of muscle mass and radiodensity is prognostic of poor survival in stage I-III colorectal cancer: a population-based cohort study (C-SCANS)
J Cachexia Sarcopenia Muscle. 2018 May 15. DOI: 10.1002/jcsm.12305 PMID:29766660
KP Authors: Caan, Bette, Weltzien, Erin K, Cespedes, Elizabeth M, Kroenke, Candyce H, Castillo, Adrienne, Kwan, Marilyn L
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

The Work of ASBH's Clinical Ethics Consultation Affairs Committee: Development Processes Behind Our Educational Materials
KP Authors: Kasman, Deborah L
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

Real World Evidence for Regulatory Decisions: Concomitant Administration of Zoster Vaccine Live and Pneumococcal Polysaccharide Vaccine
KP Authors: Bruxvoort, Katia, Sy, Lina S, Luo, Yi, Tseng, Hung-Fu
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

Step-by-Step Approach to Management of Type II Endoleaks

KP Authors: Lam, Cuong H, Vatakencherry, George G
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):


KP Authors: Buist, Diana S, Abraham, Linn A, O'Meara, Ellen S, Wernli, Karen J
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute


KP Authors: Bulkley, Joanna E, McMullen, Carmit, Hornbrook, Mark C
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest


KP Authors: Meenan, Richard
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest


KP Authors: Meenan, Richard
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest
Data Set for the Reporting of Nodal Excisions and Neck Dissection Specimens for Head and Neck Tumors: Explanations and Recommendations of the Guidelines From the International Collaboration on Cancer Reporting (ICCR)
KP Authors: Thompson, Lester DR
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

Risk factors for progression of coronary artery calcification in patients with chronic kidney disease: The CRIC study
KP Authors: Go, Alan S
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

Development and Calibration of a Mathematical Model of Anal Carcinogenesis for High-Risk HIV-Infected Men
J Acquir Immune Defic Syndr. 2018 May 09. DOI: 10.1097/QAI.0000000000001727 PMID:29757775
KP Authors: Silverberg, Michael J
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

Indian Health Service Care System and Cancer Stage in American Indians and Alaska Natives
KP Authors: Burnett-Hartman, Andrea N, Karnopp, Andrew
KP Region(s): Colorado, Northwest, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Institute for Health Research, Center for Health Research - Northwest

221. Busch EL, Whitsel EA, Kroenke CH, Yang YC
Social relationships, inflammation markers, and breast cancer incidence in the Women's Health Initiative
KP Authors: Kroenke, Candyce H
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

222. Butler WP, Steinkraus LW, Burlingame EE, Smith DE, Fouts BL, Serres JL, Burch DS
Clinical Impact of Cabin Altitude Restriction Following Aeromedical Evacuation
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KP Authors: Burlingame, Esther E
KP Region(s): Program Offices
KP Research Center(s):

Returning negative results to individuals in a genomic screening program: lessons learned
Genet Med. 2018 Jun 06. DOI: 10.1038/s41436-018-0061-1 PMID:29875426
KP Authors: Goddard, Katrina AB, Muessig, Kristin R
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

224. Butwick AJ, Walsh EM, Kuzniewicz M, Li SX, Escobar GJ
Accuracy of international classification of diseases, ninth revision, codes for postpartum hemorrhage among women undergoing cesarean delivery
Transfusion. 2018 Jan 26. DOI: 10.1111/trf.14498 PMID:29377131
KP Authors: Walsh, Eileen M, Kuzniewicz, Michael W, Li, Sherian Xu, Escobar, Gabriel
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

The Pancreatitis Activity Scoring System predicts clinical outcomes in acute pancreatitis: findings from a prospective cohort study
Am J Gastroenterol. 2018 Mar 15. DOI: 10.1038/s41395-018-0048-1 PMID:29545634
KP Authors: Wu, Bechien U
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

226. Caan BJ, Cespedes Feliciano EM, Kroenke CH
The Importance of Body Composition in Explaining the Overweight Paradox in Cancer-Counterpoint
Cancer Res. 2018 Apr 15;78(8):1906-1912. DOI: 10.1158/0008-5472.CAN-17-3287 PMID:29654153
KP Authors: Caan, Bette, Cespedes, Elizabeth M, Kroenke, Candyce H
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

227. Caan BJ, Cespedes Feliciano EM, Prado CM, Alexeeff S, Kroenke CH, Bradshaw P, Quesenberry CP, Weltzien EK, Castillo AL, Olobutuyi TA, Chen WY
Association of Muscle and Adiposity Measured by Computed Tomography With Survival in Patients With Nonmetastatic Breast Cancer
JAMA Oncol. 2018 Apr 05. DOI: 10.1001/jamaoncol.2018.0137 PMID:29621380
KP Authors: Caan, Bette, Cespedes, Elizabeth M, Alexeeff, Stacey, Kroenke, Candyce H, Bradshaw, Patrick, Quesenberry, Charles P, Weltzien, Erin K, Castillo, Adrienne
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

228. Cabrera MA, Marshall CN, Sadler KA, Murea M
A review and empirical comparison of causal inference methods for clustered observational data with application to the evaluation of the effectiveness of medical devices
KP Authors: Cafri, Guy, Wang, Wei, Chan, Priscilla
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

230. Calcaterra SL, Scarbro S, Hull ML, Forber AD, Binswanger IA, Colborn KL
Prediction of Future Chronic Opioid Use Among Hospitalized Patients
J Gen Intern Med. 2018 Feb 05. DOI: 10.1007/s11606-018-4335-8 PMID:29404943
KP Authors: Binswanger, Ingrid A
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research Center(s): Institute for Health Research

231. Calixto NE, Chiao W, Durr ML, Jiang N
Factors Impacting Online Ratings for Otolaryngologists
KP Authors: Durr, Megan L, Jiang, Nancy
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

232. Callahan CL, Hofmann JN, Corley DA, Zhao WK, Shuch B, Chow WH, Purdue MP
Obesity and renal cell carcinoma risk by histologic subtype: A nested case-control study and meta-analysis
KP Authors: Corley, Douglas, Zhao, Wei K
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

233. Caloyeras JP, Kanter MH, Ives NR, Kim CY, Kanzaria HK, Berry SH, Brook RH
Understanding Waste in Health Care: Perceptions of Frontline Physicians Regarding Time Use and Appropriateness of Care They and Others Provide
Perm J. 2018 Jul 19;22. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/17-176 PMID:30010536
KP Authors: Kanter, Michael H, Ives, Nicole R, Kim, Chong Y
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):
   *Duration and stability of metabolically healthy obesity over 30 years*
   Int J Obes (Lond). 2018 Aug 29. DOI: 10.1038/s41366-018-0197-8 PMID:30158567
   KP Authors: Gunderson, Erica
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

235. Camicia M, Lutz BJ, Markoff N, Catlin A
   *Determining the Needs of Family Caregivers of Stroke Patients During Inpatient Rehabilitation Using Interview, Art, and Survey*
   Rehabil Nurs. 2018 Jan 03. DOI: 10.1097/RNJ.0000000000000129 PMID:29300229
   KP Authors: Camicia, Michelle, Catlin, Anita
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

236. Campbell CI, Bahorik AL, VanVeldhuisen P, Weisner C, Rubinstein AL, Ray GT
   *Use of a prescription opioid registry to examine opioid misuse and overdose in an integrated health system*
   PMID:29410132
   KP Authors: Campbell, Cynthia I, Weisner, Constance, Rubinstein, Andrea L, Ray, Tom
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

237. Campbell CI, Parthasarathy S, Altschuler A, Young-Wolff KC, Satre DD
   *Characteristics of patients with substance use disorder before and after the Affordable Care Act*
   KP Authors: Campbell, Cynthia I, Parthasarathy, Sujaya, Altschuler, Andrea, Young-Wolff, Kelly C, Satre, Derek
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

238. Caniff K, Telega E, Bostwick JR, Gardner KN
   *Pregabalin as adjunctive therapy in benzodiazepine discontinuation*
   Am J Health Syst Pharm. 2018 01 15;75(2):67-71. DOI: 10.2146/ajhp160712 PMID:29317396
   KP Authors: Gardner, Kristen N
   KP Region(s): Colorado
   KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

   *Advance Directive Utilization is Associated with Less Aggressive End-of-Life Care in Patients Undergoing Allogeneic Hematopoietic Cell Transplantation*
   Biol Blood Marrow Transplant. 2018 Jan 22. DOI: 10.1016/j.bbmt.2018.01.014 PMID:29371107
   KP Authors: Park, Annie
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s): Division of Research
240. Carden MA, Perdahl-Wallace E, Greenberg J, McCarty JM

*Autologous stem-cell transplant for metastatic renal medullary carcinoma*


KP Authors: Perdahl-Wallace, Eva B

KP Region(s): Mid-Atlantic

KP Research Center(s):


*Evaluation of the US Food and Drug Administration sentinel analysis tools in confirming previously observed drug-outcome associations: The case of clindamycin and Clostridium difficile infection*


KP Authors: Kuntz, Jennifer L

KP Region(s): Northwest

KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest


*Association of infections and venous thromboembolism in hospitalized children with nephrotic syndrome*

Pediatr Nephrol. 2018 Sep 07. DOI: 10.1007/s00467-018-4072-6 PMID:30194664

KP Authors: Hernandez, Joel D

KP Region(s): Southern California

KP Research Center(s):

243. Carter BU

*Single screen of citations with excluded terms: an approach to citation screening in systematic reviews*


KP Authors: Carter, Brittany U

KP Region(s): Program Offices

KP Research Center(s):

244. Casale TB, Luskin AT, Busse W, Zeiger RS, Trzaskoma B, Yang M, Griffin NM, Chipps BE

*Omalizumab effectiveness by biomarker status in patients with asthma: Evidence from PROSPERO, a prospective real-world study*


KP Authors: Zeiger, Robert S

KP Region(s): Southern California

KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

245. Castle PE, Kinney WK, Xue X, Cheung LC, Gage JC, Poitras NE, Lorey TS, Katki HA, Wentzensen N, Schiffman M

*Role of Screening History in Clinical Meaning and Optimal Management of Positive Cervical Screening Results*
Impact of human papillomavirus vaccination on the clinical meaning of cervical screening results
PMID:30316878
KP Authors: Poitras, Nancy E, Lorey, Thomas, Kinney, Walter, Burger, Emily A
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

Recurrence of Rectal Prolapse After Surgical Repair in Women With Pelvic Organ Prolapse
Dis Colon Rectum. 2018 Mar 08. DOI: 10.1097/DCR.0000000000001023 PMID:29528907
KP Authors: Catanzarite, Tatiana L, Klaristenfeld, Daniel, Tomassi, Marco J, Zazueta, Gisselle, Alperin, Marianna
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

248. Catanzarite T, Tan-Kim J, Menefee SA
Ergonomics in gynecologic surgery
Curr Opin Obstet Gynecol. 2018 Oct 06. DOI: 10.1097/GCO.0000000000000502 PMID:30299323
KP Authors: Catanzarite, Tatiana L, Tan-Kim, Jasmine, Menefee, Shawn A
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

249. Catanzarite T, Tan-Kim J, Whitcomb EL, Menefee S
Ergonomics in Surgery: A Review
KP Authors: Catanzarite, Tatiana L, Tan-Kim, Jasmine, Whitcomb, Emily L, Menefee, Shawn Adam
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

250. Catlin A
Pregnancy Loss, Bereavement, and Conscientious Objection in Perioperative Services
J Perianesth Nurs. 2018 Aug;33(4):553-559. DOI: 10.1016/j.jopan.2018.05.005 PMID:30077300
KP Authors: Catlin, Anita
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

251. Catlin A
Interdisciplinary Guidelines for Care of Women Presenting to the Emergency Department With Pregnancy Loss
PMID:29215420
KP Authors: Catlin, Anita
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

Blood Pressure Patterns and Subsequent Coronary Artery Calcification in Women Who Delivered Preterm Births
Hypertension. 2018 May 23. DOI: 10.1161/HYPERTENSIONAHA.117.10693 PMID:29792302
KP Authors: Gunderson, Erica
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

Characteristics of Self-Reported Sleep and the Risk of Falls and Fractures: The Women's Health Initiative (WHI)
J Bone Miner Res. 2018 Nov 21. DOI: 10.1002/jbmr.3619 PMID:30461066
KP Authors: LeBlanc, Erin S
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

254. Cespedes Feliciano E, Chen WY
Clinical implications of low skeletal muscle mass in early-stage breast and colorectal cancer
Proc Nutr Soc. 2018 Jun 04:1-6. DOI: 10.1017/S0029665118000423 PMID:29860952
KP Authors: Cespedes, Elizabeth M
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

255. Cespedes Feliciano EM, Avrutin E, Caan BJ, Boroian A, Mourtzakis M
Screening for low muscularity in colorectal cancer patients: a valid, clinic-friendly approach that predicts mortality
KP Authors: Cespedes, Elizabeth M, Caan, Bette, Boroian, Adam V
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

256. Cespedes Feliciano EM, Kroenke CH, Caan BJ
The Plausibility of the Obesity Paradox in Cancer-Response-Reply to Point
Cancer Res. 2018 Apr 15;78(8):1904-1905. DOI: 10.1158/0008-5472.CAN-17-3590 PMID:29654152
KP Authors: Cespedes, Elizabeth M, Kroenke, Candyce H, Caan, Bette
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

257. Cespedes Feliciano EM, Kroenke CH, Caan BJ
The Obesity Paradox in Cancer: How Important Is Muscle?
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258. Cespedes Feliciano EM, Quante M, Rifas-Shiman SL, Redline S, Oken E, Taveras EM
   Objective Sleep Characteristics and Cardiometabolic Health in Young Adolescents
   KP Authors: Cespedes, Elizabeth M
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

259. Chae AW, Martinez SR
   Too Much of a Good Thing: Radioactive Iodine Ablation Use for Micropapillary Thyroid Carcinoma
   KP Authors: Chae, Andrew W, Martinez, Steven
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research Center(s):

260. Chae B, Su D, Gal-Or O, Freund KB, Sarraf D
   Type 3 neovascularisation: long-term analysis of visual acuity and optical coherence tomography anatomical outcomes
   KP Authors: Sarraf, David
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research Center(s):

   Osteochondral Allograft Transplantation in the Patellofemoral Joint: A Systematic Review
   PMID:30525887
   KP Authors: Hinckel, Betina B
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research Center(s):

   The Virtual Toxicology Journal Club: the Dissemination and Discussion of Noteworthy Manuscripts Using Twitter
   KP Authors: Lapoint, Jeff
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research Center(s):

263. Chaieb J, Phillips BB, Thiman M, Fulford M, Young HN, Perri M
   Evaluation of affective domain elements in a new pharmacy practice course
   Curr Pharm Teach Learn. 2018 Sep; 10(9):1219-27. DOI: 10.1016/j.cptl.2018.06.011 PMID:30497625
   KP Authors: Chaieb, Jihane
   KP Region(s): Mid-Atlantic
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KP Research Center(s):

The Otolaryngologist’s Role in Providing Gender-Affirming Care: An Opportunity for Improved Education and Training
PMID:29484914
KP Authors: Yoshikawa, Noriko
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

265. Chan AA, Noguti J, Pak Y, Qi L, Caan B, Going S, Han J, Chlebowski RT, Lee DJ
Interaction of body mass index or waist-to-hip ratio and sun exposure associated with nonmelanoma skin cancer: A prospective study from the Women's Health Initiative Cancer. 2018 Dec 11. DOI: 10.1002/cncr.31810 PMID:30548236
KP Authors: Caan, Bette
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

266. Chan CT, Kaysen GA, Beck GJ, Li M, Lo J, Rocco MV, Kliger AS, FHN Trials
Changes in Biomarker Profile and Left Ventricular Hypertrophy Regression: Results from the Frequent Hemodialysis Network Trials
KP Authors: Lo, Joan C
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

267. Chan JK, Chow S, Bhowmik S, Mann A, Kapp DS, Coleman RL
Metastatic gynecologic malignancies: advances in treatment and management
KP Authors: Chow, Stephanie
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

High sensitivity 8-color flow cytometry assay for paroxysmal nocturnal hemoglobinuria granulocyte and monocyte detections
KP Authors: Chan, Chun-Fai, Leung, Richard, Posadas, Albert P, Lorey, Thomas, Shaw, Allison J
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

The Equity Impact Vaccines May Have On Averting Deaths And Medical Impoverishment In Developing Countries
KP Authors: Jackson, Michael L
KP 2018 Bibliography - Alphabetical

KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

270. Chang JI, Huang BZ, Wu BU
Impact of Integrated Health Care Delivery on Racial and Ethnic Disparities in Pancreatic Cancer
Pancreas. 2018 02;47(2):221-226. DOI: 10.1097/MPA.0000000000000981 PMID:29329156
KP Authors: Chang, Jonathan I, Huang, Brian, Wu, Bechien U
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

271. Chang JJ, Mohtashemi N, Bhattacharya D
Significance and Management of Isolated Hepatitis B Core Antibody (Anti-HBc) in HIV and HCV: Strategies in the DAA Era
KP Authors: Chang, Jennifer J
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

Evaluation of early oral cavity cancer treatment quality at a single institution
Laryngoscope. 2018 Nov 08. DOI: 10.1002/lary.27565 PMID:30408196
KP Authors: Chaudhary, Hamad
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

Overweight or Obese Individuals at Eighteen Years of Age Develop Pancreatic Adenocarcinoma at a Significantly Earlier Age
PMID:29967636
KP Authors: Chao, David T
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

274. Chau T, Chen AY
Successful stereotactic body radiation therapy for stage I non-small cell lung cancer with malignant hypercalcemia - Case report
J Radiosurg SBRT. 2018;5(3):255-258. DOI: PMID:29988294
KP Authors: Chen, Allan Y
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

A Community-Level Initiative to Prevent Obesity: Results From Kaiser Permanente's Healthy Eating Active Living Zones Initiative in California
276. Check DK, Aaronson DS, Nielsen ME, Lee VS, Ergas IJ, Roh JM, Kushi LH, Tang L, Kwan ML
Perioperative Intravesical Chemotherapy for Patients with Non-Muscle Invasive Bladder Cancer: Understanding the Extent of and Sources of Variation in Guideline-Recommended Use
KP Authors: Check, Devon K, Aaronson, David S, Lee, Valerie S, Ergas, Isaac J, Roh, Janise M, Kushi, Larry, Kwan, Marilyn L
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

277. Check DK, Albers KB, Uppal KM, Suga JM, Adams AS, Habel LA, Quesenberry CP, Sakoda LC
Examining the role of access to care: Racial/ethnic differences in receipt of resection for early-stage non-small cell lung cancer among integrated system members and non-members
KP Authors: Check, Devon K, Albers, Kathleen B, Uppal, Kanti M, Suga, J Marie, Adams, Alyce S, Habel, Laurel, Quesenberry, Charles P, Sakoda, Lori C
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

278. Check DK, Chawla N, Kwan ML, Pinheiro L, Roh JM, Ergas IJ, Stewart AL, Kolevska T, Ambrosone C, Kushi LH
Understanding racial/ethnic differences in breast cancer-related physical well-being: the role of patient-provider interactions
Breast Cancer Res Treat. 2018 Apr 05. DOI: 10.1007/s10549-018-4776-0 PMID:29623576
KP Authors: Check, Devon K, Kwan, Marilyn L, Roh, Janise M, Ergas, Isaac J, Kolevska, Tatjana, Kushi, Larry
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

279. Check DK, Kwan ML, Chawla N, Dusetzina SB, Valice E, Ergas IJ, Roh JM, Kolevska T, Rosenstein DL, Kushi LH
Opportunities to Improve Detection and Treatment of Depression among Patients with Breast Cancer Treated in an Integrated Delivery System
KP Authors: Kwan, Marilyn L, Valice, Emily, Ergas, Isaac J, Roh, Janise M, Kushi, Larry
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

Atrial Fibrosis by Late Gadolinium Enhancement Magnetic Resonance Imaging and Catheter Ablation of Atrial Fibrillation: 5-Year Follow-Up Data
281. Chelu MG, Morris AK, Kholmovski EG, King JB, Kaur G, Silver MA, Cates JE, Han FT, Marrouche NF
Durable lesion formation while avoiding esophageal injury during ablation of atrial fibrillation: Lessons learned from late gadolinium MR imaging
KP Authors: King, Jordan B
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research Center(s):

Intraprocedural direct left atrial and wedge pressure correlation during transcatheter mitral valve repair: Results from a single center registry
KP Authors: Mantri, Neha M
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

Early Pregnancy Hemoglobin A1C and Pregnancy Outcomes: A Population-Based Study
KP Authors: Chen, Lu, Pocobelli, Gaia S, Yu, Onchee, Shortreed, Susan M, Fuller, Sharon, Wartko, Paige D, McCulloch, David K, Warwick, Susan E, Newton, Katherine M, Dublin, Sascha
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

Alteration of diffusion-tensor MRI measures in brain regions involved in early stages of Parkinson's disease
Brain Connect. 2018 Jun 07. DOI: 10.1089/brain.2017.0558 PMID:29877094
KP Authors: Hickey, Patrick T
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

Multi-center phase II trial of bortezomib and rituximab maintenance combination therapy in patients with mantle cell lymphoma after consolidative autologous stem cell transplantation
KP Authors: Cai, Ji-Lian
286. Chen W, Qian L, Shi J, Franklin M

**Comparing performance between log-binomial and robust Poisson regression models for estimating risk ratios under model misspecification**


KP Authors: Chen, Wansu, Qian, Lei, Shi, Jiaxiao M

KP Region(s): Southern California

KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation


**Controller therapy in Asians and whites with persistent Asthma**


KP Authors: Chen, Wansu, Schatz, Michael, Liang, Zhi, Li, Qiaowu, Zeiger, Robert S

KP Region(s): Southern California

KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation


**Inflation of type I error rates due to differential misclassification in EHR-derived outcomes: Empirical illustration using breast cancer recurrence**


KP Authors: Chubak, Jessica

KP Region(s): Washington

KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute


**Truncating Variants in NAA15 Are Associated with Variable Levels of Intellectual Disability, Autism Spectrum Disorder, and Congenital Anomalies**

*Am J Hum Genet.* 2018 Apr 12. DOI: 10.1016/j.ajhg.2018.03.004 PMID:29656860

KP Authors: Rope, Alan F

KP Region(s): Northwest

KP Research Center(s):


**Effect of Low Back Pain Risk-Stratification Strategy on Patient Outcomes and Care Processes: the MATCH Randomized Trial in Primary Care**


KP Region(s): Washington

KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute
291. Cherkin DC
How Can the Intractable Problem of Chronic Musculoskeletal Pain (CMP) Be Effectively Managed? The Need for a Well-Integrated Systems Approach
KP Authors: Cherkin, Daniel C
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

292. Cherkin DC, Herman PM
Cognitive and Mind-Body Therapies for Chronic Low Back Pain and Neck Pain: Effectiveness and Value
KP Authors: Cherkin, Daniel C
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

Care Quality and Spending Among Commercially Insured Children with Disabilities
Acad Pediatr. 2018 Jun 19. DOI: 10.1016/j.acap.2018.06.004 PMID:29932986
KP Authors: Schuster, Mark A
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Program Offices

Long-Term Update of Stereotactic Radiosurgery for Benign Spinal Tumors
KP Authors: Tse, Victor C
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

295. Chioncel O, Ambrosy AP
Undiagnosed dysglycemia in patients hospitalized for worsening heart failure: not so sweet after all
KP Authors: Ambrosy, Andrew P
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

The pediatric asthma yardstick: practical recommendations for a sustained step-up in asthma therapy for children with inadequately controlled asthma
KP Authors: Zeiger, Robert S
KP Region(s): Southern California
   The Asthma Controller Step-down Yardstick
   KP Authors: Zeiger, Robert S
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

298. Chiu SY, Shaw JW, Luong TQ, Fong DS, Modjtahedi BS
   Coding patterns used by ophthalmologists for hydroxychloroquine retinal toxicity
   PMID:30464387
   KP Authors: Chiu, Stephan, Shaw, Jeremy W, Fong, Donald S, Modjtahedi, Bobeck S
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

299. Chivukula S, Pikul BK, Black KL, Pouratian N, Bookheimer SY
   Contralateral functional reorganization of the speech supplementary motor area following
   neurosurgical tumor resection
   PMID:29783125
   KP Authors: Pikul, Brian K
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

300. Cho SD, Groves E, Lao VV
   History of High-Resolution Anoscopy
   PMID:30450017
   KP Authors: Cho, Sungeyun D
   KP Region(s): Northwest
   KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

   Di, Albert CM, Chaffin M, Tucker NR, Smith JD, Gupta N, Gabriel S, Margolin L, Shea MA, Shaffer CM,
   Yoneda ZT, Boerwinkle E, Smith NL, Silverman EK, Redline S, Va
   Association Between Titin Loss-of-Function Variants and Early-Onset Atrial Fibrillation
   KP Authors: Psaty, Bruce M, Heckbert, Susan R
   KP Region(s): Washington
   KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

   The Use of Fetal Bronchoscopy in the Diagnosis and Management of a Suspected Obstructive Lung
   Mass
   KP Authors: Gerstenfeld, Tammy S, Vazquez, Walter D

A multiethnic genome-wide association study of primary open-angle glaucoma identifies novel risk loci

PMID:29891935

KP Authors: Choquet, Helene, Thai, Khanh K, Yin, Jie, Schaefer, Cathy, Risch, Neil, Jorgenson, Eric
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

304. Chorny JA, Frye TC, Fisher BL, Remmers CL

Human papillomavirus detection with genotyping by the cobas and Aptima assays: Significant differences in HPV 16 detection?


KP Authors: Chorny, Joseph A, Frye, Teresa C, Fisher, Beth, Remmers, Carol L
KP Region(s): Colorado, Northern California, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

305. Chorny JA, Orrego JJ, Cameselle-Teijeiro JM

Primary high-grade calcitonin-negative neuroendocrine carcinoma of the thyroid: a very rare cancer


KP Authors: Chorny, Joseph A, Orrego, John J
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research


Intradialytic hypotension, blood pressure changes and mortality risk in incident hemodialysis patients

Nephrol Dial Transplant. 2018 01 01;33(1):149-159. DOI: 10.1093/ndt/gfx037 PMID:28444336

KP Authors: Sim, John J
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research


Comparison of surgical outcomes of trabeculectomy, Ahmed shunt, and Baerveldt shunt in uveitic glaucoma


KP Authors: Rodger, Damien C
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research
   **Violaceous Plaques and Nodules: Challenge**
   KP Authors: Choi, Daniel S
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research Center(s):

   **Prospective surveillance pilot of rivaroxaban safety within the US Food and Drug Administration Sentinel System**
   KP Authors: Fireman, Bruce, Nelson, Jennifer L
   KP Region(s): Northern California, Washington, Inter-Regional
   KP Research Center(s): Division of Research, Washington Health Research Institute

   **Orthopaedic Watercraft Injuries: Characterization of Mechanisms, Fractures, and Complications in 216 Injuries**
   PMID:29557939
   KP Authors: Christensen, Joseph T
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s):

   **Anticipated responses of early adopter genetic specialists and nongenetic specialists to unsolicited genomic secondary findings**
   Genet Med. 2018 Feb 01. DOI: 10.1038/gim.2017.243 PMID:29388940
   KP Authors: Goddard, Katrina AB
   KP Region(s): Northwest
   KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

   **Increased risk of late-onset Streptococcus pneumoniae meningitis in adults with prior head or spine surgeries**
   KP Authors: Chu, Victoria, Carpenter, Diane, Glaser, Carol A
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s):

   **Possible Congenital Zika Syndrome in Older Children Due to Earlier Circulation of Zika Virus**
   KP Authors: Chu, Victoria, Nelson, Gregg B, Sonne, D Christian, Glaser, Carol A

**Receipt of Colonoscopy Following Diagnosis of Advanced Adenomas: An Analysis within Integrated Healthcare Delivery Systems**

Cancer Epidemiol Biomarkers Prev. 2018 Nov 20. DOI: 10.1158/1055-9965.EPI-18-0452
PMID:30459208

KP Authors: Chubak, Jessica, Corley, Douglas, Wernli, Karen J

KP Region(s): Washington, Northern California, Inter-Regional

KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute, Division of Research


**Risk of colon cancer recurrence in relation to diabetes**

Cancer Causes Control. 2018 Sep 22. DOI: 10.1007/s10552-018-1083-3 PMID:30244297


KP Region(s): Washington, Colorado, Inter-Regional

KP Research Center(s): Institute for Health Research


**Longitudinal Impact of a Randomized Clinical Trial to Improve Family Function, Reduce Maternal Stress and Improve Child Outcomes in Families of Children with ADHD**

Matern Child Health J. 2018 Feb 23. DOI: 10.1007/s10995-018-2502-5 PMID:29476416

KP Authors: Leo, Michael C

KP Region(s): Northwest

KP Research Center(s): Institute for Health Research - Northwest


**Association of gut microbial communities with plasma lipopolysaccharide-binding protein (LBP) in premenopausal women**

ISME J. 2018 Feb 12. DOI: 10.1038/s41396-018-0064-6 PMID:29434315

KP Authors: Newton, Katherine M

KP Region(s): Washington

KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

318. Clark NP

**Role of the anticoagulant monitoring service in 2018: beyond warfarin**


KP Authors: Clark, Nathan P

KP Region(s): Colorado

KP Research Center(s):

Assessment of willingness to pay for expanded carrier screening among women and couples undergoing preconception carrier screening
PMID:30020962
KP Authors: Clarke, Elizabeth V, Schneider, Jennifer L, Lynch, Frances, Kauffman, Tia L, Leo, Michael C, Rosales, Ana G, Dickerson, John F, Shuster, Elizabeth, Goddard, Katrina AB
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

320. Clarke MA, Cheung LC, Castle PE, Schiffman M, Tokugawa D, Poitras N, Lorey T, Kinney W, Wentzensen N

Five-Year Risk of Cervical Precancer Following p16/Ki-67 Dual-Stain Triage of HPV-Positive Women
KP Authors: Tokugawa, Diane, Poitras, Nancy E, Lorey, Thomas
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

321. Clarke MA, Cheung LC, Lorey T, Hare B, Landy R, Tokugawa D, Gage JC, Darragh TM, Castle PE, Wentzensen N

Five-year prospective evaluation of cytology, HPV testing, and biomarkers for detection of anal precancer in HIV+ MSM
KP Authors: Lorey, Thomas, Hare, Charles B, Tokugawa, Diane
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research


Human Papillomavirus DNA methylation as a biomarker for cervical precancer: Consistency across 12 genotypes and potential impact on management of HPV-positive women
Clin Cancer Res. 2018 Feb 02. DOI: 10.1158/1078-0432.CCR-17-3251 PMID:29420222
KP Authors: Fetterman, Barbara, Lorey, Thomas, Poitras, Nancy E, Raine-Bennett, Tina
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

323. Clavijo RI, Hsiao W

Update on male reproductive endocrinology
KP Authors: Hsiao, Wayland
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

324. Clements J

AAPM medical physics practice guideline 10.a.: Scope of practice for clinical medical physics
KP Authors: Clements, Jessica B, Stevens, Donna M
KP 2018 Bibliography - Alphabetical

KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

PDA-TOLERATE Trial: An Exploratory Randomized Controlled Trial of Treatment of Moderate-to-Large Patent Ductus Arteriosus at 1 Week of Age
KP Authors: Wickremasinghe, Andrea C, Dong, Lawrence G
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

326. Coe NB, Skira MM, Larson EB
A Comprehensive Measure of the Costs of Caring for a Parent: Differences According to Functional Status
KP Authors: Larson, Eric B
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

History and Justification of a National Blood Pressure Measurement Validated Device Listing
Hypertension. 2018 Dec 24:HYPERTENSIONAHA11811990. DOI: 10.1161/HYPERTENSIONAHA.118.11990 PMID:30580681
KP Authors: Green, Beverly B
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

Predicting Suicide Attempts for Racial and Ethnic Groups of Patients During Routine Clinical Care
Suicide Life Threat Behav. 2018 Mar 24. DOI: 10.1111/sltb.12454 PMID:29574965
KP Authors: Coleman, Karen J, Johnson, Eric, Beck, Arne, Shortreed, Susan M, Simon, Gregory E
KP Region(s): Southern California, Washington, Colorado, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation, Washington Health Research Institute, Institute for Health Research

Understanding the Impact of Variations in Measurement Period Reporting for Electronic Clinical Quality Measures
KP Authors: Parchman, Michael L
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

Surgical treatment of displaced pediatric lateral condyle fractures of the humerus by the posterior approach
KP Authors: Ravanbakhsh, Samine
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

Cross Disciplinary Consultancy to Bridge Public Health Technical Needs and Analytic Developers: Negation Detection Use Case
KP Authors: Doan, Son
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

332. Cook JA, Sasor SE, Tholpady SS, Chu MW
Omental Vascularized Lymph Node Flap: A Radiographic Analysis
KP Authors: Chu, Michael W
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

333. Cook JA, Sasor SE, Tholpady SS, Chu MW, Momeni A
Complexity of health news reporting on breast implant-associated anaplastic large cell lymphoma
Breast J. 2018 Dec 28. DOI: 10.1111/tbj.13189 PMID:30592350
KP Authors: Chu, Michael W
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

334. Cook JA, Tholpady SS, Momeni A, Chu MW
Response to "Letter to the editor: Predictors of internal mammary vessel diameter: A computed tomographic angiography-assisted anatomic analysis", Madada-Nyakauru, et al
KP Authors: Chu, Michael W
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

335. Cook JM, Simiola V
Trauma and Aging
KP Authors: Simiola, Vanessa L
KP Region(s): Hawaii
KP Research Center(s):
Prediagnostic circulating markers of inflammation and risk of oesophageal adenocarcinoma: a study within the National Cancer Institute Cohort Consortium
KP Authors: Kroenke, Candyce H, Wilkens, Lynne R
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

The Epidemiology and Clinical Features of Balamuthia mandrillaris Disease in the United States, 1974 - 2016
Clin Infect Dis. 2018 Sep 20. DOI: 10.1093/cid/ciy813 PMID:30239654
KP Authors: Glaser, Carol A
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

Applying the results based management framework to the CERCA multi-component project in adolescent sexual and reproductive health: a retrospective analysis
KP Authors: Hoopes, Andrea J
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

Effectiveness of a Mailed Colorectal Cancer Screening Outreach Program in Community Health Clinics: The STOP CRC Cluster Randomized Clinical Trial
KP Authors: Coronado, Gloria D, Petrik, Amanda F, Vollmer, William, Keast, Erin M, Green, Beverly B
KP Region(s): Northwest, Washington, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest, Washington Health Research Institute

Posttreatment surveillance PET/CT for HPV-associated oropharyngeal cancer
KP Authors: Corpman, David, Masroor, Farzad A, Carpenter, Diane, Nayak, Sundeeep, Gurushanthaiah, Deepak, Wang, Kevin H
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

341. Corrales R, Mediavilla I, Margalet E, Aramberri M, Murillo-González JA, Matsuda D
Endoscopic Lesser Trochanter Resection With Refixation of the Iliopsoas Tendon for Treatment of Ischiofemoral Impingement
RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY OF THE HALO DIGITAL GONIOMETER FOR SHOULDER RANGE OF MOTION IN HEALTHY SUBJECTS
KP Authors: Field, Jennifer, Hutchinson, Heather R
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

343. Correnti CM, Klein DJ, Elliott MN, Veledar E, Saraiya M, Chien AT, Schwebel DC, Mrug S, Tortolero SR, Cuccaro PM, Schuster MA, Chen SC
Racial disparities in fifth-grade sun protection: Evidence from the Healthy Passages study
KP Authors: Schuster, Mark A
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

344. Costacou T, Crandell J, Kahkoska AR, Liese AD, Dabelea D, Lawrence JM, Pettitt DJ, Reynolds K, Mayer-Davis EJ, Mottl AK
Dietary Patterns Over Time and Microalbuminuria in Youth and Young Adults With Type 1 Diabetes: The SEARCH Nutrition Ancillary Study
KP Authors: Lawrence, Jean M, Pettitt, David J, Reynolds, Kristi L
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

Pregnancy-Associated Cancer: A U.S. Population-Based Study
KP Authors: Li, De-Kun, Raebel, Marsha A, Ritzwoller, Debra
KP Region(s): Northern California, Colorado, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research, Institute for Health Research

Using Health Information Technology to Bring Social Determinants of Health into Primary Care: A Conceptual Framework to Guide Research
KP Authors: Gold, Rachel
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest
   Two Medicaid health plans' models and motivations for improving colorectal cancer screening rates
   KP Authors: Schneider, Jennifer L, Green, Beverly B, Petrik, Amanda F, Rivelli-Keagbine, Jennifer S,
   Coronado, Gloria D
   KP Region(s): Northwest, Washington, Inter-Regional
   KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest, Washington Health Research Institute

348. Craig AD, Steinauer J, Kuppermann M, Schmittdiel JA, Dehlendorf C
   Pill, patch, or ring? A mixed methods analysis of provider counseling about combined hormonal
   contraception
   Contraception. 2018 Sep 15. DOI: 10.1016/j.contraception.2018.09.001 PMID:30227121
   KP Authors: Schmittdiel, Julie A
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

   Predicting Fracture Risk in Younger Postmenopausal Women: Comparison of the Garvan and FRAX
   Risk Calculators in the Women's Health Initiative Study
   KP Authors: LeBlanc, Erin S
   KP Region(s): Northwest
   KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

350. Criswell SR, Sherman R, Krippner S
   Cognitive Behavioral Therapy with Heart Rate Variability Biofeedback for Adults with Persistent
   Noncombat-Related Posttraumatic Stress Disorder
   Perm J. 2018 09 27;22. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/17-207 PMID:30285917
   KP Authors: Criswell, Shawn
   KP Region(s): Northwest
   KP Research Center(s):

351. Crockett SD, Gourevitch RA, Morris M, Carrell DS, Rose S, Shi Z, Greer JB, Schoen RE, Mehrotra A
   Endoscopist factors that influence serrated polyp detection: a multicenter study
   Endoscopy. 2018 Apr 24. DOI: 10.1055/a-0597-1740 PMID:29689571
   KP Authors: Carrell, David S
   KP Region(s): Washington
   KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

352. Croen LA, Qian Y, Ashwood P, Daniels JL, Fallin D, Schendel D, Schieve LA, Singer AB, Zerbo O
   Family history of immune conditions and autism spectrum and developmental disorders: Findings
   from the study to explore early development
   KP Authors: Croen, Lisa A
   KP Region(s): Northern California
KP 2018 Bibliography - Alphabetical

KP Research Center(s):

Clinical outcomes and healthcare use associated with optimal ESRD starts
KP Authors: Crooks, Peter W, Thomas, Christopher O, Leith, Wendy M, Zhou, Yvonne Y, Sundang, Alvina
KP Region(s): Southern California, Northwest, Program Offices, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s):

Accuracy of electronic health record data for the diagnosis of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease in persons living with HIV and uninfected persons
KP Authors: Rodriguez, Carla V
KP Region(s): Mid-Atlantic
KP Research Center(s): Mid-Atlantic Permanente Research Institute

355. Crowcroft NS, Klein NP
A framework for research on vaccine effectiveness
PMID:30431002
KP Authors: Klein, Nicola
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

356. Cueva RA, Chole RA
Maximizing Exposure of the Internal Auditory Canal Via the Retrosigmoid Approach: An Anatomical, Radiological, and Surgical Study
KP Authors: Cueva, Roberto A
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

Communication between pharmacists and primary care physicians in the midst of a U.S. opioid crisis
KP Authors: Bradley, Katharine A
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

Lung Function in Young Adults and Risk of Cardiovascular Events Over 29 Years: The CARDIA Study
J Am Heart Assoc. 2018 Dec 18;7(24):e010672. DOI: 10.1161/JAHA.118.010672 PMID:30561252

Implementing Health Care Technology Research into Practice to Improve Adult Asthma Management

J Allergy Clin Immunol Pract. 2018 Sep 07. DOI: 10.1016/j.jaip.2018.08.029 PMID:30201160

KP Authors: Cvietusa, Peter J, Goodrich, Glenn K, Shoup, Jo Ann, Steffen, David A, Tacinas, Catherine R, Wagner, Nicole M, Anderson, Courtney B, Ritzwoller, Debra

KP Region(s): Colorado

KP Research Center(s): Institute for Health Research


Prevalence of Chronic Pain and High-Impact Chronic Pain Among Adults - United States, 2016


KP Authors: DeBar, Lynn, Vonkorff, Michael R

KP Region(s): Washington

KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute


Large-scale, multi-ethnic genome-wide association study identifies novel loci contributing to asthma susceptibility in adults


KP Authors: Iribarren, Carlos, Lu, Meng, Jorgenson, Eric

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

362. Daileda T, Vahidy FS, Chen PR, Kamel H, Liang CW, Savitz SI, Sheth SA

Long-term retreatment rates of cerebral aneurysms in a population-level cohort

J Neurointerv Surg. 2018 Sep 05. DOI: 10.1136/neurintsurg-2018-014112 PMID:30185600

KP Authors: Liang, Conrad W

KP Region(s): Southern California

KP Research Center(s):

363. Daley MF, Narwaney KJ, Shoup JA, Wagner NM, Glanz JM

Addressing Parents' Vaccine Concerns: A Randomized Trial of a Social Media Intervention


KP Authors: Daley, Matthew F, Narwaney, Komal J, Shoup, Jo Ann, Wagner, Nicole M, Glanz, Jason M

KP Region(s): Colorado

KP Research Center(s): Institute for Health Research

Assessing Potential Confounding and Misclassification Bias When Studying the Safety of the Childhood Immunization Schedule
KP Authors: Daley, Matthew F, Shoup, Jo Ann, Newcomer, Sophia R, Jackson, Michael L, Groom, Holly C, Jacobsen, Steven J, Klein, Nicola, Glanz, Jason M
KP Region(s): Colorado, Washington, Northwest, Southern California, Northern California, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Institute for Health Research, Washington Health Research Institute, Center for Health Research - Northwest, Department of Research and Evaluation, Division of Research

365. D’Alfonso J, Jones D, Moss T
Kaiser’s School of Nursing: A 70-Year Legacy of Disruptive Innovation
Nurs Adm Q. 2018 Jan/Mar;42(1):35-42. DOI: 10.1097/NAQ.0000000000000262 PMID:29194331
KP Authors: D’Alfonso, James N, Jones, Deloras, Moss, Terri
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

Recommendations on the Use of Ultrasound Guidance for Adult Thoracentesis: A Position Statement of the Society of Hospital Medicine
KP Authors: Cho, Joel B
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

367. Dandekar A, Weintraub MLR, McFeely ED, Chasnovitz R
Parent Involvement in the Pediatric Resident Applicant Interview
KP Authors: Dandekar, Abhay S, Weintraub, Miranda L, McFeely, Eric, Chasnovitz, Rebecca
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

Variability in sleep disturbance, physical activity and quality of life according to level of depressive symptoms in women with Type 2 diabetes
KP Authors: LeBlanc, Erin S
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

369. D’Arcy Y, McCarberg B
Managing Patient Pain: A Focus on NSAID OTC Formulations for Relief of Musculoskeletal and Other Common Sources of Pain
KP Authors: McCarberg, Bill H
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):
370. Darney BG, Henderson JT

*Claims about abortion and clinical implications lack evidence*

PMID:29319905

KP Authors: Henderson, Jillian
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

371. Daubs MD, Brara HS, Raaen LB, Chen PG, Anderson AT, Asch SM, Nuckols TK

*How does sagittal imbalance affect the appropriateness of surgical indications and selection of procedure in the treatment of degenerative scoliosis? findings from the RAND auc study*

Spine J. 2018 Feb 02. DOI: 10.1016/j.spinee.2018.01.027 PMID:29412187

KP Authors: Brara, Harsimran S
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):


*Patient re-contact after revision of genomic test results: points to consider-a statement of the American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics (ACMG)*

Genet Med. 2018 Dec 22. DOI: 10.1038/s41436-018-0391-z PMID:30578420

KP Authors: Brenman, Leslie M
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

373. Davidson AJ, Xu S, Oronce CIA, Durfee MJ, McCormick EV, Steiner JF, Havranek E, Beck A

*Monitoring Depression Rates in an Urban Community: Use of Electronic Health Records*


KP Authors: Xu, Stan, Steiner, John F, Beck, Arne
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research Center(s): Institute for Health Research

374. Davies L, Petitti DB, Martin L, Woo M, Lin JS

*Defining, Estimating, and Communicating Overdiagnosis in Cancer Screening*


KP Authors: Lin, Jennifer S
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

375. Davies L, Petitti DB, Woo M, Lin JS

*Defining, Estimating, and Communicating Overdiagnosis in Cancer Screening*


KP Authors: Lin, Jennifer S
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

376. Davignon MN, Qian Y, Massolo M, Croen LA
Psychiatric and Medical Conditions in Transition-Aged Individuals With ASD
KP Authors: Davignon, Meghan, Qian, Yinge, Massolo, Maria L, Croen, Lisa A
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

377. Davis AC, Shen E, Shah NR, Glenn BA, Ponce N, Telesca D, Gould MK, Needleman J
Segmentation of High-Cost Adults in an Integrated Healthcare System Based on Empirical Clustering of Acute and Chronic Conditions
J Gen Intern Med. 2018 Sep 04. DOI: 10.1007/s11606-018-4626-0 PMID:30182326
KP Authors: Davis, Anna C, Shen, Ernest, Shah, Nirav Ramesh, Gould, Michael K
KP Region(s): Program Offices, Southern California, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

378. Davis JJ, Wessner CE, Potts J, Au AK, Pohl CA, Fields JM
Ultrasoundography in Undergraduate Medical Education: A Systematic Review
J Ultrasound Med. 2018 Apr 30. DOI: 10.1002/jum.14628 PMID:29708268
KP Authors: Fields, Jason M
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

379. Davis MM, Freeman M, Shannon J, Coronado GD, Stange KC, Guise JM, Wheeler SB, Buckley DI
A systematic review of clinic and community intervention to increase fecal testing for colorectal cancer in rural and low-income populations in the United States - How, what and when?
KP Authors: Coronado, Gloria D
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

Association of Cardiovascular Biomarkers With Incident Heart Failure With Preserved and Reduced Ejection Fraction
KP Authors: Psaty, Bruce M
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

381. De Leon E, Duan L, Rippenberger E, Sharp AL
Impact of Standardizing Management of Atrial Fibrillation with Rapid Heart Rate in the Emergency Department
Perm J. 2018;22. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/17-049 PMID:29401054
KP Authors: Duan, Lewei, Sharp, Adam L
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation


387. Dell R, Greene D
   A proposal for an atypical femur fracture treatment and prevention clinical practice guideline
   Osteoporos Int. 2018 Apr 19. DOI: 10.1007/s00198-018-4506-9 PMID:29675745
   KP Authors: Dell, Richard M, Greene, Denise
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research Center(s):

   Updated international consensus diagnostic criteria for eosinophilic esophagitis: Proceedings of the AGRE conference
   KP Authors: Sheikh, Javed
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research Center(s):

   Stability of ARDS subphenotypes over time in two randomised controlled trials
   KP Authors: Famous, Katie R
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s):

   KP Authors: Fetterman, Barbara, Lorey, Thomas, Poitras, Nancy E, Raine-Bennett, Tina
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

   Low Risk of Cervical Cancer/Precancer Among Most Women Under Surveillance Postcolposcopy
   J Low Genit Tract Dis. 2018 Apr;22(2):97-103. DOI: 10.1097/LGT.0000000000000382
   PMID:29570564
   KP Authors: Kinney, Walter, Lorey, Thomas, Fetterman, Barbara, Poitras, Nancy E
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

392. Deon Kidd V, De Claro AMO
   Preparing for Autistic Patients in Orthopaedic Surgery: Tips for a Successful Health-Care Interaction
   KP Authors: De Claro, Anna Maria O
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research Center(s):
393. Derose SF, Zhou H, Huang BZ, Manthena P, Hwang D, Shi JM
   Does Providing Positive Airway Pressure (PAP) for Sleep Apnea Change Health Care Utilization?
   Med Care. 2018 Jul 13. DOI: 10.1097/MLR.0000000000000963 PMID:30015723
   KP Authors: Derose, Stephen F, Zhou, Hui, Huang, Brian, Manthena, Prasanth, Hwang, Dennis, Shi, Jiaxiao M
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

394. Desai SH, Crawford WW, Sheikh J, Li ZQ, Chen W, Gong A, Vogel R, Schatz M
   The HEDIS Medication Management for People with Asthma (MMA) Measure Is Not Associated with Improved Asthma Outcomes
   KP Authors: Desai, Shilpa, Crawford, William W, Sheikh, Javed, Li, Qiaowu, Gong, Aili, Vogel, Ralph S, Schatz, Michael
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

395. Desai V, Chan PH, Prentice HA, Zohman GL, Diekmann GR, Maletis GB, Fasig BH, Diaz D, Chung E, Qiu C
   Is Anesthesia Technique Associated With a Higher Risk of Mortality or Complications Within 90 Days of Surgery for Geriatric Patients With Hip Fractures?
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research Center(s):

   One Size Fits (n)One: The Influence of Sex, Age, and Sexual Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) Acquisition Risk on Racial/Ethnic Disparities in the HIV Care Continuum in the United States
   KP Authors: Horberg, Michael, Silverberg, Michael J
   KP Region(s): Mid-Atlantic, Northern California, Inter-Regional
   KP Research Center(s): Mid-Atlantic Permanente Research Institute, Division of Research

   Electronic health record tools to assist with children's insurance coverage: a mixed methods study
   KP Authors: Gold, Rachel
   KP Region(s): Northwest
   KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

Poor Sleep Quality in Patients With Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis at the Time of Diagnosis
J Clin Neuromuscul Dis. 2018 Dec;20(2):60-68. DOI: 10.1097/CND.0000000000000234
PMID:30439751
KP Authors: Venza, Brigit R
KP Region(s): Mid-Atlantic
KP Research Center(s):

Neurenteric cyst of the conus medullaris
KP Authors: Diaz-Aguilar, Luis D, Niu, Tianyi, Terterov, Sergei, Woodard, Jos'lyn, Brara, Harsimran S, Merna, Catherine, Rahman, Shayan U
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

Dickerson JF, Lynch FL, Leo MC, DeBar LL, Pearson J, Clarke GN
Cost-effectiveness of Cognitive Behavioral Therapy for Depressed Youth Declining Antidepressants
KP Authors: Dickerson, John F, Lynch, Frances, Leo, Michael C, DeBar, Lynn, Pearson, John A, Clarke, Greg
KP Region(s): Northwest, Washington, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest, Washington Health Research Institute

Ectomesenchymal Chondromyxoid Tumor: A Neoplasm Characterized by Recurrent RREB1-MKL2 Fusions
KP Authors: Thompson, Lester DR
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

Dietz E
Ophthalmoplegia: Definition and Clinical Diagnostic Techniques
KP Authors: Dietz, Alexandr
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

DiPette DJ, Skeete J, Ridley E, Campbell NRC, Lopez-Jaramillo P, Kishore SP, Jaffe MG, Coca A, Townsend RR, Ordunez P
Fixed-dose combination pharmacologic therapy to improve hypertension control worldwide: Clinical perspective and policy implications
J Clin Hypertens (Greenwich). 2018 Nov 27. DOI: 10.1111/jch.13426 PMID:30480368
Urinary biomarkers of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons in pre- and peri-pubertal girls in Northern California: Predictors of exposure and temporal variability
PMID:29665464
KP Authors: Laurent, Cecile A, Kushi, Larry
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

MACF1 Mutations Encoding Highly Conserved Zinc-Binding Residues of the GAR Domain Cause Defects in Neuronal Migration and Axon Guidance
KP Authors: Kobori, Joyce
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

Interactions Between Genetic Variants and Environmental Factors Affect Risk of Esophageal Adenocarcinoma and Barrett's Esophagus
Clin Gastroenterol Hepatol. 2018 Mar 15. DOI: 10.1016/j.cgh.2018.03.007 PMID:29551738
KP Authors: Corley, Douglas
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

Influence of peer networks on physician adoption of new drugs
PMID:30273368
KP Authors: Zhang, Ruoxin
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

408. Dou J, Schmidt RJ, Benke KS, Newschaffer C, Hertz-Picciotto I, Croen LA, Iosif AM, LaSalle JM, Fallin MD, Bakulski KM
Cord blood buffy coat DNA methylation is comparable to whole cord blood methylation
KP Authors: Croen, Lisa A
KP Region(s): Northern California
409. Douaiher J, Langenfeld SJ

**Multidisciplinary Approach to the Management and Treatment of Anal Dysplasia**
PMID:30397395
KP Authors: Douaiher, Jeffrey, Langenfeld, Sean J
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):


**Effectiveness of screening colonoscopy in reducing the risk of death from right and left colon cancer: a large community-based study**
KP Authors: Corley, Douglas, Quinn, Virginia P, Jensen, Christopher D, Zhao, Wei K, Levin, Theodore
KP Region(s): Northern California, Southern California, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research, Department of Research and Evaluation


**Modifiable Failures in the Colorectal Cancer Screening Process and Their Association with Risk of Death**
Gastroenterology. 2018 Sep 27. DOI: 10.1053/j.gastro.2018.09.040 PMID:30268788
KP Authors: Levin, Theodore, Jensen, Christopher D, Quinn, Virginia P, Becerra, Tracy Ann, Schottinger, Joanne E, Corley, Douglas
KP Region(s): Northern California, Southern California, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research, Department of Research and Evaluation


**Timely follow-up of positive cancer screening results: A systematic review and recommendations from the PROSPR Consortium**
KP Authors: Corley, Douglas
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

413. Doubeni CA, Levin TR

**In Screening for Colorectal Cancer, Is the FIT Right for the Right Side of the Colon?**
Ann Intern Med. 2018 Oct 02. DOI: 10.7326/M18-2444 PMID:30285038
KP Authors: Levin, Theodore
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

414. Dowsey MM, Choong PFM, Paxton EW, Spelman T, Namba RS, Inacio MCS

**Body Mass Index Is Associated With All-cause Mortality After THA and TKA**
KP 2018 Bibliography - Alphabetical

   **Genomic and functional fidelity of small cell lung cancer patient-derived xenografts**
   Cancer Discov. 2018 Feb 26. DOI: 10.1158/2159-8290.CD-17-0935 PMID:29483136
   KP Authors: Sundaresan, Tilak K
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s):

416. Drees JC
   **Case of the Improbably High TSH**
   KP Authors: Drees, Julia C
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s):

417. Dreifuss SE, Landfair AS, De La Cruz C
   **A Risk-Stratified Comparison of High-Risk Findings in Reduction Mammoplasty**
   KP Authors: Song Landfair, Angela Y
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s):

   **Racial Disparities in the Incidence of Primary Chronic Cutaneous Lupus Erythematosus in the Southeastern United States: The Georgia Lupus Registry**
   KP Authors: Parker, Sareeta R
   KP Region(s): Georgia
   KP Research Center(s):

   **Interaction Between Frailty and Access Site in Older Adults Undergoing Transcatheter Aortic Valve Replacement**
   JACC Cardiovasc Interv. 2018 Oct 12. DOI: 10.1016/j.jcin.2018.06.037 PMID:30343019
   KP Authors: Rassi, Andrew N
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s):

420. Duan L, Kawatkar AA
Comparative Effectiveness of Surgical Options for Patients with Ductal Carcinoma In Situ: An Instrumental Variable Approach
Perm J. 2018 Jul 31;22. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/17-132 PMID:30028673
KP Authors: Duan, Lewei, Kawatkar, Aniket A
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

Duan L, Ng A, Chen W, Spencer HT, Lee MS
Beta-blocker subtypes and risk of low birth weight in newborns
KP Authors: Duan, Lewei, Ng, Angie T, Chen, Wansu, Lee, Ming S
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

Duarte S, Hoang T, Ewing SK, Cawthon PM, Cummings S, Stone KL, Cauley JA, Bauer DC, Hillier TA, Yaffe K
Glycated peptide levels are associated with cognitive decline among non-diabetic older women
KP Authors: Hillier, Teresa
KP Region(s): Northwest, Hawaii, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest, Center for Health Research - Hawaii

Dublin S, Von Korff M
Prescription Opioids and Infection Risk: Research and Caution Needed
KP Authors: Dublin, Sascha, Vonkorff, Michael R
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

Impact of initiatives to reduce prescription opioid risks on medically attended injuries in people using chronic opioid therapy
KP Authors: Dublin, Sascha, Walker, Rod L, Shortreed, Susan M, Ludman, Evette J, Sherman, Karen J, Thakral, Manu, Saunders, Kathleen W, Parchman, Michael L, Vonkorff, Michael R
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

Dunn J, Henrikson NB, Morrison CC, Blasi PR, Nguyen M, Lin JS
Screening for Adolescent Idiopathic Scoliosis: Evidence Report and Systematic Review for the US Preventive Services Task Force
KP Authors: Dunn, John B, Henrikson, Nora B, Morrison, Caitlin C, Blasi, Paula, Nguyen, Matt, Lin, Jennifer S
KP Region(s): Washington, Northwest, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute, Center for Health Research - Northwest
426. Dunn J, Henrikson NB, Morrison CC, Nguyen M, Blasi PR, Lin JS

Screening for Adolescent Idiopathic Scoliosis: A Systematic Evidence Review for the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force
Rockville (MD): Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (US); 2018. DOI: PMID:29638297
KP Authors: Dunn, John B, Henrikson, Nora B, Morrison, Caitlin C, Nguyen, Matt, Blasi, Paula, Lin, Jennifer S
KP Region(s): Washington, Northwest, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute, Center for Health Research - Northwest


The impact of methamphetamines in patients with traumatic brain injury, a retrospective review
PMID:29763809
KP Authors: Ananda, Ajay K
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

428. Duong T, Shahbazi S, Lee S

Endogenous Group A Streptococcal Endophthalmitis in a Healthy 42-Year-Old Man: A Case Report
Perm J. 2018 Jun 26;22. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/17-081 PMID:30005734
KP Authors: Shahbazi, Shahin, Lee, Sung
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):


Effects of Postweaning Calorie Restriction on Accelerated Growth and Adiponectin in Nutritionally Programmed Microswine Offspring
Am J Physiol Regul Integr Comp Physiol. 2018 Jun 20. DOI: 10.1152/ajpregu.00162.2017
PMID:29924631
KP Authors: Sekiguchi, Kaiu
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research Center(s):


Characteristics and outcomes of adults with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease and atrial fibrillation
Heart. 2018 Jun 06. DOI: 10.1136/heartjnl-2017-312735 PMID:29875139
KP Authors: Go, Alan S
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research


A 5-day intensive curriculum for interns utilizing simulation and active-learning techniques: addressing domains important across internal medicine practice
432. Earnshaw VA, Reisner SL, Menino D, Poteat VP, Bogart LM, Barnes TN, Schuster MA

Stigma-Based Bullying Interventions: A Systematic Review

KP Authors: Schuster, Mark A

433. Ebrahimiadib N, Ma L, Modjtahedi BS, Davoudi S, Rahmani S, Syeda S, Stephenson A, Foster CS

Atypical Perinuclear Anti-Neutrophil Cytoplasmic Antibodies in Ocular Inflammatory Diseases
Ocul Immunol Inflamm. 2018 Sep 19:1-5. DOI: 10.1080/09273948.2018.1502787 PMID:30230931

KP Authors: Modjtahedi, Bobeck S


How Do You Measure Up: Quality Measurement for Improving Patient Care and Establishing the Value of Infectious Diseases Specialists
Clin Infect Dis. 2018 Sep 25. DOI: 10.1093/cid/ciy814 PMID:30256911

KP Authors: Horberg, Michael


Multimodal Characterization of the Late Effects of TBI (LETBI): A Methodological Overview of the LETBI Project
J Neurotrauma. 2018 Feb 08. DOI: 10.1089/neu.2017.5457 PMID:29421973

KP Authors: Estrada, Camilo, Hansen, Kelly E, Larson, Eric B, Renz, Ann D, Richmire, Katieroze

436. Egan RA, Jirawuthiworavong G, Lincoff NS, Chen JJ, Francis CE, Leavitt JA

Retinal Arterio-Arterial Collaterals in Susac Syndrome
J Neuroophthalmol. 2018 Jan 16. DOI: 10.1097/WNO.0000000000000627 PMID:29341996

KP Authors: Jirawuthiworavong, Guy V

437. Egeberg A, Thyssen JP, Wu JJ, Skov L
Risk of first-time and recurrent depression in patients with psoriasis - a population-based cohort study
KP Authors: Wu, Jashin J
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

Ixekizumab treatment shows a neutral impact on cardiovascular parameters in patients with moderate-to-severe plaque psoriasis: results from UNCOVER-1, -2, and -3
KP Authors: Wu, Jashin J
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

The Pantheon Variant of the Classic Cathedral Dome Procedure for Parieto-Occipital Skull Deformities
KP Authors: Le, Hop N
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

440. Ekström M, Bornefalk-Hermansson A, Wysham N, Currow DC, MacIntyre N
Spirometric Volumes and Breathlessness Across Levels of Airflow Limitation: The COPDGene Study
Am J Respir Crit Care Med. 2018 Apr 27. DOI: 10.1164/rccm.201803-0594LE PMID:29702011
KP Authors: Wysham, Nicholas G
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

Epithelial-Myoepithelial Carcinoma: Frequent Morphologic and Molecular Evidence of Preexisting Pleomorphic Adenoma, Common HRAS Mutations in PLAG1-intact and HMGA2-intact Cases, and Occasional TP53, FBXW7, and SMARCB1 Alterations in High-grade Cases
KP Authors: Thompson, Lester DR
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

442. Elder C, DeBar L, Ritenbaugh C, Dickerson J, Vollmer WM, Deyo RA, Johnson ES, Haas M
Comparative Effectiveness of Usual Care With or Without Chiropractic Care in Patients with Recurrent Musculoskeletal Back and Neck Pain
KP Authors: Elder, Charles R, DeBar, Lynn, Dickerson, John F, Vollmer, William, Johnson, Eric
KP Region(s): Northwest, Washington, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest, Washington Health Research Institute
443. Elder CR

_Turbo Metabolism: 8 Weeks to a New You_
Perm J. 2018 Jul 31;22. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/18-138 PMID:30028668
KP Authors: Elder, Charles R
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research Center(s):


_Recent abacavir use increases risk for Types 1 and 2 myocardial infarctions among adults with HIV_
J Acquir Immune Defic Syndr. 2018 Feb 06. DOI: 10.1097/QAI.0000000000001642 PMID:29419568
KP Authors: Silverberg, Michael J, Klein, Daniel, Horberg, Michael
KP Region(s): Northern California, Mid-Atlantic, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research, Washington Health Research Institute


_Implementation Research to Address the United States Health Disadvantage: Report of a National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute Workshop_
Glob Heart. 2018 Apr 28. DOI: 10.1016/j.gheart.2018.03.003 PMID:29716847
KP Authors: Sidney, Steve
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research


_Frailty Phenotype and Healthcare Costs and Utilization in Older Women_
KP Authors: Hillier, Teresa
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

447. Epperson AE, Wallander JL, Elliott MN, Schuster MA

_Tobacco use among Latinx adolescents: exploring the immigrant paradox_
KP Authors: Schuster, Mark A
KP Region(s): Program Offices
KP Research Center(s):

448. Epstein FR, Liu CM, Stevenson JM

_Heart Transplant Recipients Prefer a Telemental Health Cognitive-Behavioral Therapy Intervention Delivered by Telephone_
KP Authors: Epstein, Flavio Rose, Liu, Chi-Mei, Stevenson, Janet M
449. Ettinger B, Li DK, Klein R  
**Continuation of postmenopausal hormone replacement therapy: comparison of cyclic versus continuous combined schedules**  
KP Authors: Ettinger, Bruce, Li, De-Kun  
KP Region(s): Northern California  
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

450. Ettinger B, Quesenberry C, Schroeder DA, Friedman G  
**Long-term postmenopausal estrogen therapy may be associated with increased risk of breast cancer: a cohort study**  
KP Authors: Ettinger, Bruce, Quesenberry, Charles P, Schroeder, David A  
KP Region(s): Northern California, Northwest, Inter-Regional  
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

**Familial unilateral vestibular schwannoma is rarely caused by inherited variants in the NF2 gene**  
KP Authors: Bischetsrieder, Jessica  
KP Region(s): Southern California  
KP Research Center(s):

**Association between endoscopist personality and rate of adenoma detection**  
KP Authors: Carrell, David S  
KP Region(s): Washington  
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

453. Fackler N, Zachary C, Kim DJ, Smith J, Sarpa HG  
**Not lost to follow-up: A rare case of CHILD syndrome in a boy reappears**  
KP Authors: Sarpa, Hege G  
KP Region(s): Southern California  
KP Research Center(s):

**Engaging Primary Care Practices in Studies of Improvement: Did You Budget Enough for Practice Recruitment?**  
Ann Fam Med. 2018 Apr;16(Suppl 1):S72-S79. DOI: 10.1370/afm.2199 PMID:29632229
455. Fahradyan A, Azadgoli B, Tsuha M, Urata MM, Francis SH
   A Single Lab Test to Aid Pierre Robin Sequence Severity Diagnosis
   Cleft Palate Craniofac J. 2018 Jan 01;1055665618778400. DOI: 10.1177/1055665618778400
   PMID:29791187
   KP Authors: Francis, Stacey H
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research Center(s):

   To Admit or Not to Admit: That is the Cleft Lip Question. Confirming the Safety of Outpatient Cleft
   Lip Repair
   PMID:29952897
   KP Authors: Francis, Stacey H
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research Center(s):

457. Family L, Li Y, Chen LH, Page JH, Klippel ZK, Chao C
   A Study of Novel Febrile Neutropenia Risk Factors Related to Bone Marrow or Immune
   Suppression, Barrier Function, and Bacterial Flora
   PMID:30323090
   KP Authors: Chen, Lie Hong, Chao, Chun R
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

   Association of Medical Liability Reform With Clinician Approach to Coronary Artery Disease
   Management
   JAMA Cardiol. 2018 Jun 06. DOI: 10.1001/jamacardio.2018.1360 PMID:29874382
   KP Authors: Masoudi, Frederick A
   KP Region(s): Colorado
   KP Research Center(s): Institute for Health Research

   Closing the Evidence Gap in Interstitial Lung Disease: The Promise of Real World Data
   KP Authors: Iribarren, Carlos
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

460. Farrukh S, Sivitz AB, Onogul B, Patel K, Tejani C
   The Additive Value of Pelvic Examinations to History in Predicting Sexually Transmitted Infections
   for Young Female Patients With Suspected Cervicitis or Pelvic Inflammatory Disease
Ann Emerg Med. 2018 Jul 02. DOI: 10.1016/j.annemergmed.2018.05.004 PMID:30251627
KP Authors: Onogul, Bilgehan
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

Updated Efficacy Analysis Including Secondary Population Results for OAK: A Randomized Phase III Study of Atezolizumab versus Docetaxel in Patients with Previously Treated Advanced Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer
KP Authors: Fehrenbacher, Lou
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

Novel genetic associations for blood pressure identified via gene-alcohol interaction in up to 570K individuals across multiple ancestries
KP Authors: Sidney, Steve, Psaty, Bruce M
KP Region(s): Northern California, Washington, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research, Washington Health Research Institute

463. Feld LD, Rubin DT, Feld AD
Legal Risks and Considerations Associated with Inflammatory Bowel Disease: A Primer
Am J Gastroenterol. 2018 Jul 16. DOI: 10.1038/s41395-018-0204-7 PMID:30008471
KP Authors: Feld, Andrew D
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s):

The budget impact of brodalumab for the treatment of moderate-to-severe plaque psoriasis on U.S. commercial health plans
KP Authors: Wu, Jashin J
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

Management of Malignant Pleural Effusions. An Official ATS/STS/STR Clinical Practice Guideline
PMID:30272503
KP Authors: Gould, Michael K
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

A Randomized Controlled Trial of Financial Incentives for Medicaid Beneficiaries with Diabetes
Perm J. 2018;22. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/17-080 PMID:29401049
KP Authors: Frankland, Timothy B
KP Region(s): Hawaii
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Hawaii

Language barriers and LDL-C/SBP control among Latinos with diabetes
Am J Manag Care. 2018 Sep;24(9):405-410. DOI: PMID:30222919
KP Authors: Warton, Margaret M, Moffet, Howard H, Karter, Andy J
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

468. Fernandez-Flores A, Bermúdez CF, Molina I, Saus C, Monteagudo C, Cassarino DC
Pigmented Deposits in the Skin
PMID:29683860
KP Authors: Cassarino, David S
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

469. Fernandez-Flores A, Cassarino DS
Sarcomatoid pilomatrix carcinoma
J Cutan Pathol. 2018 Apr 06. DOI: 10.1111/cup.13151 PMID:29624700
KP Authors: Cassarino, David S
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

470. Fernandez-Flores A, Cassarino DS
Cutaneous Metastasis of Adenocarcinoma of the Ampulla of Vater
Am J Dermatopathol. 2018 Apr 17. DOI: 10.1097/DAD.0000000000001155 PMID:29672360
KP Authors: Cassarino, David S
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

471. Fernandez-Flores A, Cassarino DS
Merkel cells in extraocular sebaceous carcinoma
KP Authors: Cassarino, David S
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research
472. Fernandez-Flores A, Riveiro-Falkenbach E, Cassarino DS

**Myxoid Spitz Nevi: Report of 6 Cases**
KP Authors: Cassarino, David S
KP Region(s): Southern California
(KP Research Center(s):

473. Fernandez-Flores A, Saeb-Lima M, Cassarino DS

**Intramural schwannoma involving a vein**
KP Authors: Cassarino, David S
KP Region(s): Southern California
(KP Research Center(s):


**A Recurrent De Novo Heterozygous COG4 Substitution Leads to Saul-Wilson Syndrome, Disrupted Vesicular Trafficking, and Altered Proteoglycan Glycosylation**
KP Authors: Tiller, George E
KP Region(s): Southern California
(KP Research Center(s):


**Eleven loci with new reproducible genetic associations with allergic disease risk**
KP Authors: Jorgenson, Eric
KP Region(s): Northern California
(KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

476. Ferschl MB, Feiner J, Vu L, Smith D, Rollins MD

**A Comparison of Spinal Anesthesia Versus Monitored Anesthesia Care With Local Anesthesia in Minimally Invasive Fetal Surgery**
KP Authors: Smith, Devon T
KP Region(s): Northern California
(KP Research Center(s):

477. Figueroa Gray M, Hsu C, Kiel L, Dublin S

**Getting through the day: a pilot qualitative study of U.S. women's experiences making decisions about anti-nausea medication during pregnancy**
KP Authors: Gray, Marlaine S F, Hsu, Clarissa W, Kiel, Linda M, Dublin, Sascha
478. Figueroa Gray M, Ludman EJ, Beatty T, Rosenberg AR, Wernli KJ
Balancing Hope and Risk Among Adolescent and Young Adult Cancer Patients with Late-Stage Cancer: A Qualitative Interview Study
J Adolesc Young Adult Oncol. 2018 Aug 10. DOI: 10.1089/jayao.2018.0048 PMID:30096254
KP Authors: Gray, Marlaine S F, Ludman, Evette J, Beatty, Tara C, Wernli, Karen J
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s):

Patient-Centered Communication Behaviors That Correlate With Higher Patient Satisfaction Scores
KP Authors: Patel, Sridhar
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

480. Finger A, Harris M, Nishimura E, Yoon HC
Inadequate Clinical Indications in Computed Tomography Chest and Abdomen/Pelvis Scans
Perm J. 2018 Oct 05;22. Epub 2018-10-05. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/18-017 PMID:30296399
KP Authors: Yoon, Hyo-Chun
KP Region(s): Hawaii
KP Research Center(s):

Receipt of Pharmacotherapy for Alcohol Use Disorder by Male Justice-Involved U.S. Veterans Health Administration Patients
KP Authors: Binswanger, Ingrid A
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research Center(s): Institute for Health Research

482. Finlay AK, Binswanger IA, Timko C, Smelson D, Stimmel MA, Yu M, Bowe T, Harris AHS
Facility-level changes in receipt of pharmacotherapy for opioid use disorder: Implications for implementation science
KP Authors: Binswanger, Ingrid A
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research Center(s): Institute for Health Research

Apoyo con Cariño (support with caring): RCT protocol to improve palliative care outcomes for Latinos with advanced medical illness
KP Authors: Gozansky, Wendolyn S
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research Center(s): Institute for Health Research

Compassionate Use of Bacteriophage Therapy for Foot Ulcer Treatment as an Effective Step for Moving Toward Clinical Trials
Methods Mol Biol. 2018;1693:159-170. DOI: 10.1007/978-1-4939-7395-8_14 PMID:29119440
KP Authors: Wheat, Gordon
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s):

Association Between Bariatric Surgery and Macrovascular Disease Outcomes in Patients With Type 2 Diabetes and Severe Obesity
KP Authors: Fisher, David, Johnson, Eric, Arterburn, David E, Coleman, Karen J, O'Brien, Rebecca M, Theis, Mary K, Anau, Jane A, Schroeder, Emily, Sidney, Steve
KP Region(s): Northern California, Washington, Southern California, Colorado, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute, Department of Research and Evaluation, Institute for Health Research, Division of Research

T1-REDEEM: A Randomized Controlled Trial to Reduce Diabetes Distress Among Adults With Type 1 Diabetes
Diabetes Care. 2018 Jul 05. DOI: 10.2337/dc18-0391 PMID:29976567
KP Authors: Wu, Patricia S
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

Fitzgerald E, Mlotha-Mitole R, Ciccone EJ, Tilly AE, Montijo JM, Lang HJ, Eckerle M
A pediatric death audit in a large referral hospital in Malawi
PMID:29466967
KP Authors: Montijo, Jennie MH
KP Region(s): Hawaii
KP Research Center(s):

KP Authors: Zeiger, Robert S
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

Predictors of Long-Term Adherence to Multiple Health Behavior Recommendations for Weight Management
Health Educ Behav. 2018 Feb 01;1090198118757823. DOI: 10.1177/1090198118757823
PMID:29478353
KP Authors: Fitzpatrick, Stephanie L, Brooks, Neon, Stevens, Victor J
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

Associations between Use of Specific Analgesics and Concentrations of Amyloid-? 42 or Phospho-Tau in Regions of Human Cerebral Cortex
KP Authors: Larson, Eric B, Walker, Rod L, Dublin, Sascha
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

Feasibility and Acceptability of Screening for Adverse Childhood Experiences in Prenatal Care
KP Authors: Flanagan, Tracy, Alabaster, Amy, McCaw, Brigid, Stoller, Nicole E, Watson, Carey R, Young-Wolff, Kelly C
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

Interim estimates of 2017-18 seasonal influenza vaccine effectiveness - United States, February 2018
KP Authors: Jackson, Michael L, Jackson, Lisa A
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

Influenza Vaccine Effectiveness in the United States during the 2016-2017 Season
Clin Infect Dis. 2018 Sep 11. DOI: 10.1093/cid/ciy775 PMID:30204854
KP Authors: Jackson, Michael L, Jackson, Lisa A

**Influence of Birth Cohort on Effectiveness of 2015-2016 Influenza Vaccine Against Medically Attended Illness Due to 2009 Pandemic Influenza A(H1N1) Virus in the United States**

J Infect Dis. 2018 Jan 18. DOI: 10.1093/infdis/jix634 PMID:29361005

KP Authors: Jackson, Michael L, Jackson, Lisa A

KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute


**Interdisciplinary Home Visits for Individuals with Advanced Parkinson's Disease and Related Disorders**

J Am Geriatr Soc. 2018 Apr 02. DOI: 10.1111/jgs.15337 PMID:29608779

KP Authors: Sweeney, Meghan M

KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research Center(s):


**Use of blood biomarkers to screen for obstructive sleep apnea**


KP Authors: Hwang, Dennis, Ferouz-Colborn, Aliya

KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):


**Detection of Anterior Circulation Large Artery Occlusion in Ischemic Stroke Using Noninvasive Cerebral Oximetry**

Stroke. 2018 02;49(2):458-460. Epub 2018-01-10. DOI: 10.1161/STROKEAHA.117.020140 PMID:29321339


KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

498. Fogelfeld K, Rana RK, Soo Hoo GW

**Cerebral Artery Gas Embolism Following Navigational Bronchoscopy**


KP Authors: Rana, Richie K

KP Region(s): Southern California
499. Foley KF  
**A Positive Urine Alcohol with Negative Urine Ethyl-Glucuronide**  
Lab Med. 2018 Jul 05;49(3):276-279. DOI: 10.1093/labmed/lmy008 PMID:29982576  
KP Authors: Foley, Kevin F  
KP Region(s): Northwest  
KP Research Center(s):  

500. Fong DS, Luong TQ, Contreras R, Jimenez JJ, Custis PH, Patel V, Campbell JH  
**TREATMENT PATTERNS AND 2-YEAR VISION OUTCOMES WITH BEVACIZUMAB IN DIABETIC MACULAR EDEMA: An Analysis From a Large U.S. Integrated Health Care System**  
KP Authors: Luong, Tiffany Q, Contreras, Ricardo, Jimenez, Jennifer J, Custis, Peter H  
KP Region(s): Southern California  
KP Research Center(s):  

**Practice Guidelines for Clinical Microbiology Laboratories: Mycobacteria**  
KP Authors: Weekley, Susan M  
KP Region(s): Southern California  
KP Research Center(s):  

**Dietary Recommendations for Adults With Psoriasis or Psoriatic Arthritis From the Medical Board of the National Psoriasis Foundation: A Systematic Review**  
KP Authors: Wu, Jashin J  
KP Region(s): Southern California  
KP Research Center(s):  

503. Ford JH, Stumbo SP, Robinson JM  
**Assessing long-term sustainment of clinic participation in NIATx200: Results and a new methodological approach**  
KP Authors: Stumbo, Scott P  
KP Region(s): Northwest  
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest  

504. Fortune B, Ma KN, Gardiner SK, Demirel S, Mansberger SL  
**Peripapillary Retinoschisis in Glaucoma: Association With Progression and OCT Signs of Müller Cell Involvement**
Invest Ophthalmol Vis Sci. 2018 Jun 01;59(7):2818-2827. DOI: 10.1167/iovs.18-24160
PMID:29860466
KP Authors: Ma, Kelly N
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research Center(s):

Ethical Considerations Related to Return of Results from Genomic Medicine Projects: The eMERGE Network (Phase III) Experience
J Pers Med. 2018 Jan 03;8(1). Epub 2018-01-03. DOI: 10.3390/jpm8010002 PMID:29301385
KP Authors: Scrol, Aaron, Leppig, Kathleen A
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

Prevention and treatment of low back pain: evidence, challenges, and promising directions
KP Authors: Cherkin, Daniel C
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

507. Fraade-Blanar LA, Ebel BE, Larson EB, Sears JM, Thompson HJ, Chan KCG, Crane PK
Cognitive Decline and Older Driver Crash Risk
KP Authors: Larson, Eric B
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

508. Fraade-Blanar LA, Hansen RN, Chan KCG, Sears JM, Thompson HJ, Crane PK, Ebel BE
Diagnosed dementia and the risk of motor vehicle crash among older drivers
PMID:29407668
KP Authors: Hansen, Ryan
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

GWAS and colocalization analyses implicate carotid intima-media thickness and carotid plaque loci in cardiovascular outcomes
Nat Commun. 2018 12 03;9(1):5141. Epub 2018-12-03. DOI: 10.1038/s41467-018-07340-5
PMID:30510157
KP Authors: Heckbert, Susan R
KP Region(s): Washington
KP 2018 Bibliography - Alphabetical

KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

Data Set for the Reporting of Carcinomas of the Nasal Cavity and Paranasal Sinuses: Explanations and Recommendations of the Guidelines From the International Collaboration on Cancer Reporting
KP Authors: Thompson, Lester DR
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

CENTRAL RETINAL ARTERY OCCLUSION WITH CILIORETINAL ARTERY SPARING AFTER LASER-ASSISTED IN SITU KERATOMILEUSIS
KP Authors: Zhu, Ivy, Borirakchanyavat, Sidhiporn
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

512. Francis EC, Hinkle SN, Song Y, Rawal S, Donnelly SR, Zhu Y, Chen L, Zhang C
Longitudinal Maternal Vitamin D Status during Pregnancy Is Associated with Neonatal Anthropometric Measures
Nutrients. 2018 Nov 02;10(11). Epub 2018-11-02. DOI: 10.3390/nu10111631 PMID:30400155
KP Authors: Zhu, Yeyi
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

513. Freeman AJH, Gamboa C, Darbinian JA, Littell RD, Torrente S
Disparities in Human Papillomavirus Vaccine Completion Rates Among Females in an Integrated Health Care System
Obstet Gynecol. 2018 Sep;132(3):717-723. DOI: 10.1097/AOG.0000000000002802 PMID:30095768
KP Authors: Freeman, Alexandra H, Gamboa, Cristina, Darbinian, Jeanne, Littell, Ramey, Torrente, Sandra L
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

Utilization of prescription drug monitoring programs for prescribing and dispensing decisions: Results from a multi-site qualitative study
KP Authors: Bradley, Katharine A
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

515. Fremont A, Kim AY, Bailey K, Hanley HR, Thorne C, Dudl RJ, Kaplan RM, Shortell SM, DeMaria AN
One In Five Fewer Heart Attacks: Impact, Savings, And Sustainability In San Diego County Collaborative
KP Authors: Dudl, R James
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

516. Fricke J, Gordon N, Downing J
Sexual Orientation Disparities in Physical Activity: Results From Insured Adults in California
Med Care. 2018 Nov 19. DOI: 10.1097/MLR.0000000000001017 PMID:30461583
KP Authors: Gordon, Nancy
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

517. Frieden TR, Jaffe MG
Saving 100 million lives by improving global treatment of hypertension and reducing cardiovascular disease risk factors
KP Authors: Jaffe, Marc
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

Systemic effects of epidural steroid injections for spinal stenosis
Pain. 2018 Jan 30. DOI: 10.1097/j.pain.0000000000001158 PMID:29394207
KP Authors: Avins, Andy L
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

Healthy Aging: American Geriatrics Society White Paper Executive Summary
KP Authors: Hayward, Arthur D
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research Center(s):

Increase in Physical Activity Sustained 1 Year After Playground Intervention
KP Authors: Frost, Madeline C, Kuo, Elena S, Harner, Lisa T
KP Region(s): Washington, Colorado, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute, Institute for Health Research

521. Frost MC, Matson TE, Tsui JL, Williams EC
Influence of comorbid drug use disorder on receipt of evidence-based treatment for alcohol use disorder among VA patients with alcohol use disorder and Hepatitis C and/or HIV
Impact of group-singing on older adult health in senior living communities: A pilot study
KP Authors: Nguyen, Huong Q
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

Mineralocorticoid Receptor Antagonism in Patients With Atrial Fibrillation: Findings From the ORBIT-AF (Outcomes Registry for Better Informed Treatment of Atrial Fibrillation) Registry
J Am Heart Assoc. 2018 Apr 13;7(8). Epub 2018-04-13. DOI: 10.1161/JAHA.117.007987 PMID:29654203
KP Authors: Go, Alan S
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

524. Fung V, Graetz I, Reed M, Jaffe MG
Patient-reported adherence to statin therapy, barriers to adherence, and perceptions of cardiovascular risk
KP Authors: Reed, Mary E, Jaffe, Marc
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

Adverse Selection into and within the Individual Health Insurance Market in California in 2014
Health Serv Res. 2018 May 17. DOI: 10.1111/1475-6773.12868 PMID:29774534
KP Authors: Fireman, Bruce, Derose, Stephen F
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

Interpathologist Diagnostic Agreement for Non-Small Cell Lung Carcinomas Using Current and Recent Classifications
Arch Pathol Lab Med. 2018 Apr 30. DOI: 10.5858/arpa.2017-0481-OA PMID:29708428
KP Authors: Raparia, Kirtee
527. Gabayan GZ, Gould MK, Weiss RE, Chiu VY, Sarkisian CA
   A Risk Score to Predict Short-term Outcomes Following Emergency Department Discharge
   PMID:30202497
   KP Authors: Gould, Michael K, Chiu, Vicki Y
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

528. Gabriel KP, Sidney S, Jacobs DR, Whitaker KM, Carnethon MR, Lewis CE, Schreiner PJ, Malkani RI,
      Shikany JM, Reis JP, Sternfeld B
      10-year changes in accelerometer-based physical activity and sedentary time during midlife:
      CARDIA Study
      KP Authors: Sidney, Steve, Sternfeld, Barbara
      KP Region(s): Northern California
      KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

   Dietary Quality and Glycemic Control Among Women with Gestational Diabetes Mellitus
   KP Authors: Zhu, Yeyi, Brown, Susan D, Hedderson, Monique M, Crites, Yvonne, Ferrara, Assiamira
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

530. Galle SE, Harness NG, Hacquebord JH, Burchette RJ, Peterson B
   Complications of Radial Column Plating of the Distal Radius
   KP Authors: Harness, Neil G, Burchette, Raoul J, Peterson, Brett M
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

531. Galper BZ, Beery DE, Leighton G, Englander LL
   Comparison of adverse event and device problem rates for transcatheter aortic valve replacement and Mitraclip procedures as reported by the Transcatheter Valve Therapy Registry and the Food and Drug Administration postmarket surveillance data
   KP Authors: Galper, Benjamin Z
   KP Region(s): Mid-Atlantic
   KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

532. Gamaldo C, Buenaver L, Chernyshev O, Derose S, Mehra R, Vana K, Walia HK, Gonzalez V,
      Gurubhagavatula I, OSA Assessment Tools Task Force of the American Academy of Sleep Medicine
      Evaluation of Clinical Tools to Screen and Assess for Obstructive Sleep Apnea
      PMID:29991434

*ichage Kidney for Treatment Options: Updated Models for Shared Decision Aid*

Transplantation. 2018 Jul 21. DOI: 10.1097/TP.0000000000002301 PMID:29979349

KP Authors: Gander, Jennifer C
KP Region(s): Georgia
KP Research Center(s): Center for Research and Evaluation


*Racial disparities in preemptive referral for kidney transplantation in Georgia*


KP Authors: Gander, Jennifer C
KP Region(s): Georgia
KP Research Center(s): Center for Research and Evaluation

535. Gao Y, Maurer T, Mirmirani P

*Understanding and Addressing Hair Disorders in Transgender Individuals*


KP Authors: Mirmirani, Paradi
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):


*CONSENSUS STATEMENT BY THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF CLINICAL ENDOCRINOLOGISTS AND AMERICAN COLLEGE OF ENDOCRINOLOGY ON THE COMPREHENSIVE TYPE 2 DIABETES MANAGEMENT ALGORITHM - 2018 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY*


KP Authors: Barzilay, Joshua I
KP Region(s): Georgia
KP Research Center(s):


*Assessing health systems in unrecognised states: lessons from the field*

BMJ. 2018 Aug 22;362:k3403. Epub 2018-08-22. DOI: 10.1136/bmj.k3403 PMID:30135089

KP Authors: Aboulian, Armen
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

538. Garcia ME, Uratsu CS, Sandoval-Perry J, Grant RW

*Which Complex Patients Should Be Referred for Intensive Care Management? A Mixed-Methods Analysis*

539. Garg T, Young AJ, O'Keeffe-Rosetti M, McMullen CK, Nielsen ME, Lester Kirchner H, Murphy TE
Association between treatment of superficial bladder cancer and 10-year mortality in older adults
with multiple chronic conditions
Cancer. 2018 Oct 05. DOI: 10.1002/cncr.31705 PMID:30289971
KP Authors: O'Keeffe-Rosetti, Maureen, McMullen, Carmit, Nielsen, Matthew E
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

540. Garritano FG, Quatela VC
Surgical Anatomy of the Upper Face and Forehead
PMID:29631278
KP Authors: Garritano, Frank G, Quatela, Vito C
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

541. Ge IY, Fevrier HB, Conell C, Kheraj MN, Flint AC, Smith DS, Herrinton LJ
Reducing risk of Clostridium difficile infection and overall use of antibiotic in the outpatient
treatment of urinary tract infection
PMID:30186366
KP Authors: Ge, Ivy Y, Fevrier, Helene B, Conell, Carol, Kheraj, Malika N, Flint, Alexander C, Smith,
Darvin S, Herrinton, Lisa
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

Quinn VP, Robinson B, Robin D, Silverberg MJ, Tangpricha V, Vupputuri S, Goodman M
Agreement between medical records and self-reports: Implications for transgender health
research
Rev Endocr Metab Disord. 2018 Sep 15. DOI: 10.1007/s11154-018-9461-4 PMID:30219985
KP Authors: Becerra, Tracy Ann, Bradlyn, Andrew S, Getahun, Darios T, Hunkeler, Enid, Millman,
Andrea K, Quinn, Virginia P, Robinson, Brandi E, Roblin, Douglas W, Silverberg, Michael J, Vupputuri,
Suma
KP Region(s): Southern California, Georgia, Northern California, Mid-Atlantic, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation, Center for Research and Evaluation,
Division of Research, Mid-Atlantic Permanente Research Institute

543. Getahun D, Nash R, Flanders WD, Baird TC, Becerra-Culqui TA, Cromwell L, Hunkeler E, Lash TL,
Cross-sex Hormones and Acute Cardiovascular Events in Transgender Persons: A Cohort Study
KP Region(s): Southern California, Georgia, Northern California, Mid-Atlantic, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation, Center for Research and Evaluation, Division of Research, Mid-Atlantic Permanente Research Institute

Colorectal Cancer Screening Participation Among Asian Americans Overall and Subgroups in an Integrated Health Care Setting with Organized Screening
KP Region(s): Southern California, Northern California, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation, Division of Research

545. Ghobadi A, Van Winkle PJ, Menchine M, Chen Q, Huang BZ, Sharp AL
Reduction of Parenteral Opioid Use in Community Emergency Departments Following Implementation of Treatment Guidelines
Acad Emerg Med. 2018 Mar 01. DOI: 10.1111/acem.13395 PMID:29493849
KP Authors: Ghobadi, Ali, Van Winkle, Patrick J, Chen, Qiaoling, Huang, Brian, Sharp, Adam L
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

Heterogeneous muscle gene expression patterns in patients with massive rotator cuff tears
KP Authors: Singh, Anshuman
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

Associations of Intimate Partner Violence, Sexual Assault, and Posttraumatic Stress Disorder With Menopause Symptoms Among Midlife and Older Women
KP Authors: McCaw, Bridig, Van Den Eeden, Stephen
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

An admixture mapping meta-analysis implicates genetic variation at 18q21 with asthma susceptibility in Latinos
J Allergy Clin Immunol. 2018 Sep 07. DOI: 10.1016/j.jaci.2016.08.057 PMID:30201514
KP Authors: Brigino-Bonaventura, Emerita M
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

   Engaging clinicians in research
   KP Authors: Fellows, Jeffrey
   KP Region(s): Northwest
   KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

550. Gildea TH, Levis JT
   ECG Diagnosis: Accelerated Idioventricular Rhythm
   Perm J. 2018 Mar 16;22. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/17-173 PMID:29616912
   KP Authors: Levis, Joel
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

   Radiotherapy plus cetuximab or cisplatin in human papillomavirus-positive oropharyngeal cancer (NRG Oncology RTOG 1016): a randomised, multicentre, non-inferiority trial
   Lancet. 2018 Nov 15. DOI: 10.1016/S0140-6736(18)32779-X PMID:30449625
   KP Authors: Seaward, Samantha A
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s):

552. Gilsanz P, Albers K, Beeri MS, Karter AJ, Quesenberry CP, Whitmer RA
   Traumatic brain injury associated with dementia risk among people with type 1 diabetes
   Neurology. 2018 Sep 26. DOI: 10.1212/WNL.0000000000006391 PMID:30258015
   KP Authors: Gilsanz, Paola, Albers, Kathleen B, Karter, Andy J, Quesenberry, Charles P, Whitmer, Rachel
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

   Early Midlife Pulmonary Function and Dementia Risk
   KP Authors: Gilsanz, Paola, Quesenberry, Charles P, Whitmer, Rachel
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

554. Gilsanz P, Mayeda ER, Glymour MM, Quesenberry CP, Mungas D, DeCarli CS, Whitmer RA
   Birth in High Infant Mortality States and Dementia Risk in a Cohort of Elderly African American and White Health Care Members
   Alzheimer Dis Assoc Disord. 2018 Aug 13. DOI: 10.1097/WAD.0000000000000270 PMID:30106754
   KP Authors: Gilsanz, Paola, Quesenberry, Charles P, Whitmer, Rachel
KP 2018 Bibliography - Alphabetical

KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

Depression in type 1 diabetes and risk of dementia
KP Authors: Gilsanz, Paola, Karter, Andy J, Quesenberry, Charles P, Adams, Alyce S, Whitmer, Rachel
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

Prediction Model for Two-Year Risk of Opioid Overdose Among Patients Prescribed Chronic Opioid Therapy
J Gen Intern Med. 2018 Jan 29. DOI: 10.1007/s11606-017-4288-3 PMID:29380216
KP Authors: Glanz, Jason M, Narwaney, Komal J, Mueller, Shane, Xu, Stan, Binswanger, Ingrid A
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research Center(s): Institute for Health Research

Association Between Estimated Cumulative Vaccine Antigen Exposure Through the First 23 Months of Life and Non-Vaccine-Targeted Infections From 24 Through 47 Months of Age
JAMA. 2018 03 06;319(9):906-913. DOI: 10.1001/jama.2018.0708 PMID:29509866
KP Authors: Glanz, Jason M, Newcomer, Sophia R, Daley, Matthew F, Groom, Holly C, Jackson, Michael L, Lewin, Bruno J, Narwaney, Komal J, Zerbo, Ousseny
KP Region(s): Colorado, Northwest, Washington, Southern California, Northern California, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Institute for Health Research, Center for Health Research - Northwest, Washington Health Research Institute, Department of Research and Evaluation, Division of Research

Study protocol: a cluster-randomized trial implementing Sustained Patient-centered Alcohol-related Care (SPARC trial)
KP Authors: Glass, Joseph E, Bobb, Jennifer F, Lee, Amy K, Richards, Julie E, Lapham, Gwendolyn T, Ludman, Evette J, Achtmeyer, Carol, Caldeiro, Ryan M, Parrish, Rebecca, Williams, Emily C, Lozano, Paula, Bradley, Katharine A
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

559. Glass JE, Williams EC
The Future of Research on Alcohol Health Disparities: A Health Services Research Perspective
KP Authors: Glass, Joseph E
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute
560. Glass N, Kohli A, Surkan PJ, Remy MM, Perrin N

The relationship between parent mental health and intimate partner violence on adolescent behavior, stigma and school attendance in families in rural Democratic Republic of Congo
PMID:29868240
KP Authors: Perrin, Nancy
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

561. Glauber H, Vollmer WM, Nichols GA

A Simple Model for Predicting Two-Year Risk of Diabetes Development in Individuals with Prediabetes
Perm J. 2018;22. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/17-050 PMID:29309270
KP Authors: Glauber, Harry, Vollmer, William, Nichols, Greg
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

562. Glebova NO, Cameron DE, Black JH

Treatment of thoracoabdominal aortic disease in patients with connective tissue disorders
KP Authors: Glebova, Natalia O
KP Region(s): Mid-Atlantic
KP Research Center(s):


Contemporary Burden and Correlates of Symptomatic Paroxysmal Supraventricular Tachycardia
J Am Heart Assoc. 2018 Jul 07;7(14). Epub 2018-07-07. DOI: 10.1161/JAHA.118.008759
PMID:29982228
KP Authors: Go, Alan S, Hlatky, Mark A, Liu, Taylor I, Fan, Dongjie J, Garcia, Elisha A, Sung, Sue Hee, Solomon, Matthew D
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

564. Go AS, Hsu CY, Yang J, Tan TC, Zheng S, Ordonez JD, Liu KD

Acute Kidney Injury and Risk of Heart Failure and Atherosclerotic Events
KP Authors: Go, Alan S, Hsu, Chi-yuan, Yang, Jingrong, Tan, Thida, Zheng, Sijie, Ordonez, Juan
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):


Association of Burden of Atrial Fibrillation With Risk of Ischemic Stroke in Adults With Paroxysmal Atrial Fibrillation: The KP-RHYTHM Study
KP Authors: Go, Alan S, Reynolds, Kristi L, Yang, Jingrong, Gupta, Nigel, Sung, Sue Hee, Harrison, Teresa N, Liu, Taylor I, Solomon, Matthew D
KP Region(s): Northern California, Southern California, Inter-Regional
KP Authors: Go, Alan S, Yang, Jingrong, Tan, Thida, Ordonez, Juan
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

KP Authors: Feigelson, Heather S
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research Center(s): Institute for Health Research

KP Authors: Gold, Rachel, Bunce, Arwen, Hollombe, Celine B, Davis, James V
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

KP Authors: Weiss, Jennifer M
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

KP Authors: Black, Mary Helen
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation
571. Goldstein SW, Winter AG, Goldstein I
   Improvements to the Vulva, Vestibule, Urethral Meatus, and Vagina in Women Treated With
   Ospemifene for Moderate to Severe Dyspareunia: A Prospective Vulvoscopic Pilot Study
   Sex Med. 2018 Apr 17. DOI: 10.1016/j.esxm.2018.03.002 PMID:29678557
   KP Authors: Winter, Ashley
   KP Region(s): Northwest
   KP Research Center(s):

572. Goler N, Conway A, Young-Wolff KC
   Data Are Needed on the Potential Adverse Effects of Marijuana Use in Pregnancy
   KP Authors: Goler, Nancy, Conway, Amy, Young-Wolff, Kelly C
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

   Acharya NR, Doan T
   Association of Ocular Inflammation and Rubella Virus Persistence
   KP Authors: Qian, Ying
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s):

574. Gopalan A, Grant RW
   Research to Change Health Delivery Systems: On the Outside Looking in?
   KP Authors: Gopalan, Anjali, Grant, Richard W
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

575. Gopalan A, Kellom K, McDonough K, Schapira MM
   Exploring how patients understand and assess their diabetes control
   PMID:30400859
   KP Authors: Gopalan, Anjali
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

   Prevalence and predictors of delayed clinical diagnosis of Type 2 diabetes: a longitudinal cohort
   study
   Diabet Med. 2018 Sep 03. DOI: 10.1111/dme.13808 PMID:30175870
   KP Authors: Gopalan, Anjali, Mishra, Pranita, Alexeeff, Stacey, Blatchins, Maruta A, Kim, Eileen, Man,
   Alan H, Grant, Richard W
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

577. Gordon KB, Armstrong AW, Menter MA, Wu JJ
Treating to Target-A Realistic Goal in Psoriasis?
KP Authors: Wu, Jashin J
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

578. Gordon NP, Hornbrook MC
Older adults' readiness to engage with eHealth patient education and self-care resources: a cross-sectional survey
PMID:29587721
KP Authors: Gordon, Nancy, Hornbrook, Mark C
KP Region(s): Northern California, Northwest, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research, Center for Health Research - Northwest

Domain Management Approach to Heart Failure in the Geriatric Patient: Present and Future
KP Authors: Krishnaswami, Ashok
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

Advancing Social Prescribing with Implementation Science
PMID:29743213
KP Authors: Cottrell, Erika K, Gold, Rachel
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

581. Gould MK
Precision Screening for Lung Cancer: Risk-Based but Not Always Preference-Sensitive?
KP Authors: Gould, Michael K
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

Intravascular Optical Coherence Tomography for Neurointerventional Surgery
Stroke. 2018 Nov 29:STROKEAHA118022315. DOI: 10.1161/STROKEAHA.118.022315
PMID:30580737
KP Authors: Liang, Conrad W
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):
583. Gourevitch RA, Rose S, Crockett SD, Morris M, Carrell DS, Greer JB, Pai RK, Schoen RE, Mehrotra A
Variation in Pathologist Classification of Colorectal Adenomas and Serrated Polyps
Am J Gastroenterol. 2018 Jan 30. DOI: 10.1038/ajg.2017.496 PMID:29380819
KP Authors: Carrell, David S
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

584. Gouveia CJ, Yalamanchili A, Ghadersohi S, Price CPE, Bove M, Attarian HP, Tan BK
Are chronic cough and laryngopharyngeal reflux more common in obstructive sleep apnea patients?
Laryngoscope. 2018 Nov 15. DOI: 10.1002/lary.27557 PMID:30443914
KP Authors: Gouveia, Christopher J, Yalamanchili, Amulya, Ghadersohi, Saied
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

585. Graetz I, Huang J, Brand R, Hsu J, Reed ME
Mobile-accessible personal health records increase the frequency and timeliness of PHR use for patients with diabetes
KP Authors: Huang, Jie, Reed, Mary E
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

586. Graetz I, Huang J, Brand RJ, Hsu J, Yamin CK, Reed ME
Bridging the digital divide: mobile access to personal health records among patients with diabetes
KP Authors: Huang, Jie
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

Type 2 Diabetes in Relation to the Risk of Renal Cell Carcinoma Among Men and Women in Two Large Prospective Cohort Studies
Diabetes Care. 2018 Apr 20. DOI: 10.2337/dc17-2518 PMID:29678810
KP Authors: Barrisford, Glen W
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

588. Granich RD
To Die at Home
Perm J. 2018;22. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/15-133 PMID:29401048
KP Authors: Granich, Russ
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

589. Grant AR, Ebel BE, Osman N, Derby K, DiNovi C, Grow HM
Medical Home-Head Start Partnership to Promote Early Learning for Low-Income Children
PMID:29606037
KP Authors: Derby, Kiersten S
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s):

590. Grant DSL, Scott RD, Harrison TN, Cheetham TC, Chang SC, Hsu JY, Wei R, Boklage SH, Romeo-LeTourneau V, Reynolds K
Trends in Lipid Screening Among Adults in an Integrated Health Care Delivery System, 2009-2015
KP Authors: Nichols, Greg, Raebel, Marsha A, Dyer, Wendy, Schmittdiel, Julie A
KP Region(s): Northwest, Colorado, Northern California, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest, Institute for Health Research

591. Graves JM, Klein TA, Panther SG, Moore M, Abshire D, Graham J
Nurse practitioners' recommendations for pharmacotherapy in the management of adolescent concussion
KP Authors: Panther, Shannon G
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s):

592. Green AR, Reifler LM, Boyd CM, Weffald LA, Bayliss EA
Medication Profiles of Patients with Cognitive Impairment and High Anticholinergic Burden
Drugs Aging. 2018 Feb 05. DOI: 10.1007/s40266-018-0522-x PMID:29404965
KP Authors: Reifler, Liza M, Weffald, Linda A, Bayliss, Elizabeth
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research Center(s): Institute for Health Research

593. Green BB
Colorectal Cancer Control: Where Have We Been and Where Should We Go Next?
KP Authors: Green, Beverly B
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

594. Green BB
Doctor is my blood pressure OK?
J Hum Hypertens. 2018 May 01. DOI: 10.1038/s41371-018-0067-9 PMID:29713046
KP Authors: Greene, Beverly B
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

595. Greenblatt N, Kunkle T
Leg Warmers
Perm J. 2018 Jul 31;22. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/14-064 PMID:30028670
KP Authors: Greenblatt, Nina T
Relationship between timing of trial randomization, protocol completion, and clinical outcomes among patients hospitalized for heart failure: from the ASTRONAUT trial
Eur J Heart Fail. 2018 Nov 11. DOI: 10.1002/ejhf.1310 PMID:30415473
KP Authors: Ambrosy, Andrew P
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

Reassessing the Role of Surrogate End Points in Drug Development for Heart Failure
Circulation. 2018 Sep 04;138(10):1039-1053. DOI: 10.1161/CIRCULATIONAHA.118.034668
PMID:30354535
KP Authors: Ambrosy, Andrew P
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

598. Greene SM, Brandzel S, Wernli KJ
From Principles to Practice: Real-World Patient and Stakeholder Engagement in Breast Cancer Research
Perm J. 2018 Jun 06;22. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/17-232 PMID:29911967
KP Authors: Wernli, Karen J
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

Phase II Feasibility Study of a Weight Loss Intervention in Female Breast and Colorectal Cancer Survivors (SWOG S1008)
PMID:30272836
KP Authors: Sayegh, Antoine, Fehrenbacher, Lou
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

Device Therapies Among Patients Receiving Primary Prevention Implantable Cardioverter-Defibrillators in the Cardiovascular Research Network
J Am Heart Assoc. 2018 Mar 26;7(7). Epub 2018-03-26. DOI: 10.1161/JAHA.117.008292
PMID:29581222
KP 2018 Bibliography - Alphabetical

KP Authors: Go, Alan S, Glenn, Karen A, Gupta, Nigel, Magid, David J, Powers, J David, Reifler, Liza M, Reynolds, Kristi L, Smith, David H, Sung, Sue Hee
KP Region(s): Northern California, Colorado, Southern California, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research, Institute for Health Research, Department of Research and Evaluation

601. Greywal T, Matiz C
Speckled lentiginous nevus: A rare presentation associated with motor neuropathy and muscular atrophy in a child
KP Authors: Matiz, Catalina
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

602. Griffith WC, Vigoren EM, Smith MN, Workman T, Thompson B, Coronado GD, Faustman EM
Application of improved approach to evaluate a community intervention to reduce exposure of young children living in farmworker households to organophosphate pesticides
J Expo Sci Environ Epidemiol. 2018 Apr 17. DOI: 10.1038/s41370-018-0028-y PMID:29662130
KP Authors: Coronado, Gloria D
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

Echocardiographic Predictors of Hemodynamics in Patients Supported with Left Ventricular Assist Devices
KP Authors: Adatya, Sirtaz
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

Outflow Cannula Systolic Slope in Patients With Left Ventricular Assist Devices: A Novel Marker of Myocardial Contractility
ASAIO J. 2018 Apr 18. DOI: 10.1097/MAT.0000000000000799 PMID:29677035
KP Authors: Adatya, Sirtaz
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

One-Year Outcomes of an Integrated Multiple Sclerosis Disease Management Program
KP Authors: Groeneweg, Marti G
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research Center(s):

107

Uptake and safety of Hepatitis B vaccination during pregnancy: A Vaccine Safety Datalink study
Vaccine. 2018 10 01;36(41):6111-6116. Epub 2018-09-05. DOI: 10.1016/j.vaccine.2018.08.074
PMID:30194002
KP Region(s): Northwest, Colorado, Southern California, Washington, Northern California, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest, Institute for Health Research, Department of Research and Evaluation, Washington Health Research Institute, Division of Research

607. Grossman DC

Quality of Health Care for Children: The Need for a Firm Foundation of Trustworthy Evidence
KP Authors: Grossman, David C
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

608. Grossman DC

Reducing Youth Firearm Suicide Risk: Evidence for Opportunities
KP Authors: Grossman, David C
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute


Reduced cancer survival among adults with HIV and an AIDS-defining illnesses despite no difference in cancer stage at diagnosis
J Acquir Immune Defic Syndr. 2018 Sep 05. DOI: 10.1097/QAI.0000000000001842 PMID:30211722
KP Authors: Silverberg, Michael J, Horberg, Michael
KP Region(s): Northern California, Mid-Atlantic, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research, Mid-Atlantic Permanente Research Institute


Breast Cancer and HIV in Sub-Saharan Africa: A Complex Relationship
KP Authors: Freeman, Alexandra H
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):


Racial Disparities in Asthma-Related Health Outcomes in Children with Severe/Difficult-to-Treat Asthma
612. Guinness RR, Volk JE, Hurley LB, Tobias TT, Marcus JL
**Low-Intensity Outreach to Increase Uptake of HIV Preexposure Prophylaxis Among Patients with Sexually Transmitted Infections**
AIDS Behav. 2018 Aug 12. DOI: 10.1007/s10461-018-2245-8 PMID:30101394
KP Authors: Guinness, Ryan R, Volk, Jonathan E, Hurley, Leo, Tobias, Tadd T
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

613. Guirguis-Blake JM, Evans CV, Redmond N, Lin JS
**Screening for Peripheral Artery Disease Using the Ankle-Brachial Index: An Updated Systematic Review for the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force**
Rockville, MD: Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (US); 2018. DOI: PMID:30260610
KP Authors: Guirguis-Blake, Janelle M, Evans, Corinne V, Redmond, Nadia, Lin, Jennifer S
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

614. Guirguis-Blake JM, Evans CV, Redmond N, Lin JS
**Screening for Peripheral Artery Disease Using the Ankle-Brachial Index: Updated Evidence Report and Systematic Review for the US Preventive Services Task Force**
KP Authors: Guirguis-Blake, Janelle M, Evans, Corinne V, Redmond, Nadia, Lin, Jennifer S
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

615. Guirguis-Blake JM, Michael YL, Perdue LA, Coppola EL, Beil TL
**Interventions to Prevent Falls in Older Adults: Updated Evidence Report and Systematic Review for the US Preventive Services Task Force**
KP Authors: Guirguis-Blake, Janelle M, Perdue, Leslie A, Coppola, Erin L, Beil, Tracy
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

616. Guirguis-Blake JM, Michael YL, Perdue LA, Coppola EL, Beil TL, Thompson JH
**Interventions to Prevent Falls in Community-Dwelling Older Adults: A Systematic Review for the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force**
Rockville, MD: Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (US); 2018. DOI: PMID:30234932
KP Authors: Guirguis-Blake, Janelle M, Michael, Yvonne, Perdue, Leslie A, Coppola, Erin L, Beil, Tracy, Thompson, Jamie H
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

617. Guise JM, Savitz LA, Friedman CP
**Mind the Gap: Putting Evidence into Practice in the Era of Learning Health Systems**
KP Authors: Weltzien, Erin K, Kushi, Larry, Caan, Bette
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

KP Authors: Gunderson, Erica, Greenspan, Louise C, Hurston, Shanta R, Quesenberry, Charles P
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

KP Authors: Gunderson, Erica
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

KP Authors: Gunderson, Erica, Lin, Ying, Sorel, Mike, Sidney, Steve, Quesenberry, Charles P
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

KP Authors: Guppy, Kern H, Harris, Jessica, Brara, Harsimran S
KP Region(s): Northern California, Southern California, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s):
Implantable miniature telescope (IMT) for vision loss due to end-stage age-related macular degeneration
KP Authors: Gupta, Amisha, Lam, Jessica A, Custis, Peter H, Munz, Stephen J, Koster, Marguerite A
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

624. Gupta AP, Pandya PR, Nguyen ML, Fashokun T, Macura KJ
Use of Dynamic MRI of the Pelvic Floor in the Assessment of Anterior Compartment Disorders
KP Authors: Nguyen, My-Linh T
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

Endoscopic Ultrasound Assessment of Pancreatic Duct Diameter Predicts Neuroendocrine Tumors and Other Pancreas Masses
Pancreas. 2018 Nov 17. DOI: 10.1097/MPA.0000000000001200 PMID:30451795
KP Authors: Shindel, Alex, Dong, Elizabeth Y
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

Data Set for the Reporting of Ear and Temporal Bone Tumors: Explanations and Recommendations of the Guidelines From the International Collaboration on Cancer Reporting
KP Authors: Thompson, Lester DR
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

627. Guzman C, Forrester JA, Fuchshuber PR, Eakin JL
KP Authors: Fuchshuber, Pascal
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

Imputation of race/ethnicity to enable measurement of HEDIS performance by race/ethnicity
Health Serv Res. 2018 Dec 03. DOI: 10.1111/1475-6773.13099 PMID:30506674
KP Authors: Adams, John L
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation
629. Hahn EE, Gould MK
Drivers of Low-Value Care
PMID:29507980
KP Authors: Hahn, Erin E, Gould, Michael K
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

630. Hahn EE, Gould MK
Lung Cancer Screening and Smoking Cessation: Never Too Early or Too Late
KP Authors: Hahn, Erin E, Gould, Michael K
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

631. Hahn EE, Gould MK, Munoz-Plaza CE, Lee JS, Parry C, Shen E
Understanding Comorbidity Profiles and Their Effect on Treatment and Survival in Patients With Colorectal Cancer
KP Authors: Hahn, Erin E, Gould, Michael K, Munoz-Plaza, Corrine E, Lee, Janet S, Shen, Ernest
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

632. Hahn EE, Munoz-Plaza CE, Schottinger JE, Brasfield FM, Gould MK, Parry C
Developing innovative models of care for cancer survivors: use of implementation science to guide evaluation of appropriateness and feasibility
KP Authors: Hahn, Erin E, Munoz-Plaza, Corrine E, Schottinger, Joanne E, Brasfield, Farah M, Gould, Michael K
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

633. Hahn N, Palmer KE, Klocke S, Delate T
Therapeutic Interferon Interchange in Relapsing Multiple Sclerosis Lowers Health Care and Pharmacy Expenditures with Comparable Safety
Perm J. 2018 Aug 30;22. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/18-046 PMID:30201091
KP Authors: Hahn, Nicole M, Palmer, Kelsey E, Klocke, Shilpa A, Delate, Tom
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

Associations of plasma clusterin and Alzheimer's disease-related MRI markers in adults at mid-life: The CARDIA Brain MRI sub-study
PMID:29324756
KP Authors: Sidney, Steve
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP 2018 Bibliography - Alphabetical

KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

White matter microstructure, white matter lesions, and hypertension: An examination of early surrogate markers of vascular-related brain change in midlife
PMID:29785359
KP Authors: Sidney, Steve
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

Coronary Heart Disease Genetic Risk Score Predicts Cardiovascular Disease Risk in Men, Not Women
Circ Genom Precis Med. 2018 Oct;11(10):e002324. DOI: 10.1161/CIRCGEN.118.002324
PMID:30354305
KP Authors: Psaty, Bruce M
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

On engagement with anthropology: A critical evaluation of skeletal and developmental abnormalities in the Atacama preterm baby and issues of forensic and bioarchaeological research ethics. Response to Bhattacharya et al. "Whole-genome sequencing of Atacama
PMID:30025270
KP Authors: Gunter, Jennifer
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

The prevalence of overtreatment of osteoporosis: results from the PAADRN trial
PMID:30267162
KP Authors: Roblin, Douglas W
KP Region(s): Mid-Atlantic
KP Research Center(s): Mid-Atlantic Permanente Research Institute

Unfolding of hidden white blood cell count phenotypes for gene discovery using latent class mixed modeling
Genes Immun. 2018 Nov 21. DOI: 10.1038/s41435-018-0051-y PMID:30459343
KP Authors: Carrell, David S
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute
640. Hamilton AB, Mittman BS, Campbell D, Hutchinson C, Liu H, Moss NJ, Wyatt GE

Understanding the impact of external context on community-based implementation of an evidence-based HIV risk reduction intervention

BMC Health Serv Res. 2018 01 09;18(1):11. Epub 2018-01-09. DOI: 10.1186/s12913-017-2791-1

PMID:29316922

KP Authors: Mittman, Brian S

KP Region(s): Southern California

KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

641. Hamilton GA, Doyle MD, Castellucci-Garza FM

Arthroscopic-Assisted Open Reduction Internal Fixation


PMID:29482790

KP Authors: Doyle, Matthew D, Castellucci-Garza, Francesca M

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research Center(s):

642. Hamity C, Jackson A, Peralta L, Bellows J

Perceptions and Experience of Patients, Staff, and Clinicians with Social Needs Assessment

Perm J. 2018 09 27;22. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/18-105 PMID:30285914

KP Authors: Hamity, Courtnee L, Jackson, Ana H, Peralta, Lunarosa, Bellows, Jim

KP Region(s): Program Offices

KP Research Center(s):


Long-Term Cognitive Decline After Newly Diagnosed Heart Failure: Longitudinal Analysis in the CHS (Cardiovascular Health Study)

Circ Heart Fail. 2018 Mar;11(3):e004476. DOI: 10.1161/CIRCHEARTFAILURE.117.004476

PMID:29523517

KP Authors: Heckbert, Susan R, Psaty, Bruce M, Dublin, Sascha

KP Region(s): Washington

KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

644. Hanhan J, King R, Harrison TK, Kou A, Howard SK, Borg LK, Shum C, Udani AD, Mariano ER

A Pilot Project Using Eye-Tracking Technology to Design a Standardised Anaesthesia Workspace


KP Authors: Borg, Lindsay K

KP Region(s): Northwest

KP Research Center(s):


Post-licensure safety surveillance study of routine use of quadrivalent meningococcal diphtheria toxoid conjugate vaccine (MenACWY-D) in infants and children
PMID:29550195
KP Authors: Hansen, John, Zhang, L, Eaton, Abigail, Baxter, Roger, Klein, Nicola
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

646. Haque R, Xu X, Shi J, Kwan ML, Chlebowski RT
Breast Cancer Outcomes in a Racially and Ethnically Diverse Cohort of Insured Women
KP Authors: Haque, Reina, Xu, Xiaoqing, Shi, Jiaxiao M, Kwan, Marilyn L
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

647. Harbi S, Soltani A, Lui Park H
Beyond Serendipity to an Algorithmic Approach
KP Authors: Soltani, Ali M
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

648. Hardee JT
Letting Me Off the Hook
Perm J. 2018;22. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/13-116 PMID:29401051
KP Authors: Hardee, James T
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research Center(s):

649. Hardikar S, Burnett-Hartman AN, Phipps Al, Upton MP, Zhu LC, Newcomb PA
Telomere length differences between colorectal polyp subtypes: a colonoscopy-based case-control study
PMID:29720120
KP Authors: Burnett-Hartman, Andrea N, Zhu, Lee Ching
KP Region(s): Colorado, Washington, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Institute for Health Research, Washington Health Research Institute

650. Harding BN, Weiss NS, Walker RL, Larson EB, Dublin S
Proton pump inhibitor use and the risk of fractures among an older adult cohort
KP Authors: Harding, Barbara N, Walker, Rod L, Larson, Eric B, Dublin, Sascha
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

Children and young people's versus parents' responses in an English national inpatient survey
Arch Dis Child. 2018 Feb 06. DOI: 10.1136/archdischild-2017-313801 PMID:29434020
KP Authors: Schuster, Mark A

115
KP Authors: Hsu, Chi-yuan, Go, Alan S
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

KP Authors: Harner, Lisa T, Kuo, Elena S, Cheadle, Allen D, Schwartz, Pamela M, Buening, Cheryl Kelly, Solomon, Loel
KP Region(s): Colorado, Washington, Program Offices, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Institute for Health Research, Washington Health Research Institute

KP Authors: Smith, Nicholas L
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

KP Authors: Harrison, Teresa N, Hsu, Jin-Wen Y, Wei, Rong, Scott, Ronald D, Reynolds, Kristi L
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

KP Authors: Harrison, Teresa N, Scott, Ronald D, Cheetham, T Craig, Chang, Shen-Chih, Hsu, Jin-Wen Y, Wei, Rong, Ling Grant, Deborah S, Reynolds, Kristi L
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation
Secondary findings from clinical genomic sequencing: prevalence, patient perspectives, family history assessment, and health-care costs from a multisite study
Genet Med. 2018 Oct 05. DOI: 10.1038/s41436-018-0308-x PMID:30287922
KP Authors: Gilmore, Marian J, Goddard, Katrina AB, Kauffman, Tia L, McMullen, Carmit
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

658. Hartzler AL, Tuzzio L, Hsu C, Wagner EH
Roles and Functions of Community Health Workers in Primary Care
Ann Fam Med. 2018 May;16(3):240-245. DOI: 10.1370/afm.2208 PMID:29760028
KP Authors: Tuzzio, Leah, Hsu, Clarissa W, Wagner, Edward H
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

659. Harvie HS, Honeycutt AA, Neuwahl SJ, Barber MD, Richter HE, Visco AG, Sung VW, Shepherd JP, Rogers RG, Jakus-Waldman S, Mazloomdoost D, NICHD Pelvic Floor Disorders Network
Responsiveness and Minimally Important Difference of SF-6D and EQ-5D Utility Scores for the Treatment of Pelvic Organ Prolapse
KP Authors: Jakus, Sharon
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

Comparing Survival After Recurrent vs De Novo Stage IV Advanced Breast, Lung, and Colorectal Cancer
KP Authors: Carroll, Nikki M, Hornbrook, Mark C
KP Region(s): Colorado, Northwest, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Institute for Health Research, Center for Health Research - Northwest

Miniaturized Echocardiography in the Cardiac Intensive Care Unit
KP Authors: Weyker, Paul D
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

Impacts of the Affordable Care Act on Community Health Centers: Characteristics of New Patients and Early Changes in Delivery of Care
J Ambul Care Manage. 2018 May 15. DOI: 10.1097/JAC.0000000000000244 PMID:29771741
KP Authors: Smith, Ning, Cottrell, Erika K
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest


Influenza Vaccine Effectiveness and Statin Use Among Adults in the United States, 2011-2017
Clin Infect Dis. 2018 Oct 27. DOI: 10.1093/cid/ciy780 PMID:30371753
KP Authors: Jackson, Michael L, Jackson, Lisa A
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

664. Hawkins KL, King J, Delate T, Martinez K, McCool K, Clark NP

Pharmacy Technician Management of Stable, In-Range INRs Within a Clinical Pharmacy Anticoagulation Service
KP Authors: Hawkins, Kelsey L, King, Jordan B, Delate, Tom, Martinez, Kerri D, McCool, Kathleen H, Clark, Nathan P
KP Region(s): Northwest, Colorado, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s):


Cumulative Antidepressant Use and Risk of Dementia in a Prospective Cohort Study
KP Authors: Boudreau, Denise M, Larson, Eric B
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

666. Heath LJ, Delate T, Weffald L, Paulson DC, Sanchez JK, Herner SJ

A Predictive Model to Identify Skilled Nursing Facility Residents for Pharmacist Intervention Consult Pharm. 2018 Sep 01;33(9):504-520. DOI: 10.4140/TCP.n.2018.504 PMID:30185291
KP Authors: Heath, Lauren J, Delate, Tom, Weffald, Linda A, Paulson, Dwight C, Sanchez, Julia K, Herner, Sheryl J
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research Center(s):

667. Hechter RC, Bider-Canfield Z, Towner W

Effect of an Electronic Alert on Targeted HIV Testing Among High-Risk Populations
Perm J. 2018 09 20;22. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/18-015 PMID:30285916
KP Authors: Hechter, Rulin C, Bider-Canfield, Zoe, Towner, William J
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation


Impact of an electronic medical record reminder on hepatitis B vaccine initiation and completion rates among insured adults with diabetes mellitus
Vaccine. 2018 Jun 26. DOI: 10.1016/j.vaccine.2018.06.035 PMID:29958736
669. Heckbert SR, Austin TR, Jensen PN, Floyd JS, Psaty BM, Soliman EZ, Kronmal RA

**Yield and consistency of arrhythmia detection with patch electrocardiographic monitoring: The Multi-Ethnic Study of Atherosclerosis**


KP Authors: Psaty, Bruce M

KP Region(s): Washington

KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

670. Hedderson MM, Brown SD, Ehrlich SF, Tsai AL, Zhu Y, Quesenberry CP, Crites Y, Ferrara A

**A Tailored Letter Based on Electronic Health Record Data Improves Gestational Weight Gain Among Women With Gestational Diabetes: The Gestational Diabetes' Effects on Moms (GEM) Cluster-Randomized Controlled Trial**

Diabetes Care. 2018 Apr 18. DOI: 10.2337/dc17-1133 PMID:29669736

KP Authors: Hedderson, Monique M, Brown, Susan D, Ehrlich, Samantha, Tsai, Ailin, Zhu, Yeyi, Quesenberry, Charles P, Crites, Yvonne, Ferrara, Assiamira

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

671. Hedderson MM, Xu F, Sridhar SB, Han ES, Quesenberry CP, Crites Y

**A cohort study of maternal cardiometabolic risk factors and primary cesarean delivery in an integrated health system**


KP Authors: Hedderson, Monique M, Xu, Fei, Sridhar, Sneha, Han, Emily, Quesenberry, Charles P

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research Center(s): Division of Research


**Academic promotion policies and equity in global health collaborations**

Lancet. 2018 Nov 03;392(10158):1607-1609. DOI: 10.1016/S0140-6736(18)32345-6 PMID:30496066

KP Authors: Connelly, Maureen T

KP Region(s): Southern California

KP Research Center(s):


**Smokers with bipolar disorder, other affective disorders, and no mental health conditions: Comparison of baseline characteristics and success at quitting in a large 12-month behavioral intervention randomized trial**


KP Authors: McClure, Jennifer
"I Smoke Like This to Suppress These Issues That Are Flaws of My Character": Challenges and Facilitators of Cessation Among Smokers With Bipolar Disorder
KP Authors: McClure, Jennifer
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

Role of Race/Ethnicity, Language, and Insurance in Use of Cervical Cancer Prevention Services Among Low-Income Hispanic Women, 2009-2013
KP Authors: Coronado, Gloria D
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

Tutorial for Using Control Systems Engineering to Optimize Adaptive Mobile Health Interventions
KP Authors: Klasnja, Predrag
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

Data Set for the Reporting of Carcinomas of the Hypopharynx, Larynx, and Trachea: Explanations and Recommendations of the Guidelines From the International Collaboration on Cancer Reporting (ICCR)
KP Authors: Thompson, Lester DR
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

678. Henderson JT, Webber EM, Sawaya GF
Screening for Ovarian Cancer: Updated Evidence Report and Systematic Review for the US Preventive Services Task Force
KP Authors: Henderson, Jillian, Webber, Elizabeth M
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

679. Henderson JT, Webber EM, Sawaya GF

120
Screening for Ovarian Cancer: An Updated Evidence Review for the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force
Rockville (MD): Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (US); 2018. DOI: PMID:29648765
KP Authors: Henderson, Jillian, Webber, Elizabeth M, Sawaya, George
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

Preoperative Breast Magnetic Resonance Imaging Use by Breast Density and Family History of Breast Cancer
KP Authors: Zhu, Weiwei, Wernli, Karen J
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

Hendifar AE, Chang JI, Huang BZ, Tuli R, Wu BU
Cachexia, and not obesity, prior to pancreatic cancer diagnosis worsens survival and is negated by chemotherapy
J Gastrointest Oncol. 2018 Feb;9(1):17-23. DOI: 10.21037/jgo.2017.11.10 PMID:29564167
KP Authors: Chang, Jonathan I, Huang, Brian, Wu, Bechien U
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

Henninger ML, Kuntz JL, Firemark AJ, Varga AM, Bok K, Naleway AL
Feasibility of a pilot intervention to reduce pain and syncope during adolescent vaccination
Vaccine. 2018 May 24. DOI: 10.1016/j.vaccine.2018.05.070 PMID:29805090
KP Authors: Henninger, Michelle L, Kuntz, Jennifer L, Firemark, Alison J, Varga, Alexandra, Naleway, Allison
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

Henrikson NB, Morrison CC, Blasi PR, Nguyen M, Shibuya KC, Patnode CD
Behavioral Counseling for Skin Cancer Prevention: A Systematic Evidence Review for the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force
Rockville (MD): Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (US); 2018. DOI: PMID:29697227
KP Authors: Henrikson, Nora B, Morrison, Caitlin C, Blasi, Paula, Nguyen, Matt, Shibuya, Kendall C, Patnode, Carrie D
KP Region(s): Washington, Northwest, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute, Center for Health Research - Northwest

Henrikson NB, Morrison CC, Blasi PR, Nguyen M, Shibuya KC, Patnode CD
Behavioral Counseling for Skin Cancer Prevention: Evidence Report and Systematic Review for the US Preventive Services Task Force
KP Authors: Henrikson, Nora B, Morrison, Caitlin C, Blasi, Paula, Nguyen, Matt, Patnode, Carrie D
   Outreach and Reminders to Improve Human Papillomavirus Vaccination in an Integrated Primary Care System
   KP Authors: Henrikson, Nora B, Zhu, Weiwei, Nguyen, Matt, Berthoud, Heidi S, Gundersen, Gabrielle
   KP Region(s): Washington
   KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

   Can community health workers identify omphalitis? A validation study from Southern Province, Zambia
   KP Authors: Gille, Sara
   KP Region(s): Northwest
   KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

   An Observational Study of Cardiovascular Risks Associated with Rheumatoid Arthritis Therapies: A Comparison of Two Analytical Approaches
   Perm J. 2018 Jul 19;22. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/17-101 PMID:30010538
   KP Authors: Herrinton, Lisa, Ray, Tom, Wu, Jashin J, Fireman, Bruce, Liu, Liyan, Goldfien, Robert
   KP Region(s): Northern California, Southern California, Inter-Regional
   KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

   Anti-TNF and Physiologic Measures of Metabolic Disease in Rheumatoid Arthritis
   J Clin Rheumatol. 2018 Nov 07. DOI: 10.1097/RHU.0000000000000920 PMID:30418345
   KP Authors: Herrinton, Lisa, Ray, Tom, Wu, Jashin J, Fireman, Bruce, Liu, Liyan, Goldfien, Robert D, Curtis, Jeffrey R
   KP Region(s): Northern California, Southern California, Inter-Regional
   KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

   Two-Year Trends of Taxane-Induced Neuropathy in Women Enrolled in a Randomized Trial of Acetyl-L-Carnitine (SWOG S0715)
   KP Authors: Fehrenbacher, Lou
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s):

Effect of Acupuncture vs Sham Acupuncture or Waitlist Control on Joint Pain Related to Aromatase Inhibitors Among Women With Early-Stage Breast Cancer: A Randomized Clinical Trial
KP Authors: Kengla, Alice T
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

Agreed: The Harm Principle Cannot Replace the Best Interest Standard ... but the Best Interest Standard Cannot Replace The Harm Principle Either
KP Authors: Lang, Kellie R
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

De novo mutations in the GTP/GDP-binding region of RALA, a RAS-like small GTPase, cause intellectual disability and developmental delay
KP Authors: Yim, Dwight KC
KP Region(s): Hawaii
KP Research Center(s):

693. Hidaka BH, Hester CM, Bridges KM, Daley CM, Greiner KA
Fast food consumption is associated with higher education in women, but not men, among older adults in urban safety-net clinics: A cross-sectional survey
KP Authors: Hidaka, Brandon H
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s):

When a Mother Changes Her Mind About a DNR
KP Authors: Lang, Kellie R
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

695. Hilado MA, Randhawa RS
A novel mutation in the proopiomelanocortin (POMC) gene of a Hispanic child: metformin treatment shows a beneficial impact on the body mass index
J Pediatr Endocrinol Metab. 2018 Jun 02. DOI: 10.1515/jpem-2017-0467 PMID:29858905
KP Authors: Randhawa, Ruvdeep S
KP Region(s): Southern California
696. Hirschtritt ME, Kline-Simon AH, Kroenke K, Sterling SA
Depression Screening Rates and Symptom Severity by Alcohol Use Among Primary Care Adult Patients
PMID:30201668
KP Authors: Kline-Simon, Andrea H, Sterling, Stacy A
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

697. Ho G, Li Q, Brunson A, Jonas BA, Wun T, Keegan THM
Complications and Early Mortality in Patients with Acute Promyelocytic Leukemia treated in California
KP Authors: Ho, Gwendolyn
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

698. Ho G, Wun T, Muffly L, Li Q, Brunson A, Rosenberg AS, Jonas BA, Keegan THM
Decreased early mortality associated with the treatment of acute myeloid leukemia at National Cancer Institute-designated cancer centers in California
Cancer. 2018 Feb 16. DOI: 10.1002/cncr.31296 PMID:29451695
KP Authors: Ho, Gwendolyn
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

A Large Multi-ethnic Genome-Wide Association Study of Adult Body Mass Index Identifies Novel Loci
KP Authors: Choquet, Helene, Yin, Jie, Schaefer, Cathy, Risch, Neil, Jorgenson, Eric
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

A large electronic-health-record-based genome-wide study of serum lipids
PMID:29507422
KP Authors: Ranatunga, Dilrini K, Jorgenson, Eric, Schaefer, Cathy, Iribarren, Carlos, Risch, Neil
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

Sex-Specific Association of Apolipoprotein E With Cerebrospinal Fluid Levels of Tau
Trans-ethnic Evaluation Identifies Novel Low Frequency Loci Associated with 25-Hydroxyvitamin D Concentrations
J Clin Endocrinol Metab. 2018 04 01;103(4):1380-1392. DOI: 10.1210/jc.2017-01802 PMID:29325163

703. Hong LT, Liou TG, Deka R, King JB, Stevens V, Young DC
Pharmacokinetics of Continuous Infusion Beta-Lactams in the Treatment of Acute Pulmonary Exacerbations in Adult Cystic Fibrosis Patients

704. Hopp S, Dominici F, Bobb JF
Medical diagnoses of heat wave-related hospital admissions in older adults

The Progression of End-of-Life Wishes and Concordance with End-of-Life Care

706. Horberg MA, Blank JG, Rubenstein KB, Certa JM, Hurley LB, Kadlecik PM, Klein DB, Silverberg MJ
Impact of Alternative Encounter Types on HIV Viral Suppression Rates in an Integrated Health System

**Association of raltegravir use with long-term health outcomes in HIV-infected patients: an observational post-licensure safety study in a large integrated healthcare system**


KP Authors: Horberg, Michael

KP Region(s): Mid-Atlantic

KP Research Center(s): Mid-Atlantic Permanente Research Institute

708. Horn JD, Maitland DJ, Hartman J, Ortega JM

**A computational thrombus formation model: application to an idealized two-dimensional aneurysm treated with bare metal coils**


KP Authors: Hartman, Jonathan

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research Center(s):


**Evaluating Renal Transplant Status Using Viscoelastic Response (VisR) Ultrasound**


KP Authors: Baggesen, Leslie M

KP Region(s): Program Offices

KP Research Center(s):

710. Hovsepyan O, Zare Farashbandi F, Askari G, Hassanzadeh A

**A survey on scientific authenticity of health information in Iranian popular magazines: A case study**


KP Authors: Hovsepyan, Ourfa

KP Region(s): Southern California

KP Research Center(s):


**Serum Markers of Blood-Brain Barrier Remodeling and Fibrosis as Predictors of Etiology and Clinicoradiologic Outcome in Intracerebral Hemorrhage**


KP Authors: Edwards, Nancy J

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research Center(s):


**Girls’ Sleep Trajectories Across the Pubertal Transition: Emerging Racial/Ethnic Differences**


KP Authors: Laurent, Cecile A, Greenspan, Louise C, Kushi, Larry

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research Center(s): Division of Research
713. Hsu C, Evers S, Balderson BH, Sherman KJ, Foster NE, Estlin K, Levine M, Cherkin D
   Adaptation and Implementation of the STarT Back Risk Stratification Strategy in a US Health Care
   Organization: A Process Evaluation
   KP Authors: Hsu, Clarissa W, Evers, Sarah C, Balderson, Benjamin H, Sherman, Karen J, Cherkin,
   Daniel C
   KP Region(s): Washington
   KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

714. Hsu E
   Hypothalamic Obesity Treatment Demands Thinking Outside the Box
   Obesity (Silver Spring). 2018 Nov 25. DOI: 10.1002/oby.22371 PMID:30474263
   KP Authors: Hsu, Eugenie A
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s): 

715. Hu W, Chan CW, Zubizarreta JR, Escobar GJ
   Incorporating Longitudinal Comorbidity and Acute Physiology Data in Template Matching for
   Assessing Hospital Quality: An Exploratory Study in an Integrated Health Care Delivery System
   Med Care. 2018 Feb 26. DOI: 10.1097/MLR.0000000000000891 PMID:29485529
   KP Authors: Escobar, Gabriel
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

   Atopic allergic conditions and pancreatic cancer risk: Results from the Multiethnic Cohort Study
   Int J Cancer. 2018 Jan 04. DOI: 10.1002/ijc.31241 PMID:29314003
   KP Authors: Huang, Brian
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

   Polymorphisms in genes related to inflammation and obesity and colorectal adenoma risk
   KP Authors: Huang, Brian
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

718. Huang L, Katsnelson S, Yang J, Argyrou C, Charitou MM
   Factors Contributing to Appropriate Sharps Disposal in the Community Among Patients With
   Diabetes
   Diabetes Spectr. 2018 May;31(2):155-158. DOI: 10.2337/ds17-0033 PMID:29773935
   KP Authors: Katsnelson, Svetlana
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s): 

KP 2018 Bibliography - Alphabetical

Adapting summary scores for the PROMIS-29 v2.0 for use among older adults with multiple chronic conditions
KP Authors: Bayliss, Elizabeth
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research Center(s): Institute for Health Research

CHALLENGES AND NEXT STEPS FOR PRIMARY CARE RESEARCH
Ann Fam Med. 2018 Jan;16(1):85-86. DOI: 10.1370/afm.2189 PMID:29311183
KP Authors: Bayliss, Elizabeth
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research Center(s): Institute for Health Research

721. Huffman MD, Ogedegbe G, Jaffe M
Low-Dose Combination Blood Pressure Pharmacotherapy to Improve Treatment Effectiveness,
Safety, and Efficiency
JAMA. 2018 08 14;320(6):552-554. DOI: 10.1001/jama.2018.10649 PMID:30120460
KP Authors: Jaffe, Marc
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

Launer LJ, Barzilay JI, Ismail-Beigi F, Bryan RN, Hsu FC, Bowden DW, Maldjian JA, Divers J, Freedman
BI, AA-DHS MIND and ACCORD MIND Investigators
Relationships between cerebral structure and cognitive function in African Americans with type 2 diabetes
J Diabetes Complicat. 2018 May 29. DOI: 10.1016/j.jdiacomp.2018.05.017 PMID:30042057
KP Authors: Barzilay, Joshua I
KP Region(s): Georgia
KP Research Center(s):

723. Hung YM, Chen YY, Huang WC, Wang PYP, Chou P, Lai YJ
Association Between Dialysis Modalities and Risk of Coronary Artery Disease: A Population-Based
Cohort Study in Taiwan
Ther Apher Dial. 2018 Jul 10. DOI: 10.1111/1744-9987.12676 PMID:29989310
KP Authors: Wang, Yungpo
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

Combination Effect of Anti-Rheumatic Medications for Coronary Artery Diseases Risk in
Rheumatoid Arthritis : A Nationwide Population-Based Cohort Study
KP Authors: Wang, Yungpo
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):
   Hydroxychloroquine may be associated with reduced risk of coronary artery diseases in patients
   with rheumatoid arthritis: A nationwide population-based cohort study
   KP Authors: Wang, Yungpo
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research Center(s):

   Clinical evaluation of an individualized risk prediction tool for men on active surveillance for
   prostate cancer
   Urology. 2018 Aug 29. DOI: 10.1016/j.urology.2018.08.021 PMID:30171924
   KP Authors: Coley, Rebecca Y
   KP Region(s): Washington
   KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

   Survival and Re-intervention Risk by Patient Age and Preoperative Abdominal Aortic Aneurysm
   (AAA) Diameter Following Endovascular Aneurysm Repair (EVAR)
   Ann Vasc Surg. 2018 Aug 03. DOI: 10.1016/j.avsg.2018.05.053 PMID:30081171
   KP Authors: Hye, Robert J, Janarious, Afra U, Chan, Priscilla, Cafri, Guy, Chang, Robert W, Rehring,
   Thomas F, Nelken, Nicolas A, Hill, Bradley B
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research Center(s):

728. Imam TH, Coleman KJ
   Obesity and Mortality in End-Stage Renal Disease. Is It Time to Reverse the "Reverse
   Epidemiology"-at Least in Peritoneal Dialysis?
   KP Authors: Imam, Talha H, Coleman, Karen J
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research Center(s):

729. Imam TH, Patail H, Khan N, Hsu PT, Cassarino DS
   Acquired Perforating Dermatosis in a Patient on Peritoneal Dialysis: A Case Report and Review of
   the Literature
   PMID:29610689
   KP Authors: Imam, Talha H, Patail, Hassam, Hsu, Phillip T, Cassarino, David S
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research Center(s):

730. Inge TH, Coley RY, Bazzano LA, Xanthakos SA, McTigue K, Arterburn D, Williams N, Wellman R,
   C, Zebrick AJ, Michalsky M, PCORnet Bariatric Study Collaborat
   Comparative effectiveness of bariatric procedures among adolescents: the PCORnet bariatric
   study
731. Inui T, Picel A, Barleben A, Lane JS

**Endovascular Management of a Large Persistent Sciatic Artery Aneurysm**


KP Authors: Inui, Tazo S
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research


**Gene expression imputation identifies candidate genes and susceptibility loci associated with cutaneous squamous cell carcinoma**


KP Authors: Jorgenson, Eric, Asgari, Maryam M
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

733. Ip EJ, Doroudgar S, Lau B, Barnett MJ

**Anabolic steroid users' misuse of non-traditional prescription drugs**


KP Authors: Ip, Eric J, Lau, Bonnie
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research


**Weighted Multi-marker Genetic Risk Scores for Incident Coronary Heart Disease among Individuals of African, Latino and East-Asian Ancestry**


KP Authors: Iribarren, Carlos, Lu, Meng, Jorgenson, Eric
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research


**Genome-wide meta-analysis of SNP-by9-ACEI/ARB and SNP-by-thiazide diuretic and effect on serum potassium in cohorts of European and African ancestry**

Pharmacogenomics J. 2018 Jun 01. DOI: 10.1038/s41397-018-0021-9 PMID:29855607

KP Authors: Psaty, Bruce M
KP Region(s): Washington
736. Irving SA, Groom HC, Stokley S, McNeil MM, Gee J, Smith N, Naleway AL
   **Human Papillomavirus Vaccine Coverage and Prevalence of Missed Opportunities for Vaccination in an Integrated Healthcare System**
   KP Authors: Irving, Stephanie A, Groom, Holly C, Smith, Ning, Naleway, Allison
   KP Region(s): Northwest
   KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

737. Isbill K
   **Thoughts on Sexual Health**
   Perm J. 2018 Apr 16;22. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/17-188 PMID:29702053
   KP Authors: Isbill, Kelly J
   KP Region(s): Colorado
   KP Research Center(s):

   **Effects of Education and Experience on Primary Care Providers' Perspectives of Obesity Treatments during a Pragmatic Trial**
   Obesity (Silver Spring). 2018 Sep 26. DOI: 10.1002/oby.22223 PMID:30257072
   KP Authors: Tsai, Adam G
   KP Region(s): Colorado
   KP Research Center(s):

   **Association of Body Fat and Risk of Breast Cancer in Postmenopausal Women With Normal Body Mass Index: A Secondary Analysis of a Randomized Clinical Trial and Observational Study**
   JAMA Oncol. 2018 Dec 06. DOI: 10.1001/jamaoncol.2018.5327 PMID:30520976
   KP Authors: Kroenke, Candyce H, Cespedes, Elizabeth M
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

   **Indwelling Pleural Catheter versus Pleurodesis for Malignant Pleural Effusions: A Systematic Review and Meta-Analysis**
   Ann Am Thorac Soc. 2018 Oct 01. DOI: 10.1513/AnnalsATS.201807-495OC PMID:30272486
   KP Authors: Gould, Michael K
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

741. Jabaji R, Li V, Banapour P, Huang GO, Finley DS
   **Robotic partial cystectomy for venous malformation of the bladder**

**Stroke Risk and Treatment in Patients with Atrial Fibrillation and Low CHA2DS2-VASc Scores: Findings From the ORBIT-AF I and II Registries**

_J Am Heart Assoc._ 2018 Aug 21;7(16):e008764. DOI: 10.1161/JAHA.118.008764 PMID:30369317

KP Authors: Go, Alan S
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research


**Early therapeutic persistence on dabigatran versus warfarin therapy in patients with atrial fibrillation: results from the Outcomes Registry for Better Informed Treatment of Atrial Fibrillation (ORBIT-AF) registry**


KP Authors: Go, Alan S
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research


**Initial validation of a simulation model for estimating the impact of serogroup A Neisseria meningitidis vaccination in the African meningitis belt**


KP Authors: Jackson, Michael L
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute


**Safety of repeated doses of tetanus toxoid, reduced diphtheria toxoid, and acellular pertussis vaccine in adults and adolescents**

_Pharmacoepidemiol Drug Saf._ 2018 Jun 03. DOI: 10.1002/pds.4569 PMID:29862604

KP Authors: Jackson, Michael L, Yu, Onchee, Nelson, Jennifer C, Tartof, Sara Ye, Klein, Nicola, Glanz, Jason M, Jackson, Lisa A
KP Region(s): Washington, Southern California, Northern California, Colorado, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute, Department of Research and Evaluation, Division of Research, Institute for Health Research

746. Jaffe MG, Frieden TR, Campbell NRC, Matsushita K, Appel LJ, Lackland DT, Zhang XH, Muruganathan A, Whelton PK
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Journal</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>DOI</th>
<th>PMID</th>
<th>KP Region(s)</th>
<th>KP Research Center(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
752. Jansson H, Narvy SJ, Mehran N
Perioperative Pain Management Strategies for Anterior Cruciate Ligament Reconstruction
KP Authors: Mehran, Nima
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

Long-term outcomes of a large, prospective observational cohort of older adults with back pain
Spine J. 2018 Jan 29. DOI: 10.1016/j.spinee.2018.01.018 PMID:29391206
KP Authors: Avins, Andy L
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

754. Javedani PP
Normal Sinus Rhythm Obscured By Artifact
KP Authors: Javedani, Parisa
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research Center(s):

755. Jean T, Yang SJ, Crawford WW, Takahashi SH, Sheikh J
Development of a Pediatric Asthma Predictive Index for Hospitalization
KP Authors: Jean, Tiffany, Yang, Su-Jau T, Crawford, William W, Takahashi, Scott H, Sheikh, Javed
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

756. Jefferson AA, Khan DA, Shaker MS
The Penicillin Allergy Label: Expensive to Maintain, Inexpensive to Remove
KP Authors: Jefferson, Akilah A
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

757. Jeffrey D, Tanvir H, Sean J L
Predictors of adequate lymph node harvest during colectomy for colon cancer
KP Authors: Douaiher, Jeffrey
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

Effect of Uterosacral Ligament Suspension vs Sacrospinous Ligament Fixation With or Without Perioperative Behavioral Therapy for Pelvic Organ Vaginal Prolapse on Surgical Outcomes and Prolapse Symptoms at 5 Years in the OPTIMAL Randomized Clinical Trial
KP Authors: Menefee, Shawn A
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

Determining Risk of Colorectal Cancer and Starting Age of Screening Based on Lifestyle, Environmental, and Genetic Factors
KP Authors: Caan, Bette
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

Exome Chip Analysis Identifies Low-Frequency and Rare Variants in MRPL38 for White Matter Hyperintensities on Brain Magnetic Resonance Imaging
Stroke. 2018 Jul 12. DOI: 10.1161/STROKEAHA.118.020689 PMID:30002152
KP Authors: Sidney, Steve
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

Jiang P, Liss MA, Szabo RJ
Targeted Antimicrobial Prophylaxis Does Not Always Prevent Sepsis after Transrectal Prostate Biopsy
KP Authors: Szabo, Richard
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

Jick SS, Hedderson M, Xu F, Cheng Y, Palkowitsch P, Michel A
Iodinated Contrast Agents and Risk of Hypothyroidism in Young Children in the United States
Invest Radiol. 2018 Dec 17. DOI: 10.1097/RLI.0000000000000541 PMID:30562272
KP Authors: Hedderson, Monique M, Xu, Fei
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

Johna S
KP Authors: Johna, Samir D
764. Johnson R, Ho J, Fowler P, Heidari A
Coccidioidal Meningitis: A Review on Diagnosis, Treatment, and Management of Complications
KP Authors: Fowler, Pete
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

Comparing Patient-Centered Medical Home Implementation in Urban and Rural VHA Clinics: Results From the Patient Aligned Care Team Initiative
J Ambul Care Manage. 2018 Jan/Mar;41(1):47-57. DOI: 10.1097/JAC.0000000000000212 PMID:28990992
KP Authors: Johnson, Victoria T
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s):

Video Analysis of Anterior Cruciate Ligament Tears in Professional American Football Athletes
KP Authors: Schub, David L
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

767. Jonas MC, Loftus B, Horberg MA
The Road to Hepatitis C Virus Cure: Practical Considerations from a Health System’s Perspective
KP Authors: Jonas, Mary C, Loftus, Bernadette C, Horberg, Michael
KP Region(s): Mid-Atlantic
KP Research Center(s):

768. Jones CR, Wong E, Applegate GR, Ferkel RD
Arthroscopic Ankle Arthrodesis: A 2-15 Year Follow-up Study
KP Authors: Jones, Chris R
KP Region(s): Georgia
KP Research Center(s):

769. Jones J, Liang CW, Ramezan-Arab N, Duckwiler G, Tateshima S
Nature’s Wastebasket: The Role of the External Carotid Artery in Acute Stroke
KP Authors: Liang, Conrad W
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP 2018 Bibliography - Alphabetical

KP Research Center(s):

770. Jones LK, Jennings BM, Higgins MK, de Waal FBM
   Ethological observations of social behavior in the operating room
   KP Authors: Jones, Laura K
   KP Region(s): Georgia
   KP Research Center(s): Center for Research and Evaluation

771. Jones Rhodes WC, Ritzwoller DP, Glasgow RE
   Stakeholder perspectives on costs and resource expenditures: tools for addressing economic issues most relevant to patients, providers, and clinics
   Transl Behav Med. 2018 Mar 24. DOI: 10.1093/tbm/ibx003 PMID:29590479
   KP Authors: Ritzwoller, Debra
   KP Region(s): Colorado
   KP Research Center(s): Institute for Health Research

   Financial difficulty, worry about affording care, and benefit finding in long-term survivors of cancer
   Psychooncology. 2018 Feb 20. DOI: 10.1002/pon.4677 PMID:29462511
   KP Authors: Walker, Rod L, Fujii, Monica M, Chubak, Jessica
   KP Region(s): Washington
   KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

   Registry Assessment of Peripheral Interventional Devices (RAPID) - Registry Assessment of Peripheral Interventional Devices Core Data Elements
   KP Authors: Tsai, Thomas T
   KP Region(s): Colorado
   KP Research Center(s): Institute for Health Research

   Registry Assessment of Peripheral Interventional Devices (RAPID): Registry assessment of peripheral interventional devices core data elements
   KP Authors: Tsai, Thomas T
   KP Region(s): Colorado
   KP Research Center(s): Institute for Health Research

775. Jorge A, Ung C, Young LH, Melles RB, Choi HK
   Hydroxychloroquine retinopathy - implications of research advances for rheumatology care
Hydroxychloroquine prescription trends and predictors for excess dosing per recent ophthalmology guidelines
PMID:29976231
KP Authors: Melles, Ronald
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

777. Jorgenson E, Choquet H, Yin J, Asgari M
Common mitochondrial haplogroups and cutaneous squamous cell carcinoma risk
Cancer Epidemiol Biomarkers Prev. 2018 Apr 25. DOI: 10.1158/1055-9965.EPI-18-0236
PMID:29695379
KP Authors: Jorgenson, Eric, Choquet, Helene, Yin, Jie
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

Genetic variation in the SIM1 locus is associated with erectile dysfunction
PMID:30297428
KP Authors: Jorgenson, Eric, Yin, Jie, Shan, Jun, Thai, Khanh K, Van Den Eeden, Stephen
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

Intake of dietary carbohydrates in early adulthood and adolescence and breast density among young women
Cancer Causes Control. 2018 May 25. DOI: 10.1007/s10552-018-1040-1
PMID:29802491
KP Authors: LeBlanc, Erin S
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

780. Kaffenberger SD, Miller DC, Nielsen ME
Simplifying Treatment and Reducing Recurrence for Patients With Early-Stage Bladder Cancer
JAMA. 2018 05 08;319(18):1864-1865. DOI: 10.1001/jama.2018.4656
PMID:29800998
KP Authors: Nielsen, Matthew E
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

*Gastric peroral endoscopic myotomy for the treatment of refractory gastroparesis: a multicenter international experience*

*Endoscopy.* 2018 Apr 12. DOI: 10.1055/a-0596-7199 PMID:29649841
KP Authors: Xu, Mingming
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):


*The early natural history of albuminuria in young adults with youth-onset type 1 and type 2 diabetes*

KP Authors: Lawrence, Jean M
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation


*Sociodemographic Associations of Longitudinal Adiposity in Youth with Type 1 Diabetes*

KP Authors: Lawrence, Jean M
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation


*Association of Race and Ethnicity With Glycemic Control and Hemoglobin A1c Levels in Youth With Type 1 Diabetes*

KP Authors: Lawrence, Jean M
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation


*Vitamin D, Calcium, or Combined Supplementation for the Primary Prevention of Fractures in Community-Dwelling Adults: Evidence Report and Systematic Review for the US Preventive Services Task Force*

KP Authors: LeBlanc, Erin S
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

786. Kakudo K, El-Naggar AK, Hodak SP, Khanafshar E, Nikiforov YE, Nosé V, Thompson LDR

*Noninvasive follicular thyroid neoplasm with papillary-like nuclear features (NIFTP) in thyroid tumor classification*
*Overdiagnosis in Colorectal Cancer Screening: Time to Acknowledge a Blind Spot*
Gastroenterology. 2018 Sep;155(3):592-595. Epub 2018-08-01. DOI: 10.1053/j.gastro.2018.07.037
PMID:30076834
KP Authors: Corley, Douglas
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

*Respiratory Symptoms in Young Adults and Future Lung Disease: The CARDIA Lung Study*
Am J Respir Crit Care Med. 2018 Jan 25. DOI: 10.1164/rccm.201710-2108OC PMID:29369684
KP Authors: Iribarren, Carlos, Sidney, Steve
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

*Cervical Cancer Screening Research in the PROSPR I Consortium: Rationale, Methods, and Baseline Findings from a U.S. Cohort*
KP Authors: Kamineni, Aruna, Silverberg, Michael J, Chao, Chun R, Chubak, Jessica, Corley, Douglas
KP Region(s): Washington, Northern California, Southern California, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute, Division of Research, Department of Research and Evaluation

*Advanced endografting techniques: snorkels, chimneys, periscopes, fenestrations, and branched endografts*
Cardiovasc Diagn Ther. 2018 Apr;8(Suppl 1):S175-S183. DOI: 10.21037/cdt.2017.08.17
PMID:29850429
KP Authors: Kansagra, Kartik, Kang, Joseph B, Taon, Matthew Czar D, Vatakencherry, George G, Lam, Cuong H
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

791. Kanter MH, Courneya PT
*The Importance of Continual Learning in a Rapidly Changing Health Care Environment*
KP Authors: Kanter, Michael H, Courneya, Patrick Thomas
KP Region(s): Southern California, Program Offices, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s):
792. Kanter MH, Huang YC, Kally Z, Gordon MA, Meltzer C

**Using Concentration Curves to Assess Organization-Specific Relationships between Surgeon Volumes and Outcomes**

KP Authors: Kanter, Michael H, Huang, Yii-Chieh, Kally, Zinaida, Gordon, Margaret A, Meltzer, Charles

KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation


**Improvements in Physical Activity Opportunities: Results From a Community-Based Family Child Care Intervention**

KP Authors: Kuo, Elena S, Boyle, Kathrym, Williamson, Dana E

KP Region(s): Washington, Northern California, Inter-Regional

KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute


**The Effect of Smoking in the Cosmetic Surgery Population: Analysis of 129,007 Patients**
Aesthet Surg J. 2018 Apr 06. DOI: 10.1093/asj/sjy088 PMID:29659716

KP Authors: Yeslev, Max

KP Region(s): Georgia

KP Research Center(s):

795. Kapadia A

**Meditation and Mindfulness: A Call to Action in Elevating Primary Care**
Perm J. 2018 Mar 16;22. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/17-171 PMID:29616913

KP Authors: Kapadia, Ami R

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research Center(s):

796. Kapoor S

**Neuroprotective Effects of Minocycline: Expanding its Use in Clinical Medicine**
Neurologist. 2018 Jan;23(1):29. DOI: 10.1097/NRL.0000000000000160 PMID:29266042

KP Authors: Kapoor, Shailendra

KP Region(s): Georgia

KP Research Center(s):


**Dissemination and Implementation of Cognitive Behavioral Therapy for Depression in the Kaiser Permanente Health Care System: Evaluation of Initial Training and Clinical Outcomes**
Behav Ther. Epub 2018 Aug 16; https://doi.org/10.1016/j.beth.2018.08.002 DOI: 10.1016/j.beth.2018.08.002 PMID:

KP Authors: Wong, Michi, Lee, Diane S, Bertagnolli, Andrew, Ross, Thekla Brumder
    Community profiling of the urinary microbiota: considerations for low-biomass samples
    Nat Rev Urol. 2018 Oct 12. DOI: 10.1038/s41585-018-0104-z PMID:30315209
    KP Authors: Nardos, Rahel
    KP Region(s): Northwest
    KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

    Surveillance of Hypoglycemia-Limitations of Emergency Department and Hospital Utilization Data
    KP Authors: Karter, Andy J, Moffet, Howard H, Liu, Jennifer Y
    KP Region(s): Northern California
    KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

    Gut microbiota and overweight in 3-year old children
    Int J Obes (Lond). 2018 Dec 19. DOI: 10.1038/s41366-018-0290-z PMID:30568265
    KP Authors: Zeiger, Robert S
    KP Region(s): Southern California
    KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

801. Katz KA
    Congenital Syphilis-Still a Shadow on the Land
    KP Authors: Katz, Kenneth A
    KP Region(s): Northern California
    KP Research Center(s):

802. Katz KA
    Problematic End Points in a Trial of Topical Fluorouracil, 5%, for Chemoprevention of Keratinocyte
    Carcinoma
    KP Authors: Katz, Kenneth A
    KP Region(s): Northern California
    KP Research Center(s):

803. Katz KA, Williams HC, van der Wouden JC
    Imiquimod cream for molluscum contagiosum: Neither safe nor effective
    KP Authors: Katz, Kenneth A
    KP Region(s): Northern California
    KP Research Center(s):
804. Katzman WB, Parimi N, Gladin A, Fan B, Wong SS, Mergenthaler J, Lane NE  
**Reliability of sagittal vertical axis measurement and association with measures of age-related hyperkyphosis**  
PMID:30568327  
KP Authors: Gladin, Amy  
KP Region(s): Northern California  
KP Research Center(s):  

**Occupational cognitive complexity in earlier adulthood is associated with brain structure and cognitive health in midlife: The CARDIA study**  
Neuropsychology. 2018 Jul 09. DOI: 10.1037/neu0000474 PMID:29985017  
KP Authors: Sidney, Steve  
KP Region(s): Northern California  
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research  

806. Kavanaugh BC, Aaronson ST, Clarke GN, Holtzheimer PE, Johnson CW, McDonald WM, Schneider MB, Carpenter LL  
**Neurocognitive Effects of Repetitive Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation with a 2-Coil Device in Treatment-Resistant Major Depressive Disorder**  
J ECT. 2018 Apr 02. DOI: 10.1097/YCT.0000000000000494 PMID:29613944  
KP Authors: Clarke, Greg, Schneider, M Bret  
KP Region(s): Northwest  
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest  

807. Kea B, Sun BC, Vinson DR  
**Stroke Prevention for High-Risk Atrial Fibrillation in the Emergency Setting: Differences Between Canada and the United States**  
PMID:29960621  
KP Authors: Vinson, David R  
KP Region(s): Northern California  
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research  

808. Keagy CD  
**The potential role of folate metabolism in interstitial cystitis**  
Int Urogynecol J. 2018 Oct 06. DOI: 10.1007/s00192-018-3771-7 PMID:30293165  
KP Authors: Keagy, Carolyn D  
KP Region(s): Program Offices  
KP Research Center(s):  

**Factors Contributing To Geographic Variation In End-Of-Life Expenditures For Cancer Patients**  
KP Authors: Hornbrook, Mark C  
KP Region(s): Northwest  
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest
810. Keegan THM, Kushi LH, Li Q, Brunson A, Chawla X, Chew HK, Malogolowkin M, Wun T
Cardiovascular disease incidence in adolescent and young adult cancer survivors: a retrospective cohort study
J Cancer Surviv. 2018 Feb 09. DOI: 10.1007/s11764-018-0678-8 PMID:29427203
KP Authors: Kushi, Larry, Chawla, Neetu
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

811. Kegler MC, Liang S, Weiner BJ, Tu SP, Friedman DB, Glenn BA, Herrmann AK, Risendal B, Fernandez ME
Measuring Constructs of the Consolidated Framework for Implementation Research in the Context of Increasing Colorectal Cancer Screening in Federally Qualified Health Center
Health Serv Res. 2018 Sep 10. DOI: 10.1111/1475-6773.13035 PMID:30260471
KP Authors: Glenn, Beth, Herrmann, Alison
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

812. Kelly C, George J, Lanman ER
Colorado Healthy Eating and Active Living Cities and Towns Campaign
KP Authors: Buening, Cheryl Kelly, Lanman, Eliza R
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research Center(s): Institute for Health Research

Reasons for Ninety-Day Emergency Visits and Readmissions After Elective Total Joint Arthroplasty: Results From a US Integrated Healthcare System
KP Authors: Kelly, Matthew P, Prentice, Heather, Wang, Wei, Fasig, Brian H, Sheth, Dhiren S, Paxton, Liz
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Institute for Health Research

814. Kempe A, Allison MA, Daley MF
Can School-Located Vaccination Have a Major Impact on Human Papillomavirus Vaccination Rates in the United States?
KP Authors: Daley, Matthew F
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research Center(s): Institute for Health Research

Challenges in Developing U.S. Preventive Services Task Force Child Health Recommendations
KP Authors: Lozano, Paula, Grossman, David C
KP Region(s): Washington
Feasibility of expanded emergency department screening for behavioral health problems
KP Authors: Kene, Mamata V
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

Associations of mobile source air pollution during the first year of life with childhood pneumonia, bronchiolitis, and otitis media
KP Authors: Hansen, Craig A
KP Region(s): Georgia
KP Research Center(s): Center for Research and Evaluation

Impact of sociodemographic characteristics on underemployment in a longitudinal, nationally representative study of cancer survivors: Evidence for the importance of gender and marital status
KP Authors: Banegas, Matthew P
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

Automated and Clinical Breast Imaging Reporting and Data System Density Measures Predict Risk of Screen-Detected and Interval Cancers
Ann Intern Med. 2018 May 01. DOI: 10.7326/M17-3008 PMID:29710124
KP Authors: Ma, Lin, Miglioretti, Diana L
KP Region(s): Northern California, Washington, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research, Washington Health Research Institute

A phase 3 trial of mometasone furoate sinus implants for chronic sinusitis with recurrent nasal polyps
KP Authors: Lee, Jivianne K
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

821. Kessler JI, Cannamela PC
What are the Demographics and Epidemiology of Legg-Calvé-Perthes Disease in a Large Southern California Integrated Health System?
Clin Orthop Relat Res. 2018 Sep 10. DOI: 10.1097/CORR.0000000000000490 PMID:30211706
KP Authors: Kessler, Jeffrey I
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

822. Kessler JI, Jacobs JC, Cannamela PC, Shea KG, Weiss JM

Childhood Obesity is Associated With Osteochondritis Dissecans of the Knee, Ankle, and Elbow in Children and Adolescents
PMID:29635262
KP Authors: Kessler, Jeffrey I, Weiss, Jennifer M
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):


PSMD12 haploinsufficiency in a neurodevelopmental disorder with autistic features
KP Authors: Ellison, Jay W
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

824. Khan A, Ho CH, Chan RY

Young Boy With Fatigue and Weight Loss
PMID:29566901
KP Authors: Ho, Cynthia H
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

825. Khan MJ, Massad LS, Huh WK, Wentzensen N

In Defense of a Simplified, Practical Colposcopic Terminology
J Low Genit Tract Dis. 2018 May 23. DOI: 10.1097/LGT.0000000000000405 PMID:29794821
KP Authors: Khan, Michelle J
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):


Impact of Inpatient Palliative Care on Quality of End-of-Life Care and Downstream Acute and Postacute Care Utilization
KP Authors: Khang, Peter, Wang, Susan E, Liu, In-Lu Amy, Watson, Heather L, Koyama, Sandra Y, Huynh, Dan N, Lee, Janet S, Nguyen, Huong Q
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation
Development and Validation of a Novel Pediatric Appendicitis Risk Calculator (pARC)
KP Authors: Ballard, Dustin, Vinson, David R, Chettipally, Uli, Kene, Mamata V
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

Risk of Spontaneous Abortion After Inadvertent Human Papillomavirus Vaccination in Pregnancy
KP Authors: Naleway, Allison, Klein, Nicola, Hechter, Rulin C, Daley, Matthew F, Jackson, Michael L
KP Region(s): Northwest, Northern California, Washington, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest, Washington Health Research Institute

829. Khatibi A
BRAZILIAN BOOTY RETINOPATHY: PURTSCHER-LIKE RETINOPATHY WITH PARACENTRAL ACUTE MIDDLE MACULOPATHY ASSOCIATED WITH PMMA INJECTION INTO BUTTOCKS
PMID:27552117
KP Authors: Khatibi, Azadeh
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

830. Khatod M
Kaiser Permanente: Joint Arthroplasty in an Integrated Capitated Care Delivery Model
KP Authors: Khatod, Monti
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

831. Khatod M
Prepare for More Antibiotics: Commentary on an article by Avinash Inabathula, MD, et al.: "Extended Oral Antibiotic Prophylaxis in High-Risk Patients Substantially Reduces Primary Total Hip and Knee Arthroplasty 90-Day Infection Rate"
KP Authors: Khatod, Monti
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

Whole Genome Sequencing to Characterize Monogenic and Polygenic Contributions in Patients Hospitalized with Early-Onset Myocardial Infarction
Circulation. 2018 Nov 11. DOI: 10.1161/CIRCULATIONAHA.118.035658 PMID:30586733
Penile Prosthesis Implantation in Patients With Peyronie’s Disease: Results of the PROPPER Study Demonstrates a Decrease in Patient-Reported Depression
PMID:29653913
KP Authors: Rhee, Eugene Y
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

Hospital Variation in the Utilization and Implementation of Targeted Temperature Management in Out-of-Hospital Cardiac Arrest
Circ Cardiovasc Qual Outcomes. 2018 Nov;11(11):e004829. DOI: 10.1161/CIRCOUTCOMES.118.004829 PMID:30571336
KP Authors: Radecki, Ryan P
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research Center(s):

Consumer Sleep Technology: An American Academy of Sleep Medicine Position Statement
PMID:29734997
KP Authors: Hwang, Dennis
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

A collaborative translational research framework for evaluating and implementing the appropriate use of human genome sequencing to improve health
PMID:30071015
KP Authors: Aziz, Nazneen
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

Novel variant of unknown significance in MUTYH in a patient with MUTYH-associated polyposis: a case to reclassify
**Effects of Electronic Chromoendoscopy on Detection of Adenomas During Colonoscopy**  
KP Authors: Lee, Jeffrey K  
KP Region(s): Northern California  
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

839. Kidambi TD, Terdiman JP, Lee JK  
**Negative withdrawal time: simple and efficient**  
KP Authors: Lee, Jeffrey K  
KP Region(s): Northern California  
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

840. Kim DD, Arterburn DE, Sullivan SD, Basu A  
**Economic Value of Greater Access to Bariatric Procedures for Patients With Severe Obesity and Diabetes**  
Med Care. 2018 May 12. DOI: 10.1097/MLR.0000000000000924 PMID:29762271  
KP Authors: Arterburn, David E  
KP Region(s): Washington  
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

841. Kim KD, Duong H, Muzumdar A, Hussain M, Moldavsky M, Bucklen B  
**A novel technique for sacropelvic fixation using image-guided sacroiliac screws: a case series and biomechanical study**  
J Biomed Res. 2018 Sep 20. DOI: 10.7555/JBR.32.20170077 PMID:30249815  
KP Authors: Duong, Huy T  
KP Region(s): Northern California  
KP Research Center(s):  

**Two Genetic Variants Associated with Plantar Fascial Disorders**  
KP Authors: Avins, Andy L  
KP Region(s): Northern California  
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

843. King R, Hanhan J, Harrison TK, Kou A, Howard SK, Borg LK, Shum C, Udani AD, Mariano ER  
**Using eye tracking technology to compare the effectiveness of malignant hyperthermia cognitive aid design**  
KP Authors: Borg, Lindsay K  
KP Region(s): Northwest  
KP Research Center(s):
844. Kinnucan E, Molcjan MT, Wright DM, Switzer JA
   **A Prospective Look at the Link Between Frailty and Shoulder Function in Asymptomatic Elderly Individuals**
   KP Authors: Kinnucan, Elspeth R
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s):

845. Kiridly-Calderbank J, Sturgeon SR, Kroenke CH, Reeves KW
   **Antidepressant Use and Risk of Colorectal Cancer in The Women's Health Initiative**
   Cancer Epidemiol Biomarkers Prev. 2018 May 22. DOI: 10.1158/1055-9965.EPI-17-1035 PMID:29789327
   KP Authors: Kroenke, Candyce H
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

   **Breastfeeding and later maternal risk of hypertension and cardiovascular disease - The role of overall and abdominal obesity**
   KP Authors: Gunderson, Erica
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

847. Kishore SP, Salam A, Rodgers A, Jaffe MG, Frieden T
   **Fixed-dose combinations for hypertension**
   Lancet. 2018 Sep 08;392(10150):819-820. DOI: 10.1016/S0140-6736(18)31814-2 PMID:30215377
   KP Authors: Jaffe, Marc
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s):

   **Efficacy of Contextually Tailored Suggestions for Physical Activity: A Micro-randomized Optimization Trial of HeartSteps**
   Ann Behav Med. 2018 Sep 05. DOI: 10.1093/abm/kay067 PMID:30192907
   KP Authors: Klasnja, Predrag
   KP Region(s): Washington
   KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

   **Comparative Nonunion Rates in Triple Arthrodesis**
   J Foot Ankle Surg. 2018 Sep 22. DOI: 10.1053/j.jfas.2018.06.006 PMID:30253967
   KP Authors: Klassen, Lindsey J, Weinraub, Glenn M, Shi, Eric F, Liu, Jennifer Y
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

*Genome-wide meta-analysis identifies five new susceptibility loci for pancreatic cancer*

PMID:29422604

KP Authors: Van Den Eeden, Stephen
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research


*Immunogenicity and safety of the Haemophilus influenzae type b and Neisseria meningitidis serogroups C and Y-tetanus toxoid conjugate vaccine co-administered with human rotavirus, hepatitis A and 13-valent pneumococcal conjugate vaccines: results from a p*

Hum Vaccin Immunother. 2018 Sep 25. DOI: 10.1080/21645515.2018.1526586 PMID:30252603

KP Authors: Klein, Nicola
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

852. Klein NP, Abu-Elyazeed R, Cheuvart B, Janssens W, Mesaros N

*Immunogenicity and safety following primary and booster vaccination with a hexavalent diphtheria, tetanus, acellular pertussis, hepatitis B, inactivated poliovirus and Haemophilus influenzae type b vaccine: a randomized trial in the United States*

Hum Vaccin Immunother. 2018 Nov 16. DOI: 10.1080/21645515.2018.1549449 PMID:30444673

KP Authors: Klein, Nicola
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research


*Immunogenicity and safety of the quadrivalent meningococcal ACWY-tetanus toxoid conjugate vaccine (MenACWY-TT) in splenectomized or hyposplenic children and adolescents: Results of a phase III, open, non-randomized study*

Vaccine. 2018 Mar 22. DOI: 10.1016/j.vaccine.2018.02.085 PMID:29576307

KP Authors: Klein, Nicola
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

854. Klein-Tasman BP, van der Fluit F, Mervis CB

*Autism Spectrum Symptomatology in Children with Williams Syndrome Who Have Phrase Speech or Fluent Language*


KP Authors: Van Der Fluit, Faye
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research Center(s):
Clinical Policy Recommendations from the VHA State-of-the-Art Conference on Non-Pharmacological Approaches to Chronic Musculoskeletal Pain
KP Authors: DeBar, Lynn, Cherkin, Daniel C
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

Results of the combined U.S. multicenter postapproval study of the Nit-Occlud PDA device for percutaneous closure of patent ductus arteriosus
Catheter Cardiovasc Interv. 2018 Dec 03. DOI: 10.1002/ccd.27995 PMID:30511498
KP Authors: Salem, Morris
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

A diet high in sugar-sweetened beverage and low in fruits and vegetables is associated with adiposity and a pro-inflammatory adipokine profile
KP Authors: Koebnick, Corinna, Black, MaryHelen, Wu, Jun, Shu, Yu-Hsiang, Xiang, Anny H
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

Failure to confirm high blood pressures in pediatric care-quantifying the risks of misclassification
KP Authors: Koebnick, Corinna, Lozano, Yasmina M, Li, Xia, Porter, Amy H, Daley, Matthew F, Kuizon, Beatriz
KP Region(s): Southern California, Colorado, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation, Institute for Health Research

Managing professional knowledge boundaries during ECHO telementoring consultations in two Veterans Affairs specialty care liver clinics: A theme-oriented discourse analysis
J Telemed Telecare. 2018 Jan 01;1357633X18756454. DOI: 10.1177/1357633X18756454 PMID:29514547
KP Authors: Rongey, Catherine
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

860. Koh SS, Cassarino DS
Immunohistochemical Expression of p16 in Melanocytic Lesions: An Updated Review and Meta-analysis
KP Authors: Koh, Stephen S, Cassarino, David S
KP Region(s): Southern California

152
861. Koh SS, Roehmholdt BF, Cassarino DS
   **Immunohistochemistry of p16 in nevi of pregnancy and nevoid melanomas**
   J Cutan Pathol. 2018 Sep 03. DOI: 10.1111/cup.13350 PMID:30178478
   KP Authors: Koh, Stephen S, Roehmholdt, Brian F, Cassarino, David S
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research Center(s): 

862. Komshian SR, Saket R, Bakhadirov K
   **Pituitary Apoplexy With Bilateral Oculomotor Nerve Palsy**
   KP Authors: Saket, Ramin R, Bakhadirov, Khamidulla
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s): 

   **Benefits and harms of lung cancer screening in HIV-infected individuals with CD4+ ≥ 500: a simulation study**
   AIDS. 2018 Apr 19. DOI: 10.1097/QAD.0000000000001818 PMID:29683843
   KP Authors: Silverberg, Michael J
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

   **Phase 2 Study of Bortezomib Combined With Temozolomide and Regional Radiation Therapy for Upfront Treatment of Patients With Newly Diagnosed Glioblastoma Multiforme: Safety and Efficacy Assessment**
   KP Authors: Green, Richard M
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research Center(s): 

865. Kraft SA, Duenas D, Wilfond BS, Goddard KAB
   **The evolving landscape of expanded carrier screening: challenges and opportunities**
   Genet Med. 2018 Sep 24. DOI: 10.1038/s41436-018-0273-4 PMID:30245516
   KP Authors: Goddard, Katrina AB
   KP Region(s): Northwest
   KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

   **Patient actions and reactions after receiving negative results from expanded carrier screening**
867. Kramer BJ, Creekmur B, Mitchell MN, Saliba D  
**Expanding Home-Based Primary Care to American Indian Reservations and Other Rural Communities: An Observational Study**  
KP Authors: Creekmur, Beth  
KP Region(s): Southern California  
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

**The clinical value of a thorough diagnostic evaluation for neurotologic complaints**  
KP Authors: Ashak, Dani  
KP Region(s): Southern California  
KP Research Center(s):

**Feasibility of analyzing DNA copy number variation in breast cancer tumor specimens from 1950 to 2010: how old is too old?**  
Cancer Causes Control. 2018 Feb 09. DOI: 10.1007/s10552-018-1006-3 PMID:29427260  
KP Authors: Achacoso, Ninah S, Acton, Luana, Habel, Laurel  
KP Region(s): Northern California  
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

**Real-World Effectiveness of a Medically Supervised Weight Management Program in a Large Integrated Health Care Delivery System: Five-Year Outcomes**  
Perm J. 2018;22. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/17-082 PMID:29401050  
KP Authors: Krishnaswami, Ashok, Ashok, Rohini, Sidney, Steve, Okimura, Michael C, Kramer, Elizabeth J, Hogan, Lindsey, Sorel, Michael E, Pruitt, Sheri D, Smith, Wayne F  
KP Region(s): Northern California, Program Offices, Inter-Regional  
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

**Individual and Joint Effects of Pulse Pressure and Blood Pressure Treatment Intensity on Serious Adverse Events in the SPRINT Trial**  
KP Authors: Krishnaswami, Ashok  
KP Region(s): Northern California  
KP Research Center(s):

Update on the Methods of the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force: Methods for Understanding Certainty and Net Benefit When Making Recommendations

KP Authors: Grossman, David C
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

873. Kroenke CH
A conceptual model of social networks and mechanisms of cancer mortality, and potential strategies to improve survival
KP Authors: Kroenke, Candyce H
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

Personal and clinical social support and adherence to adjuvant endocrine therapy among hormone receptor-positive breast cancer patients in an integrated health care system
KP Authors: Kroenke, Candyce H, Adams, Sara R, Eldridge, Elizabeth H, Kwan, Marilyn L, Ergas, Isaac J, Kubo, Ai, Kushi, Larry
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

Muscle radiodensity and mortality in patients with colorectal cancer
Cancer. 2018 May 24. DOI: 10.1002/cncr.31405 PMID:29797673
KP Authors: Kroenke, Candyce H, Weltzien, Erin K, Cespedes, Elizabeth M, Caan, Bette
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

876. Kubo A, Deardorff J, Laurent CA, Ferrara A, Greenspan LC, Quesenberry CP, Kushi LH
Associations Between Maternal Obesity and Pregnancy Hyperglycemia and Timing of Pubertal Onset in Adolescent Girls: A Population-Based Study
KP Authors: Kubo, Ai, Laurent, Cecile A, Ferrara, Assiamira, Greenspan, Louise C, Quesenberry, Charles P, Kushi, Larry
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

Two-Year Results of Think Health! ¡Vive Saludable!: A Primary Care Weight-Management Trial Obesity (Silver Spring). 2018 Aug 29. DOI: 10.1002/oby.22258 PMID:30160061
KP Authors: Tsai, Adam G
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research Center(s):
878. Kuntz J, Crane B, Weinmann S, Naleway AL, Vaccine Safety Datalink Investigator Team

Myocarditis and pericarditis are rare following live viral vaccinations in adults

PMID:29456017

KP Authors: Kuntz, Jennifer L, Crane, Bradley, Weinmann, Sheila, Naleway, Allison
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research Center(s):

879. Kuntz J, Kouch L, Christian D, Peterson PL, Gruss I

Barriers and Facilitators to the Deprescribing of Nonbenzodiazepine Sedative Medications Among Older Adults

Perm J. 2018 Apr 20;22. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/17-157 PMID:29702055

KP Authors: Kuntz, Jennifer L, Kouch, Louis J, Christian, Daniel A, Peterson, Preston L
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

880. Kuo ES, Harner LT, Frost MC, Cheadle A, Schwartz PM

Dose as a Tool for Planning and Implementing Community-Based Health Strategies


KP Authors: Kuo, Elena S, Harner, Lisa T, Frost, Madeline C, Cheadle, Allen D, Schwartz, Pamela M
KP Region(s): Washington, Colorado, Program Offices, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute, Institute for Health Research


Evidence-based skin care in preterm infants


KP Authors: Matiz, Catalina
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):


Primary cutaneous aspergillosis at the site of cyanoacrylate skin adhesive in a neonate


KP Authors: Matiz, Catalina
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

883. Kuza CM, Hanifi MT, Koç M, Stopfkuchen-Evans M

Providing Transthoracic Echocardiography Training for Intensive Care Unit Trainees: An Educational Improvement Initiative

J Surg Educ. 2018 Apr 09. DOI: 10.1016/j.jsurg.2018.03.004 PMID:29650485

KP Authors: Hanifi, Mohammad T
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):


Hyperbiliirubinemia, Phototherapy, and Childhood Asthma
KP 2018 Bibliography - Alphabetical
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KP Authors: Kuzniewicz, Michael W, Niki, Hamid, Walsh, Eileen M
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

885. Kwan ML, Garren B, Nielsen ME, Tang L
Lifestyle and nutritional modifiable factors in the prevention and treatment of bladder cancer
Urol Oncol. 2018 Apr 24. DOI: 10.1016/j.urolonc.2018.03.019 PMID:29703514
KP Authors: Kwan, Marilyn L
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

Factors that Influence Selection of Urinary Diversion among Bladder Cancer Patients in Three Community-Based Integrated Health Care Systems
KP Authors: Kwan, Marilyn L, Leo, Michael C, Danforth, Kim N, Weinmann, Sheila, Lee, Valerie S, Munneke, Julie R, Bulkley, Joanna E, O'Keeffe-Rosetti, Maureen, Yi, David, Banegas, Matthew P, Wagner, Matthew D, Williams, Stephen G, Aaronson, David S, McMullen, Carmit
KP Region(s): Northern California, Northwest, Southern California, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research, Center for Health Research - Northwest, Department of Research and Evaluation

A digital RNA signature of Circulating Tumor Cells predicting early therapeutic response in localized and metastatic breast cancer
KP Authors: Sundaresan, Tilak K
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

Peripartum Care for Mothers Diagnosed with Hepatitis B During Pregnancy: A Survey of Provider Practices
Matern Child Health J. 2018 Mar 06. DOI: 10.1007/s10995-018-2515-0 PMID:29512054
KP Authors: Chang, Matthew S
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

Staphylococcus Lugdunensis Endocarditis and Cerebrovascular Accident: A Systemic Review of Risk Factors and Clinical outcome
KP 2018 Bibliography - Alphabetical

KP Authors: Lin, Aye T  
KP Region(s): Southern California  
KP Research Center(s):

*Long-term Glycemic Control and Dementia Risk in Type 1 Diabetes*  
Diabetes Care. 2018 Sep 04. DOI: 10.2337/dc18-0073 PMID:30181165  
KP Authors: Lacy, Mary E, Gilsanz, Paola, Karter, Andy J, Quesenberry, Charles P, Whitmer, Rachel  
KP Region(s): Northern California  
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

891. LaForge K, Gold R, Cottrell E, Bunce AE, Proser M, Hollombe C, Dambrun K, Cohen DJ, Clark KD  
*How 6 Organizations Developed Tools and Processes for Social Determinants of Health Screening in Primary Care: An Overview*  
J Ambul Care Manage. 2018 Jan/Mar;41(1):2-14. DOI: 10.1097/JAC.0000000000000221 PMID:28990990  
KP Authors: Gold, Rachel, Bunce, Arwen, Hollombe, Celine B  
KP Region(s): Northwest  
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

892. Laguna B, Hayward JH, Lee AY, Joe BN, Ray KM  
*Paraneoplastic neurologic syndrome as a presentation of underlying breast malignancy*  
Breast J. 2018 Sep 21. DOI: 10.1111/tbj.13121 PMID:30240068  
KP Authors: Ray, Kimberly M  
KP Region(s): Northern California  
KP Research Center(s):

893. Lai YC, Ray KM, Lee AY, Hayward JH, Freimanis RI, Lobach IV, Joe BN  
*Microcalcifications Detected at Screening Mammography: Synthetic Mammography and Digital Breast Tomosynthesis versus Digital Mammography*  
Radiology. 2018 Oct 02:181180. DOI: 10.1148/radiol.2018181180 PMID:30277445  
KP Authors: Ray, Kimberly M  
KP Region(s): Northern California  
KP Research Center(s):

*The Legacy Effect in Type 2 Diabetes: Impact of Early Glycemic Control on Future Complications (the Diabetes & Aging Study)*  
Diabetes Care. 2018 Aug 13. DOI: 10.2337/dc17-1144 PMID:30104301  
KP Authors: Moffet, Howard H, Liu, Jennifer Y, Karter, Andy J  
KP Region(s): Northern California  
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

895. Lam HC, Thomas CM, Shaver JM  
*Duration of Bisphosphonate Therapy*  
Am Fam Physician. 2018 Apr 01;97(7):Online. DOI: PMID:29671551  
KP Authors: Lam, Helen C, Thomas, Christie M, Shaver, Julia M  
KP Region(s): Northern California
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KP Research Center(s):

896. Lam JO, Barnell GM, Merchant M, Ellis CG, Silverberg MJ
Acceptability of high-resolution anoscopy for anal cancer screening in HIV-infected patients
HIV Med. 2018 Aug 06. DOI: 10.1111/hiv.12663 PMID:30084191
KP Authors: Lam, Jennifer, Barnell, Gregory M, Merchant, Maqdooda, Silverberg, Michael J
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

897. Lammers A, Slatore CG, Fromme EK, Vranas K, Sullivan DR
Association of Early Palliative Care with Chemotherapy Intensity in Patients with Advanced Stage Lung Cancer : A National Cohort Study
KP Authors: Lammers, Austin J
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research Center(s):

898. Lamprecht DG, Shaw PB, King JB, Hogan KN, Olson KL
Trends in high-intensity statin use and low-density lipoprotein cholesterol control among patients enrolled in a clinical pharmacy cardiac risk service
KP Authors: Lamprecht, Don G, Shaw, Paul B, King, Jordan B, Hogan, Keri, Olson, Kari
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research Center(s):

Cardiorespiratory Fitness, Exercise Hemodynamics and Birth Outcomes: The Coronary Artery Risk Development in Young Adults (CARDIA) Study
BJOG. 2018 Jan 29. DOI: 10.1111/1471-0528.15146 PMID:29377552
KP Authors: Sternfeld, Barbara, Gunderson, Erica
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

Pre-pregnancy endothelial dysfunction and birth outcomes: The Coronary Artery Risk Development in Young Adults (CARDIA) Study
Hypertens Res. 2018 Feb 15. DOI: 10.1038/s41440-018-0017-5 PMID:29449706
KP Authors: Gunderson, Erica
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

Cancellation of the Cardiac Catheterization Lab After Activation for ST-Segment-Elevation Myocardial Infarction

**MS Sunshine Study: Sun Exposure But Not Vitamin D Is Associated with Multiple Sclerosis Risk in Blacks and Hispanics**

Nutrients. 2018 Feb 27;10(3). Epub 2018-02-27. DOI: 10.3390/nu10030268 PMID:29495467

KP Authors: Langer-Gould, Annette, Xiang, Anny H, Chen, Lie Hong, Gonzales, Edlin G, Haraszti, Samantha J, Smith, Jessica B

KP Region(s): Southern California

KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

903. Langer-Gould A, Lucas RM

**Vitamin D deficiency is an etiological factor for MS - No**


KP Authors: Langer-Gould, Annette

KP Region(s): Southern California

KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation


**Vitamin D-Binding Protein Polymorphisms, 25-Hydroxyvitamin D, Sunshine and Multiple Sclerosis**

Nutrients. 2018 Feb 07;10(2). Epub 2018-02-07. DOI: 10.3390/nu10020184 PMID:29414925

KP Authors: Langer-Gould, Annette, Xiang, Anny H, Wu, Jun, Chen, Lie Hong

KP Region(s): Southern California

KP Research Center(s):

905. Lapham GT, Lee AK, Caldeiro RM, Glass JE, Carrell DS, Richards JE, Bradley KA

**Prevalence of Behavioral Health Conditions Across Frequency of Cannabis Use Among Adult Primary Care Patients in Washington State**


KP Authors: Lapham, Gwendolyn T, Lee, Amy K, Caldeiro, Ryan M, Glass, Joseph E, Carrell, David S, Richards, Julie E, Bradley, Katharine A

KP Region(s): Washington

KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

906. Lara KA, Chua RA, Vo TD

**Technique to Avoid Hemodialysis Catheter in Patients with Failing Aneurysmal Arteriovenous Fistula by Creating a Concomitant New Arteriovenous Fistula**


KP Authors: Lara, Kelly A, Vo, Trung D

KP Region(s): Southern California

KP Research Center(s):
Neutral lipid storage disease with myopathy: Further phenotypic characterization of a rare
PNPLA2 variant
KP Authors: Podemski, Benjamin
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s):

908. Lau SK, Koh SS
Cutaneous Smooth Muscle Tumors: A Review
Adv Anat Pathol. 2018 Apr 11. DOI: 10.1097/PAP.0000000000000188 PMID:29649005
KP Authors: Lau, Sean K, Koh, Stephen S
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):
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Diabetologia. 2018 Dec 19. DOI: 10.1007/s00125-018-4791-z PMID:30569271
KP Authors: Lawrence, Jean M
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation
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J Vasc Interv Radiol. 2018 09;29(9):1263. DOI: 10.1016/j.jvir.2018.05.008 PMID:30146192
KP Authors: Le, Andrew, Kansagra, Kartik, Vatakencherry, George G
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KP Research Center(s):
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Behavioral and Pharmacotherapy Weight Loss Interventions to Prevent Obesity-Related Morbidity
and Mortality in Adults: An Updated Systematic Review for the U.S. Preventive Services Task
Force
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KP Authors: LeBlanc, Erin S
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KP Authors: LeBlanc, Erin S, Rizzo, Joanne, Pedula, Kathy, Hillier, Teresa
KP Region(s): Northwest, Hawaii, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest, Center for Health Research - Hawaii

KP Authors: Go, Alan S, Parikh, Rishi, Leong, Thomas K, Tan, Thida, Walia, Sophia
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

KP Authors: Parikh, Rishi, Leong, Thomas K, Tan, Thida, Walia, Sophia, Go, Alan S
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

KP Authors: Zhu, Weiwei
KP Region(s): Washington
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KP Authors: Wu, Jashin J
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KP Research Center(s):
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KP Authors: Wu, Jashin J
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**Drug survival of secukinumab for psoriasis in a real-world setting**


KP Authors: Wu, Jashin J
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KP Authors: Wu, Jashin J
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929. Lee EB, Thomas LW, Egeberg A, Wu JJ

**Dosage adjustments in patients with psoriasis on adalimumab: a retrospective chart review**


KP Authors: Wu, Jashin J
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KP Research Center(s):


**Comparison of Collaborative Versus Single-Site Quality Improvement to Reduce NICU Length of Stay**

931. Lee J, Nguyen HQ, Jarrett ME, Mitchell PH, Pike KC, Fan VS
Effect of symptoms on physical performance in COPD
KP Authors: Nguyen, Huong Q
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KP Authors: Lee, Ming S, Hekimian, Avetis, Doctorian, Tanya, Duan, Lewei
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935. Lee Y, Winnicki E, Butani L, Nguyen S
A 27-Month-Old Boy with Polyuria and Polydipsia
KP Authors: Lee, Yvonne K
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KP Research Center(s):
Dietary and plasma polyunsaturated fatty acids are inversely associated with asthma and atopy in early childhood
KP Authors: Zeiger, Robert S
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KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

Intestinal microbial-derived sphingolipids are inversely associated with childhood food allergy
KP Authors: Zeiger, Robert S
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KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

Do trauma type, stressful life events, and social support explain women veterans' high prevalence of PTSD?
KP Authors: Glass, Joseph E
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Diabetes Care. 2018 Feb 02. DOI: 10.2337/dc17-0294 PMID:29437823
KP Authors: Boudreau, Denise M
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92. Levin VA

**Drug discovery in neuro-oncology: challenges in the path forward**
KP Authors: Levin, Victor A
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):


**Assessing the effect of a medical toxicologist in the care of rattlesnake envenomated patients**
Acad Emerg Med. 2018 Mar 02. DOI: 10.1111/acem.13401 PMID:29498136
KP Authors: Offerman, Steven R, Lapoint, Jeff
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):
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KP Authors: Levy, Gerald D, Shi, Jiaxiao M, Rashid, Nazia
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):


**Improving the Use of Primary Prevention Implantable Cardioverter-Defibrillators Therapy With Validated Patient-Centric Risk Estimates**
KP Authors: Shadman, Ramin F
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

96. Lew D, Wu BU, Pandol SJ, Sugar CA, Senturk D, Afghani E

**Disease Course Differences in Acute Pancreatitis Based on Etiology Using the Pancreatitis Activity Scoring System**
Pancreas. 2018 Aug;47(7):e40-e41. DOI: 10.1097/MPA.0000000000001091 PMID:29985848
KP Authors: Wu, Bechien U
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):


**How Dye May Prevent Dying from Cancer: Perceiving Imperceptible Dysplasia in Inflammatory Bowel Disease**

Implementing Measurement-Based Care in Behavioral Health: A Review

KP Authors: Lewis, Cara C, Navarro, Elena I, Simon, Gregory E
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute


From Classification to Causality: Advancing Understanding of Mechanisms of Change in Implementation Science

KP Authors: Lewis, Cara C, Klasnja, Predrag, Tuzzio, Leah, Walsh-Bailey, Callie L
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KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

950. Lewis CC, Mettert KD, Dorsey CN, Martinez RG, Weiner BJ, Nolen E, Stanick C, Halko H, Powell BJ

An updated protocol for a systematic review of implementation-related measures

KP Authors: Lewis, Cara C, Mettert, Kayne D, Dorsey, Caitlin N
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

951. Lewis CC, Puspitasari A, Boyd MR, Scott K, Marriott BR, Hoffman M, Navarro E, Kassab H

Implementing measurement based care in community mental health: a description of tailored and standardized methods

KP Authors: Lewis, Cara C
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

952. Lewis CC, Scott K, Marriott BR

A methodology for generating a tailored implementation blueprint: an exemplar from a youth residential setting

KP Authors: Lewis, Cara C
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

KP Authors: Lewis, Cara C, Dorsey, Caitlin N, Walsh-Bailey, Callie L
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

954. Li D
Recent advances in colorectal cancer screening
Chronic Dis Transl Med. 2018 Sep;4(3):139-147. Epub 2018-09-17. DOI: 10.1016/j.cdtm.2018.08.004 PMID:30276360
KP Authors: Li, Dan
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

955. Li D
Small and diminutive hyperplastic polyps in the proximal colon: Are they innocent or guilty of a crime?
KP Authors: Li, Dan
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

956. Li DK, Ferber JR, Odouli R, Quesenberry C
Use of non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs during pregnancy and the risk of miscarriage
KP Authors: Li, De-Kun, Ferber, Jeannette R, Odouli, Roxana, Quesenberry, Charles P
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

Sustained virological response does not improve long-term glycemic control in patients with type 2 diabetes and chronic hepatitis C
Liver Int. 2018 Dec 20. DOI: 10.1111/liv.14031 PMID:30570808
KP Authors: Schmidt, Mark A, Daida, Yihe G
KP Region(s): Northwest, Hawaii, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest, Center for Health Research - Hawaii

Impact of sustained virological response on risk of type 2 diabetes among hepatitis C patients in the US
KP Authors: Schmidt, Mark A, Daida, Yihe G
KP Region(s): Northwest, Hawaii, Inter-Regional
Meningococcal conjugate vaccine safety surveillance in the Vaccine Safety Datalink using a tree-temporal scan data mining method
Pharmacoepidemiol Drug Saf. 2018 Feb 15. DOI: 10.1002/pds.4397 PMID:29446176
KP Authors: Lewis, Edwin M, Nelson, Jennifer L, Xu, Stan, Qian, Lei, Klein, Nicola
KP Region(s): Northern California, Washington, Colorado, Southern California, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research, Washington Health Research Institute, Institute for Health Research

960. Li RC, Buchheit KM, Bernstein JA
Progestogen Hypersensitivity
PMID:29349660
KP Authors: Li, Rung-chi
KP Region(s): Mid-Atlantic
KP Research Center(s):

Privacy-Protecting Analytical Methods Using Only Aggregate-Level Information to Conduct Multivariable-Adjusted Analysis in Distributed Data Networks
KP Authors: Fireman, Bruce, Arterburn, David E, Fisher, David, Raebel, Marsha A
KP Region(s): Northern California, Washington, Colorado, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research, Washington Health Research Institute, Institute for Health Research

Value of incorporating newly identified risk factors into risk prediction for chemotherapy-induced febrile neutropenia
KP Authors: Family, Leila, Chen, Lie Hong, Chao, Chun R
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

963. Liang EH, Lim K, Samant SA, Sheikh J
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KP Authors: Liang, Emily H, Samant, Shefali A, Sheikh, Javed
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

Potential intended and unintended consequences of recommending initiation of colorectal cancer screening at age 45 years
Gastroenterology. 2018 Aug 20. DOI: 10.1053/j.gastro.2018.08.019 PMID:30138614
KP Authors: Allison, James E
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

965. Liao CI, Chow S, Chen LM, Kapp DS, Mann A, Chan JK
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Gynecol Oncol. 2018 Mar 04. DOI: 10.1016/j.ygyno.2018.01.030 PMID:29514737
KP Authors: Chow, Stephanie
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):
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KP Authors: Tse, Victor C, Green, Richard M
KP Region(s): Northern California, Southern California, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s):
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KP Authors: Liles, Beth G, Perrin, Nancy, Rosales, Ana G, Smith, David H, Feldstein, Adrianne C, Mosen, David M
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KP Authors: Wu, Jashin J
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KP Research Center(s):
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KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest
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   PMID:29567970
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Bayesian varying coefficient kernel machine regression to assess neurodevelopmental trajectories associated with exposure to complex mixtures
KP Authors: Bobb, Jennifer F
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

989. Liu VX
Toward the "Plateau of Productivity": Enhancing the Value of Machine Learning in Critical Care
Crit Care Med. 2018 Jul;46(7):1196-1197. DOI: 10.1097/CCM.0000000000003170 PMID:29912104
KP Authors: Liu, Vincent
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

990. Liu VX, Escobar GJ, Chaudhary R, Prescott HC
Healthcare Utilization and Infection in the Week Prior to Sepsis Hospitalization
Crit Care Med. 2018 Jan 05. DOI: 10.1097/CCM.0000000000002960 PMID:29309371
KP Authors: Liu, Vincent, Escobar, Gabriel, Chaudhary, Rakesh
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

991. Liu VX, Winthrop KL, Lu Y, Sharifi H, Nasiri HU, Ruoss SJ
Association between Inhaled Corticosteroid Use and Pulmonary Nontuberculous Mycobacterial Infection
Ann Am Thorac Soc. 2018 Sep 14. DOI: 10.1513/AnnalsATS.201804-245OC PMID:30213194
KP Authors: Liu, Vincent, Lu, Yun, Nasiri, Hekmat U
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

992. Livaudais F
DNR
Perm J. 2018 10 01;22. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/15-254 PMID:30285918
KP Authors: Livaudais, Felicitas B
KP Region(s): Hawaii
KP Research Center(s):

Routine Assessment and Promotion of Physical Activity in Healthcare Settings: A Scientific Statement From the American Heart Association
Circulation. 2018 Apr 04. DOI: 10.1161/CIR.0000000000000559 PMID:29618598
KP Authors: Young, Deborah Rohm, Sallis, Robert E
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

994. Louw A, Podalak J, Zimney K, Schmidt S, Puentedura EJ
Can pain beliefs change in middle school students? A study of the effectiveness of pain neuroscience education
KP Authors: Schmidt, Stephen G
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

Association of Gestational Diabetes With Maternal Disorders of Glucose Metabolism and Childhood Adiposity
KP Authors: Lawrence, Jean M
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

996. Lowry KJ, Brox WT, Naas PL, Tubb CC, Muschler GF, Dunn W
Musculoskeletal-based Patient-reported Outcome Performance Measures, Where Have We Been-Where Are We Going
KP Authors: Brox, Tim
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

997. Lozano P, Houtrow A
Supporting Self-Management in Children and Adolescents With Complex Chronic Conditions
KP Authors: Lozano, Paula
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

998. Lozier CC, Nugent SM, Smith NX, Yarborough BJ, Dobscha SK, Deyo RA, Morasco BJ
Correlates of Use and Perceived Effectiveness of Non-pharmacologic Strategies for Chronic Pain Among Patients Prescribed Long-term Opioid Therapy
KP Authors: Smith, Ning, Yarborough, Bobbi Jo H, Deyo, Richard A
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

**Near Real-time Surveillance for Consequences of Health Policies Using Sequential Analysis**

Med Care. 2018 May;56(5):365-372. DOI: 10.1097/MLR.0000000000000893 PMID:29634627

KP Authors: Penfold, Robert B, Simon, Gregory E, Clarke, Greg, Coleman, Karen J, Daida, Yihe G, Hunkeler, Enid, Owen-Smith, Ashli A, Raebel, Marsha A

KP Region(s): Washington, Northwest, Southern California, Northern California, Georgia, Colorado, Inter-Regional

KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute, Center for Health Research - Northwest, Department of Research and Evaluation, Division of Research, Center for Research and Evaluation, Institute for Health Research

1000. Lu CY, Simon G, Soumerai SB

**Counter-Point: Staying Honest When Policy Changes Backfire**

Med Care. 2018 May;56(5):384-390. DOI: 10.1097/MLR.0000000000000897 PMID:29634631

KP Authors: Simon, Gregory E

KP Region(s): Washington

KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

1001. Lu CY, Simon G, Soumerai SB, Kulldorff M

**Counter-Point: Early Warning Systems Are Imperfect, but Essential**

Med Care. 2018 May;56(5):382-383. DOI: 10.1097/MLR.0000000000000896 PMID:29634630

KP Authors: Simon, Gregory E

KP Region(s): Washington

KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

1002. Lu DW, Weygandt PL, Pinchbeck C, Strout TD

**Emergency Medicine Trainee Burnout Is Associated With Lower Patients' Satisfaction With Their Emergency Department Care**


KP Authors: Pinchbeck, Carrie A

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research Center(s):

1003. Lu S, Rafie S, Hamper J, Strauss R, Kroon L

**Characterizing pharmacist-prescribed hormonal Contraception services and users in California and Oregon pharmacies**


KP Authors: Lu, Sunny

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research Center(s):

1004. Lu SM, Lien WW

**Concurrent Radiotherapy With Cetuximab or Platinum-based Chemotherapy for Locally Advanced Cutaneous Squamous Cell Carcinoma of the Head and Neck**


**Credentialing of Hospitalists in Ultrasound-Guided Bedside Procedures: A Position Statement of the Society of Hospital Medicine**


KP Authors: Cho, Joel B
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):


**Combined Endoscopic Transorbital and Endonasal Repair of High Flow Orbital Apex/Middle Fossa Cerebrospinal Fluid Leak with a Nasoseptal Flap**


KP Authors: Cua, David J, Akins, Paul T
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

1007. Ludman EJ, Simon GE, Whiteside U, Richards JE, Pabiniak C

**Reevaluating Sensitivity of Self-Reported Suicidal Ideation**


KP Authors: Ludman, Evette J, Simon, Gregory E, Richards, Julie E, Pabiniak, Chester J
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

1008. Ludwig DS, Kushi LH, Heymsfield SB

**Conflicts of Interest in Nutrition Research**


KP Authors: Kushi, Larry
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

1009. Luers B, Klasnja P, Murphy S

**Standardized Effect Sizes for Preventive Mobile Health Interventions in Micro-randomized Trials**

Prev Sci. 2018 Jan 09. DOI: 10.1007/s11121-017-0862-5 PMID:29318443

KP Authors: Klasnja, Predrag
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s):


**Patient reported outcomes in NRG Oncology RTOG 0938, evaluating two ultrahypofractionated regimens for prostate cancer**

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention Guideline on the Diagnosis and Management of Mild Traumatic Brain Injury Among Children
KP Authors: Broomand, Catherine E
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

Diagnosis and Management of Mild Traumatic Brain Injury in Children: A Systematic Review
KP Authors: Broomand, Catherine E, Paulk, David
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

Racial and Ethnic Differences in Anthropometric Measures as Risk Factors for Diabetes
Diabetes Care. 2018 Oct 23. DOI: 10.2337/dc18-1413 PMID:30352893
KP Authors: LeBlanc, Erin S
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

Neural processing of food cues in pre-pubertal children
Pediatr Obes. 2018 Jul 17. DOI: 10.1111/ijpo.12435 PMID:30019454
KP Authors: Wang, Xinhui, Xiang, Anny H
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

Diabetic hip arthropathy is associated with a higher prevalence of femoral head chondromalacia: a case-controlled study
KP Authors: Howse, Elizabeth A
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

Prenatal Maternal Serum Concentrations of Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances in Association with Autism Spectrum Disorder and Intellectual Disability
Environ Health Perspect. 2018 Jan 02;126(1):017001. Epub 2018-01-02. DOI: 10.1289/EHP1830 PMID:29298162
KP Authors: Yau, Vincent M, Yoshida, Cathleen K, Croen, Lisa A
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

Time Costs for Genetic Counseling in Preconception Carrier Screening with Genome Sequencing
J Genet Couns. 2018 Feb 08. DOI: 10.1007/s10897-017-0205-5 PMID:29423569
KP Authors: Lynch, Frances, Himes, Patricia, Gilmore, Marian J, Morris, Elissa, Schneider, Jennifer L, Kauffman, Tia L, Shuster, Elizabeth, Reiss, Jacob A, Dickerson, John F, Leo, Michael C, Davis, James V, McMullen, Carmit, Goddard, Katrina AB
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

Lyons C, Ross M, Elliott R, Tall M
Atlantoaxial Instability in a Patient with Neck Pain and Ankylosing Spondylitis
KP Authors: Elliott, Ryan
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

Stenting for symptomatic intracranial arterial stenosis in China: 1-year outcome of a multicentre registry study
KP Authors: Feng, Lei T
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

Geographic Variation in Obesity, Behavioral Treatment, and Bariatric Surgery for Veterans
Obesity (Silver Spring). 2018 Nov 13. DOI: 10.1002/oby.22350 PMID:30421849
KP Authors: Arterburn, David E
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

Maciejewski ML, Hammill BG, Voils CI, Ding L, Bayliss EA, Curtis LH, Wang V
Prescriber continuity and medication availability in older adults with cardiometabolic conditions
KP Authors: Bayliss, Elizabeth
1022. Macy E, Ensina LF
**Is Skin Testing Required Prior to Drug Challenges?**
KP Authors: Macy, Eric M
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Institute for Health Research

1023. Macy E, Vyles D
**Who needs penicillin allergy testing?**
KP Authors: Macy, Eric M
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Institute for Health Research

1024. Macy E, Yao JF, Chen W
**Fatal Asthma: An Audit of 30 Million Patient-Years of Health Plan Membership from 2007 to 2015**
J Allergy Clin Immunol Pract. 2018 Sep 05. DOI: 10.1016/j.jaip.2018.08.019 PMID:30193940
KP Authors: Macy, Eric M, Yao, Janis, Chen, Wansu
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

1025. Macy EM
**Current Epidemiology and Management of Radiocontrast-Associated Acute- and Delayed-Onset Hypersensitivity: A Review of the Literature**
Perm J. 2018;22. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/17-072 PMID:29309271
KP Authors: Macy, Eric M
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Institute for Health Research

**Reparameterization of PAM50 expression identifies novel breast tumor dimensions and leads to discovery of a genomewide significant breast cancer locus at 12q15**
Cancer Epidemiol Biomarkers Prev. 2018 Apr 12. DOI: 10.1158/1055-9965.EPI-17-0887 PMID:29650789
KP Authors: Kushi, Larry, Caan, Bette
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

1027. Mafi JN, Parchman M
**Low-value care: an intractable global problem with no quick fix**
KP Authors: Parchman, Michael L
KP Region(s): Washington


1033. Mamlouk MD, Zimmerman B, Mathes EF, Rosbe KW

*Hearing loss in PHACE syndrome: clinical and radiologic findings*

Childs Nerv Syst. 2018 May 10. DOI: 10.1007/s00381-018-3822-x PMID:29748705
KP Authors: Mamlouk, Mark D
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):


*Use of letrozole after aromatase inhibitor-based therapy (NRG Oncology/NSABP B-42): a randomised, double-blind, placebo-controlled phase 3 trial*

Lancet Oncol. 2018 Nov 30. DOI: 10.1016/S1470-2045(18)30621-1 PMID:30509771
KP Authors: Fehrenbacher, Lou
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):


*Common Model Inputs Used in CISNET Collaborative Breast Cancer Modeling*

KP Authors: Miglioretti, Diana L
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute


*Diagnostic performance dashboards: tracking diagnostic errors using big data*

KP Authors: Mane, Ketan, Rubenstein, Kevin B, Sharp, Adam L, Shamim, Ejaz A, Sangha, Navdeep S
KP Region(s): Mid-Atlantic
KP Research Center(s):


*Diabetes and Prediabetes Prevalence by Race and Ethnicity Among People With Severe Mental Illness*

KP Authors: Zhu, Zheng, Dyer, Wendy, Schmittdiel, Julie A
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research


*Adverse drug events and medication problems in hospital at home patients*

KP Authors: Zepeda, Orlando
1039. Mansh MD, Nguyen A, Katz KA
Improving Dermatologic Care for Sexual and Gender Minority Patients Through Routine Sexual
Orientation and Gender Identity Data Collection
KP Authors: Katz, Kenneth A
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

Kerem Y, Zhou Y, Das R
Multicentre validation of a sepsis prediction algorithm using only vital sign data in the emergency
department, general ward and ICU
PMID:29374661
KP Authors: Chettipally, Uli
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

PK, Larson EB
Serum Cholesterol and Incident Alzheimer's Disease: Findings from the Adult Changes in Thought Study
J Am Geriatr Soc. 2018 Oct 05. DOI: 10.1111/jgs.15581 PMID:30289959
KP Authors: Walker, Rod L, Bobb, Jennifer F, Larson, Eric B
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

MP, Quesenberry CP, Ready J, Saxena V, Seo S, Witt DJ, Silverberg MJ
No Difference in Effectiveness of 8 vs 12 Weeks of Ledipasvir and Sofosbuvir for Treatment of
Hepatitis C in Black Patients
KP Authors: Hurley, Leo, Chamberland, Scott L, Champs, Jamila H, Gittlemen, Laura, Korn, Daniel G,
Lai, Jennifer, Lam, Jennifer, Pauly, Marypat, Quesenberry, Charles P, Ready, Joanna, Saxena, Varun,
Seo, Suk, Witt, David J, Silverberg, Michael J
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

MP, Quesenberry CP, Ready J, Saxena V, Seo SI, Witt DJ, Silverberg MJ
Disparities in Initiation of Direct-Acting Antiviral Agents for Hepatitis C Virus Infection in an
Insured Population

**Barriers to preexposure prophylaxis use among individuals with recently acquired HIV infection in Northern California**


KP Authors: Hurley, Leo, Dentoni-Lasofsky, Dennis, Ellis, Courtney G, Silverberg, Michael J, Slome, Sally B, Volk, Jonathan E

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research Center(s): Division of Research


**Recurrence after hospitalization for acute coronary syndrome among HIV-infected and HIV-uninfected individuals**

*HIV Med.* 2018 Sep 04. DOI: 10.1111/hiv.12670 PMID:30178911


KP Region(s): Northern California, Mid-Atlantic, Inter-Regional

KP Research Center(s): Division of Research, Mid-Atlantic Permanente Research Institute

1046. Marcus JL, Volk JE, Snowden JM

**Concerns about a study on sexually transmitted infections after initiation of HIV preexposure prophylaxis**

*AIDS.* 2018 Apr 24;32(7):955-956. DOI: 10.1097/QAD.0000000000001769 PMID:29578895

KP Authors: Volk, Jonathan E

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

1047. Mark DG, Davis JA, Hung YY, Vinson DR

**Discriminatory value of the ascending aorta diameter in suspected acute type A aortic dissection**

*Acad Emerg Med.* 2018 Aug 09. DOI: 10.1111/acem.13547 PMID:30091507

KP Authors: Mark, Dustin G, Davis, Justin A, Hung, Yun-Yi, Vinson, David R

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research Center(s): Division of Research


**Performance of Coronary Risk Scores Among Patients With Chest Pain in the Emergency Department**


KP Authors: Mark, Dustin G, Huang, Jie, Chettipally, Uli, Kene, Mamata V, Anderson, Megan L, Anderson, Megan L, Ballard, Dustin, Vinson, David R, Reed, Mary E

KP Region(s): Northern California

**Prevalence of Parkinson’s disease across North America**


**KP Authors:** Van Den Eeden, Stephen

**KP Region(s):** Northern California

**KP Research Center(s):** Division of Research


**The Relationship Between Prescription Copayments and Contraceptive Adherence in a New-user Cohort**

Med Care. 2018 May 29. DOI: 10.1097/MLR.0000000000000921 PMID:29847539

**KP Authors:** Marshall, Cassondra J, Schmittdiel, Julie A, Chandra, Malini, Calhoun, Amanda, Raine-Bennett, Tina

**KP Region(s):** Northern California

**KP Research Center(s):** Division of Research


**Sequential surveillance for drug safety in a regulatory environment**

Pharmacoepidemiol Drug Saf. 2018 Mar 05. DOI: 10.1002/pds.4407 PMID:29504168

**KP Authors:** Nelson, Jennifer C

**KP Region(s):** Washington

**KP Research Center(s):** Washington Health Research Institute

1052. Martinez SM, Tschann JM, Butte NF, Gregorich SE, Penilla C, Flores E, Pasch LA, Greenspan LC, Deardorff J

**Sleep duration in Mexican American children: Do mothers' and fathers' parenting and family practices play a role?**

J Sleep Res. 2018 Nov 05:e12784. DOI: 10.1111/jsr.12784 PMID:30397969

**KP Authors:** Greenspan, Louise C

**KP Region(s):** Northern California

**KP Research Center(s):**

1053. Maruffi M, Sposto R, Oberley MJ, Kysh L, Orgel E

**Therapy for children and adults with mixed phenotype acute leukemia: a systematic review and meta-analysis**

Leukemia. 2018 Feb 27. DOI: 10.1038/s41375-018-0058-4 PMID:29550836

**KP Authors:** Maruffi, Maria A

**KP Region(s):** Northern California

**KP Research Center(s):**


**Device-measured physical activity data for classification of patients with ventricular arrhythmia events: A pilot investigation**
1055. Masroor F, Pan DR, Wei JC, Ritterman Weintraub ML, Jiang N  
**The incidence and recovery rate of idiopathic vocal fold paralysis: a population-based study**  
Eur Arch Otorhinolaryngol. 2018 Nov 15. DOI: 10.1007/s00405-018-5207-x PMID:30443781  
KP Authors: Masroor, Farzad A, Wei, Julia, Weintraub, Miranda L, Jiang, Nancy  
KP Region(s): Northern California  
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

1056. Masroor FA, Gilde J, Liang J  
**Vidian Nerve Schwannoma: A Rare Skull-Base Neoplasm Presenting with Ocular Manifestations: A Case Report and Literature Review**  
Perm J. 2018 10 01;22. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/18-021 PMID:30285912  
KP Authors: Masroor, Farzad A, Liang, Jonathan  
KP Region(s): Northern California  
KP Research Center(s):

1057. Massarweh LJ  
**Hospital staffing technology: Hazard and opportunity risks**  
Nurs Manage. 2018 Nov;49(11):48-53. DOI: 10.1097/01.NUMA.0000547261.99838.af PMID:30376475  
KP Authors: Massarweh, Lisa J  
KP Region(s): Program Offices  
KP Research Center(s):

**Applying the RE-AIM Framework for the Evaluation of a Clinical Decision Support Tool for Pediatric Head Trauma: A Mixed-Methods Study**  
KP Authors: Ballard, Dustin, Vinson, David R  
KP Region(s): Northern California  
KP Research Center(s):

1059. Mather MW, Hamilton D, Robalino S, Rousseau N  
**Going where other methods cannot: A systematic mapping review of 25 years of qualitative research in Otolaryngology**  
KP Authors: Robalino, Shannon  
KP Region(s): Northwest  
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

**Gender and alcohol use: influences on HIV care continuum in a national cohort of patients with HIV**

*AIDS.* 2018 Jul 12. DOI: 10.1097/QAD.0000000000001946 PMID:30005010

KP Authors: Matson, Theresa E, Satre, Derek

KP Region(s): Washington, Northern California, Inter-Regional

KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute, Northern California

1061. Matson TE, Renz AD, Takemoto ML, McClure JB, Rosenberg DE

**Acceptability of a sitting reduction intervention for older adults with obesity**


KP Authors: Matson, Theresa E, Renz, Ann D, McClure, Jennifer, Rosenberg, Dori E

KP Region(s): Washington

KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute


**Rare MYC-amplified Neuroblastoma With Large Cell Histology**


KP Authors: Fang, Junming

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research Center(s):

1063. Mattessich S, Aubert P, Rees A

**Bilateral brown plaques behind the ears**


KP Authors: Aubert, Pamela M, Rees, Adam

KP Region(s): Southern California

KP Research Center(s):


**Associations Between Gun Shows and Firearm Deaths and Injuries**


KP Authors: Galin, Jessica

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research Center(s):


**Manuscript title: Can survival bias explain the age attenuation of racial inequalities in stroke incidence? A simulation study**

*Epidemiology.* 2018 Apr 04. DOI: 10.1097/EDE.0000000000000834 PMID:29621058

KP Authors: Whitmer, Rachel

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research Center(s): Division of Research
1066. Mayer JE, Maurer MA, Nguyen HT

Diffuse cutaneous breast cancer metastases resembling subcutaneous nodules with no surface changes
KP Authors: Nguyen, Huyen T
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):


CYP2D6-inhibiting medication use and inherited CYP2D6 variation in relation to adverse breast cancer outcomes after tamoxifen therapy
Cancer Causes Control. 2018 Dec 12. DOI: 10.1007/s10552-018-1117-x PMID:30542984
KP Authors: Chubak, Jessica
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute


Encouraging Patients to Speak up About Problems in Cancer Care
J Patient Saf. 2018 Jun 27. DOI: 10.1097/PTS.0000000000000510 PMID:29957680
KP Authors: Kamineni, Aruna, Roblin, Douglas W, Anau, Jane A, Robinson, Brandi E
KP Region(s): Washington, Mid-Atlantic, Georgia, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute, Mid-Atlantic Permanente Research Institute, Center for Research and Evaluation


Diffusion of innovation and longitudinal integrated clerkships: Results of the clerkship directors in internal medicine annual survey
KP Authors: Arterburn, David E
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

1070. McCarthy C, Ford Carleton P, Krumpholz E, Chow MP

Accelerating Innovation Through Coopetition: The Innovation Learning Network Experience
Nurs Adm Q. 2018 Jan/Mar;42(1):26-34. DOI: 10.1097/NAQ.0000000000000268 PMID:29194330
KP Authors: Chow, Marilyn P
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):


Similar relative risks of seizures following measles containing vaccination in children born preterm compared to full-term without previous seizures or seizure-related disorders
Vaccine. 2018 Nov 23. DOI: 10.1016/j.vaccine.2018.11.038 PMID:30478005
KP Authors: Jacobsen, Steven J, Klein, Nicola, Naleway, Allison, Glanz, Jason M, Jackson, Lisa A
KP Region(s): Southern California, Northern California, Northwest, Colorado, Washington, Inter-Regional
1072. McClure JB, Anderson ML
Evaluation of a population-level strategy to promote tobacco treatment use among insured smokers: a pragmatic, randomized trial
PMID:29422026
KP Authors: McClure, Jennifer, Anderson, Melissa L
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

1073. McClure JB, Bricker J, Mull K, Heffner JL
Comparative-Effectiveness of Group-Delivered Acceptance and Commitment Therapy vs. Cognitive Behavioral Therapy for Smoking Cessation: A Randomized Controlled Trial
Nicotine Tob Res. 2018 Dec 24. DOI: 10.1093/ntr/nty268 PMID:30590810
KP Authors: McClure, Jennifer
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

Oral Health Promotion and Smoking Cessation Program Delivered via Tobacco Quitlines: The Oral Health 4 Life Trial
KP Authors: McClure, Jennifer, Anderson, Melissa L, Blasi, Paula, Thompson, Ella E, Nelson, Jennifer L
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

1075. McCrum CL, Alluri RK, Batech M, Mirzayan R
Complications of biceps tenodesis based on location, fixation, and indication: a review of 1526 shoulders
KP Authors: Batech, Michael, Mirzayan, Raffy
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

1076. McDougall JA, Banegas MP, Wiggins CL, Chiu VK, Rajput A, Kinney AY
Rural Disparities in Treatment-Related Financial Hardship and Adherence to Surveillance Colonoscopy in Diverse Colorectal Cancer Survivors
Cancer Epidemiol Biomarkers Prev. 2018 Mar 28. DOI: 10.1158/1055-9965.EPI-17-1083 PMID:29593011
KP Authors: Banegas, Matthew P
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

Frequency of MAP2K1, TP53, and U2AF1 Mutations in BRAF-mutated Langerhans Cell Histiocytosis: Further Characterizing the Genomic Landscape of LCH
1078. McGinty EE, Gudzune KA, Dalcin A, Jerome GJ, Dickerson F, Gennusa J, Goldsholl S, Young D, Daumit GL
**Bringing an Effective Behavioral Weight Loss Intervention for People With Serious Mental Illness to Scale**
KP Authors: Young, Deborah Rohm
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

1079. McHardy IH, Dinh BN, Waldman S, Stewart E, Bays D, Pappagianis D, Thompson GR
**Coccidioidomycosis Complement Fixation Titer Trends in the Age of Antifungals**
KP Authors: Stewart, Ethan R
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

**Diet-related inflammation and risk of prostate cancer in the California Men's Health Study**
KP Authors: Jacobsen, Steven J, Caan, Bette, Van Den Eeden, Stephen
KP Region(s): Southern California, Northern California, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation, Division of Research

**Health care improvement and survivorship priorities of colorectal cancer survivors: findings from the PORTAL colorectal cancer cohort survey**
KP Authors: McMullen, Carmit, Bulkley, Joanna E, Corley, Douglas, Madrid, Sarah D, Hesselbrock, Rosemary C, Arterburn, David E, Somkin, Carol, Ghai, Nirupa R, Feigelson, Heather S
KP Region(s): Northwest, Northern California, Colorado, Washington, Southern California, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest, Division of Research, Institute for Health Research, Washington Health Research Institute, Department of Research and Evaluation

**Designing for impact: identifying stakeholder-driven interventions to support recovery after major cancer surgery**
Support Care Cancer. 2018 Jun 06. DOI: 10.1007/s00520-018-4276-0 PMID:29876832
KP Authors: McMullen, Carmit, Firemark, Alison J, Nakatani, Denise K, Tuthill, Jean C, McMyn, Ruth C
KP Region(s): Northwest, Northern California, Inter-Regional
1083. McNamara LJ, Konick-McMahan J, Thomas K, Scruth EA

Clinical Nurse Specialist Certification Examinations: Legal and Ethical Considerations
KP Authors: Scruth, Elizabeth
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):


Safe and Appropriate Use of Methadone in Hospice and Palliative Care: Expert Consensus White Paper
KP Authors: Bemben, Nina M
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):


Life-Course Genome-wide Association Study Meta-analysis of Total Body BMD and Assessment of Age-Specific Effects
KP Authors: Psaty, Bruce M
KP Region(s): Washington Health Research Institute
KP Research Center(s):


Effect of a Contrast Modulation System on Contrast Media Use and the Rate of Acute Kidney Injury After Coronary Angiography
KP Authors: Brar, Somjot S
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

1087. Melgar JLD, Melgar AR, Festin MPR, Hoopes AJ, Chandra-Mouli V

Assessment of country policies affecting reproductive health for adolescents in the Philippines
KP Authors: Hoopes, Andrea J
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

1088. Melles RB, Jorge AM, Marmor MF, Zhang Y, Choi HK

Sharp decline in hydroxychloroquine dosing-analysis of 17,797 initiators from 2007 to 2016
1089. Melnikow J, Henderson JT, Burda BU, Senger CA, Durbin S, Soulsby MA

Screening for Cervical Cancer With High-Risk Human Papillomavirus Testing: A Systematic Evidence Review for the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force

Rockville (MD): Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (US); 2018. DOI: PMID:30256575

KP Authors: Melnikow, Joy, Henderson, Jillian, Carter, Brittany U, Senger, Caitlyn A, Durbin, Shauna M, Soulsby, Meghan A

KP Region(s): Northwest

KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest


KP Authors: Henderson, Jillian, Carter, Brittany U, Senger, Caitlyn A

KP Region(s): Northwest, Program Offices, Inter-Regional

KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest


American Head and Neck Society Endocrine Section clinical consensus statement: North American quality statements and evidence-based multidisciplinary workflow algorithms for the evaluation and management of thyroid nodules

Head Neck. 2018 Dec 18. DOI: 10.1002/hed.25526 PMID:30561068

KP Authors: Meltzer, Charles, Dwojak, Sunshine M

KP Region(s): Northern California, Northwest, Inter-Regional

KP Research Center(s):


Food insecurity is associated with high risk glycemic control and higher health care utilization among youth and young adults with type 1 diabetes


KP Authors: Lawrence, Jean M

KP Region(s): Southern California

KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

1093. Menter MA, Armstrong AW, Gordon KB, Wu JJ

Common and Not-So-Common Comorbidities of Psoriasis


KP Authors: Wu, Jashin J

KP Region(s): Southern California

"Enrichment sampling for a multi-site patient survey using electronic health records and census data"
J Am Med Inform Assoc. 2018 Dec 27. DOI: 10.1093/jamia/ocy164 PMID:30590688

KP Authors: Carrell, David S
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

1095. Mercier RJ, Kwan M

"Impact of Peanut Ball Device on the Duration of Active Labor: A Randomized Control Trial"

KP Authors: Kwan, Mei W
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

1096. Micucci S, Keschner DB, Liang J

"Eustachian Tube Balloon Dilation: Emerging Practice Patterns for a Novel Procedure"

KP Authors: Micucci, Steven B, Keschner, David B, Liang, Jonathan
KP Region(s): Northern California, Southern California, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s):


"A Pharmacist-Led Intervention to Improve Gout Medication Adherence and Outcomes with Urate Lowering Therapy: A Site Randomized Trial"

KP Authors: Cheetham, T Craig, Levy, Gerald D, Rashid, Nazia, Kerimian, Artak, Low, Kimberly J
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation


"Underutilization of Supplemental Magnetic Resonance Imaging Screening Among Patients at High Breast Cancer Risk"

KP Authors: Wan, Fei, O'Meara, Ellen S, Zhu, Weiwei, Wernli, Karen J
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute


"Challenge of intravascular volume assessment in acute ischemic stroke"
1100. Miller KJ, Halpern CH, Sedrak MF, Duncan JA, Grant GA
A novel mesial temporal stereotactic coordinate system
KP Authors: Sedrak, Mark F, Duncan, John A
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

Impact of Preeclampsia on the Relationship of Maternal Asthma with Offspring Asthma: An Observation from the VDAART Clinical Trial
KP Authors: Zeiger, Robert S
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

Impact of Parental Asthma, Prenatal Maternal Asthma Control and Vitamin D Status on Risk of Asthma and Recurrent Wheeze in 3-Year Old Children
KP Authors: Zeiger, Robert S, Schatz, Michael
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

1103. Mirzayan R, Acevedo DC, Sodl JF, Yian EH, Navarro RA, Anakwenze O, Singh A
Operative Management of Acute Triceps Tendon Ruptures: Review of 184 Cases
KP Authors: Mirzayan, Raffy, Acevedo, Daniel C, Sodl, Jeff F, Yian, Edward, Navarro, Ronald A, Anakwenze, Oke A, Singh, Anshuman
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

1104. Mirzayan R, Charles MD, Batech M, Suh BD, Dewitt D
Bipolar Osteochondral Allograft Transplantation of the Patella and Trochlea
Cartilage. 2018 Sep 03:1947603518796124. DOI: 10.1177/1947603518796124 PMID:30173540
KP Authors: Mirzayan, Raffy, Batech, Michael, Suh, Brian D, Dewitt, David
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

1105. Mirzayan R, Cooper JD
Chronic Medial Epicondyle Avulsion: Technique of Fragment Excision and Ligament Reconstruction With Internal Brace Augmentation
KP Authors: Mirzayan, Raffy
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

1106. Mirzayan R, Sherman B, Chahla J
Cryopreserved, Viable Osteochondral Allograft for the Treatment of a Full-Thickness Cartilage Defect of the Glenoid
KP Authors: Mirzayan, Raffy
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

1107. Mishra P, Kiang JC, Grant RW
Association of Medical Scribes in Primary Care With Physician Workflow and Patient Experience
KP Authors: Mishra, Pranita, Kiang, Jacqueline C, Grant, Richard W
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

1108. Mitchell CM, Reed SD, Diem S, Larson JC, Newton KM, Ensrud KE, LaCroix AZ, Caan B, Guthrie KA
Efficacy of Vaginal Estradiol or Vaginal Moisturizer vs Placebo for Treating Postmenopausal Vulvovaginal Symptoms: A Randomized Clinical Trial
KP Authors: Newton, Katherine M, Caan, Bette
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

Care Transitions From Patient and Caregiver Perspectives
Ann Fam Med. 2018 May;16(3):225-231. DOI: 10.1370/afm.2222 PMID:29760026
KP Authors: Nguyen, Huong Q
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

1110. Mittermiller PA, Yeom KW, Menard RM
Isolated Intraorbital Frontosphenoidal Synostosis
KP Authors: Menard, Robert M
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

1111. Modjtahedi BS, Chu K, Luong TQ, Hsu C, Mattox C, Lee PP, Nakla ML, Fong DS
Two-year outcomes of a pilot glaucoma suspect telemedicine monitoring program
PMID:30410304
KP Authors: Modjtahedi, Bobeck S, Chu, Katherine, Luong, Tiffany Q, Hsu, Chunyi, Nakla, Mamdouh L, Fong, Donald S
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

1112. Modjtahedi BS, Ferris FL, Hunter DG, Fong DS
Public Health Burden and Potential Interventions for Myopia
Ophthalmology. 2018 May;125(5):628-630. DOI: 10.1016/j.ophtha.2018.01.033 PMID:29681290
KP Authors: Modjtahedi, Bobeck S, Fong, Donald S
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

1113. Modjtahedi BS, Fong DS
Re: Singh et al.: Nepafenac 0.3% after cataract surgery in patients with diabetic retinopathy: results of 2 randomized phase 3 studies (Ophthalmology. 2017;124:776-785)
KP Authors: Modjtahedi, Bobeck S, Fong, Donald S
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

1114. Modjtahedi BS, Fong DS, Jorgenson E, Van Den Eeden SK, Quinn V, Slezak JM
The relationship between non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug use and age-related macular degeneration
PMID:29360460
KP Authors: Modjtahedi, Bobeck S, Fong, Donald S, Jorgenson, Eric, Van Den Eeden, Stephen, Quinn, Virginia P, Slezak, Jeffrey M
KP Region(s): Southern California, Northern California, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation, Division of Research

1115. Mody SK, Farala JP, Jimenez B, Nishikawa M, Ngo LL
Paracervical Block for Intrauterine Device Placement Among Nulliparous Women: A Randomized Controlled Trial
Obstet Gynecol. 2018 Sep;132(3):575-582. DOI: 10.1097/AOG.0000000000002790 PMID:30095776
KP Authors: Ngo, Lynn L
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

Prediction of Acute Kidney Injury With a Machine Learning Algorithm Using Electronic Health Record Data
KP Authors: Chettipally, Uli
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research
   \textbf{Review of Metformin Use for Type 2 Diabetes Prevention}
   KP Authors: Schmittdiel, Julie A, Karter, Andy J
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

1118. Molero Y, Zetterqvist J, Binswanger IA, Hellner C, Larsson H, Fazel S
   \textbf{Medications for Alcohol and Opioid Use Disorders and Risk of Suicidal Behavior, Accidental Overdoses, and Crime}
   PMID:30068260
   KP Authors: Binswanger, Ingrid A
   KP Region(s): Colorado
   KP Research Center(s): Institute for Health Research

   \textbf{Prospective evaluation of serum IL-16 and risk of prostate cancer in the Prostate, Lung, Colorectal, and Ovarian Cancer Screening Trial}
   Cancer Causes Control. 2018 Mar 28. DOI: 10.1007/s10552-018-1012-5 PMID:29594819
   KP Authors: Danforth, Kim N
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

   \textbf{Long-Term Liver Disease, Treatment, and Mortality Outcomes Among 17,000 Persons Diagnosed with Chronic Hepatitis C Virus Infection: Current Chronic Hepatitis Cohort Study Status and Review of Findings}
   KP Authors: Schmidt, Mark A, Daida, Yihe G
   KP Region(s): Northwest, Hawaii, Inter-Regional
   KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest, Center for Health Research - Hawaii

1121. Moorman AC, Xing J, Rupp LB, Gordon SC, Spradling PR, Boscarino JA, Schmidt MA, Daida YG, Teshale EH, Holmberg SD, Chronic Hepatitis Cohort Study Investigators
   \textbf{Hepatitis B Virus Infection and Hepatitis C Virus Treatment in a Large Cohort of Hepatitis C-Infected Patients in the United States}
   PMID:29360428
   KP Authors: Schmidt, Mark A, Daida, Yihe G
   KP Region(s): Northwest, Hawaii, Inter-Regional
   KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest, Center for Health Research - Hawaii

1122. Morello CM, Rotunno T, Khoan J, Hirsch JD
Improved Glycemic Control With Minimal Change in Medication Regimen Complexity in a Pharmacist-Endocrinologist Diabetes Intense Medical Management (DIMM) "Tune Up" Clinic
PMID:29775079
KP Authors: Khoan, John
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

SAPIEN valve for percutaneous transcatheater pulmonary valve replacement without "pre-stenting": A multi-institutional experience
KP Authors: Salem, Morris M
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

1124. Morrissey PB, Myers R, Houskamp D, Kroonen LT
Fracture Risk in Unlnohumeral Arthroplasty- A Biomechanical Study
J Hand Surg Am. 2018 Feb 16. DOI: 10.1016/j.jhsa.2018.01.007 PMID:29459172
KP Authors: Kroonen, Leo T
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

Probing the Virtual Proteome to Identify Novel Disease Biomarkers
Circulation. 2018 Nov 27;138(22):2469-2481. DOI: 10.1161/CIRCULATIONAHA.118.036063
PMID:30571344
KP Authors: Larson, Eric B, Carrell, David S
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

A study paradigm integrating prospective epidemiologic cohorts and electronic health records to identify disease biomarkers
PMID:30166544
KP Authors: Carrell, David S
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

1127. Mowry EM, Hedström AK, Gianfrancesco MA, Shao X, Schaefer CA, Shen L, Bellesis KH, Briggs FBS, Olsson T, Alfredsson L, Barcellos LF
Incorporating machine learning approaches to assess putative environmental risk factors for multiple sclerosis
KP Authors: Schaefer, Cathy, Shen, Ling, Bellesis, Kalliope H
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

Genetic data and cognitively defined late-onset Alzheimer's disease subgroups
Mol Psychiatry. 2018 Dec 04. DOI: 10.1038/s41380-018-0298-8 PMID:30514930
KP Authors: Larson, Eric B
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

Mullany LE, Herrick JS, Sakoda LC, Samowitz W, Stevens JR, Wolff RK, Slattery ML
miRNA involvement in cell cycle regulation in colorectal cancer cases
KP Authors: Sakoda, Lori C
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

Müller S, Boy SC, Day TA, Magliocca KR, Richardson MS, Sloan P, Tilakaratne WM, Zain RB, Thompson LDR
Data Set for the Reporting of Oral Cavity Carcinomas: Explanations and Recommendations of the Guidelines From the International Collaboration of Cancer Reporting
KP Authors: Thompson, Lester DR
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

Mummadi SR, Mishra R
Effectiveness of provider price display in computerized physician order entry (CPOE) on healthcare quality: a systematic review
J Am Med Inform Assoc. 2018 Jul 03. DOI: 10.1093/jamia/ocy076 PMID:29982523
KP Authors: Mishra, Raghavendra
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research Center(s):

Mun E, Umbarger L, Ceria-Ulep C, Nakatsuka C
Palliative Care Processes Embedded in the ICU Workflow May Reserve Palliative Care Teams for Refractory Cases
KP Authors: Umbarger, Lillian A, Nakatsuka, Craig H
KP Region(s): Hawaii
113. Mundluru SN, Lee DR
Creating a Partnership Between Dermatologists and Geriatricians
KP Authors: Mundluru, Shankar N, Lee, David R
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

114. Mundluru SN, Werbaneth K, Therkelsen KE, Larson AR, Santini VE
“But doctor, I Googled it!” : The “Three R’s” of Managing Patients in the Age of Information Overload
KP Authors: Mundluru, Shankar N
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

Practitioner Participation in National Dental Practice-based Research Network (PBRN) Studies: 12-Year Results
KP Authors: Fellows, Jeffrey
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

Safety and Immunogenicity of Seasonal Trivalent Inactivated Influenza Vaccines in Pregnant Women
Vaccine. 2018 Nov 08. DOI: 10.1016/j.vaccine.2018.10.088 PMID:30416018
KP Authors: Jackson, Lisa A
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

117. Munro MG
Author’s right of reply to: Robotic-assisted surgical procedures are the future of gynaecology in Australasia
KP Authors: Munro, Malcolm G
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

118. Munro MG
The surgical ‘Robot’ in gynaecology: It isn’t a robot at all, and it doesn’t make anything better
PMID:29859015
KP Authors: Munro, Malcolm G
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

1139. Munro MG, Critchley HOD, Fraser IS, FIGO Menstrual Disorders Committee
The two FIGO systems for normal and abnormal uterine bleeding symptoms and classification of causes of abnormal uterine bleeding in the reproductive years: 2018 revisions
Int J Gynaecol Obstet. 2018 Sep 10. DOI: 10.1002/ijgo.12666 PMID:30198563
KP Authors: Munro, Malcolm G
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

1140. Munroe CA, Ross E, Bolinger B
Don't mess with the pancreas (wherever it may be): Acute pancreatic rest"itis" presenting as submucosal mass with gastric outlet obstruction
KP Authors: Munroe, Craig A, Ross, Elizabeth O, Bolinger, Beverly L
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

1141. Murphy A, Lindegren ML, Schaffner W, Johnson D, Riley L, Chappell JD, Doyle JD, Moen AK, Saxton GP, Shah RP, Williams DJ
Improving Influenza Testing and Treatment in Hospitalized Children
KP Authors: Murphy, Ashley F
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s):

Eight-Year Incidence of Open-Angle Glaucoma in the Tema Eye Survey
KP Authors: Kim, Hanna Y
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

1143. Nachef Z, Harris K, Dhillon SS
Bronchogenic Cyst: Fluid-thrill Sign on Endobronchial Ultrasound
J Bronchology Interv Pulmonol. 2018 Jan 31. DOI: 10.1097/LBR.0000000000000473 PMID:29389833
KP Authors: Dhillon, Samjot S
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

1144. Naderi S
Microvascular Coronary Dysfunction-an Overview
KP 2018 Bibliography - Alphabetical

PMID:29383530
KP Authors: Naderi, Sahar
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

1145. Naderi S

Spontaneous Coronary Artery Dissection: an Overview
PMID:30374912
KP Authors: Naderi, Sahar
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):


Epstein - Barr virus association with plasma cell neoplasms
KP Authors: Wu, William W
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

1147. Nageh MF, Schwartz J, Mokabberi R, Dabiesingh D, Kalamkarian N

Bundle branch reentry with His dissociation-The His bundle: Bystander or participant?
PMID:30116713
KP Authors: Nageh, Maged F, Schwartz, Jacqueline A, Mokabberi, Rasoul, Dabiesingh, Devindra S,
Kalamkarian, Nareg
KP Region(s): Southern California, Northern California, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s):

1148. Naime S, Bandarkar A, Nino G, Perez G

Pulmonary inflammatory myofibroblastic tumour misdiagnosed as a round pneumonia
KP Authors: Bandarkar, Anjum N
KP Region(s): Mid-Atlantic
KP Research Center(s):

Bryant MC, Ashrafzadeh S, Schuster MA

Potential Impact of Initial Clinical Data on Adjustment of Pediatric Readmission Rates
KP Authors: Schuster, Mark A
KP Region(s): Southern California, Program offices, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s):

1150. Naleway AL, Mittendorf KF, Irving SA, Henninger ML, Crane B, Smith N, Daley MF, Gee J

Primary Ovarian Insufficiency and Adolescent Vaccination
KP Authors: Naleway, Allison, Mittendorf, Kathleen F, Irving, Stephanie A, Henninger, Michelle L, Crane, Bradley, Smith, Ning, Daley, Matthew F
kp region(s): Northwest, Colorado, Inter-Regional
kp research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest, Institute for Health Research

1151. Namavar AA, Marczynski V, Choi YM, Wu JJ
US dermatology residency program rankings based on academic achievement
Cutis. 2018 Feb;101(2):146-149. DOI: PMID:29554158
KP Authors: Wu, Jashin J
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

1152. Namazy JA, Schatz M
Management of Asthma during Pregnancy: Optimizing Outcomes and Minimizing Risk
PMID:29427983
KP Authors: Schatz, Michael
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

1153. Namba RS
KP Authors: Namba, Robert S
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

1154. Namba RS, Paxton EW, Inacio MC
Opioid Prescribers to Total Joint Arthroplasty Patients Before and After Surgery: The Majority Are Not Orthopedists
J Arthroplasty. 2018 May 30. DOI: 10.1016/j.arth.2018.05.034 PMID:29934272
KP Authors: Namba, Robert S, Paxton, Liz, Inacio, Maria C
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

1155. Namba RS, Singh A, Paxton EW, Inacio MCS
Patient Factors Associated With Prolonged Postoperative Opioid Use After Total Knee Arthroplasty
J Arthroplasty. 2018 Apr 09. DOI: 10.1016/j.arth.2018.03.068 PMID:29753617
KP Authors: Namba, Robert S, Singh, Anshuman, Paxton, Liz
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

Genome-wide association study and meta-analysis identify loci associated with ventricular and supraventricular ectopy
PMID:29618737
KP Authors: Psaty, Bruce M
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

1157. Narayanan S, Blumberg B, Clayman ML, Pan V, Wicklund C
Exploring the Issues Surrounding Clinical Exome Sequencing in the Prenatal Setting
KP Authors: Blumberg, Bruce
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

Four-year follow-up on 68 patients with a new post-operatively adjustable long-term implant for post-prostatectomy stress incontinence: ProACT™
KP Authors: Aboseif, Sherif R
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

Treatment with an adjustable long-term implant for post-prostatectomy stress incontinence: The ProACT™ pivotal trial
Neurourol Urodyn. 2018 Sep 03. DOI: 10.1002/nau.23802 PMID:30178536
KP Authors: Aboseif, Sherif R
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

Identifying Financially Sustainable Pricing Interventions to Promote Healthier Beverage Purchases in Small Neighborhood Stores
PMID:29369758
KP Authors: Nau, Claudia L
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

1161. Navarro RA, Lin CC, Foroohar A, Crain SR, Hall MP
Unplanned emergency department or urgent care visits after outpatient rotator cuff repair: potential for avoidance
PMID:29361411
KP Authors: Navarro, Ronald A, Foroohar, Abtin, Crain, Steven R, Hall, Michael P
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):
1162. Neff C, Wang MC, Martel H
Using the PDQ-39 in routine care for Parkinson’s disease
Parkinsonism Relat Disord. 2018 May 17. DOI: 10.1016/j.parkreldis.2018.05.019 PMID:29853294
KP Authors: Neff, Carolyn S, Wang, Margaret C, Martel, Helene S
KP Region(s): Southern California, Program Offices, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s):

1163. Negriff S, Cederbaum JA, Lee DS
Does Social Support Mediate the Association Between Maltreatment Experiences and Depressive Symptoms in Adolescence
KP Authors: Negriff, Sonya L
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

1164. Neil WP, Shiokari CE, Burchette RJ, Stapleton D, Ovbiagele B
Mail order pharmacy use and adherence to secondary prevention drugs among stroke patients
KP Authors: Neil, William P, Shiokari, Chrislynn E, Burchette, Raoul J, Stapleton, David
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

1165. Nelson DW, Chang SC, Grunkemeier G, Dehal AN, Lee DY, Fischer TD, DiFronzo LA, O’Connor VV
Resectable Distal Pancreas Cancer: Time to Reconsider the Role of Upfront Surgery
KP Authors: DiFronzo, Andrew L, O’Connor, Victoria V
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

Associations of Smoking, Moderate Alcohol Use, and Function: A 20-Year Cohort Study of Older Women
KP Authors: Hillier, Teresa
KP Region(s): Northwest, Hawaii, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest, Center for Health Research - Hawaii

Secondhand smoke exposure and asthma outcomes among African-American and Latino children with asthma
KP Authors: Brigno-Bonaventura, Emerita M
KP Region(s): Northern California

**Comparative effectiveness of treatment of actinic keratosis with topical fluorouracil and imiquimod in the prevention of keratinocyte carcinoma: a cohort study**


KP Authors: Neugebauer, Romain S, Zhu, Zheng, Sokil, Monica, Friedman, Gary D, Asgari, Maryam M

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research Center(s): Division of Research


**Mendelian randomisation study of age at menarche and age at menopause and the risk of colorectal cancer**

*Br J Cancer.* 2018 May 24. DOI: 10.1038/s41416-018-0108-8 PMID:29795306

KP Authors: Caan, Bette

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research Center(s): Division of Research


**Bias from outcome misclassification in immunization schedule safety research**

*Pharmacoepidemiol Drug Saf.* 2018 Jan 02. DOI: 10.1002/pds.4374 PMID:29292551

KP Authors: Newcomer, Sophia R, Xu, Stan, Daley, Matthew F, Fireman, Bruce, Lewis, Edwin M, Glanz, Jason M

KP Region(s): Colorado, Northern California, Inter-Regional

KP Research Center(s): Institute for Health Research, Division of Research


**Childhood Seizures After Phototherapy**


KP Authors: Newman, Tom B, Kuzniewicz, Michael W

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

1172. Ng AT, Duan L, Win T, Spencer HT, Lee MS

**Maternal and fetal outcomes in pregnant women with heart failure**

*Heart.* 2018 May 25. DOI: 10.1136/heartjnl-2018-313156 PMID:29802180

KP Authors: Ng, Angie T, Duan, Lewei, Win, Theresa

KP Region(s): Southern California

KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation


**Fetal Head and Neck Masses: MRI Prediction of Significant Morbidity**


KP Authors: Ng, Timothy W

KP Region(s): Southern California

KP Research Center(s): Division of Research


KP Authors: Grossman, David C
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

1175. Nguyen A, Katz KA, Leslie KS, Amerson EH

**Inconsistent Collection and Reporting of Gender Minority Data in HIV and Sexually Transmitted Infection Surveillance Across the United States in 2015**


KP Authors: Katz, Kenneth A
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

1176. Nguyen AK, Girgis A, Lim BS

**Excavation of a fossilized biliary stent: demonstration of extraction methods for migrated biliary stent**

*VideoGIE.* 2018 Sep;3(9):264-265. Epub 2018-07-02. DOI: 10.1016/j.vgie.2018.05.010 PMID:30175309

KP Authors: Lim, Brian S
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):


**Effect of a region-wide incorporation of an algorithm based on the 2012 international consensus guideline on the practice pattern for the management of pancreatic cystic neoplasms in an integrated health system**


KP Authors: Chaya, Charles T, Lim, Brian S, Ko, Albert, Burke, Edmund C, Butler, Rebecca K, Kawatkar, Aniket A
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

1178. Nguyen DH, Thant TM

**Recognizing and Managing "Magic Wand Syndrome" Among Clinical Services**

*Psychosomatics.* 2018 Nov 01. DOI: 10.1016/j.psym.2018.10.004 PMID:30497688

KP Authors: Nguyen, Dan
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research Center(s):


**Applying the pragmatic-explanatory continuum indicator summary to the implementation of a physical activity coaching trial in chronic obstructive pulmonary disease**
Nurs Outlook. 2018 Jul 12. DOI: 10.1016/j.outlook.2018.05.005 PMID:30144938
KP Authors: Nguyen, Huong Q, Gould, Michael K, Xiang, Anny H, Desai, Smita, Coleman, Karen J
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

Translation and Evaluation of a Lung Cancer, Palliative Care Intervention for Community Practice
KP Authors: Nguyen, Huong Q, Macias, Mayra, Alian, Melissa A, Lee, Kathy
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

1181. Nguyen NT, Merchant M, Weintraub MLR, Salyer C, Poceta J, Diaz L, Zaritsky EF
Alternative Treatment Utilization Before Hysterectomy for Benign Gynecologic Conditions at a Large Integrated Health System
KP Authors: Nguyen, Nancy T, Merchant, Maqdooda, Weintraub, Miranda L, Salyer, Chelsea V, Zaritsky, Eve F
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

1182. Nichols GA, Philip S, Reynolds K, Granowitz CB, Fazio S
Increased Residual Cardiovascular Risk in Patients with Diabetes and High vs. Normal Triglycerides Despite Statin-Controlled LDL Cholesterol
Diabetes Obes Metab. 2018 Sep 17. DOI: 10.1111/dom.13537 PMID:30225881
KP Authors: Nichols, Greg, Reynolds, Kristi L
KP Region(s): Northwest, Southern California, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest, Department of Research and Evaluation

1183. Nichols GA, Philip S, Reynolds K, Granowitz CB, Fazio S
Increased Cardiovascular Risk in Hypertriglyceridemic Patients with Statin-Controlled LDL Cholesterol
J Clin Endocrinol Metab. 2018 May 29. DOI: 10.1210/jc.2018-00470 PMID:29850861
KP Authors: Nichols, Greg, Reynolds, Kristi L
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

1184. Nichols GA, Philip S, Reynolds K, Granowitz CB, O'Keeffe-Rosetti M, Fazio S
Comparison of Medical Care Utilization and Costs Among Patients With Statin-Controlled Low-Density Lipoprotein Cholesterol Versus Without Hypertriglyceridemia
Am J Cardiol. 2018 Jul 05. DOI: 10.1016/j.amjcard.2018.06.029 PMID:30086877
KP Authors: Nichols, Greg, Reynolds, Kristi L, O'Keeffe-Rosetti, Maureen
KP Region(s): Northwest, Southern California, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest, Department of Research and Evaluation

1185. Nichols GA, Raebel MA, Dyer W, Schmittdiel JA
The Effect of Age and Comorbidities on the Association Between the Medicare STAR Oral Antihyperglycemic Adherence Metric and Glycemic Control
J Manag Care Spec Pharm. 2018 Sep;24(9):856-861. DOI: 10.18553/jmcp.2018.24.9.856
PMID:30156449
KP Authors: Savitz, Lucy A
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

1186. Nielson CM, Petrik AF, Jacob L, Vollmer WM, Keast EM, Schneider JL, Rivelli JS, Kapka TJ, Meenan RT, Mumma DJ, Green BB, Coronado GD
Positive predictive values of fecal immunochemical tests used in the STOP CRC pragmatic trial
KP Region(s): Northwest, Washington, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest, Washington Health Research Institute

Effectiveness of automated and live phone reminders after mailed-FIT outreach in a pilot randomized trial
KP Authors: Nielson, Carrie M, Rivelli-Keagbine, Jennifer S, Fuoco, Morgan J, Petrik, Amanda F, Coronado, Gloria D
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

A Phase 3 Trial of l-Glutamine in Sickle Cell Disease
KP Authors: Sieger, Lance, Blake, Osbourne A
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

Standardized outcome measures for pregnancy and childbirth, an ICHOM proposal
KP Authors: Flanagan, Tracy
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):
Vincristine-associated Neuropathy With Antifungal Usage: A Kaiser Northern California Experience
KP Authors: Sun, Aida, Albers, Mark, Mangalindan, Kristine M, Vempaty, Hyma T, Sam, Danny
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

Provider-Related Linkages Between Primary Care Clinics and Community-Based Senior Centers Associated With Diabetes-Related Outcomes
KP Authors: Parchman, Michael L
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

Los Angeles Motor Scale to Identify Large Vessel Occlusion: Prehospital Validation and Comparison With Other Screens
PMID:29459391
KP Authors: Noorian, Alireza
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

Comparative effectiveness trials in asthma - how will I recognize one?
Curr Opin Pulm Med. 2018 01;24(1):78-82. DOI: 10.1097/MCP.0000000000000442 PMID:29076829
KP Authors: Schatz, Michael
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

Screening and Behavioral Counseling Interventions to Reduce Unhealthy Alcohol Use in Adolescents and Adults: An Updated Systematic Review for the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force
Rockville (MD): Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (US); 2018. DOI: PMID:30525341
KP Authors: O'Connor, Elizabeth, Perdue, Leslie A, Senger, Caitlyn A, Rushkin, Megan, Patnode, Carrie D, Bean, Sarah I
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

Development and Validation of Prediction Scores for Early Mortality at Transition to Dialysis
KP Authors: Zhou, Hui, Sim, John J, Jacobsen, Steven J
Prognostic Significance of Nuisance Bleeding in Anticoagulated Patients with Atrial Fibrillation. 
Circulation. 2018 Apr 20. DOI: 10.1161/CIRCULATIONAHA.117.031354 PMID:29678813 
KP Authors: Go, Alan S 
KP Region(s): Northern California 
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

Microvascular Outcomes in Patients With Diabetes After Bariatric Surgery Versus Usual Care: A Matched Cohort Study. 
Ann Intern Med. 2018 Aug 07. DOI: 10.7326/M17-2383 PMID:30083761 
KP Region(s): Northern California, Washington, Southern California, Colorado, Inter-Regional 
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute, Department of Research and Evaluation, Division of Research, Institute for Health Research

Screening and Behavioral Counseling Interventions to Reduce Unhealthy Alcohol Use in Adolescents and Adults: Updated Evidence Report and Systematic Review for the US Preventive Services Task Force. 
KP Authors: O'Connor, Elizabeth, Perdue, Leslie A, Senger, Caitlyn A, Rushkin, Megan, Patnode, Carrie D, Bean, Sarah I 
KP Region(s): Northwest 
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

1199. Odden MC, Koh WJH, Arnold AM, Rawlings AM, Psaty BM, Newman AB. 
Trajectories of Nonagenarian Health: Gender, Age, and Period Effects. 
KP Authors: Psaty, Bruce M 
KP Region(s): Washington 
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

Severe Traumatic Brain Injury Requiring Surgical Decompression in the Young Adult: Factors Influencing Morbidity and Mortality - A Retrospective Analysis. 
KP Authors: Goldenberg, Todd 
KP Region(s): Southern California 
KP Research Center(s):
JS, Blumenthal RS, Veledar E, Szko M, Blaha MJ, Nasir K

*Life's Simple 7 and the risk of atrial fibrillation: The Multi-Ethnic Study of Atherosclerosis*
Atherosclerosis. 2018 Jun 02;275:174-181. Epub 2018-06-02. DOI:
10.1016/j.atherosclerosis.2018.05.050 PMID:29920438
KP Authors: Rana, Jamal S
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

1202. Oh AJ, Chen T, Shariati MA, Jehangir N, Hwang TN, Liao YJ

*A simple saccadic reading test to assess ocular motor function in cerebellar ataxia*
PMID:30403759
KP Authors: Hwang, Thomas N
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

1203. Okada RC, Barry PM, Skarbinski J, Chitnis AS

*Epidemiology, detection, and management of tuberculosis among end-stage renal disease patients*
KP Authors: Skarbinski, Jack
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

1204. Okike K

KP Authors: Okike, Kanu
KP Region(s): Hawaii
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

1205. Okike K, Chan PH, Prentice HA, Paxton EW, Navarro RA

*Association Between Race and Ethnicity and Hip Fracture Outcomes in a Universally Insured Population*
KP Authors: Okike, Kanu, Chan, Priscilla, Prentice, Heather, Paxton, Liz, Navarro, Ronald A
KP Region(s): Hawaii, Southern California, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

1206. Olander J, Wong M, Brown M

*Use of a Single Anatomic Donor Site for Harvesting a Full-Thickness Skin Graft and a Free Cartilage Graft for Nasal Defects*
KP Authors: Olander, Jessica N, Wong, Melanie M
KP Region(s): Colorado

*Does adjuvant chemotherapy dose modification have an impact on the outcome of patients diagnosed with advanced stage ovarian cancer? An NRG Oncology/Gynecologic Oncology Group study*


KP Authors: Bookman, Michael A
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):


*Preoperative breast MRI and mortality in older women with breast cancer*


KP Authors: Zhu, Weiwei
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute


*Characterization of Statin Low-Density Lipoprotein Cholesterol Dose-Response Using Electronic Health Records in a Large Population-Based Cohort*

Circ Genom Precis Med. 2018 Sep;11(9):e002043. DOI: 10.1161/CIRCGEN.117.002043 PMID:30354326

KP Authors: Ranatunga, Dilrini K, Jorgenson, Eric, Schaefer, Cathy, Iribarren, Carlos, Risch, Neil
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research


*Comparison of high-dose Cisplatin-based chemoradiotherapy and Cetuximab-based bioradiotherapy for p16-positive oropharyngeal squamous cell carcinoma in the context of revised HPV-based staging*


KP Authors: Bhattasali, Onita, Thompson, Lester DR, Abdalla, Iman, Chen, Jergin, Iganej, Shahrokh
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

1211. Opel DJ, Zhou C, Robinson JD, Henrikson N, Lepere K, Mangione-Smith R, Taylor JA

*Impact of the Childhood Vaccine Discussion Format Over Time on Immunization Status*


KP Authors: Henrikson, Nora B
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

Longitudinal Examination of Aggression and Study Skills From Middle to High School: Implications for Dropout Prevention
KP Authors: Hsieh, Hsien-Lin
KP Region(s): Georgia
KP Research Center(s):

Using Job Analysis Techniques to Understand Training Needs for Promotores de Salud
Health Promot Pract. 2018 Apr 01:1524839918763584. DOI: 10.1177/1524839918763584 PMID:29614923
KP Authors: Nelson, Tristan Q
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research Center(s):

1214. Ostrander BT, Pross S, Weinreich H
New Seizures in a Patient With History of Head Trauma
Otol Neurotol. 2018 Aug;39(7):e609-e611. DOI: 10.1097/MAO.0000000000001883 PMID:29995015
KP Authors: Pross, Seth E
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

1215. Owen-Smith A, Mayhew M, Leo MC, Varga A, Benes L, Bonifay A, DeBar L
Automating Collection of Pain-Related Patient-Reported Outcomes to Enhance Clinical Care and Research
KP Authors: Owen-Smith, Ashli A, Mayhew, Meghan, Leo, Michael C, Varga, Alexandra, Benes, Lindsay L, Bonifay, Allison D, DeBar, Lynn
KP Region(s): Georgia, Northwest, Washington, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Center for Research and Evaluation, Center for Health Research - Northwest, Washington Health Research Institute

The mediating effect of sleep disturbance on the relationship between non-malignant chronic pain and suicide death
KP Authors: Owen-Smith, Ashli A, Simon, Gregory E, Lynch, Frances, Waizfelder, Beth E, Beck, Arne, DeBar, Lynn
KP Region(s): Georgia, Washington, Northwest, Hawaii, Colorado, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Center for Research and Evaluation, Washington Health Research Institute, Center for Health Research - Northwest, Center for Health Research - Hawaii, Institute for Health Research

Association Between Gender Confirmation Treatments and Perceived Gender Congruence, Body Image Satisfaction, and Mental Health in a Cohort of Transgender Individuals
J Sex Med. 2018 Feb 17. DOI: 10.1016/j.jsxm.2018.01.017 PMID:29463478
KP Region(s): Georgia, Southern California, Northern California, Mid-Atlantic, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Center for Research and Evaluation, Department of Research and Evaluation, Division of Research, Mid-Atlantic Permanente Research Institute

1218. Owusu JA, Boahene KD
Management of Long-Standing Flaccid Facial Palsy: Midface/Smile: Locoregional Muscle Transfer
KP Authors: Owusu, James A
KP Region(s): Mid-Atlantic
KP Research Center(s):

1219. Owusu JA, Stewart CM, Boahene K
Facial Nerve Paralysis
KP Authors: Owusu, James A
KP Region(s): Mid-Atlantic
KP Research Center(s):

Eating with others and meal location are differentially associated with nutrient intake by sex: The Diabetes Study of Northern California (DISTANCE)
Appetite. 2018 Mar 27. DOI: 10.1016/j.appet.2018.03.020 PMID:29601920
KP Authors: Karter, Andy J, Moffet, Howard H, Warton, Margaret M
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

1221. Palmsten K, Rolland M, Hebert MF, Clowse MEB, Schatz M, Xu R, Chambers CD
Patterns of prednisone use during pregnancy in women with rheumatoid arthritis: Daily and cumulative dose
KP Authors: Schatz, Michael
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

1222. Pan DR, Jiang N
Outcomes of Intubation-induced Vocal Fold Motion Impairment
KP Authors: Pan, Debbie, Jiang, Nancy
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):
1223. Pan M, Alavi M, Herrinton LJ
Association of Inflammatory Markers with Disease Progression in Patients with Metastatic Melanoma Treated with Immune Checkpoint Inhibitors
Perm J. 2018 Mar 30;22. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/17-149 PMID:29616914
KP Authors: Pan, Minggui, Alavi, Mubarika, Herrinton, Lisa
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

1224. Pan M, Merchant M
Risk Factors Including Age, Stage and Anatomic Location that Impact the Outcomes of Patients with Synovial Sarcoma
KP Authors: Pan, Minggui, Merchant, Maqdooda
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

WIPF1 antagonizes the tumor suppressive effect of miR-141/200c and is associated with poor survival in patients with PDAC
KP Authors: Pan, Minggui
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

The impact of gene expression profile testing on confidence in chemotherapy decisions and prognostic expectations
KP Authors: Lieu, Tracy A
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

A functional splicing variant associated with decreased asthma risk abolishes the ability of gasdermin B (GSMDB) to induce epithelial cell pyroptosis
KP Authors: Iribarren, Carlos, Jorgenson, Eric
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

Pomona Large Vessel Occlusion Screening Tool for Prehospital and Emergency Room Settings
KP Authors: Moalem, Alimohammad
KP Region(s): Southern California

KP Authors: Kushi, Larry, Clancy, Heather A
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research


KP Authors: Thompson, Lester DR
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research


KP Authors: Greenhow, Tara
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research


KP Authors: McGlynn, Elizabeth A
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation


KP Authors: Koh, Han A
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research


KP Authors: Katz, Kenneth A
KP Authors: Croen, Lisa A
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

KP Authors: Schapiro, Jeffrey M, Weekley, Susan M, Nomura, Jim H, Chen, Vincent W, Beheshti, Manie, Tsai, Townson
KP Region(s): Northern California, Southern California, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s):

KP Authors: Park, Maxwell C
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

KP Authors: Kim, Ginnie M
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

KP Authors: Parker, Sarah-Jane M, Kuzniewicz, Michael W, Niki, Hamid, Wu, Yvonne
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

1240. Parkhurst E, Calonico E, Aboy S
Utilization of Genetic Testing for RET Mutations in Patients with Medullary Thyroid Carcinoma: a Single-Center Experience
J Genet Couns. 2018 Jun 27. DOI: 10.1007/s10897-018-0273-1 PMID:29951718
KP Authors: Parkhurst, Emily S, Calonico, Elise, Abboy, Sridevi
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

1241. Parrish AB, O'Neill SM, Crain SR, Russell TA, Sonthalia DK, Nguyen VT, Aboulian A
An Enhanced Recovery After Surgery (ERAS) Protocol for Ambulatory Anorectal Surgery Reduced Postoperative Pain and Unplanned Returns to Care After Discharge
KP Authors: Crain, Steven R, Sonthalia, Deepak, Nguyen, Vu T, Aboulian, Armen
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

The Women's Health Initiative (WHI) Life and Longevity After Cancer (LILAC) Study: Description and Baseline Characteristics of Participants
Cancer Epidemiol Biomarkers Prev. 2018 Jan 29. DOI: 10.1158/1055-9965.EPI-17-0581
PMID:29378785
KP Authors: Caan, Bette, Kroenke, Candyce H
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

1243. Patel ND, Kochen D, Rezai S, Henderson CE
Decreased Surgical Site Infection Rate in Hysterectomy: Effect of a Gynecology-Specific Bundle
PMID:30247344
KP Authors: Rezai, Shadi
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

Impact of emergency physician-provided patient education about alternative care venues
KP Authors: Patel, Pankaj, Vinson, David R, Gardner, Marla N, Wulf, David A, Kipnis, Patricia, Liu, Vincent, Escobar, Gabriel
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

1245. Patel SA, Groom HC, Cho BH, Martin K, Moore R
Billing and Volunteers Substantially Reduced School-Located Influenza Vaccination Costs, 2 Oregon Counties, 2010-2011
PMID:30277479
KP Authors: Groom, Holly C
KP Region(s): Northwest
1246. Patel SH, Banzali FM, Post RJ, Nguyen CV, Benoit RM, Tieu DD, Stranc DS, Hernandez Conte A, Rudikoff AG
Parturient With Barnes Syndrome (Thoracolaryngopelvic Dysplasia) Undergoing Cesarean Delivery of a Neonate With Barnes Syndrome: A Case Report
A A Pract. 2018 Mar 23. DOI: 10.1213/XAA.0000000000000765 PMID:29634523
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

1247. Pathipati AS, Cassel CK
Addressing Student Burnout: What Medical Schools Can Learn From Business Schools
KP Authors: Cassel, Christine K
KP Region(s): Program Offices
KP Research Center(s):

1248. Patnode CD, Eder ML, Walsh ES, Viswanathan M, Lin JS
The Use of Rapid Review Methods for the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force
KP Authors: Patnode, Carrie D, Eder, Michelle L, Walsh, Emily S, Lin, Jennifer S
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

Incidence of Hepatitis B Virus Reactivation and Hepatotoxicity in Patients Receiving Long-term Treatment With Tumor Necrosis Factor Antagonists
KP Authors: Pauly, Marypat, Tucker, Lue-Yen, Szpakowski, Jean-Luc, Ready, Joanna, Baer, David
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

Meta-analysis of individual registry results enhances international registry collaboration
KP Authors: Paxton, Liz, Namba, Robert S, Cafri, Guy
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

1251. Peanchitlertkajorn S
Presurgical Nasal Molding With a Nasal Spring in Patients With Mild-to-Moderate Nasal Deformity With Incomplete Unilateral Cleft Lip With or Without Cleft Palate
Cleft Palate Craniofac J. 2018 Jan 01:1055665618774773. DOI: 10.1177/1055665618774773
PMID:29746155
KP Authors: Peanchitlertkajorn, Supakit
KP Region(s): Northern California

1252. Peglow SL, Binswanger IA
Preventing Opioid Overdose in the Clinic and Hospital: Analgesia and Opioid Antagonists
KP Authors: Binswanger, Ingrid A
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research Center(s): Institute for Health Research

The TGFβ-signaling pathway and colorectal cancer: associations between dysregulated genes and miRNAs
KP Authors: Sakoda, Lori C
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

1254. Pennington AF, Strickland MJ, Klein M, Drews-Botsch C, Hansen C, Darrow LA
Caesarean delivery, childhood asthma, and effect modification by sex: An observational study and meta-analysis
KP Authors: Hansen, Craig A
KP Region(s): Georgia
KP Research Center(s): Center for Research and Evaluation

Exposure to mobile source air pollution in early life and childhood asthma incidence: The Kaiser Air Pollution and Pediatric Asthma Study
Epidemiology. 2018 01;29(1):22-30. DOI: 10.1097/EDE.0000000000000754 PMID:28926373
KP Authors: Hansen, Craig A
KP Region(s): Georgia
KP Research Center(s): Center for Research and Evaluation

1256. Perlman D, Mandel JH, Odo N, Ryan A, Lambert C, MacLehose RF, Ramachandran G, Alexander BH
Pleural abnormalities and exposure to elongate mineral particles in Minnesota iron ore (taconite) workers
KP Authors: Odo, Nnaemeka U
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

Identification of fluorescence in situ hybridization assay markers for prediction of disease progression in prostate cancer patients on active surveillance
BMC Cancer. 2018 01 02;18(1):2. Epub 2018-01-02. DOI: 10.1186/s12885-017-3910-4
PMID:29291731
KP Authors: Quesenberry, Charles P, Shan, Jun, Leimpeter, Amethyst D, Van Den Eeden, Stephen
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

1258. Petitti DB, Lin JS, Owens DK, Croswell JM, Feuer EJ
Collaborative Modeling: Experience of the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force
KP Authors: Lin, Jennifer S
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

1259. Petrie MS
Commentary
Clin Chem. 2018 Sep;64(9):1294. DOI: 10.1373/clinchem.2017.286153 PMID:30154197
KP Authors: Petrie, Matthew S
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

1260. Pettee Gabriel K, Pérez A, Jacobs DR, Lee J, Kohl HW, Sternfeld B
The Utility and Cross-Validation of a Composite Physical Activity Score in Relation to Cardiovascular Health Indicators: Coronary Artery Risk Development in Young Adults
KP Authors: Sternfeld, Barbara
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

Modeling Individual Differences: A Case Study of the Application of System Identification for Personalizing a Physical Activity Intervention
KP Authors: Klasnja, Predrag
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

1262. Phelps E, Delate T, Witt DM, Shaw PB, McCool KH, Clark NP
Effect of increased time in the therapeutic range on atrial fibrillation outcomes within a centralized anticoagulation service
Thromb Res. 2018 Feb 06;163:54-59. Epub 2018-02-06. DOI: 10.1016/j.thromres.2018.01.024 PMID:29407629
KP Authors: Delate, Tom, Shaw, Paul B, McCool, Kathleen H, Clark, Nathan P
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research Center(s):
Changes in Diabetes Medication Regimens and Glycemic Control in Adolescents and Young Adults with Youth Onset Type 2 Diabetes: the SEARCH for Diabetes in Youth Study
KP Authors: Lawrence, Jean M
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

1264. Pisu M, Henrikson NB, Banegas MP, Yabroff KR
Costs of cancer along the care continuum: What we can expect based on recent literature
PMID:30475400
KP Authors: Henrikson, Nora B, Banegas, Matthew P
KP Region(s): Washington, Northwest, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute, Center for Health Research - Northwest

1265. Pitcher MH, Von Korff M, Bushnell MC, Porter L
Prevalence and profile of High Impact Chronic Pain in the United States
KP Authors: Vonkorff, Michael R
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

1266. Pithadia DJ, Reynolds KA, Lee EB, Wu JJ
Psoriasis-Associated Cutaneous Pain: Etiology, Assessment, Impact, and Management
KP Authors: Wu, Jashin J
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

1267. Platt R, Lieu T
Data Enclaves for Sharing Information Derived From Clinical and Administrative Data
KP Authors: Lieu, Tracy A
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

One-Step Approach to Identifying Gestational Diabetes Mellitus: Association With Perinatal Outcomes
KP Authors: Pocobelli, Gaia S, Yu, Onchee, Fuller, Sharon, Fraser, James R, Chen, Lu, Newton, Katherine M, McCulloch, David K, Warwick, Susan E, Dublin, Sascha
KP Region(s): Washington
1269. Polk DE, Weyant RJ, Shah NH, Fellows JL, Pihlstrom DJ, Frantsve-Hawley J
   **Barriers to sealant guideline implementation within a multi-site managed care dental practice**
   PMID:29394921
   KP Authors: Fellows, Jeffrey, Pihlstrom, Dan J
   KP Region(s): Northwest
   KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

1270. Polnak JF, Delate T, Clark NP
   **The influence of fibrate initiation on INR and warfarin dose in patients receiving chronic warfarin therapy**
   KP Authors: Polnak, John F, Delate, Tom, Clark, Nathan P
   KP Region(s): Washington, Colorado, Inter-Regional
   KP Research Center(s): 

   **Monoamine Oxidase Inhibitor Switching Strategies: No Adverse Events Associated With Outpatient Cross-taper or Inpatient Rapid Switch**
   PMID:29189408
   KP Authors: Polnak, John F, Weitzner, Michael A, Gardner, Kristen N
   KP Region(s): Colorado
   KP Research Center(s): 

   **Regional cost analysis for laparoscopic cholecystectomy**
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s): 

   **Maximal Force Generated by Magnetically Controlled Growing Rods Decreases With Rod Lengthening**
   KP Authors: Spencer, Hillard T
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research Center(s): 

1274. Porrino J, Richardson ML, Flaherty E, Albahhar M, Ha AS, Mulcahy H, Chew FS
   **Septic Arthritis and Joint Aspiration: The Radiologist’s Role in Image-Guided Aspiration for Suspected Septic Arthritis**
   Semin Roentgenol. Epub 2018 5; https://doi.org/10.1053/j.ro.2018.04.005 DOI: 10.1053/j.ro.2018.04.005 PMID:
Approaches to carrier testing and results disclosure in translational genomics research: The clinical sequencing exploratory research consortium experience
KP Authors: Kauffman, Tia L, Goddard, Katrina AB
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

1276. Porter-O’Grady T, Malloch K, Weberg D
Guest Editorial
KP Authors: Weberg, Daniel Robert
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

1277. Post WR, Fithian DC
Patellofemoral Instability: A Consensus Statement From the AOSSM/PFF Patellofemoral Instability Workshop
KP Authors: Fithian, Donald
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

1278. Postlethwaite D, Lee J, Merchant M, Alabaster A, Raine-Bennett T
Contraception after Abortion and Risk of Repeated Unintended Pregnancy among Health Plan Members
Perm J. 2018 Sep 10;22. Epub 2018-09-10. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/18-058 PMID:30227910
KP Authors: Postlethwaite, Debbie A, Lee, Justine W, Merchant, Maqdooda, Alabaster, Amy, Raine-Bennett, Tina
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

1279. Pourang D, Batech M, Karimi K, Sheikh J, Samant S
Is there a link between nasal polyposis and increased risk for sinonasal malignancy?
KP Authors: Pourang, Deena, Batech, Michael, Sheikh, Javed, Samant, Shefali A
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

1280. Powell CB, Alabaster A, Armstrong MA, Stoller N, Raine-Bennett T
Risk of cardiovascular disease in women with BRCA1 and BRCA2 mutations
Gynecol Oncol. 2018 Oct 09. DOI: 10.1016/j.ygyno.2018.10.010 PMID:30314670
KP Authors: Powell, Bethan, Alabaster, Amy, Armstrong, Maryanne, Stoller, Nicole E, Raine-Bennett, Tina
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

1281. Powell CB, Alabaster A, Stoller N, Armstrong MA, Salyer C, Hamilton I, Raine-Bennett T
Bone loss in women with BRCA1 and BRCA2 mutations
KP Authors: Powell, Bethan, Alabaster, Amy, Stoller, Nicole E, Armstrong, Maryanne, Salyer, Chelsea V, Hamilton, Isabella C, Raine-Bennett, Tina
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

Development of a lifestyle intervention for the metabolic syndrome: Discovery through proof-of-concept
KP Authors: Fitzpatrick, Stephanie L
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

1283. Pratt TS, Mishra K
Evaluation and management of defecatory dysfunction in women
Curr Opin Obstet Gynecol. 2018 Sep 20. DOI: 10.1097/GCO.0000000000000495 PMID:30247166
KP Authors: Pratt, Taya S
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

1284. Pratt TS, Suskind AM
Management of Overactive Bladder in Older Women
PMID:30203368
KP Authors: Pratt, Taya S
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

Patient demographic and surgical characteristics in anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction: a description of registries from six countries
KP Authors: Prentice, Heather, Funahashi, Tadashi T, Paxton, Liz, Maletis, Gregory B
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):
   Identifying Gender Minority Patients' Health And Health Care Needs In Administrative Claims Data
   KP Authors: Schuster, Mark A
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research Center(s):

   The Effect of Clinical Pharmacist-Led Comprehensive Medication Management on Chronic Disease
   State Goal Attainment in a Patient-Centered Medical Home
   PMID:29694290
   KP Authors: Marin, Stephanie
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s):

1288. Psaty BM, Dekkers OM, Cooper RS
   Comparison of 2 Treatment Models: Precision Medicine and Preventive Medicine
   KP Authors: Psaty, Bruce M
   KP Region(s): Washington
   KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

   Safest Time to Resume Oral Anticoagulation in Patients with Traumatic Brain Injury
   Cureus. 2018 Jul 03;10(7):e2920. Epub 2018-07-03. DOI: 10.7759/cureus.2920 PMID:30186725
   KP Authors: Lorenzana, Jessica
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s):

   Preconception Carrier Screening by Genome Sequencing: Results from the Clinical Laboratory
   Am J Hum Genet. 2018 May 03. DOI: 10.1016/j.ajhg.2018.04.004 PMID:29754767
   KP Authors: Simpson, Dana K, Rope, Alan F, Reiss, Jacob A, Kauffman, Tia L, Gilmore, Marian J, Himes, Patricia, Goddard, Katrina AB
   KP Region(s): Northwest
   KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

1291. Qiu C, Chan PH, Zohman GL, Prentice HA, Hunt JJ, LaPlace DC, Nguyen VT, Diekmann GR, Maletis GB, Desai V
   Impact of Anesthesia on Hospital Mortality and Morbidities in Geriatric Patients Following Emergency Hip Fracture Surgery
   J Orthop Trauma. 2018 Mar;32(3):116-123. DOI: 10.1097/BOT.00000000000001035 PMID:29461445
1292. Radecki R, Spiegel R
PMID:30342735
KP Authors: Radecki, Ryan P
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research Center(s):

1293. Radfar A, Asgharzadeh SAA, Quesada F, Filip I
Challenges and perspectives of child labor
KP Authors: Filip, Irina
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

1294. Raebel MA, Quintana LM, Schroeder EB, Shetterly SM, Pieper LE, Epner PL, BechtelLK, Smith DH, Sterrett AT, Chorny JA, Lubin IM
Identifying Preanalytic and Postanalytic Laboratory Quality Gaps Using a Data Warehouse and Structured Multidisciplinary Process
KP Authors: Raebel, Marsha A, Quintana, LeeAnn, Schroeder, Emily, Shetterly, Susan, Pieper, Lisa, Bechtel, Laura K, Smith, David H, Sterrett, Andrew T, Chorny, Joseph A
KP Region(s): Colorado, Northwest, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Institute for Health Research, Center for Health Research - Northwest

1295. Raebel MA, Shetterly SM, Goodrich GK, Anderson CB, Shoup JA, Wagner N, Bender BG
Non-response to Communication Technology Outreach for Beta-agonist Overuse in a Pragmatic Randomized Trial of Patients with Asthma
KP Authors: Raebel, Marsha A, Shetterly, Susan, Goodrich, Glenn K, Anderson, Courtney B, Shoup, Jo Ann, Wagner, Nicole M
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research Center(s): Institute for Health Research

Neurology. 2018 Apr 24;90(17):789-800. DOI: 10.1212/WNL.0000000000005345 PMID:29686117
Neurology. 2018 Apr 24;90(17):777-788. DOI: 10.1212/WNL.0000000000005347 PMID:29686116
KP Authors: Potrebic, Sonja
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

Implementing universal Lynch syndrome screening (IMPULSS): protocol for a multi-site study to identify strategies to implement, adapt, and sustain genomic medicine programs in different organizational contexts
KP Authors: Hunter, Jessica E, Burnett-Hartman, Andrea N
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

1299. Rahman VJ
Low-Fat vs Low-Carbohydrate Diets and Weight Loss
KP Authors: Rahman, Vanita J
KP Region(s): Mid-Atlantic
KP Research Center(s):

1300. Ramakrishnan M, Vora R, Seider MI
Oculodermal Melanocytosis, Darker Complexion, Choroidal Melanoma: A Missed Clue
KP Authors: Ramakrishnan, Meera S, Vora, Robin, Seider, Michael I
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

1301. Ramakrishnan MS, Vora RA, Qian Y
Pachymetry-induced exacerbation of map-dot-fingerprint dystrophy
KP Authors: Ramakrishnan, Meera S, Vora, Robin, Qian, Ying
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):
1302. Ramm O, Woo VG, Hung YY, Chen HC, Ritterman Weintraub ML
Risk Factors for the Development of Obstetric Anal Sphincter Injuries in Modern Obstetric Practice
KP Authors: Ramm, Olga, Woo, Victoria G, Hung, Yun-Yi, Chen, Hsuan-Chih, Weintraub, Miranda L
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

1303. Rana JS, Auer R, Reis JP, Sidney S
Risk of Cardiovascular Disease Among Young Adults: Marijuana Use or the Company it Keeps
KP Authors: Rana, Jamal S, Auer, Reto, Reis, Jared
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

1304. Rana JS, Karter AJ, Liu JY, Moffet HH, Jaffe MG
Improved Cardiovascular Risk Factors Control Associated with a Large-Scale Population Management Program Among Diabetes Patients
KP Authors: Rana, Jamal S, Karter, Andy J, Liu, Jennifer Y, Moffet, Howard H, Jaffe, Marc
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

1305. Rana JS, Liu JY, Moffet HH, Boklage SH, Khan I, Karter AJ
Risk of Incident Atherosclerotic Cardiovascular Disease Events by Achieved Atherogenic Lipid Levels Among 62,428 Statin-Treated Individuals With Diabetes Mellitus
Am J Cardiol. 2018 Jun 02. DOI: 10.1016/j.amjcard.2018.05.011 PMID:30057224
KP Authors: Rana, Jamal S, Liu, Jennifer Y, Moffet, Howard H, Karter, Andy J
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

1306. Rana JS, Parker MM, Liu JY, Moffet HH, Karter AJ
Adherence to Cardio-protective Medications Prescribed for Secondary Prevention after an Acute Coronary Syndrome Hospitalization Compared to Usual Care
KP Authors: Rana, Jamal S, Parker, Melissa, Liu, Jennifer Y, Moffet, Howard H, Karter, Andy J
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

Quantitative cerebrovascular pathology in a community-based cohort of older adults
KP Authors: Larson, Eric B
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

1308. Rao AG, Chan PH, Prentice HA, Paxton EW, Navarro RA, Dillon MT, Singh A
Risk factors for postoperative opioid use after elective shoulder arthroplasty
KP Authors: Rao, Anita G, Chan, Priscilla, Prentice, Heather, Paxton, Liz, Navarro, Ronald A, Dillon, Mark T, Singh, Anshuman
KP Region(s): Northwest, Southern California, Northern California, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s):

1309. Raparia K
Current Issues in Surgical, Hematologic, and Cytologic Pathology
Arch Pathol Lab Med. 2018 Dec;142(12):1509-1510. DOI: 10.5858/arpa.2018-0383-ED
PMID:30500274
KP Authors: Raparia, Kirtee
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

Gestational Diabetes Mellitus and Renal Function: A Prospective Study With 9- to 16-Year Follow-up After Pregnancy
Diabetes Care. 2018 May 04. DOI: 10.2337/dc17-2629 PMID:29728364
KP Authors: Zhu, Yeyi
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

A Longitudinal Study of Thyroid Markers across Pregnancy and the Risk of Gestational Diabetes
J Clin Endocrinol Metab. 2018 Jun 07. DOI: 10.1210/jc.2017-02442 PMID:29889229
KP Authors: Zhu, Yeyi
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

1312. Rawlings JE, Herner SJ, Delate T, Palmer KE, Swartzendruber KA
Assessment of Pharmacy Department Patient Safety Culture with the Use of Validated Work Environment Survey Indices
Perm J. 2018;22. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/17-070 PMID:29309268
KP Authors: Rawlings, Julia B, Herner, Sheryl J, Delate, Tom, Palmer, Kelsey E, Swartzendruber, Kelly A
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research Center(s):

Intra-season Waning of Influenza Vaccine Effectiveness
Clin Infect Dis. 2018 Sep 10. DOI: 10.1093/cid/ciy770 PMID:30204855
KP Authors: Ray, Tom, Lewis, Edwin M, Klein, Nicola, Daley, Matthew F, Fireman, Bruce
KP Region(s): Northern California, Colorado, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research, Institute for Health Research

1314. Ray KM, Hayward JH, Joe BN
Role of MR Imaging for the Locoregional Staging of Breast Cancer
10.1016/j.mric.2017.12.008 PMID:29622125
KP Authors: Gray, Kim S
KP Region(s): Program Offices
KP Research Center(s):

1315. Raymond B, Wheatley B
Toward Better HIV Care: A Thought Leader Interview
Perm J. 2018;22. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/17-075 PMID:29309267
KP Authors: Raymond, Brian, Wheatley, Benjamin P
KP Region(s): Program Offices
KP Research Center(s):

1316. Reboussin DM, Allen NB, Griswold ME, Guallar E, Hong Y, Lackland DT, Miller EPR, Polonsky T, Thompson-Paul AM, Vupputuri S
KP Authors: Vupputuri, Suma
KP Region(s): Mid-Atlantic
KP Research Center(s): Mid-Atlantic Permanente Research Institute

1317. Reed ME, Parikh R, Huang J, Ballard DW, Barr I, Wargon C
Real-Time Patient-Provider Video Telemedicine Integrated with Clinical Care
KP Authors: Reed, Mary E, Parikh, Rahul K, Huang, Jie, Ballard, Dustin, Barr, Irwin R, Wargon, Craig A
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

1318. Reeve E, Wolff JL, Skehan M, Bayliss EA, Hilmer SN, Boyd CM
Assessment of Attitudes Toward Deprescribing in Older Medicare Beneficiaries in the United States
KP Authors: Bayliss, Elizabeth
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research Center(s): Institute for Health Research

Respiratory Syncytial Virus Hospitalization during Pregnancy in Four High-income Countries, 2010-2016
KP Authors: Klein, Nicola, Naleway, Allison
KP Region(s): Northern California, Washington, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research, Center for Health Research - Northwest
1320. Reilly M, Desousa V, Garza-Flores A, Perrin EC

Young Children With Gender Nonconforming Behaviors and Preferences
KP Authors: DeSousa, Vanessa L
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):


Duration of Diabetes and Prediabetes During Adulthood and Subclinical Atherosclerosis and Cardiac Dysfunction in Middle Age: The CARDIA Study
KP Authors: Rana, Jamal S
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research


Associations between cellular aging markers and metabolic syndrome: findings from the CARDIA study
J Clin Endocrinol Metab. 2018 01;103(1):148-157. DOI: 10.1210/jc.2017-01625 PMID:29053810
KP Authors: Sidney, Steve
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research


Mortality in youth-onset type 1 and type 2 diabetes: The SEARCH for Diabetes in Youth study
J Diabetes Complicat. 2018 Apr 04. DOI: 10.1016/j.jdiacomp.2018.03.015 PMID:29685480
KP Authors: Reynolds, Kristi L
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation


Laparoendoscopic Single-Site Surgery for Management of Heterotopic Pregnancy: A Case Report and Review of Literature
KP Authors: Rezai, Shadi
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):


Glycemic Status and Mortality in Chronic Kidney Disease According to Transition Versus Nontransition to Dialysis
KP Authors: Sim, John J
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):
Hypoglycemia-Related Hospitalizations and Mortality Among Patients With Diabetes Transitioning to Dialysis
KP Authors: Sim, John J
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

CT measurements of central pulmonary vasculature as predictors of severe exacerbation in COPD
KP Authors: Jordan, Zach
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research Center(s):

Response to Biesecker and Harrison
Genet Med. 2018 Mar 15. DOI: 10.1038/gim.2018.43 PMID:29543230
KP Authors: Aziz, Nazneen
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

Understanding Why Patients May Not Report Suicidal Ideation at a Health Care Visit Prior to a Suicide Attempt: A Qualitative Study
Psychiatr Serv. 2018 Nov 20:appips201800342. DOI: 10.1176/appi.ps.201800342 PMID:30453860
KP Authors: Richards, Julie E, Ludman, Evette J, Pabiniak, Chester J, Kirlin, Beth, Simon, Gregory E
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

1330. Richey JM, Ritterman Weintraub ML, Schuberth JM
Incidence and Risk Factors of Symptomatic Venous Thromboembolism Following Foot and Ankle Surgery
Foot Ankle Int. 2018 Sep 07:1071100718794851. DOI: 10.1177/1071100718794851 PMID:30192642
KP Authors: Richey, Johanna M, Weintraub, Miranda L, Schuberth, Jack
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

1331. Ridout KK
Reduction in the Creatine Kinase Forward Reaction Rate as a Potential Trait Biomarker of Bipolar Disorder: Implications for Mitochondrial and Energy Metabolism Models
KP Authors: Erickson-Ridout, Kathryn K
1332. Ridout KK, Khan M, Ridout SJ
Adverse Childhood Experiences Run Deep: Toxic Early Life Stress, Telomeres, and Mitochondrial DNA Copy Number, the Biological Markers of Cumulative Stress
Bioessays. 2018 Sep;40(9):e1800077. Epub 2018-08-01. DOI: 10.1002/bies.201800077
PMID:30067291
KP Authors: Erickson-Ridout, Kathryn K, Khan, Mariam, Ridout, Samuel
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

Dextrose intravenous fluid therapy in labor reduces the length of the first stage of labor
KP Authors: Fong, Alex
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

Listening Beyond Auscultating: A Quality Initiative to Improve Communication Scores in the Hospital Consumer Assessment of Health Care Practitioners and Systems Survey
Perm J. 2018 Aug 01;22. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/16-187 PMID:30028667
KP Authors: Riegels, Nardine S, Mazotti, Lindsay A
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

1335. Rindflesch TC, Blake CL, Cairelli MJ, Fiszman M, Zeiss CJ, Kilicoglu H
Investigating the role of interleukin-1 beta and glutamate in inflammatory bowel disease and epilepsy using discovery browsing
KP Authors: Cairelli, Michael J
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

Medical Care Costs for Recurrent versus De Novo Stage IV Cancer by Age at Diagnosis
Health Serv Res. 2018 Jul 24. DOI: 10.1111/1475-6773.13014 PMID:30043542
KP Authors: Ritzwoller, Debra, Fishman, Paul A, Banegas, Matthew P, Carroll, Nikki M, O'Keeffe-Rosetti, Maureen, Hornbrook, Mark C
KP Region(s): Colorado, Washington, Northwest, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Institute for Health Research, Washington Health Research Institute, Center for Health Research - Northwest

**Development, Validation, and Dissemination of a Breast Cancer Recurrence Detection and Timing Informatics Algorithm**


KP Authors: Ritzwoller, Debra, Carroll, Nikki M, Hornbrook, Mark C, Kushi, Larry

KP Region(s): Colorado, Northwest, Northern California, Inter-Regional

KP Research Center(s): Institute for Health Research, Center for Health Research - Northwest, Division of Research

1338. Robalino S, Nyakang’o SB, Beyer FR, Fox C, Allan LM

**Effectiveness of interventions aimed at improving physical and psychological outcomes of fall-related injuries in people with dementia: a narrative systematic review**


KP Authors: Robalino, Shannon

KP Region(s): Northwest

KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

1339. Robbins DA, Mattison JE, Dorrance KA

**Person-Centricity: Promoting Self-Determination and Responsibility in Health and Health Care**

*Mil Med.* 2018 Nov 01;183(suppl_3):198-203. DOI: 10.1093/milmed/usy214 PMID:30462338

KP Authors: Mattison, John E

KP Region(s): Southern California

KP Research Center(s):

1340. Roberts SL, Stout A, Loh EY, Swain N, Dreyfuss P, Agur AM

**Anatomical Comparison of Radiofrequency Ablation Techniques for Sacroiliac Joint Pain**

*Pain Med.* 2018 Feb 05. DOI: 10.1093/pm/pnx329 PMID:29415262

KP Authors: Swain, Nathan A

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research Center(s):


**Safety and Immunogenicity of a Full-Dose Split-Virion Inactivated Quadrivalent Influenza Vaccine in Healthy Children 6 to 35 Months of Age: A Randomized Controlled Clinical Trial**

*Pediatr Infect Dis J.* 2018 Nov 02. DOI: 10.1097/INF.0000000000002227 PMID:30395011

KP Authors: Klein, Nicola

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research Center(s): Division of Research


**Utilization of a web-based conferencing platform to improve global radiation oncology education and quality-proof of principle through implementation in India**


KP Authors: Bhattasali, Onita

KP Region(s): Southern California

KP Research Center(s):
1343. Robinson KE, Kersey JA

**Novel electronic health record (EHR) education intervention in large healthcare organization improves quality, efficiency, time, and impact on burnout**

Medicine (Baltimore). 2018 Sep;97(38):e12319. DOI: 10.1097/MD.0000000000012319
PMID:30235684

KP Authors: Robinson, Ken
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):


**Genetic Variants Associated with Circulating Fibroblast Growth Factor 23**

PMID:30217807

KP Authors: Psaty, Bruce M
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

1345. Roblin DW, Cram P, Lou Y, Edmonds SW, Hall SF, Jones MP, Saag KG, Wright NC, Wolinsky FD, PAADRN Investigators

**Diet and exercise changes following bone densitometry in the Patient Activation After DXA Result Notification (PAADRN) study**

Arch Osteoporos. 2018 Jan 06;13(1):4. Epub 2018-01-06. DOI: 10.1007/s11657-017-0402-8
PMID:29307094

KP Authors: Roblin, Douglas W
KP Region(s): Mid-Atlantic, Georgia, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Mid-Atlantic Permanente Research Institute, Center for Research and Evaluation

1346. Rodriguez CV, Rubenstein KB, Linas B, Hu H, Horberg M

**Increasing hepatitis C screening in a large integrated health system: science and policy in concert**


KP Authors: Rodriguez, Carla V
KP Region(s): Mid-Atlantic
KP Research Center(s): Mid-Atlantic Permanente Research Institute


**Focal multimodality radiation therapy: A promising treatment for recalcitrant Darier disease**


KP Authors: Kang, Jung J
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

Surgical Outcomes After Apical Repair for Vault Compared With Uterovaginal Prolapse
KP Authors: Menefee, Shawn A
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

Open sacrocolpopexy and vaginal apical repair: retrospective comparison of success and serious complications
Int Urogynecol J. 2018 May 25. DOI: 10.1007/s00192-018-3666-7 PMID:29802413
KP Authors: Menefee, Shawn A
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

Rest-Activity Rhythms and Cognitive Decline in Older Men: The Osteoporotic Fractures in Men Sleep Study
KP Authors: LeBlanc, Erin S
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

Rohan T, Ye K, Wang Y, Glass AG, Ginsberg M, Loudig O
MicroRNA expression in benign breast tissue and risk of subsequent invasive breast cancer
KP Authors: Glass, Andrew
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

Somatic mutations in benign breast disease tissue and risk of subsequent invasive breast cancer
Br J Cancer. 2018 Jun 06. DOI: 10.1038/s41416-018-0089-7 PMID:29872146
KP Authors: Glass, Andrew
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

Rolloff K, Stepanyan G, Valenzuela G
Prevalence of oropharyngeal group B Streptococcus colonization in mothers, family, and health care providers
KP Authors: Stepanyan, Gohar
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

      Neonatal Jaundice: Improved Quality and Cost Savings After Implementation of a Standard Pathway
      KP Authors: Romero, Holly M
      KP Region(s): Hawaii
      KP Research Center(s):

      Comparison of Intravitreal Bevacizumab and Laser Photocoagulation in the Treatment of Retinopathy of Prematurity
      Ophthalmol Retina. 2018 Sep; 2(9):942-8. DOI: 10.1016/j.oret.2018.01.017 PMID:
      KP Authors: Modjtabehi, Bobeck S
      KP Region(s): Southern California
      KP Research Center(s):

      A case for expanding carrier testing to include actionable X-linked disorders
      PMID:30455898
      KP Authors: Rope, Alan F, Kauffman, Tia L, Himes, Patricia, Davis, James V, Schneider, Jennifer L, Reiss, Jacob A, Gilmore, Marian J, McMullen, Carmit, Goddard, Katrina AB
      KP Region(s): Northwest
      KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

1357. Rose AJ, Bayliss E, Baseman L, Butcher E, Huang W, Edelen MO
      Feasibility of Distinguishing Performance Among Provider Groups Using Patient-reported Outcome Measures in Older Adults With Multiple Chronic Conditions
      Med Care. 2018 Nov 12. DOI: 10.1097/MLR.0000000000001013 PMID:30422839
      KP Authors: Bayliss, Elizabeth
      KP Region(s): Colorado
      KP Research Center(s): Institute for Health Research

1358. Rose AJ, Bayliss E, Huang W, Baseman L, Butcher E, Garcia RE, Edelen MO
      Evaluating the PROMIS-29 v2.0 for use among older adults with multiple chronic conditions
      KP Authors: Bayliss, Elizabeth
      KP Region(s): Colorado
      KP Research Center(s): Institute for Health Research

Leptomeninges-Derived Induced Pluripotent Stem Cells and Directly Converted Neurons From Autopsy Cases With Varying Neuropathologic Backgrounds
KP Authors: Larson, Eric B
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

1360. Rosen R
Amniotic Membrane Grafts to Reduce Pterygium Recurrence
Cornea. 2018 Feb;37(2):189-193. DOI: 10.1097/ICO.0000000000001407 PMID:28976415
KP Authors: Rosen, Ronald M
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

1361. Rosenbach M, Katz KA
Language Matters-Dermatologists Should Speak Out Against a Word Ban at Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
KP Authors: Katz, Kenneth A
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

Reducing Sedentary Time for Obese Older Adults: Protocol for a Randomized Controlled Trial
KP Authors: Rosenberg, Dori E, Lee, Amy K, Anderson, Melissa L, Renz, Ann D, Matson, Theresa E, Arterburn, David E, McClure, Jennifer
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

Influence of family demographic factors on social communication questionnaire scores
KP Authors: Bernal, Pilar
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

1364. Rosenblat JD, Simon GE, Sachs GS, Deetz I, Doederlein A, DePeralta D, Dean MM, McIntyre RS
Treatment effectiveness and tolerability outcomes that are most important to individuals with bipolar and unipolar depression
KP Authors: Simon, Gregory E
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute
1365. Rosenblat JD, Simon GE, Sachs GS, Deetz I, Doederlein A, DePeralta D, Dean MM, McIntyre RS
Factors That Impact Treatment Decisions: Results From an Online Survey of Individuals With Bipolar and Unipolar Depression
Prim Care Companion CNS Disord. 2018 Nov 01;20(6). Epub 2018-11-01. DOI: 10.4088/PCC.18m02340 PMID:30444959
KP Authors: Simon, Gregory E
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

1366. Rosner BI, Gottlieb M, Anderson WN
Accuracy of Internet-Based Patient Self-Report of Postdischarge Health Care Utilization and Complications Following Orthopedic Procedures: Observational Cohort Study
KP Authors: Rosner, Benjamin I
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

1367. Rossom RC, Simon GE, Coleman KJ, Beck A, Oliver M, Stewart C, Ahmedani B
Are wishes for death or suicidal ideation symptoms of depression in older adults?
KP Authors: Simon, Gregory E
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

1368. Roth JA, Carter-Harris L, Brandzel S, Buist DSM, Wernli KJ
A qualitative study exploring patient motivations for screening for lung cancer
KP Authors: Buist, Diana S, Wernli, Karen J
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

1369. Rothenberg KA, Tong WMY, Yokoo KM
Early Experiences With the "Buttonhole" Modification of the "Double-Incision" Technique for Gender-Affirming Mastectomies
Ann Plast Surg. 2018 09 26. DOI: 10.1097/SAP.0000000000001617 PMID:30260835
KP Authors: Tong, Winnie M, Yokoo, Karen M
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

Genetic Variants in CPA6 and PRPF31 are Associated with Variation in Response to Metformin in Individuals with Type 2 Diabetes
Diabetes. 2018 Apr 12. DOI: 10.2337/db17-1164 PMID:29650774
KP Authors: Hedderson, Monique M
1371. Roubidoux MA, Shih-Pei Wu P, Nolte ELR, Begay JA, Joe AI
Availability of prior mammograms affects incomplete report rates in mobile screening mammography
KP Authors: Wu, Peggy S
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

1372. Roubinian N
TACO and TRALI: biology, risk factors, and prevention strategies
KP Authors: Roubinian, Nareg H
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

Crit Care Med. 2018 Jan 03. DOI: 10.1097/CCM.0000000000002948 PMID:29300236
KP Authors: Roubinian, Nareg H
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

Long-Term Outcomes Among Patients Discharged From the Hospital With Moderate Anemia: A Retrospective Cohort Study
KP Authors: Roubinian, Nareg H, Mark, Dustin G, Lee, Catherine, Kipnis, Patricia, Liu, Vincent, Escobar, Gabriel
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

1375. Rubenstein E, Young JC, Croen LA, DiGuiseppi C, Dowling NF, Lee LC, Schieve L, Wiggins LD, Daniels J
KP Authors: Croen, Lisa A
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

1376. Rudikoff AG, Ganocy TK, Kansagra K, Torres FA, Humphries BD, Hernandez Conte A
Thoracolumbar Osteomyelitis Secondary to Systemic Mycobacterium Chimaera Infection Status Post Aortic Valve Replacement
KP Authors: Rudikoff, Andrew G, Ganocy, Terry K, Kansagra, Kartik, Torres, Fernando A, Humphries, Bridget D, Hernandez Conte, Antonio T
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

1377. Rugo HS, Roche H, Thomas E, Chung HC, Lerzo GL, Vasyutin I, Patel A, Vahdat L
Efficacy and Safety of Ixabepilone and Capecitabine in Patients With Advanced Triple-negative Breast Cancer: a Pooled Analysis From Two Large Phase III, Randomized Clinical Trials
KP Authors: Thomas, Eva S
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

Influenza vaccine effectiveness in older adults compared with younger adults over five seasons
Vaccine. 2018 Feb 28;36(10):1272-1278. DOI: 10.1016/j.vaccine.2018.01.045 PMID:29402578
KP Authors: Jackson, Michael L, Jackson, Lisa A
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

World Endoscopy Organization Consensus Statements on Post-Colonoscopy and Post-Imaging Colorectal Cancer
Gastroenterology. 2018 Jun 26. DOI: 10.1053/j.gastro.2018.05.038 PMID:29958856
KP Authors: Corley, Douglas
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

1380. Rzepakowska A, Sielska-Badurek E, Cruz R, Sobol M, Osuch-Wójcikiewicz E, Niemczyk K
Narrow band imaging versus laryngovideostroboscopy in precancerous and malignant vocal fold lesions
Head Neck. 2018 Jan 10. DOI: 10.1002/hed.25047 PMID:29322573
KP Authors: Cruz, Raul
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

1381. Sa J, Russell M, Weintraub MR, Seo DC, Chaput JP, Habib M
Gender and Racial/Ethnic Differences in the Association Between Alcohol Drinking Patterns and Body Mass Index-the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey, 1999-2010
KP Authors: Weintraub, Miranda L
KP Region(s): Northern California
Genome-Wide Association Trans-Ethnic Meta-Analyses Identifies Novel Associations Regulating Coagulation Factor VIII and von Willebrand Factor Plasma Levels
Circulation. 2018 Nov 20. DOI: 10.1161/CIRCULATIONAHA.118.034532 PMID:30586737
KP Authors: Psaty, Bruce M
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

Infections in children with autism spectrum disorder: Study to Explore Early Development (SEED)
KP Authors: Croen, Lisa A
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

1384. Sacks DA, Feig DS
Caring for pregnant women whose diabetes antedates pregnancy: is there room for improvement?
Diabetologia. 2018 Feb 07. DOI: 10.1007/s00125-018-4565-7 PMID:29411042
KP Authors: Sacks, David A
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

The trend of burn mortality in Iran - A study of fire, heat and hot substance-related fatal injuries from 1990 to 2015
KP Authors: Jazayeri, Seyed
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

Obstructive Uropathy and Sepsis Caused by an Inguinoscrotal Bladder Hernia: A Case Report
Perm J. 2018 Jun 18;22. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/17-052 PMID:30005731
KP Authors: Safavy, Seena, Mitsinikos, Emmanuel J, Tropea, Bradford I, Chang, Allen X, Patel, Hetal S
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

The Outcome of Haplo-Identical Transplantation in Patients with Relapsed Multiple Myeloma: An EBMT/CIBMTR Report
KP Authors: Sahebi, Firoozeh, Sanchez, James F
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

1388. Sakano H, Mhoyan A, Cueva RA
Auricular Swelling After Mild Trauma
KP Authors: Mhoyan, Anna, Cueva, Roberto A
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

Influence of spontaneous splenorenal shunts on clinical outcomes in decompensated cirrhosis and after liver transplantation
PMID:29619421
KP Authors: Schlansky, Barry L
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research Center(s):

National Trends in Nonstatin Use and Expenditures Among the US Adult Population From 2002 to 2013: Insights From Medical Expenditure Panel Survey
J Am Heart Assoc. 2018 Jan 22;7(2). Epub 2018-01-22. DOI: 10.1161/JAHA.117.007132
PMID:29358195
KP Authors: Rana, Jamal S
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

1391. Salim A, Metz E, Constant JS, Gurjala A, Yokoo K, Tong WMY
Does Previous Breast Reduction Affect the Outcome of Gender-Affirming Subcutaneous Mastectomy?
KP Authors: Salim, Ali, Metz, Erica, Constant, James S, Gurjala, Anandev N, Yokoo, Karen M, Tong, Winnie M
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

1392. Salim A, Poh M
Gender-Affirming Penile Inversion Vaginoplasty
KP Authors: Salim, Ali, Poh, Melissa M
KP Region(s): Northern California, Southern California, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s):
Advancing the Science of Healthcare Service Delivery: The NHLBI Corporate Healthcare Leaders' Panel
Glob Heart. 2018 Oct 06. DOI: 10.1016/j.gheart.2018.09.508 PMID:30301679
KP Authors: McGlynn, Elizabeth A
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

A Quality Framework for Emergency Department Treatment of Opioid Use Disorder
KP Authors: Campbell, Cynthia I
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

Building a Citizen Pscientist: Advancing Patient-Centered Psoriasis Research by Empowering Patients as Contributors and Analysts
Dermatol Ther (Heidelb). 2018 Jun 06. DOI: 10.1007/s13555-018-0242-5 PMID:29876724
KP Authors: Wu, Jashin J
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

Update 2018: 18F-FDG PET/CT and PET/MRI in Head and Neck Cancer
KP Authors: Niederkohr, Ryan D
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

1397. Santhosh L, Koth L, Baudendistel TE, Sharpe B, Monash B
Tissue Isn't the Issue
J Hosp Med. 2018 Apr 25. DOI: 10.12788/jhm.2963 PMID:29694457
KP Authors: Baudendistel, Thomas E
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

1398. Santistevan JR, Sharp BR, Hamedani AG, Fruhan S, Lee AW, Patterson BW
By Default: The Effect of Prepopulated Prescription Quantities on Opioid Prescribing in the Emergency Department
KP Authors: Fruhan, Scott A
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**Endovascular Thrombectomy for Mild Strokes: How Low Should We Go?**
Stroke. 2018 Oct;49(10):2398-2405. DOI: 10.1161/STROKEAHA.118.022114 PMID:30355094
KP Authors: Sangha, Navdeep S, Wu, Abel
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

1400. Sasor SE, Cook JA, Duquette SP, Loewenstein SN, Gallagher S, Tholpady SS, Chu MW, Koniaris LG

**Scholarly activity in academic plastic surgery: the gender difference**
KP Authors: Chu, Michael W
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

1401. Sasor SE, Cook JA, Duquette SP, Lucich EA, Cohen AC, Wooden WA, Tholpady SS, Chu MW

**Tourniquet Use in Wide-Awake Carpal Tunnel Release**
KP Authors: Chu, Michael W
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

1402. Sasor SE, Cook JA, Loewenstein SN, Wooden WA, Cohen AC, Chu MW, Tholpady SS

**Patient-Reported Outcomes and Factors Associated With Patient Satisfaction After Surgical Treatment of Facial Nonmelanoma Skin Cancer**
KP Authors: Chu, Michael W
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

1403. Sasor SE, Soleimani T, Chu MW, Cook JA, Nicksic PJ, Tholpady SS

**Pyoderma gangrenosum demographics, treatments, and outcomes: an analysis of 2,273 cases**
J Wound Care. 2018 Jan 01;27(Sup1):S4-S8. DOI: 10.12968/jowc.2018.27.Sup1.S4 PMID:29334018
KP Authors: Chu, Michael W
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

1404. Satre DD, Bahorik A, Zaman T, Ramo D

**Psychiatric Disorders and Comorbid Cannabis Use: How Common Is It and What Is the Clinical Impact?**
KP Authors: Satre, Derek, Bahorik, Amber L
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research
1405. Satre DD, Bahorik AL, Mackin RS
   Alcohol and Drug Use Among Older Adults: Associations with Widowhood, Relationship Quality, and Physical Health
   PMID:29617916
   KP Authors: Satre, Derek, Bahorik, Amber L
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

1406. Satre DD, Borsari B, Tompkins DA, Ramo D
   Psychiatric Disorders and Comorbid Cannabis Use: When Should We Be Concerned and What Can We Do About It?
   KP Authors: Satre, Derek
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

   Co-occurrence of early diabetes-related complications in adolescents and young adults with type 1 diabetes: an observational cohort study
   KP Authors: Lawrence, Jean M
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

   Diet during Pregnancy and Infancy and the Infant Intestinal Microbiome
   KP Authors: Zeiger, Robert S
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

   The Association of Obesity and Cardiometabolic Traits With Incident HFpEF and HFrEF
   JACC Heart Fail. 2018 Jul 06. DOI: 10.1016/j.jchf.2018.05.018 PMID:30007554
   KP Authors: Psaty, Bruce M
   KP Region(s): Washington
   KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

1410. Scaletta JM, Davis J, Malik C, Witt DJ
Reasons for rejection of abstracts submitted to the Annual Conference of the Association for Professionals in Infection Control and Epidemiology: Ensuring transparency and encouraging quality
KP Authors: Witt, David J
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

1411. Schatz M, Krishnan JA, Chambers C
Implications of Changes in FDA Prescribing Information Regarding the Safety and Use of Asthma Biologics during Pregnancy
KP Authors: Schatz, Michael
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

1412. Schatz M, Sicherer SH, Khan D, Zeiger RS
The Journal of Allergy and Clinical Immunology: In Practice 2018 Highlights
KP Authors: Schatz, Michael, Zeiger, Robert S
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

1413. Schatz M, Sicherer SH, Zeiger RS
The Journal of Allergy and Clinical Immunology: In Practice 2017 Year in Review
KP Authors: Schatz, Michael
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

Associations Between the 2nd to 4th Digit Ratio and Autism Spectrum Disorder in Population-Based Samples of Boys and Girls: Findings from the Study to Explore Early Development
KP Authors: Croen, Lisa A
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

Ten Principles for More Conservative, Care-Full Diagnosis
Ann Intern Med. 2018 Oct 02. DOI: 10.7326/M18-1468 PMID:30285046
KP Authors: Cassel, Christine K
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):
1416. Schiffenbauer A, Faghihi-Kashani S, O'Hanlon TP, Flegel WA, Adams SD, Targoff IN, Oddis CV, Ytterberg SR, Aggarwal R, Christopher-Stine L, Shamim EA, Dellaripa PF, Danoff SK, Mammen AL, Miller FW
The effect of cigarette smoking on the clinical and serological phenotypes of polymyositis and dermatomyositis
KP Authors: Shamim, Ejaz A
KP Region(s): Mid-Atlantic
KP Research Center(s): Mid-Atlantic Permanente Research Institute

The impact of reactogenicity after the first dose of recombinant zoster vaccine upon the physical functioning and quality of life of older adults: an open phase III trial
KP Authors: Klein, Nicola
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

1418. Schmidt MA, Groom HC, Naleway AL, Biggs C, Salas SB, Shioda K, Marsh Z, Donald JL, Hall AJ
A model for rapid, active surveillance for medically-attended acute gastroenteritis within an integrated health care delivery system
KP Authors: Schmidt, Mark A, Groom, Holly C, Naleway, Allison, Salas, Suzanne B, Donald, Judy L
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

Novel Common Genetic Susceptibility Loci for Colorectal Cancer
KP Authors: Caan, Bette
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

Influence of a New Diabetes Diagnosis on the Health Behaviors of the Patient's Partner
KP Authors: Schmittdel, Julie A, Adams, Sara R
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

1421. Schmittdel JA, Dyer WT, Marshall CJ, Bivins R
Using Neighborhood-Level Census Data to Predict Diabetes Progression in Patients with Laboratory-Defined Prediabetes
Perm J. 2018 Oct 05;22. Epub 2018-10-05. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/18-096 PMID:30296398
Patient and provider perspectives on adherence to and care coordination of lynch syndrome surveillance recommendations: findings from qualitative interviews
PMID:29760830
KP Authors: Schneider, Jennifer L, Goddard, Katrina AB, Muessig, Kristin R, Davis, James V, Rope, Alan F, Hunter, Jessica E, Reiss, Jacob A
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

Treatment Effect of Drug-Coated Balloons Is Durable to 3 Years in the Femoropopliteal Arteries: Long-Term Results of the IN.PACT SFA Randomized Trial
Circ Cardiovasc Interv. 2018 Jan;11(1):e005891. DOI: 10.1161/CIRCINTERVENTIONS.117.005891
PMID:29326153
KP Authors: Schneider, Peter
KP Region(s): Hawaii
KP Research Center(s):

1424. Schneider PA, Levy E, Bacharach JM, Metzger DC, Randall B, Garcia A, Siddiqui A, Schonholz C, Gray W
A First-in-Human Evaluation of a Novel Mesh-Covered Stent for Treatment of Carotid Stenosis in Patients at High Risk for Endarterectomy: 30-Day Results of the SCAFFOLD Trial
PMID:30522669
KP Authors: Schneider, Peter
KP Region(s): Hawaii
KP Research Center(s):

Add-On Antihypertensive Medications to Angiotensin-Aldosterone System Blockers in Diabetes: A Comparative Effectiveness Study
KP Authors: Schroeder, Emily, Shetterly, Susan, Powers, J David, Schmittdiel, Julie A, Nichols, Greg, Steiner, John F
KP Region(s): Colorado, Northern California, Northwest, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Institute for Health Research, Division of Research, Center for Health Research - Northwest

1426. Schroeder EB, Donahoo WT, Goodrich GK, Raebel MA
Validation of an algorithm for identifying type 1 diabetes in adults based on electronic health record data
Pharmacoepidemiol Drug Saf. 2018 Jan 02. DOI: 10.1002/pds.4377 PMID:29292555
KP Authors: Schroeder, Emily, Donahoo, William T, Goodrich, Glenn K, Raebel, Marsha A
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research Center(s): Institute for Health Research

1427. Schroeder EB, Karter AJ
Brief Commentary: Glycemic Targets for Older Adults With Type 2 Diabetes
KP Authors: Schroeder, Emily, Karter, Andy J
KP Region(s): Colorado, Northern California, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Institute for Health Research, Division of Research

1428. Schuberth JM
Illusionary Science?
KP Authors: Schuberth, Jack
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

1429. Schuberth JM, Hamilton G, Cooper MT, Brigido SA
End-Stage Osteoarthritis of the First Metatarsophalangeal Joint: What Has Changed in Our Practice?
KP Authors: Schuberth, Jack
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

The Impact of Acute Organ Dysfunction on Long-Term Survival in Sepsis
Crit Care Med. 2018 Feb 09. DOI: 10.1097/CCM.0000000000003023 PMID:29432349
KP Authors: Wulf, David A, Lu, Yun W, Escobar, Gabriel, Liu, Vincent
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

1431. Schuman E, Alexander P, Ronfeld A
Use of bovine carotid artery for buttonhole technique hemodialysis
KP Authors: Schuman, Eric, Ronfeld, Amy K
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research Center(s):

1432. Schuman L
Nebraska Farm Scenes
Perm J. 2018 Apr 13;22. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/14-061 PMID:29702052
KP Authors: Schuman, Lisa
KP Region(s): Washington
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1433. Schuster MA, Onorato SE, Meltzer DO
Costs of Quality Measurement-Reply
KP Authors: Schuster, Mark A
KP Region(s): Program Offices
KP Research Center(s):

1434. Schuttner L, Parchman M
Team-based primary care for the multimorbid patient: Matching complexity with complexity
KP Authors: Parchman, Michael L
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

The Child and Adolescent Services Assessment: Interrater Reliability and Predictors of Rater Disagreement
KP Authors: Dickerson, John F, Lynch, Frances
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

1436. Schwartz PM, Kelly C, Cheadle A, Pulver A, Solomon L
The Kaiser Permanente Community Health Initiative: A Decade of Implementing and Evaluating Community Change
KP Authors: Schwartz, Pamela M, Buening, Cheryl Kelly, Cheadle, Allen D, Pulver, Amy, Solomon, Loel
KP Region(s): Program Offices, Colorado, Washington, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Institute for Health Research

1437. Scruth E
Valproate for Schizophrenia
KP Authors: Scruth, Elizabeth
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

1438. Scruth E
Nurse-Patient Staffing Relationship in the ICU: More Than Just Numbers
KP Authors: Scruth, Elizabeth
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

1439. Scruth EA
 KP 2018 Bibliography - Alphabetical

Intensive Care Unit Diaries: The Importance of Exploring the Literature Before Implementation
KP Authors: Scruth, Elizabeth
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

1440. Scruth EA, Garcia S, Buchner L

Work Life Quality, Healthy Work Environments, and Nurse Retention
KP Authors: Scruth, Elizabeth, Garcia, Sabrina, Buchner, Liesel
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

1441. Scruth EA, Pugh D

Omission of Nursing Care: An International Perspective
KP Authors: Scruth, Elizabeth
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):


Data Set for the Reporting of Carcinomas of the Major Salivary Glands: Explanations and Recommendations of the Guidelines From the International Collaboration on Cancer Reporting
KP Authors: Thompson, Lester DR
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):


LSD1 activates a lethal prostate cancer gene network independently of its demethylase function
Proc Natl Acad Sci USA. 2018 Mar 26. DOI: 10.1073/pnas.1719168115 PMID:29581250
KP Authors: Weinmann, Sheila, Haque, Reina, Van Den Eeden, Stephen
KP Region(s): Northwest, Northern California, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest, Division of Research

1444. Seider MI, Mruthyunjaya P

MOLECULAR PROGNOSTICS FOR UVEAL MELANOMA
KP Authors: Seider, Michael I
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):
National Cancer Institute Breast Cancer Steering Committee Working Group Report on Meaningful and Appropriate End Points for Clinical Trials in Metastatic Breast Cancer
J Clin Oncol. 2018 Sep 13;JCO1800242. DOI: 10.1200/JCO.18.00242 PMID:30212295
KP Authors: Fehrenbacher, Lou
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

1446. Selby K, Barnes GD
Learning to De–Adopt Ineffective Healthcare Practices
Am J Med. 2018 Apr 09. DOI: 10.1016/j.amjmed.2018.03.014 PMID:29649460
KP Authors: Selby, Kevin J
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

1447. Selby K, Bartlett-Esquilant G, Cornuz J
Personalized cancer screening: helping primary care rise to the challenge
KP Authors: Selby, Kevin J
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

Influence of Varying Quantitative Fecal Immunochemical Test Positivity Thresholds on Colorectal Cancer Detection: A Community-Based Cohort Study
Ann Intern Med. 2018 Sep 18. DOI: 10.7326/M18-0244 PMID:30242328
KP Authors: Selby, Kevin J, Jensen, Christopher D, Lee, Jeffrey K, Schottinger, Joanne E, Zhao, Wei K, Chubak, Jessica, Ghai, Nirupa R, Contreras, Ricardo, Kamineni, Aruna, Levin, Theodore, Corley, Douglas
KP Region(s): Northern California, Southern California, Washington, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research, Center for Health Research - Northwest, Washington Health Research Institute, Department of Research and Evaluation

Disparities in Hypertension Control Across and Within Three Health Systems Participating in a Data-Sharing Collaborative
KP Authors: Selby, Kevin J
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

Top Down or Bottom Up? Longitudinal assessment of the influence of professional practice gaps in gastrointestinal and endoscopic surgery on program content for the Annual Meeting of the Society of American Gastrointestinal and Endoscopic Surgeons (SAGES)
KP Authors: Wu, Justin, McLemore, Elisabeth C
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

Beyond the Biomedical: PrEP Failures in a Cohort of Young Black Men who have Sex with Men in Atlanta, GA
Clin Infect Dis. 2018 Apr 07. DOI: 10.1093/cid/ciy297 PMID:29635415
KP Authors: Cutro, Scott R
KP Region(s): Georgia
KP Research Center(s):

1452. Sethi R, Kuo YC, Edraki B, Lerner D, Paik D, Bice W
Real-time Doppler ultrasound to identify vessels and guide needle placement for gynecologic interstitial brachytherapy
KP Authors: Sethi, Rajni A
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

Patterns of Recurrence in Node Positive Cervical Cancer Patients Treated with Contemporary Chemoradiation and Dose Escalation: A Multi-Institutional Study
Pract Radiat Oncol. 2018 Oct 17. DOI: 10.1016/j.prro.2018.08.012 PMID:30342181
KP Authors: Sethi, Rajni A
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

1454. Sewald CA, Kuo ES, Dansky H
Boulder Food Rescue: An Innovative Approach to Reducing Food Waste and Increasing Food Security
KP Authors: Sewald, Craig A, Kuo, Elena S
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

1455. Shabany M, Nasrabadi AN, Rahimi-Movaghar V, Mansournia MA, Mohammadi N, Pruitt SD
Reliability and validity of the Persian version of the spinal cord injury lifestyle scale and the health behavior questionnaire in persons with spinal cord injury
KP Authors: Pruitt, Sheri D
KP Region(s): Northern California

**Mycobacterium chimaera Hepatitis: A New Disease Entity**


KP Authors: Nomura, Jim H

KP Region(s): Southern California

KP Research Center(s):


**Effect of Variation in Published Stroke Rates on the Net Clinical Benefit of Anticoagulation for Atrial Fibrillation**

Ann Intern Med. 2018 Sep 25. DOI: 10.7326/M17-2762 PMID:30264130

KP Authors: Go, Alan S

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research Center(s): Division of Research


**Comparison of guidelines for the use of TNF inhibitors for psoriasis in the United States, Canada, Europe, and the United Kingdom: a critical appraisal and comprehensive review**


KP Authors: Reddy, Shivani, Wu, Jashin J

KP Region(s): Southern California

KP Research Center(s):

1459. Shah VV, Lee EB, Reddy SP, Wu JJ

**Scalp psoriasis with increased hair density**

Cutis. 2018 Jul;102(1):63-64. DOI: PMID:30138498

KP Authors: Reddy, Shivani, Wu, Jashin J

KP Region(s): Southern California

KP Research Center(s):

1460. Shamim EA, Mane K, Loddenkemper T, Leviton A

**Can a collaborative healthcare network improve the care of people with epilepsy?**

Epilepsy Behav. 2018 Mar 21. DOI: 10.1016/j.yebeh.2018.02.018 PMID:29573986

KP Authors: Shamim, Ejaz A, Mane, Ketan

KP Region(s): Mid-Atlantic

KP Research Center(s): Mid-Atlantic Permanente Research Institute


**Influenza vaccine effectiveness among patients with high-risk medical conditions in the United States, 2012-2016**

Vaccine. 2018 Nov 09. DOI: 10.1016/j.vaccine.2018.10.093 PMID:30420119

KP Authors: Jackson, Michael L, Jackson, Lisa A

KP Region(s): Washington

KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute
1462. Sharp A, Fendrick AM  
*Delivery of acute unscheduled healthcare: who should judge whether a visit is appropriate (or not)?*  
KP Authors: Sharp, Adam L  
KP Region(s): Southern California  
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

1463. Sharp AL, Broder B, Sun BC  
*Improving Emergency Department Care for Low-Risk Chest Pain*  
KP Authors: Sharp, Adam L, Broder, Benjamin I  
KP Region(s): Southern California  
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

1464. Sharp AL, Shen E, Wu YL, Wong A, Menchine M, Kanter MH, Gould MK  
*Satisfaction with care after reducing opioids for chronic pain*  
KP Authors: Sharp, Adam L, Shen, Ernest, Wu, Yi-Lin, Wong, Adeline, Menchine, Michael, Kanter, Michael H, Gould, Michael K  
KP Region(s): Southern California  
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

1465. Sharpe RE, Huffman RI, Congdon RG, Plunkett LA, Tschumper BA, Stewart DT, Bode EK  
*Implementation of a Peer Learning Program Replacing Score-Based Peer Review in a Multispecialty Integrated Practice*  
KP Authors: Sharpe, Richard E Jr, Huffman, Ryan I, Congdon, Robert, Plunkett, Leonard A, Tschumper, Brian A, Stewart, David T, Bode, Eric K  
KP Region(s): Colorado  
KP Research Center(s):

*Doctor-Patient Trust Among Chronic Pain Patients on Chronic Opioid Therapy after Opioid Risk Reduction Initiatives: A Survey*  
KP Region(s): Washington  
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

1467. Sherman L, Pelter MA, Deamer RL, Duan L, Batech M  
*Association between encounter frequency and time to blood pressure control among patients with newly diagnosed hypertension: a retrospective cohort study*  
*J Clin Hypertens (Greenwich).* 2018 Feb 16. DOI: 10.1111/jch.13223 PMID:29450983

Newton E. Morton (1929–2018)
Am J Hum Genet. 2018 Jun; 102(6):1011-7. DOI: 10.1016/j.ajhg.2018.05.005 PMID:


Regional Contributions to Poststroke Disability in Endovascular Therapy

1470. Shi E, Carter R, Weinraub GM

Outcomes of Hindfoot Arthrodesis Supplemented With Bioactive Glass and Bone Marrow Aspirate: A Retrospective Radiographic Study
J Foot Ankle Surg. 2018 Oct 10. DOI: 10.1053/j.jfas.2018.03.048 PMID:30316643


Early Blood-Brain Barrier Disruption after Mechanical Thrombectomy in Acute Ischemic Stroke
J Neuroimaging. 2018 Feb 27. DOI: 10.1111/jon.12504 PMID:29484769

1472. Shieh DC, Berringer CM, Pantoja R, Resureccion J, Rainbolt JM, Hokoki A

Dramatic Reduction in Hospital-Acquired Pressure Injuries Using a Pink Paper Reminder System
Adv Skin Wound Care. 2018 Mar;31(3):118-122. DOI: 10.1097/01.ASW.0000527966.72494.61 PMID:29438145

Validation and Recalibration of Seattle Heart Failure Model in Japanese Acute Heart Failure Patients
KP Authors: Shadman, Ramin F
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

Public Health Impact of the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services Decision on Pass-Through Add-On Payments for Drug-Coated Balloons: A Call to Action
PMID:29519384
KP Authors: Schneider, Peter
KP Region(s): Hawaii
KP Research Center(s):

Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services' decision on drug-coated balloons: No additional reimbursement despite higher cost and highest levels of scientific evidence
KP Authors: Schneider, Peter
KP Region(s): Hawaii
KP Research Center(s):

1476. Shiu J, Thai M, Elsensohn AN, Nguyen NQ, Lin KY, Cassarino DS
A case series of primary cutaneous coccidioidomycosis after a record-breaking rainy season
PMID:29984266
KP Authors: Nguyen, Nathalie, Lin, Kelly Y, Cassarino, David S
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

1477. Shoff C, Caines K, Pines JM
Geographic variation in predictors of emergency department admission rates in U.S. Medicare fee-for-service beneficiaries
KP Authors: Caines, Kadin J
KP Region(s): Mid-Atlantic
KP Research Center(s):

1478. Showell NN, Koebnick C, DeCamp LR, Sidell M, Rivera Rodriguez T, Jimenez JJ, Young D, Thornton RL
Parental Activation and Obesity-Related Health Behaviors Among a Racially and Ethnically Diverse Population of Low-Income Pediatric Patients: Protocol for a Cross-Sectional Survey Study
JMIR Res Protoc. 2018 Nov 05;7(11):e182. Epub 2018-11-05. DOI: 10.2196/resprot.9688
PMID:30401668
1479. Sidhar V, Kelly P
Embolization of Hemorrhagic Hepatocellular Carcinoma to the Mandible
KP Authors: Sidhar, Vishal, Kelly, Peter D
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

1480. Sidney S, Rana JS, Auer R
Comment on 'Effect of marijuana use on cardiovascular and cerebrovascular mortality'
PMID:29350057
KP Authors: Sidney, Steve, Rana, Jamal S
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

1481. Sidney S, Sorel ME, Quesenberry CP, Jaffe MG, Solomon MD, Nguyen-Huynh MN, Go AS, Rana JS
Comparative Trends in Heart Disease, Stroke, and All-Cause Mortality in the United States and a
Large Integrated Healthcare Delivery System
Am J Med. 2018 Apr 02. DOI: 10.1016/j.amjmed.2018.02.014 PMID:29625083
KP Authors: Sidney, Steve, Sorel, Michael E, Quesenberry, Charles P, Jaffe, Marc, Solomon, Matthew
D, Nguyen-Huynh, Mai N, Go, Alan S, Rana, Jamal S
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

1482. Sidor M, Premachandra L, Hanna B, Nair N, Misra A
Carotid Flow as a Surrogate for Cardiac Output Measurement in Hemodynamically Stable
Participants
PMID:29742951
KP Authors: Misra, Amit
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

1483. Sienas L, Miller T, Melo J, Hedriana H
Hyperreactio luteinalis in a monochorionic twin pregnancy complicated by preeclampsia: A case report
PMID:30167380
KP Authors: Miller, Trevor J
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

The Effect of Abnormal Vitamin D Levels in Athletes
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Risk of Cervical Intraepithelial Neoplasia 2 or Worse by Cytology, Human Papillomavirus 16/18, and Colposcopy Impression: A Systematic Review and Meta-analysis
Obstet Gynecol. 2018 Sep;132(3):725-735. DOI: 10.1097/AOG.0000000000002812 PMID:30095780

KP Authors: Khan, Michelle J
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):


Clinical Outcomes after Conservative Management of Cervical Intraepithelial Neoplasia Grade 2 (CIN2) in Women Ages 21-39 Years
Cancer Prev Res (Phila). 2018 Feb 05. DOI: 10.1158/1940-6207.CAPR-17-0293 PMID:29437696

KP Authors: Fetterman, Barbara, Poitras, Nancy E, Lorey, Thomas, Locke, Alexander, Kinney, Walter
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):
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KP Authors: Carrell, David S, Sherman, Karen J
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

1586. Tanenbaum ML, Adams RN, Iturralde E, Hanes SJ, Barley RC, Naranjo D, Hood KK
From Wary Wearers to d-Embracers: Personas of Readiness to Use Diabetes Devices
KP Authors: Iturralde, Estibaliz M
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

1587. Tang C, Rickert S, Mor N, Blitzer A, Leib M
Dacryocystorhinostomy with a thulium:YAG laser-a case series
Ear Nose Throat J. 2018 Aug;97(8):E39-E42. DOI: PMID:30138525
KP Authors: Tang, Christopher G
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

1588. Tang DM, Husain SS
A Leading Point in Hematochezia
Clin Gastroenterol Hepatol. 2018 Mar 17. DOI: 10.1016/j.cgh.2018.03.018 PMID:29559359
KP Authors: Tang, Derek M, Husain, Syeda S
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

Changes in Kidney Function Associated with Daily Tenofovir Disoproxil Fumarate/Emtricitabine for HIV Preexposure Prophylaxis Use in the United States Demonstration Project
J Acquir Immune Defic Syndr. 2018 02 01;77(2):193-198. DOI: 10.1097/QAI.0000000000001566 PMID:28991887
KP Authors: Tang, Eric C
KP Region(s): Northern California
1590. Tao J, Lieberman J, Lafayette RA, Kambham N

A rare case of Alport syndrome, atypical hemolytic uremic syndrome and Pauci-immune crescentic glomerulonephritis

PMID:30541482

KP Authors: Lieberman, Jonathan S
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):


Testing for Coccidioidomycosis among Community-Acquired Pneumonia Patients, Southern California, USA1

Emerging Infect Dis. 2018 Apr;24(4):779-781. DOI: 10.3201/eid2404.161568 PMID:29553315

KP Authors: Tartof, Sara Yee, Xie, Fagen, Rieg, Gunter K, Yu, Kalvin C, Contreras, Ricardo, Truong, Jonathan, Fong, Kimberlee S, Tseng, Hung-Fu, Jacobsen, Steven J
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation


Kidney Function Decline in Patients with CKD and Untreated Hepatitis C Infection


KP Authors: Tartof, Sara Yee, Hsu, Jin-Wen Y, Wei, Rong, Rubenstein, Kevin B, Hu, Haihong, Horberg, Michael, Derose, Stephen F, Qian, Lei, Rodriguez, Carla V
KP Region(s): Southern California, Mid-Atlantic, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation, Mid-Atlantic Permanente Research Institute

1593. Tavakkoli M, Mueller L

Cutaneous Ewing Sarcoma and Ewing Sarcoma of the Bone: Distinct Diseases

PMID:30519175

KP Authors: Mueller, Lisa
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):


Quality of life among men with low-risk prostate cancer during the first year following diagnosis: the PREPARE prospective cohort study

Transl Behav Med. 2018 Feb 07. DOI: 10.1093/tbm/ibx005 PMID:29425377

KP Authors: Leimpeter, Amethyst D, Shan, Jun, Aaronson, David S, Van Den Eeden, Stephen
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):
1595. Taylor N
Nonsurgical Management of Osteoarthritis Knee Pain in the Older Adult: An Update
10.1016/j.rdc.2018.03.009 PMID:30001790
KP Authors: Taylor, Nora R
KP Region(s): Mid-Atlantic
KP Research Center(s):

Validation of the Hepatocellular Carcinoma Early detection Screening (HES) algorithm in a Cohort of Veterans with Cirrhosis
KP Authors: Corley, Douglas
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

1597. Tchesnokova V, Riddell K, Scholes D, Johnson JR, Sokurenko EV
The Uropathogenic Escherichia coli Subclone ST131-H30 Is Responsible for Most Antibiotic Prescription Errors at an Urgent Care Clinic
KP Authors: Riddell, Kim M, Scholes, Delia
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

Rapid and Extensive Expansion in the U.S. of a New Multidrug-Resistant Escherichia coli Clonal Group, Sequence Type ST1193
Clin Infect Dis. 2018 Jun 29. DOI: 10.1093/cid/ciy525 PMID:29961843
KP Authors: Ralston, James D, Riddell, Kim M, Scholes, Delia
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

1599. Teal S, Borrero S, Hubacher D, Madden T, Raine-Bennett T
KP Authors: Raine-Bennett, Tina
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

1600. Tejwani SG, Prentice HA, Wyatt RWB, Maletis GB
Femoral Tunnel Drilling Method: Risk of Reoperation and Revision After Anterior Cruciate Ligament Reconstruction
KP Authors: Tejwani, Samir G, Prentice, Heather, Wyatt, Ronald, Maletis, Gregory B
KP Region(s): Southern California, Northern California, Inter-Regional
   Quality Metrics and Health Care Utilization for Adult Patients with Sickle Cell Disease
   KP Authors: Ter-Minassian, Monica, Derus, Alphonse J, Horberg, Michael
   KP Region(s): Mid-Atlantic
   KP Research Center(s): Mid-Atlantic Permanente Research Institute

1602. Thakral M, Lacroix AZ, Molton IR
   Sex/gender disparities in health outcomes of individuals with long-term disabling conditions
   Rehabil Psychol. 2018 Oct 08. DOI: 10.1037/rep0000248 PMID:30299140
   KP Authors: Thakral, Manu, LaCroix, Andrea Z
   KP Region(s): Washington
   KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

1603. Thakral M, Shi L, Foust JB, Patel KV, Shmerling RH, Bean JF, Leveille SG
   Persistence of pain quality in community-dwelling older adults with chronic non-cancer pain
   KP Authors: Thakral, Manu
   KP Region(s): Washington
   KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

1604. Thakral M, Shi L, Foust JB, Patel KV, Shmerling RH, Bean JF, Leveille SG
   Persistent Pain Quality as a Novel Approach to Assessing Risk for Disability in Community-
   Dwelling Elders with Chronic Pain
   KP Authors: Thakral, Manu
   KP Region(s): Washington
   KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

1605. Theophanous C, Modjtahedi BS, Batech M, Marlin DS, Luong TQ, Fong DS
   Myopia prevalence and risk factors in children
   PMID:30214142
   KP Authors: Theophanous, Christos, Modjtahedi, Bobeck S, Batech, Michael, Marlin, David S, Luong,
   Tiffany Q
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

1606. Tholpady SS, Cohen AC, Chu MW
   Age and Treatment of Nonmelanoma Skin Cancer-Reply
   KP Authors: Chu, Michael W
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research Center(s):

1607. Thomas DD, Anderson WA, Apovian CM, Hess DT, Yu L, Velazquez A, Carmine B, Istfan NW
Weight Recidivism After Roux-en-Y Gastric Bypass Surgery: An 11-Year Experience in a Multiethnic Medical Center  
Obesity (Silver Spring). 2018 Nov 13. DOI: 10.1002/oby.22360 PMID:30421862  
KP Authors: Velazquez, Amanda  
KP Region(s): Southern California  
KP Research Center(s):  

1608. Thomas LW, Lee EB, Wu JJ  
Systematic review of anti-drug antibodies of IL-17 inhibitors for psoriasis  
KP Authors: Wu, Jashin J  
KP Region(s): Southern California  
KP Research Center(s):  

Cumulative Incidence of Hypertension by 55 Years of Age in Blacks and Whites: The CARDIA Study  
J Am Heart Assoc. 2018 Jul 11;7(14). Epub 2018-07-11. DOI: 10.1161/JAHA.117.007988  
PMID:29997132  
KP Authors: Sidney, Steve  
KP Region(s): Northern California  
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research  

Coadministration of 13-valent pneumococcal conjugate and quadrivalent inactivated influenza vaccines in adults previously immunized with polysaccharide pneumococcal vaccine 23: a randomized clinical trial  
KP Authors: Klein, Nicola  
KP Region(s): Northern California  
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research  

1611. Thompson JH, Davis MM, Leo MC, Schneider JL, Smith DH, Petrik AF, Castillo M, Younger B, Coronado GD  
Participatory Research to Advance Colon Cancer Prevention (PROMPT): Study protocol for a pragmatic trial  
PMID:29408304  
KP Authors: Thompson, Jamie H, Leo, Michael C, Schneider, Jennifer L, Smith, David H, Petrik, Amanda F, Coronado, Gloria D  
KP Region(s): Northwest  
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest  

1612. Thompson LD  
Dentigerous cyst  
Ear Nose Throat J. 2018 Mar;97(3):57. DOI: PMID:29554396  
KP Authors: Thompson, Lester DR
CAIX and pax-8 Commonly Immunoreactive in Endolymphatic Sac Tumors: A Clinicopathologic
Study of 26 Cases with Differential Considerations for Metastatic Renal Cell Carcinoma in von
Hippel-Lindau Patients
Head Neck Pathol. 2018 Oct 05. DOI: 10.1007/s12105-018-0973-8 PMID:30291511
KP Authors: Thompson, Lester DR
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

1614. Thompson LDR, Poller DN, Kakudo K, Burchette R, Nikiforov YE, Seethala RR
An International Interobserver Variability Reporting of the Nuclear Scoring Criteria to Diagnose
Noninvasive Follicular Thyroid Neoplasm with Papillary-Like Nuclear Features: a Validation Study
Endocr Pathol. 2018 Mar 06. DOI: 10.1007/s12022-018-9520-0 PMID:29508145
KP Authors: Thompson, Lester DR, Burchette, Raoul J
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

1615. Thompson MG, Kwong JC, Regan AK, Katz MA, Drews SJ, Azziz-Baumgartner E, Klein NP, Chung
H, Effler PV, Feldman BS, Simmonds K, Wyant BE, Dawood FS, Jackson ML, Fell DB, Levy A, Barda N,
Svenson LW, Fink RV, Ball SW, Naleway A, PREVENT Workgroup
Influenza Vaccine Effectiveness in Preventing Influenza-associated Hospitalizations During
Pregnancy: A Multi-country Retrospective Test Negative Design Study, 2010-2016
KP Authors: Klein, Nicola, Jackson, Michael L, Naleway, Allison
KP Region(s): Northern California, Washington, Northwest, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research, Washington Health Research Institute, Center for
Health Research - Northwest

Association of Bisphenol A Exposure with LINE-1 Hydroxymethylation in Human Semen
PMID:30126118
KP Authors: Li, De-Kun
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

1617. Tiffany B, Blasi P, Catz SL, McClure JB
Mobile Apps for Oral Health Promotion: Content Review and Heuristic Usability Analysis
JMIR Mhealth Uhealth. 2018 Sep 04;6(9):e11432. Epub 2018-09-04. DOI: 10.2196/11432
PMID:30181114
KP Authors: Tiffany, Brooks T, Blasi, Paula, McClure, Jennifer
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s):

*Understanding Patients' Perspectives and Information Needs Following a Positive Home Human Papillomavirus Self-Sampling Kit Result*


KP Authors: Kimbel, Kilian J, Buist, Diana S, Gao, Hongyuan, Shulman, Lisa J, Beatty, Tara C, Thayer, Christopher W, Miglioretti, Diana L, Winer, Rachel A

KP Region(s): Washington

KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

1619. Tisminetzky M, Gurwitz JH, Fan D, Reynolds K, Smith DH, Magid DJ, Sung SH, Murphy TE, Goldberg RJ, Go AS

*Multimorbidity Burden and Adverse Outcomes in a Community-Based Cohort of Adults with Heart Failure*


KP Authors: Fan, Dongjie J, Reynolds, Kristi L, Smith, David H, Magid, David J, Sung, Sue Hee, Go, Alan S

KP Region(s): Northern California, Southern California, Northwest, Colorado, Inter-Regional

KP Research Center(s): Division of Research, Department of Research and Evaluation, Center for Health Research - Northwest, Institute for Health Research

1620. Tofler IR, Hyatt BM, Tofler DS

*Psychiatric Aspects of Extreme Sports: Three Case Studies*

Perm J. 2018;22. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/17-071 PMID:29401052

KP Authors: Tofler, Ian R, Hyatt, Brandon

KP Region(s): Southern California

KP Research Center(s):


*Combining distributed regression and propensity scores: a doubly privacy-protecting analytic method for multicenter research*


KP Authors: Wellman, Robert D, Coley, Rebecca Y, Pardee, Roy E, Coleman, Karen J, Arterburn, David E, Anau, Jane A, Cook, Andrea

KP Region(s): Washington, Southern California, Inter-Regional

KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute, Department of Research and Evaluation

1622. Tollivoro TA, Jensen CD, Marks AR, Zhao WK, Schottinger JE, Quinn VP, Ghai NR, Zauber AG, Doubeni CA, Levin TR, Fireman B, Quesenberry CP, Corley DA

*Index colonoscopy-related risk factors for postcolonoscopy colorectal cancers*

Gastrointest Endosc. 2018 Aug 22. DOI: 10.1016/j.gie.2018.08.023 PMID:30144415

KP Authors: Tollivoro, Theodore A, Jensen, Christopher D, Marks, Amy, Zhao, Wei K, Schottinger, Joanne E, Quinn, Virginia P, Ghai, Nirupa R, Levin, Theodore, Fireman, Bruce, Quesenberry, Charles P, Corley, Douglas

KP Region(s): Northern California, Southern California, Inter-Regional

KP Research Center(s): Division of Research, Department of Research and Evaluation
1623. Tomassi MJ, Abbas MA, Klaristenfeld DD
Expectant management surveillance for patients at risk for invasive squamous cell carcinoma of the anus: a large US healthcare system experience
Int J Colorectal Dis. 2018 Sep 22. DOI: 10.1007/s00384-018-3167-7 PMID:30244347
KP Authors: Tomassi, Marco J
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

1624. Tomassi MJ, Taller J, Yuhan R, Ruan J, Klaristenfeld D
Robotic Transanal Minimally Invasive Surgery for the Excision of Rectal Neoplasia: Clinical Experience With 58 Consecutive Patients
Dis Colon Rectum. 2018 Nov 15. DOI: 10.1097/DCR.0000000000001223 PMID:30451744
KP Authors: Tomassi, Marco J, Taller, Janos, Yuhan, Robert M, Ruan, Joseph H, Klaristenfeld, Daniel
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

A 17-Year-Old Girl With Weight Loss and Elevated Inflammatory Markers
KP Authors: Bandarkar, Anjum N
KP Region(s): Mid-Atlantic
KP Research Center(s):

Improving Response Rates and Representation of Hard-to-Reach Groups in Family Experience Surveys
KP Authors: Schuster, Mark A
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

1627. Torres JM, Rudolph KE, Sofrygin O, Glymour MM, Wong R
Longitudinal associations between having an adult child migrant and depressive symptoms among older adults in the Mexican Health and Aging Study
KP Authors: Sofrygin, Oleg
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

TEMPORARY REMOVAL: Controversies in Drug Allergy: Beta-Lactam Hypersensitivity Testing
KP Authors: Macy, Eric M
KP Region(s): Southern California
**Association of Pulse Wave Velocity With Chronic Kidney Disease Progression and Mortality: Findings From the CRIC Study (Chronic Renal Insufficiency Cohort)** 
KP Authors: Hsu, Chi-yuan
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

**Cross-genetic determination of maternal and neonatal immune mediators during pregnancy**
KP Authors: Croen, Lisa A, DeLorenze, Gerald N
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

1631. Tran HN, Udaltsova N, Li Y, Klatsky AL
**Low Cancer Risk of South Asians: A Brief Report**
Perm J. 2018 Mar 02;22. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/17-095 PMID:29616905
KP Authors: Tran, H Nicole, Udaltsova, Natalia, Li, Yan, Klatsky, Arthur
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

**Comparative effectiveness of aerosolized versus oral ribavirin for the treatment of respiratory syncytial virus infections: A single-center retrospective cohort study and review of the literature**
KP Authors: Trang, Tracy P
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

1633. Trauner KB
**The Emerging Role of 3D Printing in Arthroplasty and Orthopedics**
KP Authors: Trauner, Kenneth
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

1634. Triantafylidis LK, Clemons JS, Peron EP, Roefaro J, Zimmerman KM
**Brain Over Bladder: A Systematic Review of Dual Cholinesterase Inhibitor and Urinary Anticholinergic Use**
Drugs Aging. 2018 01;35(1):27-41. DOI: 10.1007/s40266-017-0510-6 PMID:29350336
KP Authors: Clemons, Jenna S
KP Region(s): Mid-Atlantic
KP Research Center(s):

1635. Tsai AG, Histon T, Kyle TK, Rubenstein N, Donahoo WT
Evidence of a gap in understanding obesity among physicians
KP Authors: Tsai, Adam G, Histon, Trina, Rubenstein, Nicole
KP Region(s): Colorado, Program Offices, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s):

Temporal Trends in the Incidence of and Mortality Associated With Heart Failure With Preserved and Reduced Ejection Fraction
JACC Heart Fail. 2018 Jul 06. DOI: 10.1016/j.jchf.2018.03.006 PMID:30007560
KP Authors: Psaty, Bruce M
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

1637. Tseng HF, Sy LS
Use of Real-world Evidence to Evaluate the Effectiveness of Herpes Zoster Vaccine
J Infect Dis. 2018 Sep 22;218(suppl_2):S63-S67. DOI: 10.1093/infdis/jiy263 PMID:30247595
KP Authors: Tseng, Hung-Fu, Sy, Lina S
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

Pneumococcal Conjugate Vaccine Safety in Elderly Adults
KP Region(s): Southern California, Washington, Colorado, Northern California, Northwest, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation, Washington Health Research Institute, Institute for Health Research, Division of Research, Center for Health Research - Northwest

1639. Turley M, Wang S, Meng D, Garrido T, Kanter MH
The Feasibility of Automating Assessment of Concordance BetweenAdvance Care Preferences and Care Received Near the End of Life
KP Authors: Turley, Marianne C, Wang, Susan E, Meng, Di, Garrido, Terhilda, Kanter, Michael H
KP Region(s): Northwest, Southern California, Program Offices, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s):

### Pragmatic clinical trials offer unique opportunities for disseminating, implementing, and sustaining evidence-based practices into clinical care: Proceedings of a workshop


**KP Authors:** Tuzzio, Leah, Larson, Eric B, Coronado, Gloria D  
**KP Region(s):** Washington, Northwest, Inter-Regional  
**KP Research Center(s):** Washington Health Research Institute, Center for Health Research - Northwest

### 1641. Tyson BJ

**Narrowing Health Disparities: One Health System’s Efforts Toward Equity for Underserved Populations**


**KP Authors:** Tyson, Bernard J  
**KP Region(s):** Program Offices  
**KP Research Center(s):**

### 1642. Umphress B, Raparia K

**Rhinoscleroma**


**KP Authors:** Raparia, Kirtee  
**KP Region(s):** Northern California  
**KP Research Center(s):**

### 1643. Uppal HS

**Open Reduction Internal Fixation of the Lisfranc Complex**


**KP Authors:** Uppal, Harmeeth S  
**KP Region(s):** Southern California  
**KP Research Center(s):**


**Screening for Intimate Partner Violence, Elder Abuse, and Abuse of Vulnerable Adults: US Preventive Services Task Force Final Recommendation Statement**


**KP Authors:** Grossman, David C  
**KP Region(s):** Washington  
**KP Research Center(s):** Washington Health Research Institute


**Behavioral Weight Loss Interventions to Prevent Obesity-Related Morbidity and Mortality in Adults: US Preventive Services Task Force Recommendation Statement**

   Interventions to Prevent Child Maltreatment: US Preventive Services Task Force Recommendation Statement

   Interventions to Prevent Falls in Community-Dwelling Older Adults: US Preventive Services Task Force Recommendation Statement

   Vitamin D, Calcium, or Combined Supplementation for the Primary Prevention of Fractures in Community-Dwelling Adults: US Preventive Services Task Force Recommendation Statement

   Behavioral Counseling to Prevent Skin Cancer: US Preventive Services Task Force Recommendation Statement

   Screening for Ovarian Cancer: US Preventive Services Task Force Recommendation Statement
Screening for Adolescent Idiopathic Scoliosis: US Preventive Services Task Force Recommendation Statement
KP Authors: Grossman, David C
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

Screening for Prostate Cancer: US Preventive Services Task Force Recommendation Statement
JAMA. 2018 05 08;319(18):1901-1913. DOI: 10.1001/jama.2018.3710 PMID:29801017
KP Authors: Grossman, David C
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

Reactive Oxygen Species, Biomarkers of Microvascular Maturation and Alveolarization, and Antioxidants in Oxidative Lung Injury
KP Authors: Abrantes, Maria A
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

Prevalence and Safety of Intravenous Immunoglobulin Administration During Maintenance Chemotherapy in Children with Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemia in First Complete Remission: A Health Maintenance Organization Perspective
Perm J. 2018 Apr 09;22. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/17-141 PMID:29702054
KP Authors: Van Winkle, Patrick J, Burchette, Raoul J, Kim, Raymond W, Raghunathan, Rukmani, Qureshi, Naveen
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

1655. Van Winkle PJ, Ghobadi A, Chen Q, Menchine M, Sharp AL
Association of age and opioid use for adolescents and young adults in community emergency departments
KP Authors: Van Winkle, Patrick J, Ghobadi, Ali, Chen, Qiaoling, Menchine, Michael, Sharp, Adam L
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP 2018 Bibliography - Alphabetical

KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

1656. Varon S, Parvataneni R, Waetjen E, Dunn K, Jacoby VL
Misdiagnosis of leiomyosarcoma after radiofrequency ablation of uterine fibroids
KP Authors: Dunn, Kathleen T
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

Cumulative blood pressure from early adulthood to middle age is associated with left atrial remodelling and subclinical dysfunction assessed by three-dimensional echocardiography: a prospective post hoc analysis from the coronary artery risk development i
KP Authors: Sidney, Steve
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

1658. Vassy JL, He W, Florez JC, Meigs JB, Grant RW
Six-Year Diabetes Incidence After Genetic Risk Testing and Counseling: A Randomized Clinical Trial
Diabetes Care. 2018 Jan 05. DOI: 10.2337/dc17-1793 PMID:29305403
KP Authors: Grant, Richard W
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

Percutaneous access planning, techniques and considerations for endovascular aortic repair (EVAR)
Cardiovasc Diagn Ther. 2018 Apr;8(Suppl 1):S184-S190. DOI: 10.21037/cdt.2018.03.06
PMID:29850430
KP Authors: Vatakencherry, George G, Molloy, Christopher J, Lam, Cuong H
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

1660. Vecchio N, Belardi D, Benzadón M, Seoane L, Daquarti G, Scazzuso F
Impact of a hybrid decision support system to improve the adherence to implantable cardioverter defibrillator therapy guidelines for primary prevention of sudden cardiac death
PMID:29673607
KP Authors: Belardi, Diego F
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research Center(s):

1661. Vega A, Porteny T, Aguila E
The Role of Clinics in Determining Older Recent Immigrants’ Use of Health Services
KP Authors: Vega-Rivera, Alma C

**Association of added sugar intake and caries-related experiences among individuals of Mexican origin**
KP Authors: Lindberg, Nangel M
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

1663. Velazquez A, Apovian CM

**Updates on obesity pharmacotherapy**
KP Authors: Velazquez, Amanda
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):


**Angiotensin-Neprilysin Inhibition in Acute Decompensated Heart Failure**
KP Authors: Ambrosy, Andrew P
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

1665. Vesco KK, Beadle K, Stoneburner A, Bulkley J, Leo MC, Clark AL

**Clinician knowledge, attitudes, and barriers to management of vulvovaginal atrophy: variations in primary care and gynecology**
Menopause. 2018 Aug 27. DOI: 10.1097/GME.0000000000001198 PMID:30153218
KP Authors: Vesco, Kimberly K, Beadle, Kate Robert, Stoneburner, Ashley B, Bulkley, Joanna E, Leo, Michael C, Clark, Amanda Lou
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest


**Outpatient desensitization of patients with moderate (high-risk) to severe platinum hypersensitivity reactions**
Gynecol Oncol. 2018 Nov 29. DOI: 10.1016/j.ygyno.2018.10.037 PMID:30503265
KP Authors: Li, Quan
KP Region(s): Mid-Atlantic
KP Research Center(s):


**A Cluster-Randomized Trial of Blood-Pressure Reduction in Black Barbershops**
1668. Vinson DR, Ballard DW, Dayan PS, Kuppermann N
Clinical Judgment and the Pediatric Emergency Care Applied Research Network Head Trauma Prediction Rules
PMID:30144870
KP Authors: Vinson, David R, Ballard, Dustin
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

1669. Vinson DR, Kea B
Understanding the effect of propofol and electrical cardioversion on the systolic blood pressure of emergency department patients with atrial fibrillation
KP Authors: Vinson, David R
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

1670. Vinson DR, Kea B, Coll-Vinent B, Barrett TW, Atzema CL
Enlisting Emergency Medicine Clinicians to Help Reduce Strokes in High-Risk Patients With Atrial Fibrillation and Flutter
KP Authors: Vinson, David R
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

1671. Vinson DR, Lugovskaya N, Nagam MR
Improving an Outpatient Pathway for the Emergency Management of Atrial Fibrillation and Flutter
Acad Emerg Med. 2018 May 08. DOI: 10.1111/acem.13444 PMID:29737590
KP Authors: Vinson, David R
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

Increasing Safe Outpatient Management of Emergency Department Patients With Pulmonary Embolism: A Controlled Pragmatic Trial
KP Region(s): Northern California, Southern California, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research
1673. Vinson DR, Warton EM, Mark DG, Ballard DW, Reed ME, Chettipally UK, Singh N, Bouvet SZ, Kea B, Ramos PC, Glaser DS, Go AS

Thromboprophylaxis for Patients with High-risk Atrial Fibrillation and Flutter Discharged from the Emergency Department
KP Authors: Vinson, David R, Warton, Margaret M, Mark, Dustin G, Ballard, Dustin, Reed, Mary E, Chettipally, Uli, Singh, Nimmie, Bouvet, Sean C, Ramos, Patricia C
KP Region(s): Northern California, Northwest, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research


Genome-wide association study of 23,500 individuals identifies 7 loci associated with brain ventricular volume
KP Authors: Psaty, Bruce M, Sidney, Steve
KP Region(s): Washington, Northern California, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute, Division of Research


Impact of Chronic Opioid Therapy Risk Reduction Initiatives on Opioid Overdose
J Pain. 2018 Sep 03. DOI: 10.1016/j.jpain.2018.08.003 PMID:30189248
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute


Long-term survival in patients with advanced non-small-cell lung cancer treated with atezolizumab versus docetaxel: Results from the randomised phase III OAK study
KP Authors: Fehrenbacher, Lou
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

1677. Vora RA, Dossetor FM, Lowe RJ

Solar Eclipse Maculopathy
KP Authors: Vora, Robin, Dossetor, Frances M, Lowe, Robert J
KP Region(s): Northern California
1678. Vorasubin N, Alexander TH, Mastrodimos B, Cueva RA
Factors That Affect Length of Hospital Stay After Vestibular Schwannoma Surgery
Otol Neurotol. 2018 Oct;39(9):1203-1209. DOI: 10.1097/MAO.0000000000001960 PMID:30199503
KP Authors: Vorasubin, Nopawan, Mastrodimos, Bill, Cueva, Roberto A
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

1679. Wadhwa EL, Franc BL, Aboian M, Kim JY, Pampaloni M, Nicolaides T
Delayed Fluorodeoxyglucose Positron Emission Tomography Imaging in the Differentiation of Tumor Recurrence and Radiation Necrosis in Pediatric Central Nervous System Tumors: Case Report and Review of the Literature
KP Authors: Kim, John YH
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

Ventricular arrhythmia burden after transcatheter versus surgical pulmonary valve replacement
Heart. 2018 Apr 10. DOI: 10.1136/heartjnl-2017-312769 PMID:29636402
KP Authors: Salem, Morris
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

How Do Innovative Primary Care Practices Achieve the Quadruple Aim?
J Ambul Care Manage. 2018 Jun 19. DOI: 10.1097/JAC.0000000000000249 PMID:29923845
KP Authors: Wagner, Edward H, Schaefer, Judy K, Coleman, Katie
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

Treatment Initiation for New Episodes of Depression in Primary Care Settings
J Gen Intern Med. 2018 Feb 08. DOI: 10.1007/s11606-017-4297-2 PMID:29423624
KP Region(s): Hawaii, Washington, Southern California, Colorado, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Hawaii, Washington Health Research Institute, Department of Research and Evaluation, Department of Research and Evaluation

1683. Walker G, Kwon R
Calculated Decisions: TASH (Trauma Associated Severe Hemorrhage) Score
KP Authors: Walker, Graham A
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP 2018 Bibliography - Alphabetical

KP Research Center(s):

1684. Walkey AJ, Shieh MS, Liu VX, Lindenauer PK
Mortality Measures to Profile Hospital Performance for Patients With Septic Shock
Crit Care Med. 2018 Apr 30. DOI: 10.1097/CCM.0000000000003184 PMID:29727371
KP Authors: Liu, Vincent
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

Sun Safe Workplaces: Effect of an Occupational Skin Cancer Prevention Program on Employee Sun Safety Practices
J Occup Environ Med. 2018 Aug 07. DOI: 10.1097/JOM.0000000000001427 PMID:30095593
KP Authors: Meenan, Richard
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

The use of 5-alpha reductase inhibitors to manage benign prostatic hyperplasia and the risk of all-cause mortality
Urology. 2018 Jun 12. DOI: 10.1016/j.urology.2018.05.033 PMID:29906480
KP Authors: Wallner, Lauren P, Li, Bonnie H, Van Den Eeden, Stephen, Weinmann, Sheila, Ritzwoller, Debra, Loo, Ronald K, Aaronson, David S, Jacobsen, Steven J
KP Region(s): Southern California, Northern California, Northwest, Colorado, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation, Division of Research, Center for Health Research - Northwest, Institute for Health Research

1687. Walsh LM, Roddy MK, Scott K, Lewis CC, Jensen-Doss A
A meta-analysis of the effect of therapist experience on outcomes for clients with internalizing disorders
KP Authors: Lewis, Cara C
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

Agnostic Pathway/Gene Set Analysis of Genome-Wide Association Data Identifies Associations for Pancreatic Cancer
KP Authors: Van Den Eeden, Stephen
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

Testosterone treatment and the risk of aggressive prostate cancer in men with low testosterone levels
PMID:29933385
KP Authors: Heckbert, Susan R, Smith, Nicholas L
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

1690. Walton D
Hemoglobin A1c Targets for Glycemic Control With Pharmacologic Therapy
Ann Intern Med. 2018 Oct 02;169(7):512. DOI: 10.7326/L18-0371 PMID:30285193
KP Authors: Walton, David
KP Region(s): Hawaii
KP Research Center(s):

1691. Wamsley M, Satterfield JM, Curtis A, Lundgren L, Satre DD
Alcohol and Drug Screening, Brief Intervention, and Referral to Treatment (SBIRT) Training and Implementation: Perspectives from 4 Health Professions
KP Authors: Satre, Derek
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

1692. Wan MT, Alvarez J, Shin DB, Dommasch ED, Wu JJ, Gelfand JM
Head-to-head trials of systemic psoriasis therapies: A systematic review of study design and maximum acceptable treatment differences
KP Authors: Wu, Jashin J
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

Pulmonary artery smooth muscle cell HIF-1α regulates endothelin expression via microRNA-543
KP Authors: Adams, Eloa S
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

Healthy Lifestyle During the Midlife Is Prospectively Associated With Less Subclinical Carotid Atherosclerosis: The Study of Women's Health Across the Nation
J Am Heart Assoc. 2018 Dec 04;7(23):e010405. DOI: 10.1161/JAHA.118.010405 PMID:30482079
KP Authors: Sternfeld, Barbara
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research
1695. Wang KH, Song BH, Gilde JE, Darbinian JA, Weintraub MLR, Wu TJ, Yang EL, Salazar JW, Gurushanthaiah D

Diagnostic Pathway of Oral Cavity Cancer in an Integrated Health Care System
Perm J. 2018 Mar 30;22. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/17-152 PMID:29616906
KP Authors: Wang, Kevin H, Song, Brian, Gilde, Jason E, Darbinian, Jeanne, Weintraub, Miranda L, Gurushanthaiah, Deepak
KP Region(s): Northern California, Southern California, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research


Developing an index of dose of exposure to early childhood obesity community interventions
PMID:29501476
KP Authors: Davoudi, Mehrnaz
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research


Value of medical history in ophthalmology: A study of diagnostic accuracy
PMID:30555971
KP Authors: Wang, Michelle Y
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):


Methods for addressing "innocent bystanders" when evaluating safety of concomitant vaccines
KP Authors: Lewis, Edwin M, Newcomer, Sophia R, Daley, Matthew F, Glanz, Jason M
KP Region(s): Northern California, Colorado, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research, Institute for Health Research


Relative Performance of Propensity Score Matching Strategies for Subgroup Analyses
KP Authors: Fireman, Bruce
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

1700. Wang TJ, Costin CV

Hoffa's Disease in a Modern Dancer Case Report and Literature Review
KP Authors: Costin, Corneliu V
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):
1701. Wang W, Jorgenson E, Ioannidis NM, Asgari MM, Whittemore AS
   *A Prediction Tool to Facilitate Risk-Stratified Screening for Squamous Cell Skin Cancer*
   PMID:30472995
   KP Authors: Jorgenson, Eric, Asgari, Maryam M
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

1702. Wang W, Ollila HM, Whittemore AS, Demehri S, Ioannidis NM, Jorgenson E, Mignot E, Asgari MM
   *Genetic variants in the HLA class II region associated with risk of cutaneous squamous cell carcinoma*
   KP Authors: Jorgenson, Eric
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

   *Influence of smoking, body mass index and other factors on the preventive effect of nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs on colorectal cancer risk*
   Cancer Res. 2018 Jun 19. DOI: 10.1158/0008-5472.CAN-18-0326 PMID:29921691
   KP Authors: Caan, Bette
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

   *Mendelian randomization analysis of C-reactive protein on colorectal cancer risk*
   KP Authors: Caan, Bette
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

   *Bisphenol A and pubertal height growth in school-aged children*
   J Expo Sci Environ Epidemiol. 2018 Sep 05. DOI: 10.1038/s41370-018-0063-8 PMID:30185943
   KP Authors: Li, De-Kun
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

   *Helicobacter pylori Infection Is Associated With Reduced Risk of Barrett’s Esophagus: An Analysis of the Barrett’s and Esophageal Adenocarcinoma Consortium*
Am J Gastroenterol. 2018 Jun 08. DOI: 10.1038/s41395-018-0070-3 PMID:29880962
KP Authors: Corley, Douglas
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

Reduced contrast sensitivity among older women is associated with increased risk of cognitive impairment
Ann Neurol. 2018 Mar 08. DOI: 10.1002/ana.25196 PMID:29518257
KP Authors: Pedula, Kathy
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

1708. Ware E, Scruth EA
Does the Future Hold Promise for Online Bioethicist Consultations?
PMID:30095519
KP Authors: Ware, Elaine L, Scruth, Elizabeth
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

1709. Warraich HJ, Rana JS
Diabetic Dyslipidemia: Epidemiology and Prevention of Cardiovascular Disease and Implications of Newer Therapies
PMID:30311078
KP Authors: Rana, Jamal S
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

Building Meaningful Patient Engagement in Research: Case Study From ADVANCE Clinical Data Research Network
Med Care. 2018 Aug 02. DOI: 10.1097/MLR.0000000000000791 PMID:30074953
KP Authors: Gold, Rachel
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

Pharmacotherapy for Atrial Fibrillation in Patients With Chronic Kidney Disease: Insights From ORBIT-AF
J Am Heart Assoc. 2018 Sep 18;7(18):e008928. DOI: 10.1161/JAHA.118.008928 PMID:30371218
KP Authors: Go, Alan S
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research
   Participant Recruitment and Retention in Remote eHealth Intervention Trials: Methods and
   Lessons Learned From a Large Randomized Controlled Trial of Two Web-Based Smoking
   Interventions
   PMID:30143479
   KP Authors: McClure, Jennifer
   KP Region(s): Washington
   KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

1713. Watt K, Kirschen MP, Friedlander JA
   Evaluating the Inpatient Pediatric Ethical Consultation Service
   KP Authors: Watt, Kelsey A
   KP Region(s): Colorado
   KP Research Center(s):

1714. Webb CAJ, Kim TE
   Establishing an Acute Pain Service in Private Practice and Updates on Regional Anesthesia Billing
   KP Authors: Webb, Christopher A
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s):

1715. Webber EM, Hunter JE, Biesecker LG, Buchanan AH, Clarke EV, Currey E, Dagan-Rosenfeld O, Lee
   K, Lindor NM, Martin CL, Milosavljevic A, Mittendorf KF, Muessig KR, O'Daniel JM, Patel RY, Ramos
   EM, Rego S, Slavotinek AM, Sobriera NLM, Weaver MA, Williams MS
   Evidence-based assessments of clinical actionability in the context of secondary findings: Updates
   from ClinGen’s Actionability Working Group
   KP Authors: Webber, Elizabeth M, Hunter, Jessica E, Clarke, Elizabeth V, Mittendorf, Kathleen F,
   Muessig, Kristin R, Goddard, Katrina AB
   KP Region(s): Northwest
   KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

1716. Weber DJ, Sheikh AY, Cain BS, Labourene JI, Melikian V
   Repair of Enlarging Left Ventricular Pseudoaneurysm Two Months After Coronary Artery Bypass
   Grafting
   KP Authors: Sheikh, Ahmad, Cain, Brian, La Bourene, Jay I, Melikian, Vicken
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s):

1717. Wei M, Ford J, Li Q, Jeong D, Kwong AJ, Nguyen MH, Chang MS
   Hospital Cirrhosis Volume and Readmission in Patients with Cirrhosis in California
   KP Authors: Chang, Matthew S
   Tapering off and returning to buprenorphine maintenance in a primary care Office Based
   Addiction Treatment (OBAT) program
   10.1016/j.drugalcdep.2018.05.010 PMID:29958128
   KP Authors: Gryczynski, Gabriela
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s):

1719. Weiss JM, Shea KG, Jacobs JC, Cannamela PC, Becker I, Portman M, Kessler JI
   Incidence of Osteochondritis Dissecans in Adults
   PMID:29613834
   KP Authors: Weiss, Jennifer M, Kessler, Jeffrey I
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research Center(s):

1720. Wells JM, Colangelo LA, Sivarajan L, Thyagarajan B, Dransfield MT, Iribarren C, Reyfman PA,
   Jacobs DR, Washko GR, Kalhan R
   Inflammation and Endothelial Activation in Early Adulthood are Associated with Future
   Emphysema: The CARDIA Lung Study
   KP Authors: Iribarren, Carlos
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

   Genomic Profile of Appendiceal Goblet Cell Carcinoid Is Distinct Compared to Appendiceal
   Neuroendocrine Tumor and Conventional Adenocarcinoma
   Hum Pathol. 2018 Apr 07. DOI: 10.1016/j.humpath.2018.03.026 PMID:29634977
   KP Authors: Shafizadeh, Nafis X
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research Center(s):

   Lytle K, Pruinelli L, Rajchel T, Settergren TT, Westman KF, Whittenburg L
   Validation and Refinement of a Pain Information Model from EHR Flowsheet Data
   PMID:29539649
   KP Authors: Cruz, Christopher
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research Center(s):

Research Gaps in Gestational Diabetes Mellitus: Executive Summary of a National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases Workshop
KP Authors: Buchanan, Thomas A, Ferrara, Assiamira, Sacks, David A
KP Region(s): Northern California, Southern California, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research, Department of Research and Evaluation


Central nervous system histoplasmosis: Multicenter retrospective study on clinical features, diagnostic approach and outcome of treatment
Medicine (Baltimore). 2018 Mar;97(13):e0245. DOI: 10.1097/MD.0000000000010245
PMID:29595679
KP Authors: Tsai, Townson
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

1725.  Whitaker KM, Gabriel KP, Jacobs DR, Sidney S, Sternfeld B

Comparison of Two Generations of ActiGraph Accelerometers: The CARDIA Study
KP Authors: Sidney, Steve, Sternfeld, Barbara
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research


Pre-Pregnancy Fitness and Risk of Gestational Diabetes: A Longitudinal Analysis
KP Authors: Gunderson, Erica
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research


Interventions to Improve Follow-Up of Laboratory Test Results Pending at Discharge: A Systematic Review
KP Authors: Lorey, Thomas
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

Management of psoriasis in patients with inflammatory bowel disease: From the Medical Board of the National Psoriasis Foundation
KP Authors: Wu, Jashin J
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

1729.  Whitson JM
Editorial Comment
KP Authors: Whitson, Jared M
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

1730.  Wickremasinghe AC, Kuzniewicz MW, McCulloch CE, Newman TB
Efficacy of Subthreshold Newborn Phototherapy During the Birth Hospitalization in Preventing Readmission for Phototherapy
KP Authors: Newman, Tom BWickremasinghe, Andrea C, Kuzniewicz, Michael W
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

Caregiver and adolescent factors associated with delayed completion of the three-dose human papillomavirus vaccination series
KP Authors: Sudman, Jon H
KP Region(s): Georgia
KP Research Center(s):

Antibody responses among adolescent females receiving two or three quadrivalent human papillomavirus vaccine doses at standard and prolonged intervals
KP Authors: Jackson, Lisa A, Sudman, Jon H
KP Region(s): Washington, Georgia, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

Lessons Learned From A Study Of Genomics-Based Carrier Screening For Reproductive Decision Making
1734. Wilkes M, Cassel C, Klau M

If we keep doing what we're doing we'll keep getting what we're getting: A need to rethink "academic" medicine
KP Authors: Cassel, Christine K, Klau, Marc H
KP Region(s): Program Offices
KP Research Center(s):

1735. Williams EC, Bryson CL, Sun H, Au DH, Bradley KA

Association Between Alcohol Use and Angina Symptoms Among Outpatients From the Veterans Health Administration
J Addict Med. 2018 Jan 12. DOI: 10.1097/ADM.0000000000000379 PMID:29334512
KP Authors: Bradley, Katharine A
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute


Changes in alcohol use associated with changes in HIV disease severity over time: A national longitudinal study in the Veterans Aging Cohort
KP Authors: Bobb, Jennifer F, Lapham, Gwendolyn T, Richards, Julie E, Satre, Derek, Bradley, Katharine A
KP Region(s): Washington, Northern California, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute, Division of Research


Level of Alcohol Use Associated with HIV Care Continuum Targets in a National U.S. Sample of Persons Living with HIV Receiving Healthcare
AIDS Behav. 2018 Jul 09. DOI: 10.1007/s10461-018-2210-6 PMID:29995206
KP Authors: Matson, Theresa E, Lapham, Gwendolyn T, Satre, Derek, Richards, Julie E, Bradley, Katharine A
KP Region(s): Washington, Northern California, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute, Northern California


Harmonizing Outcomes for Genomic Medicine: Comparison of eMERGE Outcomes to ClinGen Outcome/Intervention Pairs
KP 2018 Bibliography - Alphabetical

PMID:30011878
KP Authors: Leppig, Kathleen A, Larson, Eric B
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

1739. Williams MD, Franchi A, Helliwell T, Müller S, Thompson LDR
Data Set for Reporting of Mucosal Melanomas of the Head and Neck: Explanations and Recommendations of the Guidelines From the International Collaboration on Cancer Reporting
KP Authors: Thompson, Lester DR
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

Chronic Meningitis Investigated via Metagenomic Next-Generation Sequencing
KP Authors: Blum, Johathan H, Green, Gary M
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

Maternal Pre-pregnancy Body Mass Index and Gestational Weight Gain in Relation to Autism Spectrum Disorder and other Developmental Disorders in Offspring
KP Authors: Croen, Lisa A
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

1742. Winter K, Klein NP, Ackley S, Cherry JD
Comment on "The impact of past vaccination coverage and immunity on pertussis resurgence"
KP Authors: Klein, Nicola
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

1743. Winter PB
The Design of an Evidence-Based Competency Model
J Nurses Prof Dev. 2018 Jul/Aug;34(4):206-211. DOI: 10.1097/NND.0000000000000454
PMID:29975314
KP Authors: Winter, Peggy
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

1744. Wipfli B, Hanson G, Anger WK, Elliot DL, Bodner T, Stevens V, Olson R
1745. Wiswell TE
Appropriate Management of the Nonvigorous Meconium-Stained Neonate: An Unanswered Question
KP Authors: Wiswell, Thomas E
KP Region(s): Hawaii
KP Research Center(s):

American Society of Hematology 2018 guidelines for management of venous thromboembolism: optimal management of anticoagulation therapy
PMID:30482765
KP Authors: Clark, Nathan P
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research Center(s):

Mutation analysis of adenomas and carcinomas of the colon: early and late drivers
KP Authors: Sakoda, Lori C
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

Outdoor air pollution and mosaic loss of chromosome Y in older men from the Cardiovascular Health Study
PMID:29698900
KP Authors: Psaty, Bruce M
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

1749. Wong KK, Ragab O, Tran HN, Pham A, All S, Waxter J, Olch AJ
Acute toxicity of craniospinal irradiation with volumetric-modulated arc therapy in children with solid tumors
Pediatr Blood Cancer. 2018 Apr 06:e27050. DOI: 10.1002/pbc.27050 PMID:29630782
KP Authors: Tran, Hung N
KP Region(s): Southern California

**Prospective Controlled Trial for the Treatment of Acne Keloidalis Nuchae With a Long-Pulsed Neodymium-Doped Yttrium-Aluminum-Garnet Laser**


KP Authors: Woo, Denise K
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):


**Routine chest X-ray is unnecessary after ultrasound-guided central venous line placement in the operating room**


KP Authors: Weyker, Paul D
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):


**Changes in Nutrition Policies and Dietary Intake in Child Care Homes Participating in Healthy Eating and Active Living Initiative**


KP Authors: Kuo, Elena S, Boyle, Kathryn
KP Region(s): Washington, Northern California, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute


**Changes in Consumer Purchases in Stores Participating in an Obesity Prevention Initiative**


KP Authors: Kuo, Elena S, Boyle, Kathryn, Williamson, Dana E, Cheadle, Allen D
KP Region(s): Washington, Northern California, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

1754. Wool C, Catlin A

**Perinatal bereavement and palliative care offered throughout the healthcare system**

*Ann Palliat Med.* 2018 Nov 22. DOI: 10.21037/apm.2018.11.03 PMID:30525773

KP Authors: Catlin, Anita
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

Genome-wide association analyses identify 44 risk variants and refine the genetic architecture of major depression
Nat Genet. 2018 Apr 26. DOI: 10.1038/s41588-018-0090-3 PMID:29700475
KP Authors: Jorgenson, Eric, Shen, Ling, Schaefer, Cathy, Shyn, Stanley I, Hamilton, Steve
KP Region(s): Northern California, Washington, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

1756. Wright DR, Christakis DA, Lozano P, Saelens BE
Healthy, Wealthy, and Wise? Exploring Parent Comparative Optimism About Future Child Outcomes
KP Authors: Lozano, Paula
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

KP Authors: Tsai, Thomas T
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research Center(s): Institute for Health Research

KP Authors: Tsai, Thomas T
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research Center(s): Institute for Health Research

J Am Coll Cardiol. 2018 Apr 30. DOI: 10.1016/j.jacc.2018.02.018 PMID:29729878
KP Authors: Tsai, Thomas T
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research Center(s): Institute for Health Research


J Am Coll Cardiol. 2018 Apr 30. DOI: 10.1016/j.jacc.2018.02.017 PMID:29729876

KP Authors: Tsai, Thomas T
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research Center(s): Institute for Health Research

1761. Wu BU, Batech M, Dong EY, Duan L, Yadav D, Chen W

Influence of Ambulatory Triglyceride Levels on Risk of Recurrence in Patients with Hypertriglyceremic Pancreatitis

Dig Dis Sci. 2018 Aug 09. DOI: 10.1007/s10620-018-5226-x PMID:30094622

KP Authors: Wu, Bechien U, Batech, Michael, Dong, Elizabeth Y, Duan, Lewei, Chen, Wansu
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

1762. Wu FM, Rubenstein LV, Yoon J

Team functioning as a predictor of patient outcomes in early medical home implementation

Health Care Manage Rev. 2018 Mar 12. DOI: 10.1097/HMR.0000000000000196 PMID:29533272

KP Authors: Wu, Frances M
KP Region(s): Program Offices
KP Research Center(s):


Neurodevelopmental outcomes of young children born to HIV-positive mothers in rural Yunnan, China

Pediatr Int. 2018 Apr 16. DOI: 10.1111/ped.13584 PMID:29663621

KP Authors: Loo, Kek-Khee
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

1764. Wu JJ, Armstrong AW, Gordon KB, Menter MA

Practical Strategies for Optimizing Management of Psoriasis


KP Authors: Wu, Jashin J
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):


Comparison of the Cost-Effectiveness of Biologic Drugs Used for Moderate-to-Severe Psoriasis Treatment in the United States


KP Authors: Wu, Jashin J
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP 2018 Bibliography - Alphabetical

KP Research Center(s):

1766. Wu JJ, Joshi AA, Reddy SP, Batech M, Egeberg A, Ahlehoff O, Mehta NN
Anti-inflammatory therapy with tumor necrosis factor inhibitors is associated with reduced risk of major adverse cardiovascular events in psoriasis
KP Authors: Wu, Jashin J, Batech, Michael
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

Minimal Clinically Important Difference (MCID) for Work Productivity and Activity Impairment (WPAI) Questionnaire in Psoriasis Patients
KP Authors: Wu, Jashin J
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

The journey for US psoriasis patients prescribed a topical: a retrospective database evaluation of patient progression to oral and/or biologic treatment
KP Authors: Wu, Jashin J
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

The Risk of Cardiovascular Events in Psoriasis Patients Treated with Tumor Necrosis Factor-alpha Inhibitors versus Phototherapy: An Observational Cohort Study
KP Authors: Wu, Jashin J
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

1770. Wu JJ, Veverka KA, Lu M, Armstrong AW
Real-world experience of calcipotriene and betamethasone dipropionate foam 0.005%/0.064% in the treatment of adults with psoriasis in the United States
KP Authors: Wu, Jashin J
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

1771. Wu K, Zhai MZ, Weltzien EK, Cespedes Feliciano EM, Meyerhardt JA, Giovannucci E, Caan BJ
Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease and colorectal cancer survival
Cancer Causes Control. 2018 Nov 15. DOI: 10.1007/s10552-018-1095-z PMID:30443695
KP Authors: Weltzien, Erin K, Cespedes, Elizabeth M, Caan, Bette
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research
Effectiveness of Respiratory Syncytial Virus Immunoprophylaxis on Bronchiolitis Hospitalizations among High-risk Infants
KP Authors: Escobar, Gabriel, Lee, Sherian X, Walsh, Eileen M
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

Clinical providers' experiences with returning results from genomic sequencing: an interview study
KP Authors: McMullen, Carmit
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

Multiethnic meta-analysis identifies ancestry-specific and cross-ancestry loci for pulmonary function
KP Authors: Psaty, Bruce M
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

1775. Wyss R, Fireman B, Rassen JA, Schneeweiss S
Erratum: High-dimensional propensity score adjustment in studies of treatment effects using health care claims data
Epidemiology. 2018 Jun 27. DOI: 10.1097/EDE.0000000000000886 PMID:29958191
KP Authors: Fireman, Bruce
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

Association between paternal alcohol consumption before conception and anogenital distance of offspring
Alcohol Clin Exp Res. 2018 Jan 06. DOI: 10.1111/acer.13595 PMID:29315635
KP Authors: Li, De-Kun
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research


**Impact of Gastric Banding Versus Metformin on β-Cell Function in Adults With Impaired Glucose Tolerance or Mild Type 2 Diabetes**

*Diabetes Care.* 2018 Oct 03. DOI: 10.2337/dc18-1662 PMID:30282699

KP Authors: Xiang, Anny H, Martinez, Mayra P, Wang, Xinhui, Wu, Jun, Chow, Ting

KP Region(s): Southern California

KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

### 1779. Xiang AH, Wang X, Martinez MP, Getahun D, Page KA, Buchanan TA, Feldman K

**Maternal Gestational Diabetes Mellitus, Type 1 Diabetes, and Type 2 Diabetes During Pregnancy and Risk of ADHD in Offspring**

*Diabetes Care.* 2018 Oct 29. DOI: 10.2337/dc18-0733 PMID:30373735

KP Authors: Xiang, Anny H, Wang, Xinhui, Martinez, Mayra P, Getahun, Darios T, Feldman, Revital K

KP Region(s): Southern California

KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

### 1780. Xiang AH, Wang X, Martinez MP, Page K, Buchanan TA, Feldman RK

**Maternal Type 1 Diabetes and Risk of Autism in Offspring**


KP Authors: Xiang, Anny H, Wang, Xinhui, Martinez, Mayra P, Feldman, Revital K

KP Region(s): Southern California

KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

### 1781. Xiao CC, Anderson M, Harless LD, Liang J

**Shortcomings in the diagnosis of chronic rhinosinusitis: evaluating diagnosis by otolaryngologists and primary care physicians**


KP Authors: Xiao, Christopher, Harless, Lucas D, Liang, Jonathan

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

### 1782. Xiao J, Caan BJ, Weltzien E, Cespedes Feliciano EM, Kroenke CH, Meyerhardt JA, Baracos VE, Kwan ML, Castillo AL, Prado CM

**Associations of pre-existing co-morbidities with skeletal muscle mass and radiodensity in patients with non-metastatic colorectal cancer**


KP Authors: Caan, Bette, Weltzien, Erin K, Cespedes, Elizabeth M, Kroenke, Candyce H, Kwan, Marilyn L, Castillo, Adrienne

KP Region(s): Northern California
1783. Xiao J, Mazurak VC, Olobatuyi TA, Caan BJ, Prado CM

_Visceral adiposity and cancer survival: a review of imaging studies_

PMID:27921375
KP Authors: Caan, Bette
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

1784. Xie F, Im T, Getahun D

_A computerized algorithm to capture patient's past preeclampsia and eclampsia history from prenatal clinical notes_

Health Informatics J. 2018 Jan 01:1460458217754243. DOI: 10.1177/1460458217754243
PMID:29388496
KP Authors: Xie, Fagen, Im, Theresa M, Getahun, Darios T
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

1785. Xu S, Clarke CL, Newcomer SR, Daley MF, Glanz JM

_Analyzing self-controlled case series data when case confirmation rates are estimated from an internal validation sample_

Biom J. 2018 May 16. DOI: 10.1002/bimj.201700088 PMID:29768667
KP Authors: Xu, Stan, Clarke, Christina L, Newcomer, Sophia R, Daley, Matthew F, Glanz, Jason M
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research Center(s): Institute for Health Research


_PROspective Evaluation of Chronic Pancreatitis for EpidEmiologic and Translational StudiEs: Rationale and Study Design for PROCEED From the Consortium for the Study of Chronic Pancreatitis, Diabetes, and Pancreatic Cancer_

KP Authors: Van Den Eeden, Stephen
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research


_Systematic Multi-Domain Alzheimer's Risk Reduction Trial (SMARRT): Study Protocol_

KP Authors: Rosenberg, Dori E, Dublin, Sascha, Ludman, Evette J, Renz, Ann D, Adams, Kristin J, Larson, Eric B
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

Hepatic Angiomyolipoma: Mutation Analysis and Immunohistochemical Pitfalls in Diagnosis
Histopathology. 2018 Mar 07. DOI: 10.1111/his.13509 PMID:29512829
KP Authors: Shafizadeh, Nafis X
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

1789. Yang EJ, Sanchez IM, Beck K, Sekhon S, Wu JJ, Bhutani T
Guselkumab for the treatment of moderate-to-severe plaque psoriasis
KP Authors: Wu, Jashin J
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

1790. Yang JS, Mehran N, Mazzocca AD, Pearl ML, Chen VW, Arciero RA
Remplissage Versus Modified Latarjet for Off-Track Hill-Sachs Lesions With Subcritical Glenoid Bone Loss
KP Authors: Yang, Justin S, Mehran, Nima, Pearl, Michael L, Chen, Vincent W
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

1791. Yang PR, Patel AD, Esmail AN
Dorsal Radiocarpal Joint Fracture-Dislocation: A Case Report
JBJS Case Connect. 2018 Jul 11. DOI: 10.2106/JBJS.CC.17.00275 PMID:29995664
KP Authors: Esmail, Adil N
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

Epigenetics in ovarian cancer: premise, properties, and perspectives
KP Authors: Lau, Bonnie
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

1793. Yang S, Draznin M, Fung MA
The "Line Sign" Is a Rapid and Efficient Diagnostic "Test" for Morphea: Clinicopathological Study of 73 Cases
KP Authors: Draznin, Michelle
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research Center(s):
Cutaneous Melanoma Risk among People with HIV in the United States and Canada
J Acquir Immune Defic Syndr. 2018 Apr 27. DOI: 10.1097/QAI.0000000000001719 PMID:29771785
KP Authors: Leyden, Wendy, Neugebauer, Romain S, Horberg, Michael, Silverberg, Michael J
KP Region(s): Northern California, Mid-Atlantic, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research, Mid-Atlantic Permanente Research Institute

Eight-Week Hepatitis C Treatment with New Direct Acting Antivirals Has a Better Safety Profile While Being Effective in the Treatment-Naïve Geriatric Population Without Liver Cirrhosis and Hepatitis C Virus-RNA < 6 Million IU/mL
Dig Dis Sci. 2018 Sep 27. DOI: 10.1007/s10620-018-5283-1 PMID:30259281
KP Authors: Sahota, Amandeep
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

Risk of Hepatitis B Virus Reactivation Among Patients Treated With Ledipasvir-Sofosbuvir for Hepatitis C Virus Infection
J Clin Gastroenterol. 2018 Jan 12. DOI: 10.1097/MCG.0000000000000986 PMID:29334502
KP Authors: Yanny, Beshoy T, Latt, Nyan L, Kramer, Jason, Sahota, Amandeep
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): 

1797. Yarborough BJ, Yarborough MT, Cavese JC
Factors that hindered care seeking among people with a first diagnosis of psychosis
KP Authors: Yarborough, Bobbi Jo H, Yarborough, Micah, Cavese, Julie A
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

1798. Yarborough BJH, Chi FW, Green CA, Hinman A, Mertens J, Beck A, Horberg M, Weisner C, Campbell CI
Patient and System Characteristics Associated with Performance on the HEDIS Measures of Alcohol and Other Drug Treatment Initiation and Engagement
KP Authors: Yarborough, Bobbi Jo H, Chi, Felicia W, Green, Carla A, Hinman, Agatha S, Mertens, Jennifer, Beck, Arne, Horberg, Michael, Weisner, Constance, Campbell, Cynthia I
KP Region(s): Northwest, Northern California, Colorado, Mid-Atlantic, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest, Division of Research, Institute for Health Research, Mid-Atlantic Permanente Research Institute

1799. Yarborough BJH, Stumbo SP, Cavese JA, Yarborough MT, Green CA
Patient perspectives on how living with a mental illness affects making and maintaining healthy lifestyle changes
Patient Educ Couns. 2018 Sep 01. DOI: 10.1016/j.pec.2018.08.036 PMID:30205919
Yarborough BJH, Stumbo SP, Perrin NA, Hanson GC, Muench J, Green CA
Effects of primary care clinician beliefs and perceived organizational facilitators on the delivery of preventive care to individuals with mental illnesses
PMID:29329520

Yarborough BJH, Stumbo SP, Stoneburner A, Smith N, Dobscha SK, Deyo RA, Morasco BJ
Correlates of Benzodiazepine Use and Adverse Outcomes Among Patients with Chronic Pain Prescribed Long-term Opioid Therapy
Pain Med. 2018 Sep 10. DOI: 10.1093/pm/pny179 PMID:30204893

Yarborough BJH, Stumbo SP, Yarborough MT, Owen-Smith A, Green CA
Benefits and challenges of using service dogs for veterans with posttraumatic stress disorder
Psychiatr Rehabil J. 2018 Apr 26. DOI: 10.1037/prj0000294 PMID:29698000

Yavorkovsky LL
Mantle Cell Lymphoma-Time to Dismantle the Treatment Paradox

Yavorkovsky LL
Case 28-2018: A Man with Epistaxis, Pain and Erythema of the Forearm, and Pancytopenia

Yi JA, Bronsert M, Glebova NO
Claims Variability in Charges and Payments for Common Open and Endovascular Procedures
1806. Yitshak-Sade M, Bobb JF, Schwartz JD, Kloog I, Zanobetti A
The association between short and long-term exposure to PM2.5 and temperature and hospital admissions in New England and the synergistic effect of the short-term exposures
KP Authors: Bobb, Jennifer F
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research Center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

1807. Yoo MS, Cheung K
Commentary on "Sunset in Santa Rosa After the Northern California Firestorm"
Acad Med. 2018 Nov;93(11):1653. DOI: 10.1097/01.ACM.0000547513.12185.4d PMID:30376526
KP Authors: Yoo, Michael S, Cheung, Kawai
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Northern California

1808. Yoon S, Yoon JC, Winkler E, Liu C, Lawton MT
Nationwide Analysis of Cost Variation for Treatment of Aneurysmal Subarachnoid Hemorrhage
Stroke. 2018 Dec 03;STROKEAHA118023079. DOI: 10.1161/STROKEAHA.118.023079 PMID:30580700
KP Authors: Liu, Caterina Y
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Northern California

1809. Yoshida K, Gruber S, Fireman BH, Toh S
Comparison of privacy-protecting analytic and data-sharing methods: A simulation study
KP Authors: Fireman, Bruce
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

Association of thyroid status prior to transition to end-stage renal disease with early dialysis mortality
Nephrol Dial Transplant. 2018 Oct 08. DOI: 10.1093/ndt/gfy289 PMID:30299498
KP Authors: Sim, John J
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

1811. Young BR, Nguyen THP, Alabaster A, Greenhow TL
The Prevalence of Bacterial Meningitis in Febrile Infants 29-60 Days With Positive Urinalysis
KP Authors: Young, Beverly R, Nguyen, Tran H, Alabaster, Amy, Greenhow, Tara
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research
1812. Young DR, Cohen D, Koebnick C, Mohan Y, Saksvig BI, Sidell M, Wu T
   Longitudinal Associations of Physical Activity Among Females from Adolescence to Young Adulthood
   KP Authors: Young, Deborah Rohm, Koebnick, Corinna, Lozano, Yasmina M, Sidell, Margo
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

   Associations of overweight/obesity and socioeconomic status with hypertension prevalence across racial and ethnic groups
   KP Region(s): Southern California, Washington, Georgia, Colorado, Northern California, Northwest, Mid-Atlantic, Hawaii, Inter-Regional
   KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation, Washington Health Research Institute, Center for Research and Evaluation, Institute for Health Research, Division of Research, Center for Health Research - Northwest, Mid-Atlantic Permanente Research Institute, Center

1814. Young DR, Haskell WL
   Accumulation of Moderate-to-Vigorous Physical Activity and All-Cause Mortality
   J Am Heart Assoc. 2018 Mar 22;7(6). Epub 2018-03-22. DOI: 10.1161/JAHA.118.008929
   PMID:29567765
   KP Authors: Young, Deborah Rohm
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

1815. Young S, Lau ST, Shaul DB, Vazquez WD, Yoo EY, Sydorak RM
   A new technique in complex chest wall reconstruction: Open reduction and internal fixation
   KP Authors: Young, Stephanie, Lau, Stanley T, Shaul, Donald B, Vazquez, Walter D, Yoo, Edward Y, Sydorak, Roman M
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research Center(s):

1816. Young S, Sung ML, Lee JA, DiFronzo LA, O'Connor VV
   Pasireotide is not effective in reducing the development of postoperative pancreatic fistula
   KP Authors: Young, Stephanie, Sung, Michael L, Lee, Jennifer A, DiFronzo, Andrew L, O'Connor, Victoria V
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research Center(s):

   Evaluating the Impact of Eliminating Copayments for Tobacco Cessation Pharmacotherapy
Adverse Childhood Experiences and Mental and Behavioral Health Conditions During Pregnancy: The Role of Resilience
J Womens Health (Larchmt). 2018 Sep 05. DOI: 10.1089/jwh.2018.7108 PMID:30183473
KP Authors: Young-Wolff, Kelly C, Alabaster, Amy, McCaw, Brigid, Stoller, Nicole E, Watson, Carey R, Sterling, Stacy A, Erickson-Ridout, Kathryn K, Flanagan, Tracy
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

Documentation of e-cigarette use and associations with smoking from 2012 to 2015 in an integrated healthcare delivery system
KP Authors: Young-Wolff, Kelly C, Klebaner, Daniella, Folck, Bruce, Sarovar, Varada
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

1820. Young-Wolff KC, Sarovar V, Klebaner D, Chi F, McCaw B
Changes in Psychiatric and Medical Conditions and Health Care Utilization Following a Diagnosis of Sexual Assault: A Retrospective Cohort Study
Med Care. 2018 May 17. DOI: 10.1097/MLR.0000000000000930 PMID:29781924
KP Authors: Young-Wolff, Kelly C, Sarovar, Varada, Klebaner, Daniella, Chi, Felicia W, McCaw, Brigid
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

Association of Nausea and Vomiting in Pregnancy With Prenatal Marijuana Use
KP Authors: Young-Wolff, Kelly C, Sarovar, Varada, Tucker, Lue-Yen, Avalos, Lyndsay A, Conway, Amy, Armstrong, Maryanne, Goler, Nancy
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

1822. Yu A, Prentice HA, Burfeind WE, Funahashi T, Maletis GB
Risk of Infection After Allograft Anterior Cruciate Ligament Reconstruction: Are Nonprocessed Allografts More Likely to Get Infected? A Cohort Study of Over 10,000 Allografts
KP Authors: Yu, Anthony L, Prentice, Heather, Burfeind, William E, Funahashi, Tadashi T, Maletis, Gregory B
KP Region(s): Southern California, Colorado, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s):
1823. Yu AF, Hope House Men And Alumni

"Where we wanna be": The role of structural violence and place-based trauma for street life-oriented Black men navigating recovery and reentry

PMID:30336356
KP Authors: Yu, Anta
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

1824. Yu JX, Oliver M, Lin J, Chang M, Limketkai BN, Soetikno R, Bhattacharya J, Kaltenbach T

Patients Prescribed Direct-acting Oral Anticoagulants Have Low Risk of Post-Polypectomy Complications

KP Authors: Chang, Matthew S
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):


Automated Cervical Screening and Triage, Based on HPV Testing and Computer-Interpreted Cytology

J Natl Cancer Inst. 2018 Apr 11. DOI: 10.1093/jnci/djy044 PMID:29659930
KP Authors: Fetterman, Barbara, Lorey, Thomas, Raine-Bennett, Tina, Stamps, Robin E, Poitras, Nancy E
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research


Benchmarking Inpatient Antimicrobial Use: A Comparison of Risk-Adjusted Observed-to-Expected Ratios

KP Authors: Yu, Kalvin C, Moisan, Elizabeth V, Tartof, Sara Yee, Nguyen, Hien M, Rieg, Gunter K, Ramaprasad, Charulata
KP Region(s): Southern California, Program Offices, Northwest, Northern California, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

1827. Zaki TD, Yoo KY, Kassardjian M, Choate KA

A p.478I>T KRT1 mutation in a case of annular epidermolytic ichthyosis

KP Authors: Yoo, Ki-Young
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

Incidence and Risk Factors for Post-Intravitreal Injection Endophthalmitis in a Modified Operating Room Setting
KP Authors: Modjtahedi, Bobeck S
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

Genetic Determinants of Telomere Length in African American Youth
PMID:30185882
KP Authors: Brigino-Bonaaventura, Emerita M
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

Zeiger JS, Zeiger RS
Mental toughness latent profiles in endurance athletes
PMID:29474398
KP Authors: Zeiger, Robert S
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

Zerbo O, Klein NP
Factors Affecting Vaccination in Children and Their Siblings After Autism Spectrum Disorder Diagnosis-Reply
KP Authors: Zerbo, Ousseny, Klein, Nicola
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

Vaccination Patterns in Children After Autism Spectrum Disorder Diagnosis and in Their Younger Siblings
KP Authors: Zerbo, Ousseny, Modaressi, Sharareh, Goddard, Kristin S, Lewis, Edwin M, Fireman, Bruce, Daley, Matthew F, Irving, Stephanie A, Jackson, Lisa A, Qian, Lei, Getahun, Darios T, Klein, Nicola
KP Region(s): Northern California, Colorado, Northwest, Washington, Southern California, Inter-Regional
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research, Institute for Health Research, Center for Health Research - Northwest, Washington Health Research Institute, Department of Research and Evaluation

Zhang HM, Christianson LA, Templeman CL, Lentz SE
Non-malignant Sequelae Following Unconfined Power Morcellation.,✰✰✰,✰✰✰✰,✰✰✰✰✰
J Minim Invasive Gynecol. 2018 May 18. DOI: 10.1016/j.jmig.2018.05.010 PMID:29783003
KP Authors: Zhang, Hao M, Christianson, Lee A, Templeman, Claire L, Lentz, Scott E
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

Recommended Reading from Cedars-Sinai Medical Center Pulmonary and Critical Care Medicine Fellows
Am J Respir Crit Care Med. 2018 Feb 06. DOI: 10.1164/rccm.201704-0833RR PMID:29406771
KP Authors: Hwang, Jennifer Y
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s):

Pharmacological activation of estrogen receptor beta augments innate immunity to suppress cancer metastasis
Proc Natl Acad Sci USA. 2018 Mar 28. DOI: 10.1073/pnas.1803291115 PMID:29592953
KP Authors: Lau, Bonnie
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

The RNA binding protein SORBS2 suppresses metastatic colonization of ovarian cancer by stabilizing tumor-suppressive immunomodulatory transcripts
KP Authors: Lau, Bonnie
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

Using natural language processing for identification of herpes zoster ophthalmicus cases to support population-based study
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research Center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

Association between post-cancer diagnosis dietary inflammatory potential and mortality among invasive breast cancer survivors in the Women's Health Initiative
Cancer Epidemiol Biomarkers Prev. 2018 Jan 22. DOI: 10.1158/1055-9965.EPI-17-0569 PMID:29358225
Long-Term Outcomes of Newly-Diagnosed Resected Atypical Meningiomas and the Role of Adjuvant Radiotherapy (ART)

Insulin resistance since early adulthood and appendicular lean mass in middle-aged adults without diabetes: 20 years of the CARDIA study

Omega 3 polyunsaturated fatty acids and healthy ageing
BMJ. 2018 Oct 17;363:k4263. Epub 2018-10-17. DOI: 10.1136/bmj.k4263 PMID:30333101

1842. Zhu, Y, Hedderson, MM, Quesenberry, CP, Feng, J, Ferrara, A
Liver Enzymes in Early to Mid-pregnancy, Insulin Resistance, and Gestational Diabetes Risk: A Longitudinal Analysis

1843. Zhu, Y, Hedderson, MM, Quesenberry, CP, Feng, J, Ferrara, A
Central Obesity Increases the Risk of Gestational Diabetes Partially Through Increasing Insulin Resistance
Obesity (Silver Spring). 2018 Nov 21. DOI: 10.1002/oby.22339 PMID:30461219
Poor diet quality in pregnancy is associated with increased risk of excess fetal growth: a prospective multi-racial/ethnic cohort study  
KP Authors: Zhu, Yeyi, Hedderson, Monique M, Sridhar, Sneha, Xu, Fei, Feng, Juanran, Ferrara, Assiamira  
KP Region(s): Northern California  
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

Weight estimation among multi-racial/ethnic infants and children aged 0-5-9 years in the USA: simple tools for a critical measure  
KP Authors: Zhu, Yeyi  
KP Region(s): Northern California  
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

A prospective and longitudinal study of plasma phospholipid saturated fatty acid profile in relation to cardiometabolic biomarkers and the risk of gestational diabetes  
KP Authors: Zhu, Yeyi, Ferrara, Assiamira  
KP Region(s): Northern California  
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

1847. Zoccoli C, Li CF, Black D, Smith DB, Sheehan J, Harbaugh RE, Glantz M  
The Honest Palm Sign: Detecting Incomplete Effort on Physical Exam  
KP Authors: Li, Christina F  
KP Region(s): Northern California  
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

1848. Zorzi M, Hassan C, Selby K, Rugge M  
Do not leave FIT positives alone!  
Am J Gastroenterol. 2018 Feb 23. DOI: 10.1038/s41395-018-0019-6 PMID:29476084  
KP Authors: Selby, Kevin J  
KP Region(s): Northern California  
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

1849. Zrelak PA  
Sex-Based Differences in Symptom Perception and Care-Seeking Behavior in Acute Stroke  
Perm J. 2018 09 20;22. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/18-042 PMID:30285913  
KP Authors: Zrelak, Patricia A  
KP Region(s): Northern California  
KP Research Center(s): Division of Research

1850. Zrelak PA
Leading the Way by Adopting Safe Medication Practices Associated With Abbreviation Use
KP Authors: Zrelak, Patricia A
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):

1851. Zuber CD, Moody L
Creativity and Innovation in Health Care: Tapping Into Organizational Enablers Through Human-Centered Design
Nurs Adm Q. 2018 Jan/Mar;42(1):62-75. DOI: 10.1097/NAQ.0000000000000267 PMID:29194334
KP Authors: Zuber, Christi
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research Center(s):